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Attitudinal Healing

Restorative Justice Training (RJOY)

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal of RJOY is to
effectuate a change in the way
municipal culture conceptualizes and
administers justice. By seeding
restorative justice measures in schools,
communities, and the justice system,
RJOY serves as a catalyst for individual
and community healing. RJOYs
objectives are to reduce violence,
truancy, suspension, and expulsion,
building toward healthier school
environments.
By aligning their services to these
objectives, RJOY’s intended outcome is
to embed restorative justice measures
into the internal disciplinary structures of
schools and to train youth in restorative
justice, thus strengthening the
relationships between young people,
parents, and school staff. RJOY
approaches their work with the
theoretical presupposition that
employing restorative justice principles
and practices can transform the cultures
of schools and communities and thereby
reduce the incidence of violence and
negative school outcomes.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
RJOY received $210,750 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.
Staff and Partners
Measure Y provided services for 2
FTEs, an Executive Director, and a
School Coordinator. Additionally, RJOY
employs 1 FTE and 2 volunteer staff
with other resources.
Partners
RJOY employs partnerships with a
variety of organizations including: the
Oakland Unified School District (OUSD),
Safe Passages/Our Kids program,
SEEDS, the Judges Task Force, and
the Oakland and Hayward Police
Departments. RJOY also provides
technical assistance and support to the
McCullum Youth Court and Catholic
Charities of the East Bay to develop and
enhance the restorative justice
components of their respective
programs.
Although 45% of RJOY’s clients are
referred through their partner
organizations, the referral source of the
remainder of clients is unknown
Referral Sourcei

Referral Source
School
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% of Consented
Clients
45%
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Data Collection Methods
The RJOY staff reported that they
regularly update the Youth Management
Information System (YMIS) and utilize
the following data collection methods to
monitor program impact: sign-in sheets,
training satisfaction surveys, and
evaluation from strategic planning
sessions and internal reports.
However, an increase in demand for
services and expansion of the program
has somewhat hampered RJOY’s ability
to accurately depict categories of
service distribution (i.e whether a
service is group activity or individual).
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Like many school-based
programs, RJOY has collected a low
rate of client consent.
Of the 176 participants served by RJOY,
29 (16%) consented to sharing
information. The data presented in this
report pertains to consented clients only.
Consent Rates
Consented

16%

Withheld Consent

72%

Missing Consent

12%

Risk Factor of Participantsii
Risk Factor
% of Consented
Clients
Suspended

52%

Exposed to Violence

48%

The following chartiii compares the
average GPAs of RJOY’s participants
with all Measure Y program participants
who were in OUSD, and all OUSD
students not involved with Measure Y.
Overall RJOY students had better
academic performance outcomes than
average OUSD students and Measure Y
Participants in OUSD
Average GPA Participants
3.5

100%

Client Demographics
The majority of the consented clients
served by RJOY are female, accounting
for 59%. Most consented participants
are between 14 and 17 years old (83%),
and live in East (89%) and West
Oakland (11%).
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Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. Suspension from
school and exposure to violence were
the most common risk factors for
consented RJOY participants.

3.11
2.72

3
2.18

2.5
GPA

Total

The vast majority of participants identify
themselves as African American (66%)
or Latin American (18%). The
population of consented clients proved
diverse, as RJOY also served
participants who identify as Asians (4%),
Filipino (4%), Multi-Ethnic (4%), and
White (4%).

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
RJOY
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

OUSD Students
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III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The RJOY program consists of the
following activities:
•

•

Train and empowered core groups
of students in restorative justice
principles at Cole Middle School in
an effort to transform school
climate and reduce suspensions,
violence, truancy and expulsions.
Key activities include: training
administrators, teachers, students,
parents and other OUSD
stakeholders in restorative
techniques, employing a train-thetrainer model with a group of
students who, in turn, used the
tools and strategies to train their
peers.
Provide technical assistance and
support to 8-10 pilot schools to
build social capital and provide a
forum for schools to receive
training and assistance around
restorative justice principles and
practices. Key activities include:
facilitating meetings with 10 pilot
schools to assist with the
implementation of restorative
principles among students, and
building and strengthening
relationships within various OUSD
departments.

The first chart below illustrates the total
number of group and individual service
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hours participants received and the
average number of hours participants
received by service type. The table on
the following page lists the RJOY’s
events for Fiscal Year 08-09.
Services and Events
The following chart illustrates the total
number of group and individual service
hours participants received and the average
number of hours participants received by
service type.
Units of Service by Type of Serviceiv
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

1,210

7

100%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Conflic
t Resolution

1,194

7

98%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

8

8

1%

Mental Health

8

8

1%

Individual

4

1

0%

Intensive Outreach

4

1

0%

Total

1,214

In addition to the various individual and
group activities conducted by program
staff, RJOY also participated in a
number of events aimed at engaging
youth participants.
RJOY staff engaged in 117outreach
activities in and around school
campuses and all over the wider
Oakland community. These events
ranged from presentations of awards,
trainings with different organizations,
community meetings, and community
circles. Over the course of the year,
program staff estimated that they spent
over 360 hours conducting outreach
activities, touching over 1,000 students.
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A list of program events follows:
Program Events
Catholic Charities Teach‐In
Community Circle Trainings
Community Works RJ Training
Conference Keynote Presentation
Faith Community Breakfast ‐ Re‐Entry
June Schools Seminar 2009
Law Enforcement Meetings
Meeting with Offenders and Families (RGC's)
National Conference of Forensic Social Workers
NCPC Meetings attended
Healing Circles
OUSD Central Office Outreach Meetings
Peacemaking Circle Training

distributed to program participants. The
evaluation team instead focused on
measuring the relationship between
RJOY services and truancy rates.
The following charts examine the impact
of Measure Y programs on participant
truancy rates. The evaluation team
found an average intake date for
program participants and compared
average truancy rates (per 100 days)
before and after this date.
The two charts provide a comparison of
OUSD students and RJOY students. In
general, OUSD students’ truancy rates
remained steady, while RJOY students
fared poorly in this consideration.

Peacemaking Circle Training ‐ San Quentin

Average # of Participant Days Truant per 100 Days: Before
and After RJOY's Average Intake Date

Positive School Climate in OUSD Through
Restorative Justice
Restorative Group Conference
Restorative Justice Task Force Trainings and
Presentations

2.87

3
Average # of Days

Presentation at UC Berkeley Law School

3.5

School Celebration Circle

2.5
1.83

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Pre

SEEDS Outreach and Informational Presentation

Post

Site Visits for Restorative Justice Pilots
Strategic Planning Sessions with Justice
Stakeholders

Average # of Non-Measure Y Student Days Truant per 100 Days:
Before and After RJOY's Average Intake Date

Student‐Teacher Circle

1.790

Student/Family‐School Circles

1.780

OUTCOMES

Average # of Days

IV.

1.785

1.78

1.775
1.770
1.765
1.760
1.75

1.755
1.750
1.745

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?

1.740
1.735
Pre

Post

Service Impact
Due to the nature of RJOY services,
client satisfaction surveys were not
Section VII: Program Report, RJOY
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Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with RJOY’s program
partners, OUSD officials in particular,
revealed strong support for the program.
RJOY’s partners reported that the
program is filling a critical role in
improving school climate and repairing
relationships.
RJOY has had an impact on teacher morale. This is
an unanticipated outcome of their efforts to [provide]
wrap around [services for] students. The staff also
feels supported by this approach and with the high
teacher turnover in OUSD, this is really priceless.”
“Cole Middle school is where it’s been done the
longest. Suspensions and violence have dropped
dramatically. Other schools haven’t implemented it
very long, so my only evidence is anecdotal. Even at
those schools, perpetrators perpetrate less. RJ
teaches them to make it right, rather than simply
getting suspended or moved to another school. The
lessons stick with RJ.”

Success Stories
According to program staff, RJOY has
been successful in seeding incremental
change in how students and the
community view conflict management
and utilize restorative justice in school
and community settings.
Our two biggest successes were that we had such a
huge success at Cole that 19 other [schools] wanted
to use this program at their schools. We were able to
reduce suspensions and fights to zero. A story was
that two boys were fighting down the street from Cole.
A parent that was aware of Rita {Restorative Justice
Coordinator at Cole Middle School} brought the boys
in to see her. Afterwards the boys joked around about
how they can’t even fight in the neighborhood of the
school.”
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The other success story was the strategic planning
sessions with 45 justice stakeholders. More people
rsvp’d than had been invited. Normally we do annual
three day training.t his year we did two trainings and
still had to turn people away. Project Seed,
community works, the Judge and other partners; the
people that attended were all in positions to affect
many other people. The attendees were mostly
people of color.

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
An overarching strength of RJOY is the
staff’s solid grounding in the principles
of Restorative Justice. They are also
resourceful in forging strategic
partnerships and building an institutional
reputation for quality and success. The
staff relate well to diverse groups of
people. When people attend RJ
Principles and Practices trainings, the
feedback is always very positive.
RJOY’s work at Cole Middle school was
deemed an unmitigated success,
transforming the school’s tenor and
culture. Since then, students have been
more focused on learning, with fewer
students committing classroom
disturbances. The use of Circles has
given students a voice and an
opportunity to deal with conflict in a
productive and healing manner.
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Challenges
The greatest challenge RJOY
experiences is an accelerated demand
for its services; the program needs more
staff and funding in order to provide
services to willing partners. The
program has a three-pronged
programmatic focus: school, community,
and justice. The school and justice
programs are taking off, but getting work
started in the community has been a
challenge for RJOY.
One particular challenge involves the
capturing sufficient data regarding
specific RJOY outcomes.
Neighborhood outreach workers report
spending a more significant amount of
time conducting intensive outreach and
coaching with community residents who
may not meet the “intensively served”
criteria in the YMIS database. There
are a number of different outcomes that
are being achieved through this work
that are not being well documented, but
which are important to measuring
service delivery, including change in
community participation and the
development of leadership skills.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall the evaluation findings are very
positive for RJOY clients, resulting in
only two recommendations:
1. RJOY program administration would benefit from
training in:
a. Financial Management,
b. Microsoft Excel and
c. Fundraising to gain a broader base from
which funds are acquired and to expand
the program.
2. RJOY staff would benefit from additional
professional development training in restorative
justice and implementing restorative discipline in
schools.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY – FISCAL AGENT: ATTIUDINAL HEALING CONNECTION PROGRAM: RESTORATIVE JUSTICE FOR YOUTH (RJOY)
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

School-Based Prevention Projects
To create a safe learning environment and safe passage to and from Oakland’s Public School campuses and to decrease
violent behaviors amongst Oakland’s public school students in the broader community
Program Purpose
Provide training and technical assistance to seed restorative practices in schools, communities, and the justice system.
Program Goals:
(1) Provide intensive justice training and direct services reaching 120 youth and young adults. (2) Through pilot projects in
10 schools, media presentations, and training adults who work with youth and young adults reach at least 1000 more
people.
Resources:
OMY $210,750; Information on additional funding sources to be shared soon.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Infuse restorative justice principles and measures into pilot schools disciplinary policies and procedures – reduce violence,
truancy, expulsions and suspensions, and transform the school environment.
4 trainings to
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of trainings
Teachers use tools
Schools will experience
administrators, teachers,
venue, food, funding
# of attendees
learned
significant reductions in
students, parents and other
Teacher trains others
suspensions, expulsions,
OUSD stakeholders in
Use of “circles”
violence, staff turnover and
restorative techniques
increases in parental involvement
OUSD data on suspensions,
Sign-in sheets
Will collect ethnographic
expulsions, violence, and staff
and interview data from
turnover.
participants
Parental involvement will be
Will consider a survey of
difficult to track beyond anecdotal
participants; may need
reports
help
Training and empowering
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of trainings
Students use tools
Schools will experience
core groups of students
venue, food, funding
# of attendees
learned
significant reductions in
Students train others
suspensions, expulsions,
Use of “circles”
violence, staff turnover and
increases in parental involvement
Sign-in sheets
Will consider a survey of
OUSD data on suspensions,
participants; may need
expulsions, violence, and staff
help
turnover.
Parental involvement will be
difficult to track beyond anecdotal
reports
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7 facilitated meetings with
10 pilot schools to facilitate
implementation of
restorative principles
among students.

Facilitator, co-facilitator,
venue, food, funding

4 facilitated meetings with
10 school administrators to
facilitate implementation of
restorative principles

Facilitator, co-facilitator,
venue, food, funding

# of trainings
# of attendees

Sign-in sheets

# of trainings
# of attendees

Sign-in sheets

Build and strength
relationships with different
OUSD Departments.

Facilitator, co-facilitator,
venue, food, funding

# of trainings
# of attendees

Sign-in sheets
Coordinate and provide ongoing training, technical
assistance, and support of
pilot schools.

Facilitator, co-facilitator,
venue, food, funding

# of trainings
# of attendees

Sign-in sheets
Facilitate alternative
processes and referral
structures for disciplinary
issues and students
referred to DHP at pilot
schools.

Facilitator, co-facilitator,
venue, food, funding
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# of trainings
# of attendees
Sign-in sheets

Students use tools
learned
Students train others
Use of “circles”
Will consider a survey of
participants; may need
help
Administrators use tools
learned
Administrators implement
restorative justice
principles
Will consider a survey of
participants; may need
help
RJOY and the various
OUSD Departments will
work cooperatively to
create peaceful school
communities
Changes in school
policies and procedures
Restorative Justice
principles will become
part of the school
community
Changes in school
policies and procedures
Schools will institute
alternative process and
referral structures
Changes in school
policies and procedures
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Students will continue to use
tools learned.
Schools with experience less
conflict.
OUSD data on suspension and
expulsions for fighting
Administrators will continue to
use tools learned.
Schools with experience less
conflict.
OUSD data on suspension and
expulsions for fighting
School communities will remain
peaceful

OUSD data on suspension and
expulsions for fighting
School communities will remain
peaceful

OUSD data on suspension and
expulsions for fighting
School communities will remain
peaceful
OUSD data on suspension and
expulsions for fighting

Attitudinal Healing

Restorative Justice Training (RJOY)
Objective II: Infuse restorative justice principles and measures into the juvenile justice system – reduce violence and recidivism among
youth in Oakland.
4 facilitated meetings with
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of trainings
Students use tools
School communities will remain
juvenile justice
venue, food, funding
# of attendees
learned
peaceful
organizations,
Students train others
professionals and other
Use of “circles”
juvenile justice
Sign-in sheets
Will consider a survey of
OUSD data on suspension and
stakeholders
participants; may need
expulsions for fighting
help
Partner with Oakland
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of trainings
Administrators use tools
School communities will remain
Police Department, juvenile venue, food, funding
# of attendees
learned
peaceful
Bench, and community
Administrators implement
organizations
restorative justice
principles
Sign-in sheets
Will consider a survey of
OUSD data on suspension and
participants; may need
expulsions for fighting
help
Implement a pilot diversion Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of pilot diversion
Increase in number of
School communities will remain
program and facilitate
venue, food, funding
programs started
restorative conferences
peaceful
restorative conferencing
Program notes
Program notes
OUSD data on suspension and
with at least 6 pilot cases
expulsions for fighting
by June 2009
Implement 3 Circles of
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of COSAs held
Offenders recognize the
Participants do not commit new
Support of Accountability
venue, food, funding
# of attendees
impact their actions have law violations
(COSAs) with offenders by
Program notes
Participant pre-/postJuvenile Probation Data
June 2009.
Sign-in sheets
assessments
OPD arrest data
Parole violation data
Offer technical assistance
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of technical assistance
McCullum Youth Court
McCullum Youth Court maintains
to McCullum Youth Court.
venue, food, funding
hours provided
successfully implements
the implementation of restorative
restorative justice
justice principles
principles
Program notes
Review of McCullum
Review of McCullum Youth Court
Youth Court practices
practices
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Offer training and technical
assistance to Catholic
Charities of the East Bay.

Conduct at least one halfday Restorative Justice
introductory training for
Measure Y providers.

Facilitator, co-facilitator,
venue, food, funding

Facilitator, co-facilitator,
venue, food, funding

# of training sessions
provided to CCEB
# of technical assistance
hours provided to CCEB
Program notes
# of half-day Restorative
Justice introductory
trainings held for
Measure Y providers
Program notes

CCEB successfully
implements restorative
justice principles

CCEB maintains the
implementation of restorative
justice principles

Review of CCEB
practices
Measure Y providers
illustrate mastery of
restorative justice
principles
Pre-/Post Assessment

Review of CCEB practices

Objective III: Infuse restorative justice principles and measures into the Oakland.
Conduct 10 Community
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of Community Building
Neighborhoods where
Building Circles in Oakland venue, food, funding
Circles held
community building
by 30 June 2009
# of attendees
circles are held employ
restorative justice
principles
Sign-in sheets
Review of community
Program logs
practices
Conduct 3 victim support
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of victim support and
Victims participating in
and healing circles by 30
venue, food, funding
healing circles held
support and healing
June 2009.
# of attendees
circles experience
support and healing
Sign-in sheets
Follow-up survey
Program logs
questionnaire
Offer at least 5 Introduction Facilitator, co-facilitator,
# of Introduction to
Participants report
to Restorative Justice
venue, food, funding
Restorative Justice
knowledge gains as a
Presentations at
Presentations held
result of the training.
community gatherings by
# of attendees
30 June 2009.
Sign-in sheets
Post-presentation survey
Program logs
questionnaire
Develop a media
Facilitator, co-facilitator,
Media information
Youth seek additional
information campaign with
venue, food, funding
campaign with youth
restorative justice training
an emphasis on youth
emphasis
outreach.
Program notes
Follow-up survey
Campaign literature
questionnaire
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Measure Y providers implement
restorative justice principles in
their work.
Follow-up survey
Neighborhoods experience a
reduction in youth crime.

OPD crime incident reports.
Victims participating in support
and healing circles experience
support and healing
Follow-up survey questionnaire
Communities integrate
restorative justice principles

Follow-up survey questionnaire
Target youth avoid conflict
Target youth resolve
disagreements peacefully
OPD incident data
Follow-up survey questionnaire

Attitudinal Healing

Restorative Justice Training (RJOY)
I. Schools – Cole Middle plus 9
Objective: Infuse restorative justice principles and measures into pilot schools disciplinary policies and procedures – reduce violence,
truancy, expulsions and suspensions, and transform the school environment
Activities:
1) 4 trainings to administrators, teachers, students, parents and other OUSD stakeholders in restorative techniques
2) Training and empowering core groups of students
3) 7 facilitated meetings with 10 pilot schools to facilitate implementation of restorative principles (whom?)
4) 4 facilitated meetings with 10 school administrators to facilitate implementation of restorative principles
5) Build and strengthen relationships with different OUSD departments
6) Coordinate and provide on-going training, technical assistance, and support of pilot schools
7) Facilitate alternative processes and referral structures for disciplinary issues and students referred to DHP at pilot
schools
II. Juvenile Justice
Objective: Infuse restorative justice principles and measures into ….
Activities:
i. 4 trainings and informational presentations to juvenile justice organizations, professionals, and other juvenile
justice stakeholders
ii. Partner with county law enforcement (?) and justice officials and community organizations
iii. Implement a pilot diversion program and facilitate restorative conferencing with at least 6 pilot cases by June
2009
iv. Implement 3 Circles of Support and Accountability (COSAs) with offenders by June 2009
v. Offer technical assistance to McCullum Youth Court
vi. Offer training and technical assistance to Catholic Charities of the East Bay
vii. Conduct at least one half-day Restorative Justice introductory training for Measure Y providers
III. Community
Objective: Infuse restorative justice principles and measures into ….
Activities:
i. Conduct 10 Community Building Circles in Oakland by 30 June 2009
ii. Conduct 3 victim support and healing circles by 30 June 2009
iii. Offer at least 5 Introduction to Restorative Justice Presentations at community gatherings by 30 June 2009
iv. Develop a media informational campaign with an emphasis on youth outreach
CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii
Based on data from 3 semester report cards: spring 2008, fall 2008 and spring 2009.
iv Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
i
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The primary goal of OUSD Second Step
Violence Prevention (Second Step) is to
reduce student displays of—and
experiences with—physical and verbal
violence, while simultaneously
increasing pro-social behavior by
training students in alternatives to
violence. Second Step pursues its
program goal by providing violence
prevention curricula to OUSD students
so they can learn the language of
conflict mediation and dispute
resolution.
Program staff and leadership envision
long-term outcomes manifested in
students’ increased ability to selfregulate and reduce violence, while
increasing social-emotional
competence. Second Step’s service
provision is based on a theoretical
presupposition that when students
improve their social-emotional skills,
they can benefit from school more fully.
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II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Second Step received $492,143 from
the Measure Y VPP Initiative.
Staff and Partners
Second step was staffed with 20 PTE
Student coaches and Parent Education
Trainers. Second Step staff were
involved in myriad collaborations. Staff
partnered with Safe Passages and the
City of Oakland Head Start staff to
deliver program services to elementary
and Pre-K youth. A new joint venture
with Kaiser Permanente and their
violence prevention theater program,
Peace Signs, was initiated during the
2008-09 program year.
Second Step collaborates with
Restorative Justice (RJOY) and OUSDs
Department of Complimentary Learning
to coordinate services at OUSD middle
school sites where restorative practices
are being introduced. In addition, the
Alameda County Public Health
Department’s Champion for Change
program has formed a new collaborative
relationship with Second Step. Second
Step is also involved with OUSD’s Adult
Education Department, which will
enable Second Step to provide Parent
Ed session to more schools on their
waiting list. Adult Ed staff expressed an
interest in offering parenting classes that
include training on social-emotional
skills.
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Data Collection Methods
Program staff report updating the City
Span database on a regular basis,
providing activity and attendance totals.
Additional data collection tools and
measures include: reports from
coaches, updates to the Second Step
and OUSD database, teacher and
principal surveys, and monthly and yearend reports from coaches and school
site coordinators. Second Step staff
also utilize sign-in sheets from parent
trainings, parent training surveys,
conflict mediation program surveys,
year-end client interviews, and verbal
reports from student mediators to site
coordinators.
Consent and Demographics
The Second Step staff collected
information on the type of events the
program engages in; however, no
demographic information on students
was recorded because the
overwhelming majority of participants
did not provide consent for the release
of their personal data to the evaluation
team. As such, this reports describes
the activities, stakeholder feedback,
success stories and program strengths
and challenges that are available for
inclusion.

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The Second Step program consists of
the following activities:
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•

•

Increase pro-social skills and
knowledge among students
attending 20 OUSD middle schools
by training students in the Second
Step Violence Prevention Program.
Develop a cadre of 6th-8th grade
students that will be avaialbe to offer
peer mediation throughout OUSD
middle schools.

Services and Events
Second Step staff focused their
programming primarily on violence
prevention efforts through training preschool, elementary school and middle
school clients on violence prevention
strategies. Additionally, staff place great
importance on providing training to
parents. During 2008-09 staff reported
hosting over 30 parent training events.
The table below shows the percentage
program events by type of event.
Program Events
Second Step Head Start and Elementary
Programming Overviews/Sessions

21%

Conflict Mediation Trainings and
Meetings

73%

Other Training Events

IV.

6%

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Second Step emphasizes systemic,
school-wide change, rather than the
provision of individual services.
Therefore, individual satisfaction
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surveys were not administered. Future
evaluations will seek a larger consented
pool from which to compare service
totals and OUSD results for youth in the
program.
Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholder interviews suggest that
Second Step has a positive effect on
student behavior and overall school
climate. At all levels, school staff felt
that the program positively benefited the
school by supporting a general move
towards positive discipline and by
providing programming that students
can incorporate into their daily lives.
Our school is noticeably less violent and stressful
than it was 4 years ago. Second Step supports our
positive approach to discipline, conflict management,
and academic achievement. Second Step gives
teachers a concrete, consistent way to talk about
emotions and social relationships with their students.
It gives students problem-solving strategies that are
age-appropriate and practical. It helps students
develop a shared language of problem-solving, and
that language helps students learn to trust each other.
Second Step strategies make sense to kids. They use
them in real life situations and they recognize when
others are using them.
I’m very satisfied. Second Step is the most practical,
positive, helpful program that I’ve ever used to
promote conflict management and self-esteem. [It is
a] well-organized support system at the school district
level.

Success Story
Second Step Staff provided brief
examples of how the program partnered
with school site leadership and teachers
to support changing the climate in
Oakland schools.
The big success was Woodland Elementary School
that made a huge coordinated effort led by their
principal. They had a very large gain in their
academic index and they would say that Second Step
was a part of that success. It definitely helped
provide the right environment for their students to
learn more. They had parent education, they all
taught Second Step at the same time, the principal
participated, freeing up other teachers to participate.
Second Step staff communicated the best practice of
providing all the lessons at the same time to Markham
and now they are implementing and making gains in
building a violence prevention culture.
“Last week I did a demo for the fourth graders here at
Markham. I just really enjoyed doing the demo. The
students were so engaged. It gave me chills when I
walked out of the classroom. The teacher took the
time to thank me. She sent me an e mail to thank me
and let me know that the students really enjoyed it.

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The Second Step program has a variety
of strengths. The staff is deeply
committed to violence prevention and
youth development; it is skillful in
developing relationships with students
and adults and is adept at navigating the
challenges of working in urban middle
schools. The staff is also a linguistically
diverse group, with Spanish-English
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language proficiency. Additionally, the
Second Step curriculum itself is a
strength, as it is very accessible to
students—both in content and reading
level.
Challenges
Most of the challenges highlighted to the
evaluation team concern Second Steps’
navigation of the OUSD bureaucracy.
Seven of the 13 staff members were
hired late due to OUSD requirements
around fingerprint clearance and
contract approval, a process that
affected nearly half of all sites. The
ability to get the staff away from their
site to participate in training and
professional development opportunities
poses another challenge. Another
challenge involved the evaluation team’s
ability to provide a thorough analysis of
services and service hours related to
changes in individual students.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team received positive
reviews from program partners and
stakeholders, the primary mechanism
for reviewing Second Step’s progress.
Given these, while considering the
limitations imposed by the absence of
quantitative analysis, the evaluation
team proposes the following
recommendations:
1. Second Step staff should utilize the
YMIS database for updating
information regarding the students
so that the evaluation team can draw
conclusions regarding outcomes
next year.
2. Second Step staff should provide
more training and professional
development relative to adult
mediation issues.
3. Second Step staff should investigate
ways to assist parents in making
substantive changes after they have
participated in workshops (i.e.
establishing a parent network), and
allow for more frequent interactions
and conversations between
participants
4. Second Step staff should incorporate
topics dealing with cross-racial and
cross-cultural issues as the violence
in many OUSD schools deals with
power struggles among communities
and culture groups.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: OUSD SECOND STEP-PEER CONFLICT MEDIATION
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:
Program Purpose
Program Goals:

School Based Programs

To promote the development of social-emotional skills knowledge in order to help reduce verbal and physical aggression among students.
To increase pro-social behavior and provide alternatives to violence amongst students in Oakland’s City and District funded Preschool
programs, Public Elementary and Middle Schools. (Does not include charter or Alternative Education schools).
Resources:
$492,143 Measure Y funds; funds from Title IV Safe and Drug Free Schools and funds from AB 1113 pay the staff positions for oversight of
Second Step and Conflict Mediation Programs and coordination with other OUSD departments and community partners; access to OUSD
suspension and truancy records; stipends for collaborating teachers; training for site administrators and staff; materials, research, evaluation
tools, support and advice from the Committee for Children; data from OUSD’s California Healthy Kids Survey and Use Your Voice survey;
research findings from organizations such as CASEL. OUSD provides office & training space, office supplies.
Impact:
To make Second Step an integral element of the culture of City and District funded Preschool programs, and District Elementary schools,
evidenced by inclusion of violence prevention curricula in all school site safety plans. To make conflict resolution an expected element of
the Middle Schools as evidenced by conflict resolution programs being included in the school site safety plan of the participating schools.
Assumptions:
Greater social-emotional skills will lead to higher academic achievement and success in the workplace. Teachers are accurately reporting
the Second Step curriculum they are implementing in their classrooms. That the data on suspensions in the OUSD data base is accurate.
That student connectedness to school reduces risky behaviors.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To increase pro-social skills knowledge amongst 15,760 students/children attending the City of Oakland’s 17 Head Start and 6 Family Child
Care Centers, and Oakland Unified School District’s 32 Early Childhood Education sites, 62 Elementary Schools, by training students in the Second
Step Violence Prevention Program.
Train 4-10 new City
3 part time coaches funded by
2,160 or 80% of the
Increased number of students
Increased problem solving
of Oakland Head
Measure Y.
Preschool students will
using Second Step concepts and
among students.
Start teachers and
Safe Passages communicates with
receive Unit I, 2,025 or 75%
vocabulary, including naming
Data Source: Teacher
family child care
the City of Oakland Head Start and
of the Preschool students will feelings and using words to solve Surveys
providers and OUSD Family Child Care centers programs receive Unit 2 and 2,025 or
problems.
Use Your Voice Survey
Early Childhood
to determine curriculum and training 75% of the Preschool will
Data source: teacher surveys
Education programs needs. SP co-facilitates monthly
receive Unit 3.
in the Preschool
preschool coach meetings with
Data Sources: Tally sheet
Second Step 3 Unit
OUSD staff. OUSD provides
of preschool teachers at all
curriculum, upon
training. OUSD provides a portion
school sites. Reports from
request.
of the funds for the curriculum
coaches. Second Step
materials for District ECE sites.
Database.
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Train 40 new K-5
Oakland Public
school teachers in
the Elementary
Second Step 3 Unit
curriculum and
provide refresher
trainings for
approximately 80
teachers, upon
request.

8 part time coaches funded by
Measure Y at an average of 16
hours per week, equivalent to 3.2
fte staff. Funds from Title IV Safe
and Drug Free Schools and funds
from AB 1113 pay the salary of the
Program Specialist that oversees
the Second Step Program, and the
supervising Program Manager.

The following Second Step
units will have been received
by: 13,600 or 80% of all K-5
students-Unit I, 12, 750 or
75% of all K-5 students-Unit
2, and 65% or 11,050 of all K5 students- Unit 3.
Data Source: Tally sheet of
K-5 teachers at all school
sites. End of the year
reports from coaches and
school site coordinators.
Second Step Database.

Increased number of students
using problem-solving alternatives
taught in Second Step Curricula,
comparing high and low
implementing schools, and
changes over time.
Healthy Kids survey (Not
currently measured)
Teachers modeling second step
alternative practices.
Data Source: Teacher and
student Surveys (not currently
measured)
Decreased office referrals
amongst students that have
received Second Step curriculum.
Data source: Office referral (not
currently measured)

Decreased number of fights
amongst students consistently
receiving Second Step.
Data Source: California
Healthy Kids Survey.

Provide teacher
coaching,
demonstration
lessons and for all
new K-5 teachers
and for returning
teachers that
request support.
Kits are provided to
all classrooms on an
ongoing basis.
Provide Second
Step training to
support staff, upon
request.
Provide 40 Second
Step parent

Measure Y-funded coaches
Extended contract time for teachers
acting as Site Coordinators.
.2 fte psychologist serves as a
trainer and a coach paid by the
OUSD.

All K-5 teachers that request
Second Step support, will
receive coaching,
demonstration lessons and or
training.
Data source: End of the
year reports from Site
Coordinators, and
Coaches.

Increased number of students
using problem-solving alternatives
taught in Second Step Curricula.
Teachers modeling second step
alternative practices.
Data Source: Not currently
measured
Lower office referrals amongst
students that have received
Second Step curriculum.
Data source: Office referral
records of a sample of 3rd
grade schools. (Not currently
measured.)

Provide teacher coaching,
demonstration lessons and for
all new K-5 teachers and for
returning teachers that request
support. Kits are provided to
all classrooms on an ongoing
basis.
Provide Second Step training
to support staff, upon request.

Three part time Measure Y funded
Parent Education trainers

Approximately 200 parents
will receive Second Step

Parents are modeling and or
teaching their children the

Parents are continuing to
model pro-social behaviors,
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Relationship between student
perceptions of safety at school
with high implementing
schools. Use Your Voice
Survey.
(Not Currently Measured).
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education training
sessions, at
approximately 15
sites. Trainings
range from one to
four sessions.

equivalent to one .675 fte staff.
Some school sites provide
refreshments and childcare for
participating parents. School sites
provide the space for trainings and
some provide childcare.

parent education training at
one of 15 sites, annually.
Data Source: Sign in sheets
from parent trainings.
Second Step Database.

strategies they learned in the
Second Step training.
Data Source: Parent training
surveys of Session III.

and use non-violent methods
of resolving conflicts. Data
Source: Not currently
measured.

Parents intend to model and or
teach their children the strategies
they learned in the second step
training. Data Sources:
• Parent training survey of
Overview Session
• Parent training surveys

Objective II: To develop a cadre of 325 6-8 grade students that will be available to offer peer mediation to approximately 5800 peers in 18 OUSD Middle
Schools; approximately 1,600 peer mediation sessions to be held.
Train 325 6-8th grade AB1113 State safe school Safe
325 students will be
Decreased number and intensity of student
Increased school
students in peer
Passages supports the evaluation
trained as conflict
conflicts at the participating schools.
attendance, school
mediation.
effort of the Middle School
mediators.
connectedness and GPA of
Data sources: Conflict Mediation
Curriculum.
City Span Data
Program survey of a sample of teachers, peer mediators.
Measure Y pays for the training
Base quarterly
administrators and support staff.
manuals of conflict managers and
reports.
Principal mid-year and end of year
Data Source:
13 part time Conflict Mediation
surveys.
• OUSD Data base
Consultant Site Coordinators for a
• Program evaluation for
total 4.875 fte staff.
65% of peer mediators will have the ability
peer mediators.
Measure Y funds pays for 5 hours
to give an I- message; differentiate
Decreased office referrals
and AB1113 pays for 19
perspectives; construct a fair and balanced
amongst participating
hours/week of the contract of the
resolution; and be able to explain
students.
lead consultant of the Conflict
confidentiality.
Possible Data Source: Not
Mediation Program.
Data Sources:
currently measured.
• Student descriptions of what they
have learned on the Student Training
Evaluation.
• Year-end Interviews of a sample of
students.
• Peer Mediator Program Evaluations.
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Oversee 1600 peer
mediation sessions.
Approximately 60%
of these sessions
will be conducted by
student mediators
and 40% or less will
be mediated by the
adult program
coordinator.

Planning with Restorative Justice to
determine the programs can work
together collaboratively to benefit
the students.

Approximately 800
follow up contacts
will be made to
determine whether
the agreements
made during the
conflict mediation
are working and
whether or not there
is a need for further
mediation.
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Middle school
students will receive
a total of 1600 peer
mediation sessions
annually.
Data Source: City
Span Data Base.

70 % of the students that received
mediation after an initial suspension for
fighting will not be suspended for fighting
again during the current school year.
Data Source: OUSD Database.

Number of requests
made for mediation.
Data Source:
Monthly reports
from school site
program
coordinators.

Approximately 800
Middle School
students, annually,
receiving a follow up
contact.
Data Source: verbal
reports from
Student Mediators
to Site Coordinator
and/or contacts
made with
disputants by the
Site Coordinator.
On a limited basis,
the mediation
follow-up form.

Decreased number and
intensity of un-resolved
student conflicts at the
participating schools.
Data sources: Conflict
Mediation Program survey
of a sample of teachers,
administrators and
support staff. Principal
mid-year and end of year
surveys.
Student connectedness with
school will increase.
Data Source: California
Healthy Kids Survey.

70% of disputants at selected sites will
report that the agreements made during
mediation were working.
Data Source: Mediation follow-up form.
(Not currently measured)

Decreased number and
intensity of un-resolved
student conflicts at the
participating schools.
Data sources: Conflict
Mediation Program survey
of a sample of teachers,
administrators and
support staff. Principal
mid-year and end of year
surveys.
Student connectedness with
school will increase at
selected sites.
Data Source: California
Healthy Kids Survey.
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Objective III: OUSD will enforce the mandate to teach the violence prevention curriculum.
Provide written
Letter of District expectations from
Sixty two Second
Increased number of schools that have
documentation
Interim Superintendent.
Step School
written violence prevention curricula into
describing how
contracts signed by
their school site safety plans. Data
network officers will
both the Principals
Source: OUSD Database.
be held accountable
and their NEXO’s.
for monitoring their
Data Source: signed
sites and holding
letters received by
principals
Program Manager.
accountable for
implementation of
curriculum in their
schools.
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At least 75% of all K-5
students will receive the
entire three-unit Second
Step Curriculum.
Data Source: Not currently
measured.
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of OUSD Alternative
Education: Gang Prevention and
Capacity Building is to increase the wellbeing and safety of gang-impacted
youth in five of Oakland’s highest-risk
alternative high schools. OUSD
Alternative Break pursues this goal by
developing a cohesive strategy to
prevent and intervene in gang
involvement and other associated highrisk behaviors among youth in OUSD
alternative high schools, while
simultaneously building the capacity of
schools to effectively serve youth
impacted by gang involvement. The
specific long-tem outcomes pursued
include lower truancy, victimization, and
recidivism rates among gang-impacted
youth. The program is founded upon
the theoretical presupposition that
personal and family interventions in
conjunction with case management
services and gang redirect classes can
provide gang-impacted youth with the
tools they need to lead pro-social
lifestyles and develop productive
futures.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
OUSD Alt. Education received $173,000
from the Measure Y VPP Initiative.
Staff and Partners
The OUSD Alt. Education provided
funds for the employment of .45 FTE
Project Coordinators, 1 FTE Youth
Intervention Specialist, and 2 PTE Youth
Intervention Specialists. The program
also included a non-Measure Y funded
OUSD Alternative Education
Coordinator.
Staff from OUSD Alt. Education
collaborated with a variety of
organizations through the Oakland
Youth Outreach program, a
collaborative effort that follows the best
practice OJJDP comprehensive gang
intervention model. The model calls for
a broad community effort in which
schools work closely with law
enforcement, probation, and other
youth-serving agencies to accomplish
five goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

community mobilization
social intervention
opportunities provision
suppression
organizational
change/development

The program is a joint effort of OUSD
Alternative Education, California Youth
Outreach (CYO), and a collaborative
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including the Oakland Police
Department, Alameda County Probation
and a number of Oakland-based youth
serving agencies. Nineteen agencies
including the Oakland Police, Alameda
County Probation, California Youth
Outreach, and a broad range of CBO’s
work through the OYO Collaborative to
effectively use all available resources in
addressing the prevalence of gangs.
Five OUSD schools serving the highest
proportion of Oakland’s gang-involved
youth are also included in the
collaborative: Dewey and Rudsdale
Continuation High Schools, Ralph J.
Bunche High, Emilio Zapata Street
Academy, and Oakland Community Day
School.
OUSD Alt Education participants were
referred by schools and Justice
Institutions (45%), though other
community based organizations that
deliver services (9%) and student
personal resources (1%).
Referral Source1

Referral Source

as well as partner input including
satisfaction surveys from partner
organizations like CYO. OUSD Alt
Education uses the surveys to examine
ways the program can improve.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. OUSD Alt. Education staff were
able to garner consent from a significant
proportion of their clients.
Of the 130 participants served by OUSD
Alt. Education, 68 (52%) consented to
sharing information, 39 (31%) declined
consent, and 12 (9%) had no
determination of consent on record. The
data contained in this report refers to
consented participants only.
Consent Rates
Consented

52%

Withheld Consent

31%

Missing Consent

% of Consented
Clients

Total

School

45%

Justice

45%

Service

9%

Personal

1%

Data Collection Methods
OUSD Atl Education staff report that
they update the City Span database
weekly, keep contact logs, and maintain
ongoing case notes for their clients.
They also described a formal intake
process. When students enter the
program, they fill out an intake form.
Other ways of data collection include a
satisfaction survey at one specific site,
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9%
100%

Client Demographics
Of consented clients in the OUSD Alt.
Education program, 58% are male, 47%
are female, and for 1% of the consented
population, no sex is identified.
Most participants are above 18 (56%);
39% are between 14 and 17.
Of consented clients, the majority, 61%,
are Latino, 16% are African American,
and 3% are Asian. 16% of consented
clients have missing data regarding
race/ethnicity.
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Consented clients live in East Oakland
(70%), West Oakland (7%), and North
Oakland (8%). 8% of clients have
missing data or listed an address
outside California.
Risk and Factors
Risk Factors are identified for all
consented clients. The primary risk
factors for OUSD Alt. Education
participants are truancy (65%) and
exposure to violence (34%). Other risk
factors include expulsion and/or
suspension (12%) and probation (2%)

The graph3 shows that OUSD Alt.
Education participants’ had higher
educational outcomes than Measure Y
Students, and lower educational
outcomes than non-Measure Y OUSD
students.
The evaluation team also looked at
JUVIS referrals rates and intake dates,
constructing the following chart to depict
these.
Participants with JUVIS Activity
N=35

Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Truant

Referred After Intake
63%

34%

Expelled

9%

Suspended

3%

Probation

2%

The following bar graph compares the
average GPA of this program’s
participants, all Measure Y program
participants with OUSD records, and all
OUSD students not involved with
Measure Y.

Over 60% of OUSD Alt. Education
participants receiving referrals did so
after their initial contact. This is not
unexpected however, given the
propensity of OUSD Alt. Education to
self-selectively target disproportionately
at-risk clients.

III.

Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009

ACTIVITIES

2.72

3
2.22

2.18

OUSD Gang
Intervention
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in OUSD

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?

2
GPA

Referred Before Intake

65%

Exposed o Violence

2.5

37%

1.5
1
0.5
0
OUSD Students

Service Strategies
The OUSD Alt. Education program
consists of the following activities:
•
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•

activities include: case management
services for 75 youth at OUSD
Alternative Education schools in
which youth received one-on-one
sessions with Youth Intervention
Specialists.
Redirect youth into pro-social
behaviors and activities including
recreation, employment, and
increased educational attainment.
Key activities include: Gang Redirect
classes in which students will take
part in life skills activities and
training, including personal goalsetting, problem solving, and
communication and anger
management.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
YMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Service4
Service Provided

Hour
s
2008
‐
2009

Group

4,076

48

66%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Conflic
t Resolution

4,076

48

66%

Individual

2,063

16

34%

Case Management

2,059

16

34%

Intensive Outreach

2

1

0%

1

1

0%

Mentoring
Total

Average
Hrs/
Participan
t

% of
Total
Hour
s

6,139

Group services constitute a majority of
the service hours provided by OUSD Alt.
Education. 34% of clients received
individual, intensive service.
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered. The following
chart provides summary data for
participating survey respondents.
Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 41
Target Number: 44
Percent goal was reached: 93%
Enrollment:
o
2.9% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1 to 4
weeks
o
28.6% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3 months
o
28.6% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6 months
o
37.1% have been enrolled for more than 6 months
o
2.9% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
2.9% of clients attend this program rarely
o
34.3% of clients attend this program often
o
40% of clients attend all of the time
o
22.9% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
18.4% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
44.7% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
2.6% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
5.3% identify as Native American
o
20% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o
13.2% of clients surveyed did not answer either question
Residence:
o
2.9% of clients live in West Oakland
o
5.7% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands west of
High Street)
o
80% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
11.4% of clients did not answer
Age:
o
20% of clients are 16 years old
o
37% of clients surveyed are 17 years old
o
34.3% are 18
o
8.6% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
71.4% of clients are male
o
17.1% of clients are female
o
11.4% of clients did not answer
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Overall, clients reported that program
services had a very positive impact on
their behaviors and attitudes. 74% of
the clients reported that they take better
care of themselves; 66% reported
decreasing their use of alcohol and
drugs.
As a Result of OUSD Alt.
Mean
Education…
Score
I make better choices

4.13

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.13

I attend school more regularly

4.23

I am doing better in my classes

4.00

Average # of Participant Days Truant and Suspended
per 100 Days: Before and After OUSD Alt. Ed's Average
Intake Date
7
5.82

6
5

4.52

4

3.39

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.21

I take better care of myself

4.22

Pre
Post

3
2
1

Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Avergae # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After OUSD Alt. Ed.'s
Average Intake Date
3
2.45

2.5

4.03

3.76

0

Average # of Days

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

compared average truancy and
suspension rates (per 100 days) before
and after this date. The two charts
provide a comparison of OUSD students
to OUSD Alt. Education students. In
general, OUSD students’ truancy rates
remained steady and suspension rates
worsened, while OUSD Alt Education
rates worsened in both

Averagre # of Days

The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge OUSD Alt. Ed.’s impact on
personal attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5
scale was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. Overall,
clients reported significant positive
outcomes from their engagement with
the program.

2.05
2

1.80

1.74
Pre

1.5

Post

1
0.5
0

I feel hopeful about the future

4.16

I am better at controlling my anger

4.10

I am better at solving problems

4.28

Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

The following charts examine the impact
of Measure Y programs on participant
truancy and suspension rates. The
evaluation team found an average
intake date for program participants and
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Stakeholder Feedback
OUSD Alt. Education stakeholders
report that the program has a profound
impact upon the individual lives of the
students they work with, the school
environment, and the community as a
whole. They specifically refer to the
impact of having an organization that
focuses on gang activity.
What they do is great. They offer a space and skills
for the students and a product – very important.
Great staff, very understanding of the community.
It’s a great program because we service so many
youth. We get to learn about violence and gang
prevention among different schools.
Oakland schools have a culture of youth and gang
violence. Having these organizations on campus
gives the kids a chance to process these feelings and
get job training. Some service providers provide
after-school programs – services for the families too.
Many students have grown up in gang families; this
program can help them to leave gangs if they’re
already in them, or keep them from joining in the first
place.

Success Story/Client Interview
Clients report that they learn how to control
their behavior and perform better in school
as a result of the program. They report that
the staff members are highly accessible,
checking in with them regularly to ensure
that they are staying on track. They
referred to staff as family, and detailed the
positive impact that being in the program
has had on them.

“I wouldn't have had much guidance. I'd be different in
a negative way. I would do the work so I wouldn't
have to do it, but I wouldn't be in class. I would be
roaming the halls and stuff.”

Client Satisfaction
Participants reported high levels of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with being treated
respectfully and feeling like staff was
supportive. A complete summary of
survey response data is available on the
following page.
Client Satisfaction with OUSD
Alt. Education

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.36

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.09

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.19

Staff was supportive

4.28

I received services that were helpful

4.26

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.19

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.21

I received services in my primary
language

4.12

I received services when I needed
them

4.13

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.29

The staff members are “like a dad to us” and “helped
me get a job at UPS.”
“I don’t think I would have graduated from high
school if it weren’t for ___”
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The staff members of OUSD Alt Ed are
a significant strength of the program. In
particular, the Youth Intervention
Specialists are adept at building
meaningful relationships with youth from
different gangs and gang sets in
Oakland. Through these relationships,
clients themselves have contributed to
transforming school climates.
Challenges
Due to the nature of the program’s client
base, gang-impacted youth, an inherent
challenge arises from the transient
nature of this population. Some students
are dealing with housing issues; some
have run away from their group home,
and others risk being picked up for
probation violation. Other challenges
relate to establishing a comprehensive
exit plan for students matriculating into
successive educational opportunities, as
well as the challenge of dealing with
gang-impacted youth who also suffer
from mental health issues.

Section VII: Program Report, OUSD Alt Education

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team triangulated data,
including qualitative interviews, surveys
from participants, and outcomes from
OUSD, to posit the following
recommendations for program
improvement.
1. OUSD Alt. Education staff should be
provided with additional professional
development in the areas of
Probation and Juvenile Justice
training.
2. OUSD Alt. Education staff should
have greater linguistic diversity
and/or provide for linguistic
translation services in order to better
meet the linguistic needs of the
school community.
3. OUSD Alt. Education should hold
trainings about working with youth
who have mental health issues and
forging relationships with services
that provide mental health
consultations.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: OUSD-CYO
Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:

Resources:

Impact:
Assumptions:

GANG INTERVENTION AND CAPACITY BUILDING

School-Based Prevention Projects
To create a safe learning environment and safe passage to and from Oakland’s Public School campuses and to decrease violent
behaviors amongst Oakland’s public school students in the broader community
To increase the well-being and safety of gang impacted youth in five of Oakland’s highest risk alternative schools, and to redirect them
into pro-social activities, thus contributing to the safety and well being of the school environments and the community as a whole.
To increase the well-being, safety, school attendance, pro-social leadership skills of gang impacted youth in five of Oakland’s highest
risk alternative schools, and to redirect them into pro-social activities. To build the capacity of the noted school sites to more effectively
serve the needs of youth who are gang impacted. Schools include: Dewey, Ralph J. Bunche High and Rudsdale Continuation High
Schools, as well as Oakland Community Day School and Emiliano Zapata Street Academy.
The five participating schools provide office space, telephones, and computers. Services provided by 18 collaborating communications
organizations and agencies. Data from the Oakland Police Department. Data from the OUSD. East Oakland Youth Development
Center collaborates with California Youth Outreach (CYO) to provide youth basketball and soccer 2-3 times a week. 173k of Measure Y
funding. Subcontract with California Youth Outreach (CYO).
To create a system that is aware of the unique needs and challenges of gang impacted students in Oakland’s public high alternative
schools, and is equipped with the skills and knowledge to serve and redirect these youth.
1. Providing gang involved youth with acceptance and support will result in the development of positive relationships with caring
adults
2. Providing case management services will lead to an increase in gang impacted youth accessing services, such as health care,
drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs.
3. That getting gang impacted youth involved into pro-social activities (such as employment, educational programs, and sports
activities) will result in them leading healthier and more productive lives.
4. Interventions such as case management and gang redirect classes will lead to greater risk avoidance, protective and resiliency
asset development amongst these youth which will in turn lead to safer school environments.
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Objective I: 75 gang involved and impacted youth will increase their participation in school.
Provide case
Schools provide office
Seventy five youth will
Compliance of participating
management
space, telephones and
receive 1500 hours of case students with probation
services for 75
computers
management services,
officers. Data Source:
youth for a total of
annually. Data Source:
Measure Y CitySpan
1500 client hours.
Youth Intervention
Database
(Subcontracted to
Specialist intake forms.
CYO)
Measure Y CitySpan
Database

Objective II: To redirect 75 gang impacted youth into pro-social activities, including recreation and employment.
Schools provide
Seventy five gang impacted Increased participation in
Organize and
youth will receive 90 Gang- school, sports activities, and
conduct 90 culturally classrooms and AV
equipment,
Redirect Classes, annually. other extra curricular
and linguistically
activities.
appropriate GangData Source: attendance
Redirect classes for
sheets. Measure Y
Data source: Youth
CitySpan Database
75 gang-impacted
Intervention Specialist
youth. Topics
intake forms. Measure Y
include violence
CitySpan Database
prevention,
education and
personal goalsetting, problemsolving,
communication and
anger management.
(Subcontracted to
CYO)
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Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data

Decreased discipline referral rates.
Data Source: School Discipline
records.
Decreased suspensions. Data
Source: OUSD suspension
records.
A reduction in school truancy.
Data Source: OUSD attendance
records.

Decreased arrest and recidivism
rates.
Data Source: OPD Data base.
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Objective III: To provide gang-impacted alternative education students with increased access to well integrated human services and diversion activities.
Increased educational attainment
Provide gang
OYO Collaborative
Gang impacted youth will
rates.
impacted youth with agencies available to take
receive a total of 60
a total of 60
referrals as appropriate.
referrals to outside
Data Source: OUSD transcript
referrals to outside
agencies, annually.
data.
agencies.
Data Source: Youth
(Subcontracted to
Intervention Specialist
CYO)
intake forms.
Consistent communication
of Youth Intervention
Specialists and clients.
Data Source: Youth
Intervention Specialist
intake forms.

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Based on data from 3 semester report cards: spring 2008, fall 2008 and spring 2009.
4 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.

1
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Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Project Re-Connect
Parent Education

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of Project Re-Connect is to
create safer school climates by
providing parents with the skills
necessary to help protect their children
from involvement in gangs, crime,
violence, drugs, and alcohol. The longterm outcomes identified by program
staff and leadership are to provide
parents with the tools they need to
identify signs of gang affiliation and
empower them to steer their children
away from associated activities,
resulting in an enhanced parent-child
relationships and decreased gang
involvement. The program targets
parents of 8-14-year-old children who
live in predominantly Latino
Communities of Oakland.

Staff and Partners
Measure Y funding partially-supported
Project Re-Connect’s staffing expense,
including: .13 FTE Executive Directors,
.33 FTE Program Managers, 2 PTE
Parent Educators, 2 Part Time
Mentoring Program Coordinators, and 3
Part Time childcare providers.
The Project Re-Connect staff partner
with La Clinica, Casa del Sol, and the
Alameda County Probation Department.
Additional partnerships include:
California Youth Outreach (CYO),
Oakland Community Organizations
(OCO), the Oakland Unified School
District (OUSD), and Neighborhood
Service Coordinators (NSCs) and
Neighborhood Crime Prevention
Councils (NCPCs) in the Fruitvale and
East Oakland areas.
While the above-mentioned partners
and other community organizations
provided some participant referrals, 86%
received referrals from personal
contacts (friends, relatives) who told
them about the program; 14% were
referred by partner organizations.
Referral Source1

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Project Re-Connect received $80,000
from the Measure Y VPP Initiative.
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Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Personal

86%

Service

14%

Data Collection Methods
Data collection methods are important
for the evaluation team’s ability to
monitor program progress. Project ReConnect staff reported that they
regularly update the Youth Management
Information System (YMIS) as a primary
mechanism of data collection. Other
data collection tools include: sign in
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sheets, intake surveys, client
testimonials, and internal quarterly
reports.

III.

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Due to Project Re-connect’s
strong record of parental involvement, a
majority of parents (55%) consented to
the use of their and their children’s data.

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The Project Re-Connect program
consists of the following activities:
•

Provide education and training to
parents and family members in
recognizing the signs and outward
manifestations that their child might
be interested or involved in gang
activities.
Improve parent and family
members’ ability to steer their
children away from potential gang
involvement. Key activities
included: four workshops
consisting of 7 weekly parenting
classes focusing on the prevention
of youth gang involvement.

Consent Rates
Consented

55%

Withheld Consent

45%

Missing Consent

0%

Total

Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. Truancy and
exposure to violence are the most
common risk factors of Project Reconnect clients
Risk Factor of Participants

Risk Factor
Exposed to
Violence

•

100%

Client Demographics
The Project re-Connect consented
parents are predominantly female
(78%), with men accounting for 12%
and 10% of the clients’ sexes unknown.
All consented clients are over 26 yearsold and most live in East Oakland
(94%); a small minority of consented
clients lives in North Oakland, while few
provided addresses outside of Oakland.

% of Consented
Clients
100%

Services and Events
The following services are provided by
this program:
Units of Service by Type of Service2
Service Provided

Hours
2008
‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

4,255

14

100%

Peer Support / Counseling

1,418

14

33%

Violence Prevention/Anger
Management/Conflict
Resolution

1,418

14

33%

Mental Health

1,173

14

28%

245

11

6%

0

0

0%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills
Individual
Total
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ACTIVITIES

4,255
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Project Re-Connect provides group
services that enrich parents’ personal
protective factors so that they can
positively intervene in the lives of their
children. Program staff spend the bulk
of their time providing Peer
Support/Counseling, Violence
Prevention/Anger Management/Conflict
Resolution, and Mental Health services.
Additionally, Project Re-Connect
provides limited but necessary services
regarding life skills and pre-employment
in order to foster positive development
in parents.

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Project Re-Connect’s work is particularly
focused on increasing parent capacity
and agency: the ability to affect the lives
of themselves and their children.
Therefore, the evaluation team did not
conduct a standard outcome analysis
utilizing OUSD data, as such an
analysis cannot sufficiently measure
Project Re-Connect’s potential impact.
Rather, stakeholder feedback is used to
provide a qualitative assessment.
Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders reported that the program
had a significant impact upon the
parents and families that attended
workshops. Interviews with key partners
reveal strong support for the Project ReConnect’s work.
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They’ve been around a long time – I’m thankful
they’re in the community. The staff I know have a lot
of heart.
Very, very good program – I’m learning a lot too.
Strengths – They focus the class on the type of
parents we’re dealing with. It’s offered in Spanish
and English in the same room. They bring back
parents who have graduated the program
successfully. Also, they bring in people who have
experienced being a part of gangs so the parents can
ask them questions. The classes are offered at a
great time, and they serve food!

Success Story
Interviews with Project Re-Connect staff
also reveal strong support for the
program. Organizational partners
reported that Project Re-Connect is
fulfilling a vital role in curbing gang
violence. The program focuses on the
family, an important but elusive
component of successful violence
prevention strategies. This is
anecdotally demonstrated by the
following success story:
There was a husband and wife team. They have
been together for 24, 25 years. Children ranged from
21 to 3 years old. They came because they were
referred by another agency because their son got in
trouble and they were told they needed parenting
classes. We worked with them for 7 weeks. Each
week something else came up, some sort of conflict
between the two parents. They participated in our
parenting classes and were given information to work
on their relationships. It wasn’t until the fourth week
that they started using the information they were
given. The following week they came back with
positive feedback as opposed to complaints… By the
sixth week what came out was that the father
admitted that he had some issues he needed to work
on such as swearing in the house…and anger
management, and the Mom realized that she had to
allow the kids to establish their own relationship with
their father.
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
One of Project Re-Connect’s strengths
is their provision of culturally competent
services through the employment of a
diverse staff and bi-lingual
presentations. The program combines
varied services like psychological
training along with anger management
and job skills to aid their clients in the
myriad issues they face. Project ReConnect’s staff also operates as a
bastion for community support by
engaging their vast network of
community leaders and organizations
who help to empower parents and
families. The quality of client/staff and
peer-to-peer interactions constitutes
another organizational asset, combined
with a program format that allows for
clients to share and interact with each
other. Parents and families have been
responsive to the presentation style and
facilitation skills of the staff, as well as
the learning tools that have been shared
with them. As such, the number of
parents and families attending
workshops increased steadily over the
course of the year—so much so that a
waiting list for services has been
established.

exceeded its organizational capacity in
FY09. Additionally, with a staff of mostly
part-time workers, the program
experienced occasional scheduling
conflicts for parent workshops. The
program also faces challenges
regarding parent reluctance to
participate, communication, and
language barriers. Although
presentations are typically conducted in
both English and Spanish, the majority
of written documentation is in English
only.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although unable to evaluate quantitative
outcomes, qualitative evidence speaks
to the following recommendations for
Project Re-Connect.
1. Project Re-Connect should secure
services to provide document
translation, especially in Spanish.
2. Project Re-Connect staff should get
additional training on different
parenting styles and cultural
differences as they relate to
parenting.
3. Project Re-Connect staff should get
additional training in community
outreach, including how to network
with other organizations to recruit
more parents
4. Project Re-Connect should provide
parents with more information on
how to identify gang behaviors.

Challenges
Project Re-Connect does not appear to
experience challenges that hampered
the delivery of services. Like many
comparable organizations, the demand
for Project Re-Connect’s services
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: PROJECT RE-CONNECT
Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:

School Based Programs
To create a safe learning environment and safe passage to and from Oakland’s Public School campuses and to decrease violent
behaviors amongst Oakland’s public school students in the broader community
To create safer school climates by providing parents with the skills needed to help protect their children from involvement in gangs,
crime, violence, drugs and alcohol.
Increase the ability of parents, of 5-12 year old children, living in predominantly Latino Communities of Oakland, to help keep their
children safe from involvement in gangs, crime, violence, drugs and alcohol.
Measure Y funding. Cal Grip funding
Parents living in predominantly Latino Communities in Oakland will have access to a gang prevention parenting class.
That participating parents will incorporate the skills offered in the gang prevention parenting classes into their relationships with their
children. That once incorporated these skills will result in an increased ability on the part of parents to help keep their children safe from
involvement in and victimization of crime.
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate Outcomes Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
(< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Increased ability of participating parents to recognize signs that a child might be interested or involved in gang activities and improve their ability
to steer their children away from potential gang involvement.
Parents that have returned
Participating parents will be able to
80 parents of 8-14 year old children will
Offer four-seven
identify behaviors in their children that to the workshop from
receive a seven week gang
week gang
previous years will report
prevention/parenting workshop.
are potential indicators of future gang
prevention/parenting
having actively implemented
involvement.
workshops.
Data source: Sign in sheets of
workshops. City Span Database.
Data source: Workshop satisfaction at least one parenting
strategy at least once a
3 childcare providers
survey. (not currently measured)
week that they learned in
80 parents of 8-14 year old children will
will provide 2 hours of
the workshop.
have access to childcare during gang
Participating parents have an
childcare during the
prevention/parenting workshops.
increased ability to communicate with
parent education
Data source: survey of
their children, resolve conflicts, use
workshops once per
participants that have
Data Source:
discipline techniques, increase their
week for 7 weeks for
repeated the workshop
children’s self-esteem, responsibility,
children ages 3-10
from previous years (not
and life skills.
years of age so that
currently measured).
parents can attend
Data source: Workshop satisfaction
these workshops.
survey. (not currently measured)
Participating parents will actively
implement parenting methods that
they are learning in the workshop (for
eg. writing positive notes to their
children)
Data Source: Homework collected
(not currently measured).
Recruit Schools and
community members
to participate.

4 Elementary and/or Middle Schools will
receive a parent gang prevention
program at their sites.

Participants will recruit new parents to
participate in workshop. Data Source:
Workshop survey (not currently
measured)

Data source: Sign in sheets of
workshops.
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.

1
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Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Alameda Health Care Services Agency (AHCSA)
Safe Passages Middle School Mentoring

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of Alameda Health Care
Services Agency(AHCSA) is to utilize
the services of Clinical Case Managers
and Mental Health Therapists working in
concert to provide behavioral health
services to ‘at risk’ middle school
students. The program provides timely,
comprehensive, and culturally
competent behavioral health care
services to middle school youth. AHCSA
staff endeavor to create safe and
supportive school environments.
Their long-term objective is to provide
OUSD middle school students access to
behavioral health and clinical case
management services that will lead to
decreased disciplinary actions and
improved health, as well as social and
educational behaviors. These efforts
are based on a theoretical
presupposition that the provision of
health interventions such as individual,
group and family therapy, psychoeducational programming, and
multidisciplinary case management, can
engender long-term improvement in
behavioral health and educational
outcomes.
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II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
AHCSA received $247,200 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.
Staff and Partners
The AHCSA program is staffed by 3
Measure Y-funded Clinical Case
Managers and 6 non-Measure Y-funded
managers.
The Our Kids program has a variety of
partners, including OUSD, operating at
the following sites: Alliance Academy,
Bret Harte, Edna Brewer, Claremont,
Coliseum Community Prep, Elmhurst
Community Prep, Peralta Creek, United
for Success, Roosevelt, Roots
International Academy, and Westlake.
Additional partnerships include: RJOY,
the City of Oakland, Safe Passages,
and Alameda County Behavioral Health
Services.
Many students were referred to AHCSA
by these partners. Additionally, the
most common referral source has been
school-based crisis intervention
services.
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Crisis

55%

Service

35%

Personal

10%
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Data Collection Methods
Our Kids does not currently utilize the
Youth Management Information System
(YMIS) to track its students. However,
Our Kids staff do track students through
several other databases, such as Efforts
to Outcomes and the INSYST
Database. Our Kids uses a number of
tools to analyze both student and
parent/provider-level data, including
pre/post test surveys for students and
parent, school staff, and provider
surveys. Progress is gauged by
comparing the experiences of
stakeholders with data from these
sources.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. However, as AHCSA does not
enter students’ information in MIS, only
8% of its participants have a consent
form on file. The data contained in this
report refers to consented participants
only.

Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients; of these, consented
clients in AHCSA face exposure to
violence most frequently.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor
Exposed to
Violence

III.

Withheld Consent
Missing Consent
Total

•

92%

100%

Client Demographics
Consented clients served by AHCSA
were identified as Latino (70%), African
American (25%) and Multi-ethnic (5%).
The majority of the clients live in East
Oakland (70%), 25% live in West
Oakland, and 5% provided no
information regarding their residence.
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ACTIVITIES

Service Strategies
AHCSA’s services include:

8%

0%

100%

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?

Consent Rates
Consented

% of Consented
Clients

•

Provide behavioral health services
to 450 at-risk middle school
students in need of supportive
services. Our Kids works in
collaboration with OUSD staff to
identify and refer students who
need behavioral health services
through participation in the
Coordination of Services Teams
(COST).
Improving behavioral health and
educational outcomes of 450 at risk
middle school students through the
provision of case management and
behavioral health services to
individual students as well as
groups of students (group support
sessions), and consultation and
psycho-educational support to
OUSD staff.
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Services and Events
The chart below depicts individual and
group service hours by service type.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service
Provided

Group

Hours
2008
‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

0

0

Individual
Mental
Health
Services
Case
Management
Total

% of
Total
Hours
0%
100%

298

1

91%

30

1

9%

328

An OUSD Safe Passages Data Review
was conducted in February 2009.
Below are highlights of the findings as
they relate to attitudinal and behavioral
outcomes: emotional well-being, social
functioning, attention to school work,
classroom behavior, overall behavior,
and school attendance.
A survey was given to classroom
teachers of students in the program.
With the exception of attendance
outcomes, more than 75% of teachers
reported that students benefit “A lot” or
“Some” from program participation.
76% of teachers reported benefits to
students’ emotional well-being and
social functioning; 75% indicated that
Our Kids benefits students’ classroom
behavior, attention to school work, and
overall behavior. Improved attendance
was cited by 66% of teachers as a
program benefit.
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Additional findings from the February
2009 OUSD Safe Passages Evaluation
found that students felt that their
participation in the Our Kids program
benefited them in the areas of improving
their attitude about going to school,
getting along well with others, making
them want to do well, and having a
connection to a caring adult.
31% of survey respondents who
participated in the Our Kids program
spent at least “some” time with one of
their two counselors. Among these, the
majority of students (57%) reported that
counseling improved their motivation to
do well in school; 53% indicated that
counseling improved their ability to get
along well with others. A slightly smaller
percentage (48%) thought that the
program helped them have a connection
to a caring adult, and 47% reported that
counseling improved their attitude about
coming to school. (see graph on the
following page)
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Because of their work, (work with families, not just
students) they strengthen relationships. They
strengthen communities and empower parents. They
are actually doing the work – more people actually
doing the work. We need that (have plenty of ideas).
I am really happy they are here; we need the mental
health capacities.
They assisted many students to manage and reduce
distress that was impacting their attendance and
achievement. Students receiving clinical case
management services have lower incidence of
behavioral referrals, suspensions, and expulsions.

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
As a result of the small number of
participants who consented to the
evaluation, the evaluation team was not
able to draw unique conclusions
regarding service impact. Additionally,
because students were under 18, they
were exempt from taking the client
satisfaction survey. An increased
number of consented clients will allow
the evaluation team to examine the
program’s impact next year.

Success Story
When interviewed by the evaluation
team, program officials were asked to
express their program’s strengths,
challenges, and success stories. One
official told the story of a family that
persisted through adverse
circumstances with the help of AHCSA:
One girl had a family with three sisters. Our staff was
working with two of them. There had been a couple
of homicides in the family. The young woman’s
mother had been arrested and was possibly going to
be deported. Our staff helped keep the kids with
family instead of having them sent into foster care.
The staff member also helped arrange for them to
stay with sisters that were in their twenties. She
advocated with social services and was able to
maintain placement for them at the school, so they
would have continuity and stability.

Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with AHCSA’s program
partners revealed strong support for the
program. Interviews with stakeholders
and key partners revealed that the
program improved clients’ lives and is
well respected in the community.
Stakeholders reported the following:
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The collaboration between Our Kids,
OUSD, City of Oakland and Alameda
County HCSA is a significant strength.
This innovative collaboration enables
the program to provide a multidisciplinary service delivery program,
providing young people with key
supports during the critical middleschool years. Other strengths included:
dedication and skill of the staff along
with their willingness to be flexible with
school schedules and structures, the
organized and understandable referral
process and the coordinated efforts of
the COST team.
Challenges
Our Kids was unable to fill a Clinical
Case Manager position at one of its
middle-school sites due to a loss in
funding, leading to a concern about staff
continuity within that particular school
community. An additional barrier was
related to health insurance screening.
While the Our Kids program enjoys a
robust collaborative relationship with
several agencies, the number of
partners involved has proven
challenging in coordinating services.
The health insurance screening process
is very complex and a system of
coordination will need to be instituted in
order to streamline the process.
Additional challenges identified relate to
the difficulty in garnering family support.
As students matriculate through the
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school system, parental and family
support and involvement is typically
harder to obtain.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are
suggested for the Our Kids program:
1. Our Kids staff should receive

more training on gang
intervention and prevention
strategies, restorative justice and
behavioral intervention training as
well as how to implement these
strategies in schools.
2. Our Kids staff should increase
their language capacity to better
serve Spanish, Cantonese, and
Mandarin speaking students and
families.
3. Our Kids staff should continue to
explore and expand its use of
interns in the schools in order to
increase the number of youth
served
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM: ALAMEDA COUNTY HEALTH CARE SERVICES AGENCY (HCSA) OUR KIDS PROGRAM
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

School Based Prevention Programs
To create a safe learning environment and safe passage to and from Oakland’s Public School campuses and to decrease
violent behaviors amongst Oakland’s public school students in the broader community.
Program Purpose To improve behavioral health and educational outcomes of youth through the provision of timely comprehensive and culturally
competent behavioral health services in schools.
Resources:
 $1.96 million total funding 8.8(9.0) Clinical Case Managers (CCM):
o 5.2 FTE’s funded by HCSA, [Is this accurate Yvette??]
o 3 FTE’s funded by $247,200 Measure Y funds; and
o 0.8 FTE funded by the Atlantic Philanthropies’ Oakland Elev8 Initiative.
 Collaboration with Oakland Unified School District (OUSD), City of Oakland and Safe Passages. Schools include Alliance
Academy MS, Bret Harte MS, Brewer MS, Claremont MS, Cole Middle School, Coliseum Community Prep MS, Elmhurst
Community Prep MS, Peralta Creek MS, Roosevelt MS, Roots International Academy, United for Success MS, Westlake
MS, and West Oakland MS.
 Each CCM is paired with a mental health therapist that is employed by a local community-based mental health service
provider. These positions are funded through Early Prevention, Service, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) contracts with
Alameda County Behavioral Health Services.
 OUSD provides in kind space and funds a site coordinator position at each school that is responsible for facilitating the
process of identifying and referring youth to the OUR KIDS Program.
Impact:
OUSD middle school students in need of behavioral health interventions will have access to behavioral health and clinical
case management services that will lead to decreased disciplinary actions and improved health, social and educational
behaviors; and school-wide support and resource provision will lead to improved and school climate such that more time is
focused on student learning.
Assumptions:
Resilience and protective factors will lead to long term improvement in behavioral health and educational outcomes.
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

Objective I: To provide behavioral health services to 450 students who are in need of support services.
Work in collaboration
with the OUSD staff to
identify and refer
students who need
behavioral health
services through
participation in the
Coordination of Services
Teams (COST)

Safe Passages, Site
Coordinator, Conflict
Mediator, Second
Step, School
Administrator, Family
Advocate, EPSDT
Therapist, School
Counselor, Outreach
Consultant and School
Psychologist
participate in COST
meetings to identify
and refer MS students
to appropriate services,
including OUR KIDS.

Annually, 500 referrals
to OUR KIDS by
COST; 450 of these
referrals will become
clients; 225 of these
will be intensive clients
on clinician caseloads
Data Sources:
• COST
spreadsheet
• School Health
Services (SHS)
Database

N/A

 Increased health and safety in
Oakland MS populations.
 Increased MS graduation rates.
 Decreased rates of
involvement with Juvenile
Justice.
Data Source: Currently not
measured

Objective II: To improve the behavioral health and educational outcomes of 450 Middle School (MS) students.
Provide case
Clinical Case
Annually, 450 MS
 Increased resilience
 Increased health and safety in
management services to Managers. [EPSDT
students will receive a
and protective factors,
Oakland MS populations.
450 MS students for a
Therapists provide a
total of 1,600 hours of
such as having a
 Decreased suspensions,
total of 1,600 hours.
small percentage of
case management
trusting adult they can
truancy, and expulsion.
overall case
services.
talk to.
Data Source: Currently not
management.]
Data Sources:
Data Source: SHS
measured
 SHS Database
Database (CCM Clients)
(CCM Clients)
 INSYST Database
(EPSDT Clients)
Provide behavioral
 EPSDT Therapists Annually, 450 MS
 Increased resilience
 Increased health and safety in
health services to 450
 Clinical Case
students will receive a
and protective factors,
Oakland MS populations.
students for a total of
Managers
total of 5,000 hours of
such as having a
 Improved grades and school
5,000 hours.
behavioral health
trusting adult they can
attendance.
services.
talk to.
 Decreased suspensions,
 Decreased risk
truancy, and expulsion.
Data Sources:
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data



Provide 100 students a
total of 600 client hours
of group support
sessions.




EPSDT Therapists
Clinical Case
Managers
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INSYST Database
SHS Database

Annually, 100 MS
students will receive a
total of 600 client hours
of group support
sessions.

Short-Term/Intermediate Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
 Improved MS graduation rates
behaviors, such as
 Decreased rates of
disciplinary referrals,
involvement with Juvenile
violent thoughts and
Justice.
behaviors, physical
fights, and substance
Data Source: Currently not
abuse.
measured
 Improved positive
coping strategies,
such as dealing with
conflict in a positive
way and having
positive peer
relationships.
 Improved academic
behaviors, such as
motivation to
participate in school;
regular school
attendance; and
behaving appropriately
in the classroom.
Data Sources:
 Provider Intake and
Discharge
Assessment (SHS
Database)
 Client Pre/Post
Survey
 School Staff
Satisfaction Survey
 Increased resilience
 Increased health and safety in
and protective factors,
Oakland MS populations.
such as having a
Data Source: Currently not
trusting adult they can measured
talk to.
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Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data
Data Sources:
 SHS Database
 INSYST Database

Serve as a referral
source for and provide
consultation and
psycho-educational
support to school staff.





EPSDT Therapists
Clinical Case
Managers
ACHCSA
consultants and
trainings

Annually, CCMs will
provide 500 hours of
consultation and
support services to
school staff.
Data Source: SHS
Database

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
 Improved positive
coping strategies,
such as dealing with
conflict in a positive
way and having
positive peer
relationships.
Data Source: SHS
Database
 School staff are aware
of OUR KIDS services
 School staff refer
students to OUR KIDS
services
 School staff feel that
OUR KIDS benefits
the school climate
Data Source: School
Satisfaction Survey

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data



Increased health and
safety in Oakland MS
populations.
 Improved school climate in
Oakland middle schools.
Data Source: Currently not
measured

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment
and self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis”
includes hospital and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included
above.
3
Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Sports4Kids

Individual Program Level Evaluation Report

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of the Sports4Kids program is
to improve the physical health and wellbeing of children and youth by
increasing their opportunities for
physical activity and safe, meaningful
play. Sports4Kids’ focus on physical
health prompts long-term improvement
in school attendance, a reduction in
truancy and violence in high school
youth, and engagement in activities that
build youths’ physical, academic, and
social capacities, empowering them to
make healthy and informed life choices.
Sports 4Kids predicated on the
theoretical presupposition that youth
engaged in structured physical activity
are more likely to learn teamwork, focus
and learn in the classroom, resolve
conflicts, build self-esteem, improve
their social skills, and develop
leadership skills.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Sports4Kids received $94,245 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.
Staff and Partners
The Sports4Kids program is staffed by 2
FTE Site Coordinators and 2 PTE City
program directors.
Sports4Kids (S4K) partners with
OUSD’s Alternative Education Program
to provide school-based services. It also
belongs to a collaborative of alternative
programs/services that address gangaffiliated/gang-impacted youth. This
year, S4K programs were offered in two
OUSD alternative high schools.
Although not an official partner, Bay
Area Community Resources (BACR)
provides check-in, snacks, and
academic support to the after school
programming at Far West, after which,
the same youth often participate in the
S4K basketball program until 5pm.
100% of the referrals for S4K came from
schools, as S4K was a during and after
schools program
Referral Source1

Referral Source
School
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% of Consented
Clients
100%
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Data Collection Methods
S4K does not report utilizing the current
Youth Management Information System
(YMIS) to document their program
activities. Instead, S4K staff use the
following data collection methods:
Student enrollment records, sign in
attendance sheets at Classroom Game
Time, “Head Counts” for lunchtime sport
activities, new leadership team
members, and attendance sheets at
after school/last period of the day
programming.

S4K, 90 (95%) consented to sharing
information. Unless indicated otherwise,
the data used throughout this report
refers to consented clients only.

Due to the physical nature of S4K’s
programming, participants are required
to provide a consent in order to
participate. S4K then cross references
consent data against OUSD records to
verify eligibility.

Client Demographics
The majority of participants in S4K are
males (68%), while females account for
32% of participants. Participants
commonly identify themselves as
African American (65%) or Latino (29%),
while smaller numbers of participants
identify as Asian (4%) and Multi-ethnic.
Participants 18 or older constitute 64%
of all participants; 34% are between 14
and 17.

Although community involvement is not
measured at present, S4K does collect
the necessary data to measure it in
future evaluations: the number of parent
volunteers, family sign-in sheets at team
games, financial and in-kind community
support such as transportation and
equipment. Additionally, teacher and
parent surveys are currently being
conducted.
Additionally, during the 2008-09 fiscal
year of operation, a UC Berkeley intern
conducted focus groups and site visits
and reviewed research to ascertain
program needs. The program staff is
hoping to use these results to design
assessment tools and surveys that
measure program outcomes.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 95 participants served by
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Consent Rates
Consented

95%

Withheld Consent

4%

Missing Consent

1%

Total

100%

S4K participants are overwhelmingly
residents of East Oakland (73%). 8%
are residents of West Oakland, while
3% are missing information or reported
an address outside city limits.
Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. Truancy is the most
common risk factor of S4K participants.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Truant

98%

None

1%

Probation

3%
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The chart3 below compares the average
GPA of S4K’s participants against all
Measure Y program participants who
were in OUSD, and all OUSD students
not involved with Measure Y. Overall,
S4K students exhibit better academic
performance than Measure Y students
generally.
Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
3

2.70

2.5

2.72
2.18

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Sports 4 Kids
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in OUSD

OUSD Students

Four of the seven participants with
known JUVIS referrals (as of 2009)
received these during their participation
with S4K, although these accounts for
only 6.5% of S4K’s total participants.
Referral Status at Intake

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The S4K program consists of the
following activities:
• Engage youth by creating a
structured, safe, and inclusive
environment on the playground and in
the classroom.
• Develop and coordinate engaging,
age-appropriate sports and
enhancement activities in after-school
programs.
Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in
CitySpan youth services MIS for this
program.

(for Participants with Known Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

Units of Service by Type of Service4
Service Provided

43%
1 or More Referrals Before
Intake
57%

No Record of Referral at
Intake

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Group Sports/Physical
Activity

5,727

Total

5,727

Average
Hrs/
Participant
60

% of
Total
Hours
100%

As 100% of S4K activities entail sports
and physical activity, all service hours
provided were group—rather than
individual—hours.
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S4K staff convened over 100 events,
most of which transpired during school
hours, but some of which included visits
to an open night gym and a Warriors
game. A full list of the events follows:
Program Events
3 on 3 basketball tournament
Far West Lunch activities

compared average truancy and
suspension rates (per 100 days) before
and after this date. The two charts
provide a comparison between S4K
students and all OUSD students. In
general, OUSD students’ truancy rates
remained steady while suspension rates
worsened. This stands in contrast to the
S4K cohort, which registered significant
improvement in both truancy and
suspension rates.

Field Trip

Average # of Participant Days Truant and Suspended per
100 Days: Before and After Sports 4 Kids' Average Intake
Date

Rudsdale Holiday Activity
Rudsdale Lunch activities

Warriors basketball game
Wednesday Night Open Gym

Average # of Days

Sports4Kids H.S. Basketball Event

4.69

5
4

2.70

3

2.95

2.75

Pre
Post

2
1
0
Avg. Days Truant

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
During the evaluation period, participant
surveys were administered to clients
receiving intensive services. However,
due to S4K’s service mix, it was not
included in the survey sample. Instead,
the evaluation team examined academic
metrics in assessing program outcomes.

Average # of Non-Measure Y Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After Sports 4 Kids'
Average Intake Date
3
2.45

2.5
Average # of Days

IV.

Avg. Days Suspended

2.05
2

1.80

1.74
Pre

1.5

Post

1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

The following charts examine the impact
of Measure Y programs on participant
truancy and suspension rates. The
evaluation team found an average
intake date for program participants and
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders reported visible signs of
S4K’s impact upon the youth it serves,
as well as the climate of the schools
with which it engages.
S4K has provided real structure to our sports
component and it is structured enough that the kids
learn discipline and the school and teachers have
been able to make the correlation between discipline
in sports and discipline in the classroom and learning.
At lunchtime they are now engaged in physical
activities and even chess. This is the 1st year we’ve
instituted a closed campus. Up until now, the kids
would leave campus at lunchtime and get into
altercations w/kids from Oakland Tech.
There were complaints from the community. Now the
kids are here and busy and engaged in something
good for them. They’re not getting into trouble.
We have seen a reduction in suspensions, referrals,
and kids being sent home which in turn increases
budget (ADA). The school climate has changed.
When S4K arrived, the students controlled the
campus; classes had been burned down and
principals assaulted.
The area of most impact is the school climate; there’s
a sense of safety, harmony and happiness. There’s
something fun going on and the kids want to engage
with it. That feeling carries over into other school
programming. Attendance in classes has increased at
those sites and there has been improvement in
graduation rates and performance. Most notably at
Rudsdale. There is no measure of direct causal
relationship, but S4K definitely is a piece of it.
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The evaluation team found that one of
the biggest strengths of the program is
site coordinators’ passion and ability to
work with youth. They have established
strong relationships with the youth and
have become an integral part of the
school communities. Their connection
shows an impact that is evidenced on
the playground during lunchtime and in
the classroom.
Challenges
S4K staff experience some challenges
in developing age-appropriate curricula
for High School students. Additionally,
fulfilling documentation requirements
and coordinating with principals on
participant eligibility has become
logistically challenging.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Generally, the evaluation findings are
positive for Sports4Kids participants.
Sports4Kids participants experienced a
substantial decrease in days truant and
suspended, which stands in stark
contrast to OUSD students overall. The
evaluation team posits the following
recommendations for program
improvement
1. S4K staff should finalize data
collection tools for measuring
outcomes
2. S4K staff should provide site
coordinators with youth
development training. Many of
the Program Coordinators are
recent graduates who lack formal
training in behavior management.
3. S4K staff should provide
additional staff support to
Program Coordinators. The
Program Coordinators are with
youth all day and have very little
time to plan activities and build
lesson plans. High School
students have proven to be more
challenging than elementary
school students and require more
attention and time. Staff support
would be helpful.
4. S4K staff needs additional
training in Violence/Gang
Prevention, cultivating ageappropriate social skills, dealing
with trauma, and community
event planning.
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Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

Program Purpose
Program Goals:

Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: SPORTS4KIDS
Youth Outreach
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved in
programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage successful
outcomes.
To improve the physical health and well-being of children and youth by increasing opportunities for physical activity and safe, meaningful
play.
To reduce truancy and violence in High School youth, specifically those attending Rudsdale Continuation School and Far West High
School , and to engage them in activities that will build their physical, academic and social capacity, empowering them to make healthier
and more informed life choices.
Trained school site coordinators, funding, strong relationship with and support of school, sports equipment and materials, academic and
creative enhancement and job preparedness curriculum, transportation and funding.
To increase school attendance and classroom participation resulting in a reduction in truancy and violent behavior at Rudsdale and Far
West High School.
• Play is the single most effective strategy for increasing physical activity and in turn, physical activity is a powerful strategy for
engaging kids in play.
• Youth who are physically active are better able to focus and learn in the classroom.
• Youth who are physically active are less likely to become obese, suffer from diabetes or have a limited attention span.
• Youth engaged in structured physical activity are more likely to learn teamwork, resolve conflicts, build self-esteem, improve their
social skills, and develop leadership skills.
• Youth who have a positive role model are more likely to engage in positive behavior.
• When youth are engaged in structured team sports, family and community involvement increases.
• Meaningful play, taught within the framework of youth development, produces adults able to make healthy life choices.
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes
Outcomes (< 1 year)
(1-3 years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: To develop and coordinate engaging, age appropriate sports and enhancement activities in after-school programs in High Schools.
Homework, snack, social Staff trained in Youth
215 duplicated youth involved
Students receive after-school
Increased educational
skills games, creative
Development, curriculum,
in general sports activities,
credits for attending and
attainment:
enhancement classes,
supplies, transportation,
1,040 after school program
completion of program,
Increase in number of students
outside group & physical healthy food for snacks,
client hours
Decrease in truancy and
completing High School
activities
sports coaching
10 youth formally enrolled in
number of violent incidents
Reduced truancy,
after-school program
during & after school day
Reduced involvement in violent
activities during school day
Reduced recidivism
OUSD, OJPD records
Enrollment records, sign in
sheets, OUSD records, internal NOTE: Internal reporting only
reports
continues as long as the student
is actively enrolled in programs
Objective III: Cultivate league sports teams that compete (school) district-wide to promote healthier lifestyles.
Site coordinators as
team coaches,
membership in sports
league, leadership
assistant coaches,
transportation to league
competitions

Equipment, equipment
storage space, space to
practice (if not available on
school campus),
transportation, referees,
parental consent and
involvement, strong
relationship with schools

215 duplicated youth involved
in general sports activities,

Increased sense of teamwork,
Increased sense of
responsibility,
Improved social skills,
Increase in academic
engagement

Not yet well measured
OUSD and program records,

Section VII: Program Report, S4K

Decrease in truancy and number
of violent incidents during and
after school day.
Young adults who maintain active
lifestyles and make healthy
choices
Increase of High School
graduates
OUSD
No measurement in place for
change in lifestyles
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes
(1-3 years) Sources of Data

Increase in self-esteem,
Stronger social skills,
Increase in ability to employ
conflict mediation and problemsolving skills
New Leadership Team
members

Healthier young adults making
better life choices
More community involvement

Increased family attendance
Additional family volunteers
Community involvement
Family sign in sheets,

Continued family and community
engagement: volunteers, funding

Objective IV: To implement youth leadership programs at each school site.
Recruitment, application
and application review
process, introductory
meeting, group orientation,
training, and opportunities
for small group
management

Staff trained in youth
15 youth recruited, trained and
development, curriculum,
deployed on Leadership
strong school relationship,
Teams
opportunities to employ
leadership group
participants in leadership
roles (K-5, league sports
teams)
Objective V: To employ play as a tool to generate family and community involvement.
League sports activities
Trained staff/coach,
Attendance sheets,
contact with families,
Family sign in sheets
strong relationship with
school, league
membership,
transportation

Not yet measured, but have the
capability to measure:
# of parents volunteering,
Funding and other tangible
support from community

Not yet measured

# of parents volunteering,
Funding and other tangible
community support

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMIS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3
Based on data from 3 semester report cards: spring 2008, fall 2008 and spring 2009.
4 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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California Youth Outreach (CYO)
Mayor’s Street Outreach

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?

Goals and Objectives
CYO seeks to contribute to the safety
and well being of gang impacted youth,
with a specific focus on Hispanic ganginvolved youth in East and West
Oakland. Their primary objective is to
work with “Central1 Oakland’s gangimpacted youth to develop and achieve
short-term and long-term goals toward a
gang-free lifestyle. The expected longterm outcomes are that gang impacted
youth will re-direct their behaviors in a
healthier, violence-free, and more prosocial lifestyle. The CYO outreach
model assumes that interventions such
as street outreach to incarcerated youth
and alternative social/recreational
programming will contribute to improved
safety, wellbeing, and pro-social
involvement for Oakland’s gang
impacted youth—contributing in turn to a
safer Oakland as a whole.

Section VII: Program Report, CYO

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
CYO received $225,000 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.

Staff and Partners
The CYO program was staffed by one
quarter-time Executive Director, one
FTE Lead Street Intervention Specialist,
1.75 FTE Street Intervention Specialists,
One half-time Gang Intervention
Specialist, one half-time Area Manager,
and a 10% FTE Researcher/Program
Reporting Manager.
There are also a number of partners
supporting CYO’s work. Partnerships
identified by program staff include OPD,
YEP, Allen Temple, Volunteers of
America, Catholic Charities, Native
American Health Center, and the
OUSD’s Office of Integrated Student
Support Services. Partners from the
faith-based community include:
Community Reform Baptist Church
(East Oakland) and St. Patrick’s
Catholic Church(West Oakland).
Additional collaborations include Youth
Uprising, Life Academy, Latino
Commission on Alcohol and Drugs,
Rainbow Recreation Center and San
Antonio Park Recreation Center.
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As shown in the following chart, over 1/3
of program participants were referred to
the program through other social The
adjacent chart compares the average
GPAs of CYO’s participants with all
Measure Y participants who were in
OUSD, and all OUSD students not
involved with Measure Y. CYO
participants on average had the lowest
GPAs during the time period assessed,
indicating the program’s propensity to
self-selectively target high-risk clients.
Referral Source2

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Unknown

57%

Service

36%

School

3%

Justice

3%

Personal

1%

Data Collection Methods
Program staff report that they update
the CitySpan youth Management
Information System (CitySpan MIS)
weekly and maintain ongoing case
notes on their clients. Additionally, staff
complete outreach worker case notes,
an intensive outreach log, and an
intensive contact intake form for each
client. CYO program participants also
completed a satisfaction survey
administered by the evaluation team.

Consent Rates
Consented

45%

Withheld Consent

51%

Missing Consent

4%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Among all consented clients, the
majority are male (85%) and between
the ages of 18 and 25 (54%).
Consented clients are primarily Latino
(69%), and African American (26%).
English and Spanish are the most
prevalent languages spoken in the
home.
Almost 90% of CYO clients are
residents of East Oakland, with 52%
living in the “central” region located
between Lake Merritt and High Street,
and 35% of residents living between
High Street and 103rd.

Risk and Protective Factors
Risk factors were identified for 97% of
all consented clients. Exposure to
violence and Probation are the most
common risk factors for CYO clients.
Risk Factor of Participants3

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Consent

Exposed to Violence

52%

Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 154 participants served by
CYO, 65 (45%) consented to sharing
information. Unless specified otherwise,
the data used throughout this report
refers to consented clients only.

Probation

29%

Truant

12%
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Expelled

6%

Parole

6%

Suspended

5%

None

3%
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The following chart compares the
average GPAs of CYO’s participants
with all Measure Y participants who
were in OUSD, and all OUSD students
not involved with Measure Y. CYO

participants on average had the lowest
GPAs during the time period assessed,
indicating the program’s propensity to
self-selectively target high-risk clients.
Units of Service by Type of Service4
Service Provided

Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
2.72

3.0
2.5

2.18

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

781

60

54%

1.0

Sports/Physical
Activity

718

72

49%

0.5

Community Training

63

21

4%

Individual

684

5

46%

Intensive Outreach

675

5

46%

Case Management

4

1

0%

Mentoring

4

4

0%

Mental Health
Services

1

1

0%

1.97

2.0
GPA

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

1.5

0.0
CYO Street
Outreach
Participants

III.

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

OUSD Students

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The CYO program consists of the
following activities:
•

•

•

Conduct street/institutional
outreach events and community
trainings, included gang
awareness trainings.
Conduct intensive outreach
services, including emergency
assistance, crisis response, and
conflict mediation.
Provide referrals and linkages to
social services and educational
programs.

Total

1,465

In addition to the various individual and
group activities conducted by program
staff, CYO also participated in a number
of events aimed at engaging youth and
young adult participants.
CYO staff engaged in 122 outreach and
community training events with schools,
law enforcement, faith-based community
centers, and Juvenile Court. Over the
course of FY08-09, staff spent an
estimated 400 hours conducting
outreach activities and touched almost
3,000 individuals. A full list of outreach
events follows on the next page

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
Cfityspan MIS for this program.
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Program Events
Catholic Charities Teach‐In
Circles at Beyond Emancipation
Circles in the Hall
Cole Middle School Restorative Justice
Trainings and Presentations
Community Circle Trainings
Community Works RJ Training
Conference Keynote Presentation
Faith Community Breakfast ‐ Re‐Entry
Introduction to Restorative Justice Outreach
and Presentation
June Schools Seminar 2009
Law Enforcement Meetings
McCullum Youth Court Staff and Youth
Training
Meeting with Offenders and Families (RGC's)
National Conference of Forensic Social
Workers
OUSD Central Office Outreach Meetings
Peacemaking Circle Training
Peacemaking Circle Training ‐ San Quentin
Positive School Climate in OUSD Through
Restorative Justice
Restorative Group Conference
Restorative Justice Task Force Presentations
School Celebration Circle
SEEDS Outreach and Informational
Presentation
Site Visits for Restorative Justice Pilots
Student‐Teacher Circle
Student/Family‐School Circles
Training for MYC Youth Staff to Train Youth
on Basics of Restorative Justice
Training of Youth In Leadership on
Restorative Justice Basics
UC Berkeley Conference Presentation
Victim Outreach

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
No participant surveys were
administered for this program.
The charts on the following page
examine the impact of Measure Y
programs on participant days truant and
suspended. The evaluation team found
an average intake date for program
participants and analyzed the average
number of truancies and suspensions
(per 100 days) before and after Measure
Y Intake. The two charts provide a
comparison of OUSD students to CYO
students.
The charts show that while the average
truancy rates increased for both CYO
participants and OUSD students, CYO
participants registered a decrease in
suspension rates following program
intake—a particularly positive finding
when compared against a baseline
increase in suspension rates districtwide.

Additionally, staff attended events
related to Measure Y including NCPC
meetings and strategic planning
sessions.
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Average # of Participant Days Truant
and Suspended per 100 Days: Before
and After CYO's Average Intake Date

Average # of Days

7

5.81

6
5

6.27
5.60

4.17

4

Pre

3

Post

2
1
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD
Student Days Truant and Suspended
per 100 Days: Before and After CYO's
Average Intake Date
3.5
Average # of Days

V.

QUALITY

2.90

3
2.5
2

participating at Youth Radio, which is
helping him learn about the music
industry and inspiring him to get
involved in the music business. His
success rubbed off on his younger
brother and his mother. The younger
brother is doing well and staying in
school and they both check in with the
CYO staff on a weekly basis. The
mother made steps to improve her
situation and has dramatically
constricted her substance abuse. The
family moved out of the area to gain a
fresh start.

2.12

2.13

1.72

Pre
Post

1.5
1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Success Story
According to program staff, CYO
participants often decrease destructive
behaviors and are able to make positive
life changes.
One young man joined the program
when he was caught burglarizing its
office. He, his brother, his mother and
her boyfriend were living in the same
complex as CYO. He was 15 years old
and heavily influenced by gang lifestyle.
His mother was his only support, but at
the time, was heavily involved in drugs
and alcohol.
As the staff built a rapport with the
youth, he set goals to go back to school,
play football, and get involved in the rap
music industry. The staff helped him
enroll in school and he is now
Section VII: Program Report, CYO

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The biggest strength of CYO lies in staff
members’ familiarity and connection to
the community; many of them live in the
same neighborhoods as the youth they
serve. The staff have forged very strong
relationships with the clients and their
families.
Challenges
Like many programs, CYO has
struggled with finding job placements
due to the poor economic climate. An
additional challenge, as documented in
the first Quarterly Report, includes
conducting outreach and providing
services during late evening hours.
Youth have been more accessible
during the daytime hours for purposes of
providing assistance and connecting
them to other agencies if needed. Many
of the clients served need immediate
assistance and it is more accessible for
them to receive those services in the
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daytime hours rather than in the late
evenings. In the later hours, services
are unavailable and youth are less-likely
to take follow-up actions in subsequent
days.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on this analysis, the evaluation
team proposes the following
recommendations to CYO staff:
1. Secure relationships with small and
large scale businesses to provide
direct links to employment for clients
(explore the possibility of paid
internships as well as paid
employment opportunities).
2. Engage in dialogue with the city to
define what street outreach entails –
come to a consensus and employ a
model that supports that definition.
3. Provide training to staff in office
protocols and systems.
4. Administration and staff should work
together to develop a schedule that
will provide both evening and
daytime coverage.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: CALIFORNIA YOUTH OUTREACH MAYOR’S STREET OUTREACH
Cluster:
Youth Outreach
Cluster Purpose:
Program Purpose
To contribute to the safety and well being of gang impacted-youth and to help them become better and more productive citizens
thereby contributing to the safety of the community as a whole The focus is on gang-impacted youth of all ethnicities in Central
Oakland and on predominantly Hispanic gang-involved youth in East and West Oakland.
Program Goals:
To encourage Central Oakland’s gang-impacted and involved youth to identify their hopes and dreams, and to re-direct them into
pro-social activities that can help them to realize their dreams and become better and more productive citizens.
Resources:
$225,000 from Measure Y that is funding 3.75 fte Street Outreach Workers (From 4/08-7/09), Mayor’s Fund, the main office of
California Youth Outreach provides support with contract management, administrative oversight, program development and
evaluation.
Impact:
That gang impacted youth will have access to a caring, responsible CYO staff member who has gang expertise and
knowledge of how to engage and assist these youth with re-directing their behaviors in a healthier, violent free, more prosocial lifestyle. CYO staff will assist youth in first achieving short-term personal development and services goals and
longer term life goals toward a gang free lifestyle.
Assumptions:
That interventions such as street outreach, outreach to incarcerated youth, youth intervention and alternative
social/recreational programming, and community – NSC’s and OPD Gang Awareness trainings will contribute toward an
improved safety, wellbeing and pro-social involvement of Oakland’s gang impacted youth and in turn a safer Oakland community
as a whole.
1. Accepting gang involved youth as they are will result in the development of positive relationships with supportive caring
adults.
2. Providing youth intervention services will lead to an increase in gang impacted youth accessing services, such as health
care, drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs.
3. That getting gang impacted and involved youth involved into pro-social activities (such as personal
development/intervention services, employment, educational programs, and sports activities) will result in them leading
healthier and more productive lives.
4. That group and individual sessions between street outreach workers and youth will lead to greater risk avoidance and ,
protective behaviors and greater resiliency asset development amongst these youth which will in turn lead to reduced
victimization, and recidivism amongst them.
5. Increased well being, support and safety amongst gang impacted and involved youth will lead to a safer Oakland as a
whole.
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Activities

Long-Term
Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources
of Data
Objective I: At least 100 gang involved or impacted youth and young adults will have an established relationship with at least one responsible and caring
adult (CYO staff member).
Objective II: That participating gang involved and impacted youth will be involved with personal development/intervention services and alternative
pro-social/recreational activities.
CYO will become known
Conduct 200
200 street/institutional (CYA 1200 of the individuals that
have been contacted during
as a place where they
street/institutional (CYA
Correctional Facilities)
street outreach events will call
gang impacted youth and
Correctional Facilities)
outreach events for a total
or come into the CYO office.
young adults can establish
of 2,500 hours with a total
outreach events for a total of
a caring relationship with
of 7500 contacts
2,500 hours with a total of
Data Source: Daily logs
(duplicates) will have been
an adult. Not currently
7500 contacts(duplicates)
Not Currently Measured
completed. Data Source:
measured.
Daily log and City Span
Database.
Conduct 500 hours of
Average of 5 hours per
Compliance with probation
Complete their
intensive outreach services,
client (for approximately
officer and probationary
probationary period and or
including emergency
100 clients) per year
conditions.
terms as defined by the
assistance, crisis response,
receiving intensive outreach Data Source OPD
McCullen youth court.
and conflict mediation for 100
services.
Data Source:
clients (average 5 hrs/client
Data Source: Intensive
Probation Records.
over a 30-60 day period).
Reduced recidivism, crime
contact intake forms.
and victimization. Data
City Span Database.
Source OPD Not
currently measured
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Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
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Activities

Resources

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Objective II: That participating gang involved and impacted youth will be involved with pro-social alternatives to gang life.
Clients are staying drug and
Provide 100 clients with
Collaboration with a variety
100 clients will receive at
alcohol free
referrals to human services
of social service programs
least one referral to an
and educational programs.
including Acts Full Gospel
outside agency. Data
Data Source: not currently
Church, Probation, and
measured
Source: Outreach worker
OUSD school safety officers, case notes and City Span At least 50 clients accessed
Youth Uprising, and Allen
one or more service that was
Database
Temple Gospel Church’s
referred by a case worker.
20 clients enrolled in
Vocational Program.
employment training
Data Source: Intake forms.
programs and 20 clients will City Span Database. Not
be placed in employment.
Currently Measured.
School re-entry; Increased
Data Source: Intensive
school attendance. OUSD
outreach log. City Span
Database.
Database (Not currently
measured)

Provide PRIDE Services for
305 youth and young adults
(duplicates), for a total of
130 hours. PRIDE services
will include field trips,
outings, and recreation
activities for high-risk-gang
impacted youth.
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Process Measures
Sources of Data

20 youth and young adults
will receive PRIDE Services
two times a month for 5
hours per session.
Data Source: Sign in
sheets, City Span
Database

Youth will have incorporated
risk avoidance, protective and
resiliency asset development.
Increased social skills.
Data Source: Not currently
measured
Increased interest and
participation in pro- social
activities. Increased peer
relationships outside of gang
affiliation.
Data Source: data intake
forms.

Long-Term Outcomes
(1-3 years) Sources of
Data
Graduate from High
School; Receiving an
Advanced Education;
Gain in hourly wage;
Employment.
Data Source: Not
currently measured
At least 50 participants will
be enrolled in ongoing
pro-social group activities,
such as sports,
educational programs or
employment. Data
Source: Outreach
worker case notes.
Complete their
probationary period.
Data Source:
Probation Records.
Reduced recidivism and
victimization. Data
Source OPD Not
currently measured
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes
Outcomes (< 1 year)
(1-3 years) Sources of
Sources of Data
Data
Objective III: Increase community service providers’ and the police department’s awareness of gang characteristics, and approaches to working with
gangs thereby increasing their capacity to serve these youth.
Conduct community
400 staff members of
Greater ability of participants
trainings for a total of 400
community organizations and to identify gang members and
participants.
or agencies will receive a
understand the factors that
Conduct Gang Awarenessgang awareness community
lead to gang involvement.
Staff trainings for OPD,
training.
Data Source: survey of
NSC’s, and community
Data Source: Daily log is
training participants.
organizations.
entered into the City Span
Database.

“Central Oakland” describes a conceptual division of East Oakland into smaller geographic categories permitting deeper analysis. In this sense, Central Oakland refers to
the region between Lake Merit and High St., roughly corresponding to Police Command Area II.
2 CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
3 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
4
Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those participants
who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
Healthy Oakland seeks to encourage atrisk youth and young adults to make
productive choices. Their primary goal is
to address violence and health
disparities in Oakland’s ethnic
communities Healthy Oakland operates
under the assumption that given proper
guidance and access to healthy
alternatives, young people will make
healthier choices for themselves. This in
turn improves the health of the
community.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Healthy Oakland received $158,359
from the Measure Y Initiative.
Staff and Partners
The Mayor’s Street Outreach program
was staffed by one FTE Lead Street
Outreach Worker, four PTE Street
Outreach workers, a Project Director
and Co-Project Coordinators.
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There are also a number of partner
agencies that support the agency’s
work. Healthy Oakland refers youth
participants to Youth Radio and Youth
Uprising. CYO partners with Healthy
Oakland to conduct outreach and
manage particularly volatile situations
and/or crowds. Healthy Oakland also
works with the Oakland Police
Department to target specific
communities for outreach, and in Police
Command Area 1 (North and West
Oakland) works in partnership with
Covenant House.
Nearly 100% of all participants were
referred through public or private social
service agencies.
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Service

97%

Personal

1%

Justice

1%

Unknown

1%

Data Collection Methods
Healthy Oakland enters records in the
CitySpan youth Management
Information System (CitySpan MIS) and
keeps internal case management
reports. Follow-up is provided for those
clients with whom there have been
multiple encounters.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
asked to voluntarily provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. In general,
consent is not requested of participants
during intensive outreach.
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Risk and Protective Factors

Consent Rates
Consented

100%

Withheld Consent

‐‐‐

Missing Consent

‐‐‐

Total

Risk factors were identified for 92% of
all consented clients. Exposure to
violence and Probation were the two
most frequent client risk factors
reported.
Risk Factor of Participants2

100%

Risk Factor

All of the 130 participants served by
Healthy Oakland consented to sharing
information.

Most clients of Healthy Oakland live in
West Oakland (56%), or East Oakland
(28%). Nine percent of clients are
residents of North Oakland, and 7% live
outside city limits. Of the 28% of clients
who reported living in East Oakland,
14% reside in the “central” region
located between Lake Merritt and High
Street, and 14% are living between High
Street and 103rd.

Exposed to
Violence

56%

Probation

25%

Parole

13%

Expelled

1%

The following chart compares the
average GPAs of Healthy Oakland’s
participants with all Measure Y
participants who were in OUSD, and all
OUSD students not involved with
Measure Y. The fact that Healthy
Oakland exhibited the poorest academic
performance of the 3 cohorts suggests
HO is appropriately targeting
disproportionately at- risk youth.
Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
2.72

3
2.5

2.03

2.18

2
GPA

Client Demographics
Though most clients served by this
program are male (66%), ages range
anywhere from 0-5 years to over 25
years, with the highest percentages
being 18-25 years old (53%) and 26+
(31%). On the whole, clients come from
diverse ethnic backgrounds; however
the overwhelming majority identify
themselves as African American (89%).
English is the most prevalent language
spoken in the home.

% of
Consented
Clients

1.5
1
0.5
0
Healthy Oakland All Measure Y
Participants
Participants in
OUSD
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The following chart examines Healthy
Oakland’s youth clients’ interaction with
the juvenile justice system.
The fact that 100% of Healthy Oakland’s
clients that had JUVIS involvement had
involvement with the criminal justice
system before they received their first
services received highlights the
vulnerability of the program’s client base

•

Mediate conflicts between and
among individuals and groups of
individuals in order to prevent the
eruption of violence.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Serviceiii
Service Provided

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

0

0

0%

Individual

191

1

100%

Intensive Outreach

164

1

86%

27

1

14%

Participants w ith JUVIS Activity
N=6

Group

Referred Before Intake
Referred After Intake

Case Management
Total

100%

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The CYO program consists of the
following activities:
• Conduct street outreach targeting
youth and young adults.
• Refer participants to communitybased resources, including
counseling, mentoring, life and
job skills training, housing, food,
clothing, health care, and
mediation, education, and
employment programs.
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Hours
2008 ‐
2009

191

Throughout the 2008-09 FY, staff also
engaged the community at Measure Y
and city-sponsored events. The
following table summarizes the
percentage of total number of program
events by type of event.
Total Program Events
Street Outreach

82%

City/Measure Y Events

15%

Other Public Events

3%

Total

100%

Staff estimates that over the course of
the year they spent over 1,000 hours
conducting outreach activities and
touched almost 2,000 individuals. The
subsequent table illustrates the
geographic breakdown of street
outreach efforts.
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Outreach Events
East Oakland

59%

West Oakland

29%

Downtown/West Oakland

9%

North Oakland

3%

Total

IV.

100%

OUTCOMES

Maybe their words and the relationships they
have through outreach have helped in ways we
can’t yet quantify.
They’ve been instrumental in preventing violence
and retaliation in terms of the violence that was
happening in their area. Our agency is specific to
Latino gangs and they have a growing presence
in West Oakland. They (Healthy Oakland) call on
us to outreach to those groups and it strengthens
their capacity to serve.

Success Story
Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
The program has not developed tools to
measure impact beyond the number of
people served and events attended.
Due to the nature of Healthy Oakland’s
service activities, no surveys were
administered.

Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with Healthy Oakland’s
partners and related community and
public agencies showed strong support
for the program:
Anecdotally- the community feels safer – they
(the community) see them out there…They
(Healthy Oakland) have helped improve
relationships between police and the community.
We have the same goal (OPD and Healthy
Oakland), but different ways to solve them. We
put them in jail and get them off the street that
way. There are ½ dozen no longer out on the
street loitering and involved in drugs and other
activities because of their outreach…The call-in
meetings have gotten another ½ dozen off the
streets and into jobs..

Section VII: Program Report, Healthy Oakland

Healthy Oakland staff related the
following story as illustration of their
success in getting clients off the street
and into more stable living situations.
One client, a homeless woman with a
history of substance abuse, had landed
on the streets with her 3 year old
daughter when she escaped an abusive
relationship. After a couple of meetings,
our Lead Outreach Worker provided a
referral to get her and her daughter into
housing. Since then, she has kicked the
drugs, been through life skills training,
parenting classes, nutrition classes and
she and her daughter have both been
seen by a primary care physician and
given clean bills of health. She has
since completed culinary arts training at
St. Vincent’s DePaul and has started
applying for jobs.
[If it hadn’t been for Healthy Oakland] I’d still be
out there, not worrying about getting a job. I even
got my self-esteem back, I am so thankful.
Another client was living on the streets
with his daughter when he was referred
to Healthy Oakland at a Silence the
Violence event. He’d been working at
the Ella Baker Center and had tried to
get into shelters until he could afford his
own place, but was told that a man with
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a child couldn’t stay there; the shelters
could only accept women with children.
Healthy Oakland found him and his
daughter housing.
The program’s holistic approach and the fact that
they provided me with housing and
understanding helped me. Without them, I would
still be at some girl’s house (survival sex) just to
get by. No one should have to do that.

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?

Strengths
Healthy Oakland’s staff is one of its
primary strengths. Outreach workers
bring individual past experiences and
sincere desire to help (they work every
week night). They utilize what they learn
from each encounter to strengthen each
subsequent encounter. They have also
helped to develop a service network that
is a definite asset for the agency and its
clients.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team offers the following
recommendations for program
improvement:
1. Additional staff, with professional
development in the areas identified
below, would aid Healthy Oakland in
effectively serving their target
clientele.
2. Professional development for staff
with the focus on behavior
management, First Aid and CPR,
emergency preparedness, tools for
dealing with substance abusers, data
collection, and case management
would also heal Healthy Oakland.
3. Many of the existing services in the
Measure Y network are unavailable
at night. Healthy Oakland has a full
service clinic not funded by Measure
Y. If they could refer people regularly
to their existing wrap-around
services, it might increase the
number of referrals who follow
through. This might also enable the
Healthy Oakland outreach workers to
track their client outcomes.

Challenges
Although the program has not
experienced any turnover, they are
short-staffed. Measure Y only funds
pairs of outreach workers to go out
together. This is not enough; there is an
inherent danger when they encounter
large groups of men (upwards of 40).
The time involved in referral processes
presents a challenge; if placement or
acceptance takes too long the trust built
between outreach worker and client is
broken. Staff feels that to be truly
effective they need to be able to rotate
outreach workers and have the support
of a case manager.

Section VII: Program Report, Healthy Oakland
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Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: HEALTHY OAKLAND
Youth Outreach
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved in
programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage successful
outcomes.
To encourage at-risk youth and young adults to choose alternatives to the streets and to provide them with linkages to
appropriate services to help them address health care needs and build individual support networks, primarily in the AfricanAmerican community.
To reach out to and establish relationships with at-risk youth and young adults, identifying their needs, and providing referrals to
basic social services and community based organizations that model and encourage participation in programming as an
alternative to homelessness and violence.
Trained street outreach workers, access to network of contracted Measure Y organizations, strong relationships with local
community based organizations, churches and businesses that will hire adjudicated youth and young adults (probation, parole).
To decrease violence and health disparities in the African American and other ethnic communities in Oakland.
• Youth (and young adults) are more likely to build trusting relationships with staff whose experiences and culture are
consistent with their own (cultural competence).
• When at-risk youth can be guided and given access to healthy alternatives, they will make healthier choices for
themselves.
• Once individuals begin making better life choices for themselves, the likelihood that they will begin to make healthier
decisions in their community increases.

Section VII: Program Report, Healthy Oakland
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Activities

Resources

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1Outcomes (< 1 year)
3 years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Conduct outreach services in identified ‘hot spots’ to initiate and establish relationships with at-risk youth and young adults.
Outreach
Trained street outreach
Daily logs:
Youth transitions to intensive
Change in lifestyle:
workers, priority Measure Y 50 intensive outreach
case management, Trust
Reduction in # of clients on
referral cards, access to
clients
established with caring adult,
the streets, increase in # of
appropriate service
200 intensive outreach hrs, Improved awareness of
clients served by
providers
200 clients provided with
available services
participating programs
referrals, 2,500 street
Reduced recidivism
outreach event hours
Intensive case
Case management reports
and follow up calls,
management reports and
follow-up calls (conducted
up to 18 months from initial
enrollment)
Objective II: To determine individual ‘client’ needs and provide linkages to appropriate programs and/or services.
Intensive outreach; case
Access to Measure Y
50 intensive outreach
Clients housed, receiving
Reduced recidivism,
management/assessment,
network, strong
clients, 10 clients placed in appropriate health care
Individuals able to access
linkages to programs
relationships with CBO’s
employment
services, employed or enrolled services when needed
that provide counseling,
10 clients placed in
in employment training
housing, food, clothing,
employment training
programs, in school or GED
health care, education and
programs
prep
employment programs
Case management reports
Not yet measured
and follow up calls, OUSD,
OJPD
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Activities

Resources

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (<1yeqr)
Sources of Data
Objective III: Establish relationships between male youth and positive male role models in the community.
Plan and host “Boys To Men ‘All
Eligible male mentors,
4 Street outreach events:
Certificate of completion
Nighter” event, enroll youth in
support and participation
# of mentees paired with
from SAT Academy,
Healthy Oakland Saturday
of prominent community
mentors (case managers) ongoing relationship with
post event
Academy mentoring program (10- members, local
mentor
12 wks)
celebrities, event planning
Internal case
resources (venue, staff,
management
food supplies)
reporting
Objective IV: To mediate and resolve conflicts in conjunction with OPD
Mediation between two
Notification of conflict by
24 violence
Reduction in violent street
prevention/anger
individuals or groups
OPD, available outreach
conflicts resulting in arrest
management/conflict
workers trained in
Internal case
mediation
resolution events,
management reporting
48 violence
prevention/anger
management/conflict
resolution participants
Objective V: To recruit and train volunteer outreach workers.
Meet with churches in West
Participating churches,
4 Street outreach events,
Recruitment and training
Oakland, recruit volunteers
training curriculum,
(ref SOW/service
of volunteers, Support of
trainers
activities),
local churches
Volunteer applicants
Funding or other support
linked to participating
churches
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Process Measures

Long-Term Outcomes
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Transition fro mentee to mentor
or volunteer role

Not yet well measured
List of volunteers, mentor
applications
Reduction in arrests for violence
Reduced recidivism
Not yet well measured
Case management follow up
calls up to 18 months from date
of enrollment

Cultural shift in community

Not yet measured
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures

Objective VI: To create additional community resources and recruitment opportunities
Creation of West Oakland Public
Interested community
Sign in sheets
Safety Round Table
members
(“Clergy Cares”)

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (<1yeqr)
Sources of Data
Ongoing relationships and
support
Not yet measured

Long-Term Outcomes
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Availability of resources;
funding, in-kind donations,
Mentors, volunteers
Not yet measured

Definitions/Descriptions:
Outreach
Encounters with youth and young adults on the streets (primarily hot spots identified by OPD)
Daily Log
Report of encounters; date, time, number of people met, referral to (use of referral card)
Intensive Outreach
After 2-3 encounters, if a relationship is established, individual is assigned a case manager (of 7) to get personal
history, contact information, assessment, refer to appropriate services/programs and track participation.
Case Manager Typically has 2 years of college and some internal training – not a MSW
NOTE: If necessary, client is referred to Behavioral Health specialist; licensed clinical psychologist, MSW
Outside Measure Y Scope of Work
Measure Y funds the Boys to Men All-Nighter, but does not fund a similar event for girls. Healthy Oakland will sponsor a girls’ event in the
spring coordinating mentors from the community to participate in a Saturday Academy for girls.
Healthy Oakland provides an array of services at their West Oakland location, but cannot refer the youth they do outreach with internally
unless there is no program within the Measure Y network providing those services.
West Oakland Outreach Coordinator
Pastor Jasper Lowery
CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii
Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
YU seeks to provide enhanced case
management, recreation and support
services for high risk youth ages 13-24.
Specifically, YU is a safe environment
where staff can administer guidance,
and teach decision-making and life skills
necessary for youth to succeed
academically, avoid conflict or
potentially violent situations, and
transition into adulthood. The YU
program is based on the assumption
that case management and intensive
support will help youth learn new
priorities and make more productive and
healthier choices and decisions.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year, YU
received $181,455 from the Measure Y
Initiative. Additional resources are
received from county funding, grants
and private donations. The Measure Y
funded case management portion of
program activities substantially
leverages outside funding, including an

Alameda County Community Probation
grant.
Staff and Partners
Measure Y funding supports three FTE
Case Managers and a portion of the
sports and recreation program. A close
partnership with Castlemont High
School, located adjacent to YU, helps
staff to identify at-risk youth.
YU also serves a large number of youth
who are not enrolled in school. For
these youth YU staff work with the
Office of Education, the Peralta
Community College District, and other
educational entities to help support GED
completion, continuing or adult
education, and enrollment in community
college courses. Other significant
Measure Y funded program partners
include the Youth Alive Street Outreach
Team and the Mayor’s Summer Job
program.
Mental health services are provided in
partnership with Children’s Hospital
Oakland (CHO). YU and CHO jointly
hired three clinicians to provide mental
health services for transitional age
youth.
Other partners include local community
and business leaders. For instance,
Bank of America provides financial skills
training to youth participants. Another
notable partner is local rap legend Too
Short, who provides financial support
and technical expertise for multi-media
endeavors.
YU Program referrals were received
from the following sources.

Section VII: Program Report, Youth Uprising Youth Outreach
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Referral Source1

Referral Source

Consent Rates

% of Consented
Clients

Consented

98%

Personal

94%

Withheld Consent

1%

Service

1%

Justice

1%

Missing Consent

1%

Total

100%

Data Collection Methods
YU case managers conduct a
comprehensive assessment on all new
participants. Based on the initial
assessment, some clients may be
referred for the Measure Y funded
intensive case management right away.
Others may be referred at a subsequent
time. All notes are entered into a case
file and into the CitySpan youth
Management Information ( Cityspan
MIS) database. However, staff has
expressed concern about the accuracy
of reports as numbers entered for one
program were inappropriately conflated
with another Measure Y funded
program.

Client Demographics
The majority of YU participants are
between the ages of 18-25 (80%), male
(66%), and African American (93%).
Clients are overwhelmingly residents of
East Oakland, with 57% living between
High Street and 103rd, and 17% living in
the more “central” region of Oakland
between Lake Merritt and High Street.
Risk and Protective Factors
Risk factors were identified for all
consented clients. Truancy and
exposure to violence were the most
commonly cited risk factors.

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
asked to consent to share personal
information for the purpose of
evaluation. Of the 116 participants
served by YU, 114 (98%) consented to
sharing information. The following
demographic information reflects only
consenting participants.
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Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of
Consented
Clients

Truant

49%

Exposed to
Violence

46%

Probation

13%

Suspended

3%

Parole

2%

Expelled

1%

Sexually
Exploited

1%
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Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
3

2.72
2.25

2.18

Youth Uprising
Sports/Rec
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in OUSD

2.5
GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
OUSD Students

Referral Status at Intake
(for Participants with Known Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

36%
1 or More Referrals Before
Intake

The adjacent chart
compares the
average GPAs of
YU’s participants with
all Measure Y
participants who
were in OUSD, and
all OUSD students
not involved in
Measure Y. YU
participant average
GPA is significantly
lower than OUSD
students not in
Measure Y
programs, confirming
clients at-risk status.

As shown in the
adjacent chart, 36%
YU had prior Juvenile
Records, also
indicating the at-risk
status of the clients
being served by this
program.

No Record of Referral at
Intake
64%

Section VII: Program Report, Youth Uprising Youth Outreach
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III.

activities (video production,
computers, etc). Group activities
promote important life skills
including anger management,
conflict resolution, and healthy
relationships.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The YU program conducts the following
activities:
• Encourages positive education
outcomes for members who are
enrolled in school or those pursuing
adult education or GEDs. YU staff
provide a safe and academically
encouraging environment for
tutoring, study, and homework
completion. The YU career center
helps youth identify their
educational or career aspirations.
Career counselors also work with
youth to help them understand
college entrance requirements and
encourage participation in higher
education. Through social and
interpersonal work, including group
discussion sessions, case
managers provide support and
motivation to improve academic
performance.
• Reduces violence and promotes
personal transformation. YU staff
provide case management services
and work in collaboration with
probation staff. Castlemont High
School refers students whose
academic performance is being
negatively impacted by behavior or
discipline problems. Interventions
are conducted through group
discussions (Men-Up, Women’s
Circle), sports activities (basketball,
dance), and non-measure Y funded

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Average
Hrs/
Particip
ant

% of
Total
Hours

15,673

110

95%

Street Outreach

7,836

115

48%

Sports/Physical Activity

6,407

146

39%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Conflict
Resolution

1,430

48

9%

Individual

813

4

4%

Case Management

748

8

4%

Intensive Outreach

59

1

0%

Group

Total
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2008 ‐
2009

16,486
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In addition to the many individual and
group services provided by program
staff, YU also engages in community
events, and attends City/Measure Y
related functions. A full list of events
attended during the 2008-09 program
year follows:
Program Events
AIDS screening(Mobile Van)
AIDS Workshop
Art and Soul festival
Art and Soul Festival Table
Art and Soul Festival Table
Art and Soul Festival Table
Back to School August 29th 2008
Camp Sweeney
Christmas Giveaway 08
Community Town Hall Meeting
Funeral
Halloween Party 08
Hotter Than July Community Block
Party @ YU
House Meeting
Keyshia Cole Event
Media Arts Showcase
National Night Out
National Teen Dating Violence
Awareness and Prevention Week
Obama Inauguration
Protest
Thanksgiving Turkey Giveaway
Turf Unity Event
Youth Uprising
Youth Uprising Family Night

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Stakeholder Feedback
Overall, stakeholders interviewed
expressed satisfaction with the one-on-

one interventions provided by the
program.
We need people who can engage the youth, people
who aren’t police but are trained to deal with the
situation. Youth don’t trust the police and sometimes
calling them can exacerbate the situation. I think the
police are aware of this too.
It is nice to have partners to work with. This is not an
easy task. The police can’t be everywhere. There are
not enough people directed to the right services…the
community is disjointed.

Success Story
One youth confided to a staff member at
a local community organization that he
was being threatened. Men with
weapons had broken into his apartment
and threatened to harm him. He was
fearful for his safety and did not know
what to do. The community
organization referred this young man to
the Peacemaking team who provided
immediate intervention. They found a
safe place for him to stay for the
weekend and then worked to mediate
the conflict.

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
YU’s staff is a definite program asset.
Staff members are very committed and
many have personal experiences that
are relevant to the assistance they are
offering. The program has also been
strengthening its relationship with OPD.
Although there is clearly more work to

Section VII: Program Report, Youth Uprising Youth Outreach
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be done, YU Peacemaking staff have
been attending OPD line-ups and are
communicating better with the assigned
police Captain. Additionally, staff has
noted that stronger partnerships with
other Measure Y funded outreach teams
have helped them to more effectively
plan activities.
Challenges
Keeping up with administrative tasks is
challenging, in part because of the
unusual hours kept by street outreach
workers. The re-organization of the
street outreach team and the promotion
of a new team leader has led to the
development of new strategies for
recording information and filing case
notes, although staff admitted to this still
being a “work in progress.”
The greatest challenge cited by program
staff was the difficulty in finding “reliable
resources and referrals for gainful
employment for clients.” One of the
major emphases of Peacemaking has
been promoting employment
opportunities. With the economic
downturn this has become increasingly
challenging. Peacemaking staff have
had to “develop a more realistic
approach for addressing employment
needs – ones that fit within our ability
and capacity as a street based outreach
workers in this economy.”

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are
suggested for the YU program:
1. YU staff may want to re-examine the
strength of their partnership with
probation, OPD, and the PSOs.
Although several efforts appear to
have been made to reach out to
justice staff (for example the Open
House), more concrete
arrangements and agreements on
communication and information
sharing may be necessary. In
particular OPD and YU staff need to
come to an understanding of how to
work together with youth who are
suspected of engaging in violent or
criminal activity, understanding that
there may be conflicting goals at
work (i.e. keeping kids out of jail vs.
ensuring that those who commit
crimes are brought before a judge.)

Section VII: Program Report, Youth Uprising Youth Outreach
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Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Theory of Change:
Activities

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: YOUTH UPRISING MAYOR’S STREET OUTREACH
Youth Outreach
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved in
programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage successful
outcomes.
To encourage successful outcomes for youth who are members and to build capacity of youth to transform their own community.
Measure Y accounts for approximately 15% of the resources required to run the Youth Uprising programs. Additional resources
are youth staff and social capital through participation of Too Short and other recognized community leaders.
Input anticipated from program
Resources

Objective I: Improve academic outcomes of youth participants
Through social and interpersonal
Through social and
work give members the values and
interpersonal work give
motivation to attend and pay
members the values and
attention in school.
motivation to attend and
pay attention in school.
Objective I: Improve academic
outcomes of youth participants
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes of
youth participants
Activities

Resources

Section VII: Program Report, Youth UpRising Youth Outreach

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Through social and
interpersonal work give
members the values and
motivation to attend and
pay attention in school.
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes of
youth participants

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Through social and
interpersonal work give
members the values and
motivation to attend and pay
attention in school.
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes of
youth participants

Long-Term
Outcomes (13 years)
Sources of
Data
Through social and
interpersonal work
give members the
values and motivation
to attend and pay
attention in school.
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes
of youth participants

Process Measures
Sources of Data
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: : To link all clients identifying employment as a need with job training programs and job seeking and readiness services
Improved behavior and
Change in behaviors:
Computer lab, tutors, and
Number of youth
Through group discussions
performance in school
Increase self-esteem
other academic supports
participating in the different
(Men-Up, Womens Circle) and
Improved pro-social skills
program components and
purchased outside of
sports activities (basketball,
including anger
Employment or job
Measure Y dollars
average dosage in a 6
dance) and non-measure Y
management
readiness
month time period
funded activities (video
Value of school, work
For an average of 18 hours
production, computers, etc)
Decision-making skills
per case managed client
and 133 for sports clients
Provide safe and supportive
environment to engage with
400 youth attend youth
friends, peers and caring adults.
uprising events
Case management for 40 youth
Intensive outreach to 80
clients
 75% of clients not
Not yet measured:
Computer lab, tutors, and
Number of youth
Through group discussions
suspended from school
Recommend school
other academic supports
participating in the different arrests for non-violent
(Men-Up, Womens Circle) and
principal or teacher
purchased outside of
program components and
sports activities (basketball,
offenses – target 75 not
interviews or surveys.
Measure Y dollars
average dosage in a 6
dance) and non-measure Y
arrested
Not Yet Measured
month time period
funded activities (video
Number completed job
For an average of 18 hours
production, computers, etc)
training number
per case managed client
employed
and 133 for sports clients
Provide safe and supportive
Change in behaviors:
Improved behavior and
environment to engage with
Increase self-esteem
performance in school
400 youth attend youth
friends, peers and caring adults.
Improved pro-social skills
uprising events
Employment or job
including anger
Case management for 40 youth
readiness
management
Intensive outreach to 80
Value of school, work
clients
Decision-making skills
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective III: Give youth the language and skills to discuss their environment and develop appropriate responses to their social environment
Through group discussions and
Through group
Through group
Through group discussions Through group discussions and
case management and referrals
discussions and case
discussions and case
and case management and case management and referrals
to other Youth Uprising services
management and referrals management and
referrals to other Youth
to other Youth Uprising services
referrals to other Youth
– including mental health and
– including mental health and
to other Youth Uprising
Uprising services –
Uprising services –
career and education services
services – including
including mental health and career and education services
mental health and career
including mental health
career and education
and career and
and education services
services
education services

Internal reports, # of
youth continuing in
CBOs – can only
establish/measure
enrollment, no follow up
data available

Not yet well-measured
Internal reporting ends and
tracking data is not available
through CitySpan after exiting
(6 months)

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those participants
who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
CCNI seeks to empower residents of the
Hoover Historic District and Sobrante
Park through a focused, place-based
approach to violence prevention. Their
primary objective is to work in
partnership with residents to strengthen
existing social, political, and economic
structures, with the goal of eradicating
historic and persistent health, economic
and social inequities. CCNI’s long-term
vision is that by empowering people to
create the change they want within their
lives and communities, lasting change
can be achieved. Specifically, residents
living within the Hoover Historic District
and Sobrante Park Neighborhood will
have improved health, economic and
other social indicators.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
City County Neighborhood Initiative
(CCNI) received $202,380 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.
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Staff and Partners
The CCNI program was staffed by one
part-time Supervisor and two
Community Building Coordinators.
CCNI is a partnership between the City
of Oakland and Alameda County Public
Health Department’s CAPE Unit. CCNI
also works closely with the City of
Oakland Service Delivery Team, a multiagency taskforce convened to respond
to multi-faceted neighborhood concerns.
Within the two target neighborhoods,
CCNI works closely with a number of
local businesses and faith based
organizations.
The majority of CCNI’s clients were not
referred from another agency.
Referral Source1
Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

None

75%

Exposure to
Violence

23%

Probation

4%

Parole

1%

Data Collection Methods
CCNI staff reported that they currently
enter client information into the
CitySpan database at least once per
month.
Each enrolled client undergoes a
comprehensive intake process.
Subsequently, the intake assessment
and enrollment data are entered into the
CitySpan database for ongoing client
monitoring. Neighborhood impact is
tracked through a neighborhood survey.
The survey is administered every few
years to determine what changes have
occurred over time in the two
neighborhoods that receive the vast
1 of 10
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and probation are the most common risk
factors of CCNI clients.

majority of CCNI’s attention. The survey
is administered in person, through a
door-to door surveying technique. The
survey investigates perceptions of
neighborhood safety, neighborliness,
and awareness of CCNI-related
program activities.

Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

Consent
Measure Y participants were given the
option of sharing their personal
information with the evaluation team. Of
the 187 clients served by the program,
50 (27%) consented to sharing
information. Unless otherwise specified,
data used throughout this report refer to
consented clients only.

Exposed to Violence

86%

Probation

14%

Parole

4%

None

4%

The following chart3 compares the
average GPAs of CCNI’s participants to
all Measure Y program participants who
were in OUSD, and all OUSD students
not involved with Measure Y.
Average GPA Q2 2008-Q4 2009

Consent Rates
Consented

% of Clients

3

2.83

2.5

27%

2.72
2.18

Withheld Consent

28%

Missing Consent

45%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Consented client data describe a
balanced mix of males and females in
CCNI (46% and 52%, respectively).
82% of consented clients are African
American and 14% identify as Latino.
English and Spanish are the most
prevalent languages spoken in the
home.
The two most common areas of
residence for clients served by CCNI are
West Oakland (68%), and the area of
East Oakland that lies between High
Street and 103rd (28%).
Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. Exposure to violence
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GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
CCNI
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

OUSD Students

Overall, CCNI participants have higher
academic outcomes than either other
Measure Y cohorts or the OUSD
comparison group.

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The CCNI program consists of the
following activities:
2 of 10
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•
•

•

Conduct community outreach in the
field via door-to-door canvassing and
community events/forums.
Work one-on-one with residents to
assess their needs and develop
appropriate responses to their
issues. Services include job training
programs, housing, drug, and
alcohol programs, and health and
case management services.
Engage in community capacity
building through leadership trainings
for neighborhood/community
members who continue advocacy in
their communities.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in
CMIS for this program.
Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

1,055

16

91%

Community Training

703

5

61%

Life Skills and Pre‐
Employment Skills

176

22

Outreach

176

22

15%

Individual

98

2

9%

Intensive Outreach

98

2

9%

Group

Total

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving services. The survey
was a convenience sample of currently
enrolled clients and may not reflect
information about clients who received
services before or after the survey was
administered.
The following table provides a
demographic summary of survey
respondents.

Units of Service by Type of Service4
Service Provided

IV.

15%

1,153
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Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 5
Target Number: 10
Percent goal was reached: 50%
Enrollment:
o 20% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3
months
o 80% have been enrolled for more tan 6 months
Attendance:
o 40% of clients attend this program often
o 60% of clients attend all of the time
Race/Ethnicity:
o 57.1% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o 28.6% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 14.3% identify as White
o 40% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
Residence:
o 100% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
East Oakland (East of High Street)
Age:
o 20% of clients surveyed are 16 years old
o 20% are 18 years old
o 60% are older than 19
Gender:
o 40% of clients are male
o 60% of clients are female
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The table below depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge CCNI’s
impact of personal attitudes and
behaviors. A 1-5 scoring scale was
used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’
As a Result of CCNI…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.40

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.25

I attend school more regularly

4.00

I am doing better in my classes

4.25

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

3.80

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

5.00

I take better care of myself

4.60

I feel hopeful about the future

4.33

Correlation between Service Hours
and Outcomes
The following charts examine the impact
of CCNI on participant truancy rates.
The evaluation team found an average
intake date for program participants and
compared average truancy and
suspension rates (per 100 days) before
and after this date. The two charts
provide a comparison of OUSD students
to CCNI students.
Overall, the average number of days
truant increased for both CCNI program
participants and non-Measure Y OUSD
students, although the increase was
significantly smaller for CCNI
participants.
Average # of Participant Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After
CCNI's Average Intake Date

I am better at controlling my anger

4.40

I am better at solving problems

4.33

Average # of Days

3.25

3.21

3.2
3.15
3.1

3.06

3.05
3
2.95
Pre

Post

Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student
Days Truant per 100 Days: Before and After
CCNI's Average Intake Date
3.21

Average # of Days

3.5
3
2.5
2

1.82

1.5
1
0.5
0
Pre
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Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with community partners
revealed strong support for the program.
CCNI’s consistent presence “on the
street” was noted as a particular
strength.

Success Story
Program staff report the greatest
successes in improving neighborhood
conditions and empowering community
members to make positive changes in
their lives through CCNI hosted events.

There is definitely an impact on the community, but
there are only 300 students here. It needs to involve
more people. Within the student population there has
been a huge impact. Graffiti is down; kids are acting
as mediators in the community. We actually received
an award on the high percentage that violence has
gone down in our school. Discussions happen every
day with the students on violence prevention. We also
have a sponsored violence prevention week where
kids participate, hang posters that say things like
“Stop the violence” and “Stop the bully.” If the district
and county continue this process there will be a
drastic difference in the amount of violence in the
community. However, we need to involve the parent
community more and figure out a way to continue
these programs..

In West Oakland the efforts of the CCNI and other
community partners have transformed St. Andrew's
Park. In a lengthy effort, the group was able to get the
City to create a no-parking zone completely encircling
the park with red paint on every curb. Also, signs with
the rules have been posted, seniors are cleaning the
park on a regular basis, and the police are patrolling
effectively. The environment has completely changed
in the park with a drastic reduction in crime and
negative behavior.

Other stakeholders expressed concern
about the absence of measurable goals
and outcomes with which to evaluate
the program.
The challenges are holding people to be committed to
doing something. There are not strong minutes or
documentation for follow-up and that is difficult and
challenging. There should be measurable goals, and
they might need help notetaking in order to support
the accountability we need in the community to move
forward in a clear fashion.
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In West Oakland the mini-grant committee has truly
been empowered to act effectively on their own
behalf… they have supported many community
programs including the most successful and
productive Halloween Party yet. This annual event
was combined this year with a health fair. The minigrant committee and the Friends of Durant Park
worked in conjunction with the Alameda County
Public Health Department’s Population Services
Division to have health screenings at the fair. This
included blood pressure, asthma, diabetes, bike
helmet and car seat safety and nutrition services. By
adding a public health benefit to the event, more
residents participated and gained valuable knowledge
about health programs .
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Client Satisfaction
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with receiving services,
being treated with respect, and feeling
like staff was supportive. Respondents
indicated their agreement with
statement about program staff and
services; a 1-5 scale was used, with 5
denoting ‘strong agreement’ with the
statement.
Client Satisfaction with CCNI

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.80

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.25

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.50

Staff was supportive

4.20

I received services that were helpful

4.20

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.33

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.60

I received services in my primary
language

4.00

I received services when I needed
them

4.60

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.50
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The CCNI model of a joint city/county
approach to working with troubled
communities has strengthened the
public sector’s capacity to work within
target communities and enable
residents and community leaders to
better articulate neighborhood needs to
city/county leaders. For example,
neighborhood residents were able to
explain to city leaders how one
neighborhood open space was overrun
with individuals loitering, hanging out in
their cars, and otherwise contributing to
the neglect of the space. The city then
changed the parking access and
increased patrolling of this particular
“hotspot,” dramatically altering the use
of the space.
In Sobrante Park, significant advances
have been made in improving
relationships with the local schools. The
CCNI Program Manager credits the
hiring of a new outreach staff member
with breaking down pre-existing barriers.
The school is now allowing the CCNI
outreach worker to recruit students for
the Mayor’s Summer Job Program. The
ability to conduct outreach to students
has also led to more students
participating in other community events.
In the third quarter, CCNI also partnered
with a pastor at a local church and other
community members to develop an
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Education Summit involving the
principals from three local Sobrante
Park schools to brainstorm and discuss
the educational needs of local children
and how the schools and community
can work collectively.
Challenges
Changing the culture and nature of a
community is a long-term project that
will only show results over time. On a
year-to-year basis, the nature of the
work is made more difficult by the
transient nature of neighborhoods as
individuals move in and out of the
community. CCNI staff talked about the
constant need to look ahead to future
community leaders. They also talked
about the importance of using
experienced community members to
“groom” new leaders, but acknowledged
that ownership issues make it hard to
bring new members and fresh concerns
into an established group.
The economic downturn has also had a
severe impact on CCNI’s capacity to
impact the two designated
neighborhoods. Outreach staff report a
strong increase in the number of
abandoned properties and bank-owned
sales. These events are particularly
damaging when they involve homes
where active and involved residents of
the community once lived.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

While staff, stakeholders, and
participants all indicated CCNI has
made an impact on the culture and
environment of the two neighborhoods
in question, the lack of quantifiable data
makes it difficult to gauge the extent to
which this change has occurred during
the 2008-2009 FY. The evaluation team
posits the following recommendation for
program improvement:
1. CCNI staff should look to best
practices and other local
successes in place-based
empowerment and in the
intersection of violence
prevention and environmental
design for suggestions on how to
better capture and document the
leadership development and
community change currently in
progress.
2. CCNI staff may want to
investigate the feasibility of
conducting the neighborhood
survey more frequently than
every three years in order to
more rapidly attain the
longitudinal data desired by
program staff and policy makers
on the impact of the CCNI effort.
3. Invest some time and energy in
creating standardized reporting
tools for internal use.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: CITY COUNTY NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATVE
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

Youth Outreach
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved
in programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage
successful outcomes.
Program Purpose
To empower residents of the Hoover Historic District and Sobrante Park through a focused, place based approach to violence
prevention
Program Goals:
The neighborhood empowerment model works in partnership with residents to strengthen existing social, political, and
economic structures, with the goal of eradicating historic and persistent health, economic and social inequities.
Resources:
Measure A funding for County Public Health Department portion of activities
Impact:
City and County institutions will share power with residents and be more responsive to community needs.
Assumptions:
Key support will continue both in terms of funding and political will from City of Oakland, Alameda County and the Board of
Supervisors.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/ Intermediate
Long Term
Sources of Data
Outcomes (<1year)
Outcomes(1-3
Sources of Data
years) Sources of
Data
Objective I: Win concrete improvements in people’s lives
Resident Action
Measure A – Public Health Dept.
Number and Type of
 Renovated Parks and
Cleaner, safer,
Councils take
Actions undertaken by
community spaces
and healthier
action on
Measure Y – City of Oakland
the RACs.
 Better access to health assets
neighborhoods
neighborhood
(exercise, fruits and
issues that need
vegetables, immunizations)
to be addressed
 Decreased Drugs
 Response to 16 a-d, 17 a-f, 18
Crime data
1-c and 19 1-c on survey
Health data
65% of residents surveyed
Responses to 8
report being satisfied with
a-f on survey
city/county services
 60% of residents surveyed
report that neighborhood is a
safe place to live.
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Objective II: Empower residents to speak and act effectively on their own behalf
Measure A – Public Health Dept.
Participation (count) at
Adult and youth

community trainings and
residents are
invited to
Measure Y – City of Oakland
seminars by age, etc.

participate in
Ex. Disaster
preparedness Training or
leadership
Leadership workshops
trainings, disaster

Youth trainings
preparedness
Mentorship program
trainings, civic

engagement, etc.


Increased Disaster
Preparedness
Voiced an opinion to the city or
county

Participation in disaster
preparedness
Response to #20 on survey
Response to 12-e & 14 a-d on
survey
Objective III: Alter the relations of power so institutions are accountable and responsive to the community
CCNI staff work with city and
Measure A – Public
Number of RAC meeting
 City and County agencies are
county agencies to develop new
Health Dept.
and other regular events
responsive to RACs
approaches to working with
that include city or county
 Structured coordination with
residents in neighborhoods.
Measure Y – City of
staff. – Target 24, 1 each
CPCs
Oakland
month in each area.
Attend 4 NCPC meetings
Amount of City / county
resources dedicated to
Hoover Historic and
Sobrante Park

 City, county and other public
agencies participation at RAC
meetings and other activities
and events.

Objective IV: Build grassroots organizations that can leverage the power of the community
Facilitate and staff Resident
Measure A – Public
Street Outreach efforts –
 Growth of the RACs and other
Action Councils. Recruit
Health Dept.
number talked to or attend
neighborhood activities and
community members to
events
events such as Feet on the
participate in Resident Action
Measure Y – City of
Target 240 attendees at 8
Street
Councils.
Oakland
events.
Number deeply engaged
through RAC and other
regular activities – target
360 regular participants
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 Analysis of impact, scope and
number of RAC actions
successfully completed

 More effective
neighborhood
citizenry
 Youth demonstrate
positive growth
Not Yet Measured

City and County
agencies share
power with
residents
City ad County
agencies are more
responsive to
community needs
Not Yet Measured

Community
members are more
familiar with
programs and
activities through
CCNI and Measure
Y
Responses to 10
a-i on survey
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Objective V: Ensure Resident Stability and Eliminate Barriers to Success
Support Community
60 of case files opened
Residents in achieving
# of home visits
personal goals for
# of referrals
stability and success
Any documentation on
such as connect with job
successful completion
training programs, assist
with paperwork, drive to
appointments, etc.

Successful linkages
resulting in increased
stability and success.
 30 receive job
training, 20 employed
 18 enrolled in lifeskills classes
 Enrolled in school
 Enrollment in MediCal or linkage to
medical home

Residents have improved
health and well-being
Health and social
inequities are reduced.
Not Yet Measured

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2
Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3
Based on data from 3 semester report cards: spring 2008, fall 2008 and spring 2009.
1

4 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
EBAC seeks to increase school
attendance and diminish violence at
Dewey and Rudsdale continuation high
schools through individual counseling
and support programs. Their primary
objective is to reduce truancy and
increase school success factors
including improved pro-social skills and
decreased substance use. EBAC helps
youth address the root factors that
prevent them from succeeding in school
by providing mental health counseling
services and case management.
Research has shown that youth who are
successfully engaged in school or who
have graduated from school are less
likely to be a victim or a perpetrator of a
crime.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
EBAC received $154,500 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.
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Staff and Partners
The EBAC program was staffed by 1
FTE Outreach worker, two mental health
workers (1.3 FTE), a Part time Director,
Senior Director, and Administrative
Support Personnel.
There are also a number of partners that
support EBAC staff in their work with
program youth, most notably, Covenant
House and Dream Catchers in providing
support for youth who have unstable
living conditions. EBAC staff also
acknowledges the strong partnership
between their program and the
respective school administrators and
staff. School staff and administrators
help EBAC staff identify the youth that
are most in need of services and work
closely with EBAC staff to ensure youth
have the time and opportunity to engage
in program activities.
Nearly two-thirds of all participants were
referred by teachers or school
administrators.
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

School

61%

Personal

33%

Service

2%

Justice

2%

Crisis

1%

Unknown

1%

Data Collection Methods
EBAC staff use the Youth Services
management information system (MIS)
to log their activities with client staff, but
at the time of program interview had not
yet developed a formal intake
assessment, though staff was in the
process of drafting a tool. Youth in the
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program are exited each year at the end
of the school year, and are readmitted
as warrants the following year; consent
is reacquired at that time if necessary.
No formal exit assessment is conducted.
Staff reported a heavy reliance on data
from the OUSD AERIES data system to
track the outcomes of students in the
program. Program staff noted the
importance of the cooperation they
received from school staff and
administrators in providing regular
reports on the discipline, attendance,
and truancy status of all students in their
program. One limitation of the data is
that it is typically only current for that
school year. This means that history of
suspensions and expulsions is only
current from the year in which program
services began. Another limitation is
access to juvenile justice records.
Information about probation status is
generally received from the youth
themselves during counseling or case
management sessions.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
voluntarily asked to provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. In general,
consent is not requested of participants
during intensive outreach.
Of the 208 participants served by East
Bay Agency for Children, 135 (65%)
consented to sharing information. The
demographic information presented
below reflects only consenting
participants.
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Consent Rates
Consented

65%

Withheld Consent

35%

Missing Consent
Total

0%
100%

Client Demographics
Clients served in this cluster were nearly
evenly split between males and females
(58% and 42%, respectively) and 18 or
19 years old (72%). English and
Spanish were the most prevalent
languages spoken in the home.
Clients are overwhelmingly residents of
East Oakland, with 60% of residents
living between High Street and 103rd
and 27% living in the more “central”
region of Oakland between Lake Merritt
and High Street.
Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. Truancy and
exposure to violence were the greatest
risk factors identified by program staff.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

None

0%

Truant

54%

Exposed to Violence

46%

Probation

13%

Suspended

10%

Expelled

4%

Sexually Exploited

3%
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Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009

3

2.72

2.59

2.5

2.18

GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
EBAC
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

OUSD Students

Referral Status at Intake

The adjacent chart1
compares the average
GPAs of EBAC’s
participants with all
Measure Y program
participants who were in
OUSD, and all OUSD
students not involved with
Measure Y. Overall EBAC
students have generally
poorer academic
outcomes that average
OUSD students and better
than most Measure Y
participants.

Approximately one fifth of
the EBAC clients who had
JUVIS referrals joined the
programs after their initial
contact.

20%
1 or More Referrals Before
Intake
No Record of Referral at
Intake

80%

1

Only 14 participants
received referrals after
they joined EBAC.
This demonstrates that
EBAC is serving youth
with probation history,
27% of all clients. Further
EBAC clients are unlikely
to receive a referral after
joining the program.

Based on data from 3 semester report cards: spring 2008, fall 2008 and spring 2009.
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III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The EBAC program consists of the
following activities:
•

•

•

Ensure that students have the
necessary stability in their lives to
attend school regularly and engage
successfully in educational activities.
Staff conduct home visits to meet
with the family and make sure
students have a stable living
environment. As appropriate staff
also assess how students arrive at
school and help develop appropriate
transportation plans when
necessary.
Develop pro-social skills through
case management and mental health
counseling services. Through these
services youth address issues
pertaining to anger management,
substance use, classroom behavior
and peer relations. Counseling
sessions also address past traumas
that have the potential to impact
behaviors and lifestyle choices.
Provide regular and intensive
involvement with students to
encourage student success.
Program staff are at the schools, five
days a week, engaging with students
and checking in on their
accomplishments during lunch and
other break periods outside of
scheduled program sessions.
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Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Serviceiii

Service
Provided
Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
% of
Hrs/
Total
Participant Hours

1,541

18

Peer Support/
Counseling

1,541

18

49%

Individual

1,585

21

51%

Case
Management

754

7

24%

Mental Health
Services

621

13

20%

Intensive
Outreach

210

1

7%

Total

49%

3,126

In addition to the various individual and
group activities conducted by program
staff, EBAC staff also participated in a
number of events aimed at engaging
youth participants.
EBAC staff engaged in 305 outreach
activities in around school campuses
with youth at Dewey and Rudsdale
continuation schools. Over the course of
the year, program staff estimated that
they spent over 400 hours conducting
outreach activities, and touched over
1,000 students.
Over the course of the 2008-2009
program year, EBAC staff also attended
32 events. Events include presentations
of awards, culturally relevant
celebrations such as Cinco de Mayo
and Black History, and met with parents
and new students during orientation and
registration events. A full list follows:
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Program Events
Dewey Advisory Class
Dewey Back to School Night
Dewey Cahsee Testing
Dewey Class presentation
Dewey class substitution
Dewey Cyber High After School Program
Dewey Holiday Social
Dewey Probation Officer Outreach
Dewey Registration
Dewey Registration / Orientation
Guest Speaker for Black History/Awareness
Rudsdale 's back to school pot luck
Rudsdale Back to school Night
Rudsdale Cinco De Mayo Unity Festival
Rudsdale Field Trip
Rudsdale's Army Recruiter
Rudsdale's Gang Intervention
Rudsdale's Certificate Assembly

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered.
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Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 59
Target Number: 65
Percent goal was reached: 91%
Enrollment:
o
8.5% of clients have been enrolled less than one week
o
8.5% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1 to 4
weeks
o
18.6% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3 months
o
20% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6 months
o
39% have been enrolled for more tan 6 months
o
3.4% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
3.4% of clients surveyed never attend the program
o
3.4% of clients rarely attend
o
20.3 % of clients surveyed attend activities sometimes
o
32.2% of clients attend this program often
o
25.4% of clients attend all of the time
o
15.3% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
57.4% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
24.6% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
3.3% identify as White
o
3.3% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
1.6% identify as Native American
o
28.8% identified as multi-racial
o
4.9% of clients surveyed did not answer either question
Residence:
o
5.1% of clients surveyed stated that they live in North
Oakland
o
10.2% of clients live in West Oakland
o
11.9% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands west
of High Street)
o
67.8% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
3.4% of clients live in the Oakland Hills (above 580)
o
1.7%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o
11.9% % of clients are 16 years old
o
50.9% of clients surveyed are 17 years old
o
30.5% are 18 years old
o
5.1% of clients are older than 19
o
1.7% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
57.6% of clients are male
o
39% of clients are female
o
3.4% of clients did not answer

The chart above provides summary data
on the clients who completed the
survey.
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The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge [program names]’s impact on
personal attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5
scale was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. Overall,
clients reported significant positive
outcomes from their engagement with
EBAC.
Overall clients reported that program
services had a very positive impact on
their behaviors and attitudes. However,
while 81% of youths surveyed report
that they make better choices, the
lowest perceived changes related to the
use of alcohol and drugs and controlling
anger.

As a Result of EBAC…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.22

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.41

I attend school more regularly

4.26

I am doing better in my classes

4.24

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

3.87

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.27

I take better care of myself

4.01

I feel hopeful about the future

4.44

I am better at controlling my anger

4.09

I am better at solving problems

4.26
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Correlation Between Service Hours
and Outcomes
The evaluation team also attempted to
find correlations between the number of
individual, group, and total service hours
and the number of detentions in
Juvenile Hall, referrals to Probation that
did not result in a detention, and specific
referral severities and types. Such
findings were possible only when
enough youth participants also had
recorded delinquency referrals.
The total group hours for EBAC
participants were positively correlated
with the length of time between referrals
to the Probation Department.iv
Participants with Juvis records who
persisted in EBAC had longer periods
between interaction with juvenile
corrections as compared to the general
population.
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The following charts examine the impact of Measure Y programs on participant days
truant and suspended. The evaluation team found an average intake date for program
participants, and analyzed the average number of truancies and suspensions before
and after Measure Y Intake. The two charts provide a comparison of OUSD students to
EBAC students. In general, OUSD students’ truancy rates remained steady and
suspension rates worsened. However, despite having worse outcomes overall, EBAC
students significantly improved both truancy and suspension rates. Because these
trends do not mimic trends for OUSD students overall we believe that the difference
between pre and post participation for EBAC students is most likely because of program
involvement.
Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After EBAC's Average
Intake Date

Averag e # o f Days

3

2.52

2.5
2

2.04
1.77

1.78
Pre

1.5

Post

1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Participant Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After
EBAC's Intake Date

Average # of Days

6

5.37

5
4
3

2.50

2.96

Pre

1.52

2

Post

1
0
Avg. Days Truant
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Avg. Days Suspended
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Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with EBAC’s program
partners reveal strong support for the
program. In particular the school site
staff and administrators interviewed
were grateful for the flexibility and
willingness of EBAC staff to work
collaboratively with them:
They have done a really good job collaborating with
other agencies at the school, they have been a really
strong partner in pulling together a team that provides
support services, and making sure we have a strong
approach to working with the kids. They not only
provide the services they are also a part of the school
community.
The partnership with EBAC has been really satisfying.
They work with us in looking at where a student is
when they come in. They check in, track progress.
It’s really nice to have someone with that level of
expertise: crisis response and intake process after
crisis response. They are very flexible…. One year
we had a lot of students with personal losses, so they
had a grief group. They respond to the student need
as it changes.

Success Story
According to program staff a number of
youth have gone through the program
and graduated with a diploma and have
gone on to college and/or successfully
sought employment.
One young man with an incarcerated
father and a deceased mother was
described as angry and violent and
prone to getting into physical fights.
Over time he revealed to case
managers his difficulties and that he had
recently been kicked out of his sister’s
house and was homeless. With support
from EBAC staff he was able to be
placed in a transitional housing program
and from there placed in independent
long term housing. Over the course of
Section VII: Program Report, EBAC

the next few months his grades
improved, he stopped fighting, managed
to graduate from high school, enroll in
community college and start working
part time. When asked what was the
key factor that led to his success,
program staff reported that it seemed as
if just the knowledge that there was
someone who believed in him,
supported and cared for him, and was
willing to advocate for him seemed to
“flip a switch” and he went from feeling
hopeless to having hope in his own
future.
Client Interview
The two young men interviewed
indicated that they became familiar with
the program through their ongoing
contact with EBAC staff at school, “I
started talking to the case manager and
he became cool, someone I could talk
with.” At the time the youth had “not
been doing well in school,” “messing
up, partying, and not coming to school,”
and “hanging on the streets.” The youth
credited the program counseling with
getting them to think about what they
were doing and to reevaluate their
priorities.
They helped me figure out what I was doing wrong.
Now I am more responsible and more respectful.
They spent a lot of time talking to me, knocking sense
into my head and setting a good example.

Both boys also credit the program with
saving their lives. Both young men
professed an interest in going to college
and talked with pride that they were “a
better person” and “more mature.”
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Client Satisfaction
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with being treated with
respect and feeling like staff was
supportive.
Client Satisfaction with EBAC

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.45

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.26

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.35

Staff was supportive

4.47

I received services that were helpful

4.42

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.38

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.37

I received services in my primary
language

4.34

I received services when I needed
them

4.46

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.63

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
One of the biggest program strengths is
the ability of staff to connect with kids
from very troubled backgrounds and
help them with the issues they have.
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Staff are also present every day on
school campuses and are engaged
much more intimately in the students’
lives than may be possible for staff that
are based off site. The consistent
presence of program staff helps build
the trust and engagement of students in
the program. Staff reported that some
students take weeks before committing
to the program, they engage in a series
of “interview” questions with staff to
check and see if they are paying
attention to them and will remain
constant in their lives.
Challenges
Staff reported that inconsistent follow-up
from both students and parents was one
of the biggest challenges they
encountered. They report that parents
are positive about the services EBAC
can provide and are generally willing for
their children to enter into the program,
but that it is difficult to get the consent
forms back. When possible EBAC staff
use student orientation meetings, home
visits, and other direct contact with
parents to get consent and other forms
signed. During the beginning of the
year parents are also easier to reach
through regularly scheduled enrollment
activities. For students enrolled later in
the school year it is more challenging to
connect with parents/guardians,
although staff report that after some
persistence consents are usually
returned.
Staff turnover was another major
challenge for the EBAC program. In the
first half of the year, three program staff
resigned after brief stints on the job. By
the third quarter staffing was stabilized
and it appeared that there were no
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changes during the remainder of the
grant year.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall the evaluation findings are very
positive for EBAC clients. EBAC clients
reduce their truancy and suspension
rates over and above what may be
typical for OUSD. Further, EBAC clients
tend not to have juvenile justice referrals
once in the program and those that do
have referrals take a longer time to get
referred a subsequent time than is
typical.
1. EBAC staff identified a need for
more relevant and in-depth trainings
like responses and approaches to
intensive anger management.
Findings from the self reported
perceived client impacts also
indicate that clients need more help
learning anger management
techniques. Another potential area
for training is around drug and
alcohol interventions for at-risk
youth.

Section VII: Program Report, EBAC
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: EAST BAY AGENCY FOR CHILDREN
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

Youth Outreach
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become
involved in programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to
encourage successful outcomes.
Program Purpose
To increase school attendance and diminish violence among students at Dewey and Rudsdale
Program Goals:
To reduce truancy and increase school success factors including improved pro-social skills and decreased substance
use
Resources:
Relationship with County Mental Health, Leveraged EPSDT funding
Impact:
Youth in school or who have graduated are less likely to be a victim or a perpetrator of a crime.
Assumptions:
Funding leveraged from EPSDT. Funding leveraged from EBAC general fund per board authorization.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/
Long Term Outcomes(1-3
Sources of Data
Intermediate Outcomes
years) Sources of Data
(<1year)
Sources of Data
Objective I: Develop pro-social skills and practice behavior modification
Outreach worker provides case
management and mental health
clinician provides therapy
addressing:
 Anger management
 Substance use
 Classroom Behaviors
 Peer Relations
 Existing traumas

Program is located on school
campuses at Dewey and
Rudsdale continuation schools.
Staff include an outreach
worker building relationships
with students and a licensed
clinician working with students
with more intensive needs.
Program relies heavily on
relationships with teachers and
school administrators.

100 students in program and
dosage / intensity of services by
type of interventions given for
an average of 6-7 hours for case
management.
Mental Health Assessments
completed summary of traumas
or presenting issues discovered
in the student population.
30 students engaged in
individual mental health
services for average of 14hours
and 60 students in group
sessions with an average of 6
hours.
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Increase student functioning
and improve life skills:
Decrease in violent
/disruptive behaviors at
school
Reduce impact of substance
use

OUSD records
 70% of clients not
suspended from school
OPD records
 90% of students not
arrested
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Reduce recidivism for students on
probation
Reduced incidents of drug or
alcohol problems (cause for
school disciplinary actions or
juvenile detention).

OUSD and Probation records

East Bay Agency for Children (EBAC)
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Objective II: Ensure Student stability
Outreach Worker conducts home
visits to meet family

See above.

Outreach worker ensures means of
getting to school

Completion of a case
management plan that
addresses student stability.
# of Home Visits
# of Student Referrals
# of Family Referrals
Any documentation on
successful completion
Not yet measured:

Outreach worker connects student to
needed resources

Students are physically able
and prepared for school
Students are connected to
appropriate agencies or
resources, etc.
Students have a stable
living environment
Students have legal
documents necessary
Not yet measured:

Students attend school
Students have stable living
environments
Students have resources and legal
means to transition to
independence successfully

Not yet measured:

Objective III: Support Student for School Success
Regular and intensive involvement
with student to encourage student
success.

See above

100 students in program and
dosage / intensity of services by
type of interventions given for
an average of 6-7 hours for case
management.
Participating students who
enroll in any extracurricular or
elective activities as a result of
intervention (eg sports, turf
dancing, art, etc) or other
measure of changed
attendance/engagement

Increase in school
engagements (sports,
activities, classroom
participation)
Reduce truancy,
suspensions, and detentions
OUSD records
 50% Reduce truancy by
25%

Successful school completion or
transition back to mainstream
school

OUSD records

Not yet measured:
Recommend school
principal or teacher
interviews or surveys.

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii Note: Because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1

iv

Pearson Correlation = .321, p = .009, n = 66.
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
EBAYC seeks to inspire and empower
young people in the Greater San
Antonio District to be life-long builders of
a just and caring multi-cultural society.
EBAYC has created neighborhoodbased networks of after-school learning
centers that provide long-term and
culturally-appropriate support. EBAYC’s
goals are to encourage more youth to
stay in school, and to reduce the
number of youth who are perpetrators or
victims of violence. The EBAYC
program is built on the assumption that
family case management, one-on-one
coaching and support, and life skills
training are all paths to helping youth
recognize risk and protective factors in
their lives; this, in turn, is the first step
toward helping youth to make positive
and productive choices.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
EBAYC received $206,000 from the
Measure Y Initiative. EBAYC leverages
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a number of different funding sources to
put its program together. Alameda
County’s Community Probation Program
provides funding for two additional case
managers, expanding EBAYC’s capacity
to work with Latino males and African
American females. Additional funding is
received from Oakland’s Fund for
Children and Youth, Oakland Unified
School District, California State Dept of
Education, Alcohol and Drug Services,
United Way, etc.
Staff and Partners
The EBAYC program is staffed by 4
FTE Counselors and a Part Time
Director. EBAYC partners with a variety
of organizations and schools within the
San Antonio area specifically for the
purpose of conducting outreach
activities. The agency also partners with
agencies that provide wrap around
services and supports. These services
range from Employment Training to
Mental Health Services; partners include
the Youth Employment Partnership,
Asian Mental Health Services,
Children’s Hospital, and other Measure
Y grantees. EBAYC also has an
effective working relationship with the
Juvenile Court System and this allows
them to reach youth who are at high risk
for re-offending. Over 60% of program
participants were referred to the
program by the court or through the
justice department.
Referral Sourcei

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Justice

60%

Personal

18%

School

13%

Unknown

6%

Service

3%
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Data Collection Methods
EBAYC staff reported that they currently
enter required client information into the
CitySpan youth Management
Information System (Cityspan MIS); they
also have their own, internal database
designed by CitySpan. The two systems
do not link to each other (although they
are similar) which results in the need for
program staff to duplicate data entry in
the two systems.
EBAYC utilizes a number of customized
intake and assessment forms that
collect information about school
attendance and performance, criminal
history and drug or alcohol use. Staff
then develops a personal development
plan (PDP) with the client and this is
used as a tool for tracking the youth’s
progress toward short and long term
goals.
In addition, EBAYC is participating in an
outcome evaluation being conducted by
National Council on Crime and
Delinquency. Using pre and post tests,
NCCD is measuring the program’s
impact on recidivism, drug and alcohol
use, and matriculation in school; the
evaluation report will also track the
types and numbers of new offenses
program participants are committing.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
asked to voluntarily provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. In general,
consent is not requested of participants
during intensive outreach. Of the 173
participants served by CYO, 123 (71%)
consented to sharing information. The
following demographic information
reflects only consenting participants.
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Consent Rates
Consented

71%

Withheld Consent

24%

Missing Consent

5%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Of the clients served by the EBAYC
program, 58% are males and 42% are
females. The majority were between
the ages of 11 and 13 (56%), and
another 30% of clients range in age
from 18-25. Program participants are
primarily African American (36%), Asian
(36%) and Latino (20%). Languages
spoken at home include: English (45%),
Spanish (15%), Vietnamese (11%),
Khmer/Cambodian (8%), Mein (5%) and
Cantonese (4%).
Eighty percent of CYO clients re
residents of East Oakland, with 62%
living in the “central” region located
between Lake Merritt and High Street,
and 18% of residents living between
High Street and 103rd. Twelve percent
of EBAYC clients do not reside in
Oakland.
Risk and Protective Factors
Risk factors were identified for all of the
consented clients. Exposure to violence
and Probation were the two most
frequent client risk factors reported.
Risk Factor

% of Consented Clients

Exposed to
Violence

84%

Probation

79%

Truant

46%

Sexually
Exploited

13%

Expelled

11%

Suspended

11%
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Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009

2.72

3
2.5
GPA

2

The adjacent chart2 compares
the average GPA of EBAYC
participants with other Measure
Y participants in OUSD, and
with all OUSD students not
involved with Measure Y.
EBAYC participants on average
had lowest GPAs at the time of
entrance into the program,
which demonstrates EBAYC is
serving high need students.

2.18
1.67

1.5
1
0.5
0
EBAYC
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

OUSD Students

Referral Status at Intake

Almost 70% of EBAYC clients
had JUVIS referrals before their
initial contact with the Juvenile
Justice System which confirms
that this program is reaching
high need clients.

32%
1 or More Referrals
Before Intake
No Record of Referral at
Intake
68%

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?

Service Strategies
The CYO program is comprised of the
following core activities:
• Conducts extensive out reach
through connections in schools and
local organizations; does some
(limited) street outreach as well.
Outreach efforts include home visits
intended to engage and build trust
Section VII: Program Report, EBAYC

•

•

with parents and other family
members of clients and youth
identified as needing services.
Offers ongoing case management
and group discussion sessions to
help students improve academic
performance. Case managers also
act as liaisons to staff at Oakland,
Dewey and Rudsdale High Schools
to ensure that clients are receiving
appropriate academic guidance and
support on campus.
Case managers act as client
advocates in the court system and
the school system and connect
clients to critical life skills such as
anger management or conflict
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resolution training and drug and
alcohol treatment. They also attend
clients’ sentencing hearings and
work with probation officers to
develop appropriate disposition
plans.

II.

Services and Events3
The chart on the following page
describes the average units of service
recorded in CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Service
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Group

13,596

Avg.
Hrs./
client

% of
Total
Hours
32

61%

5,150

61

23%

2,630

46

12%

Sports/Physical
Activity

2,358

45

11%

Social

2,001

33

9%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Confli
ct Resolution

447

14

2%

Mental Health

260

20

1%

Community Training

259

9

1%

Other

168

7

1%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

114

5

1%

Job Skills/Vocational
Training

74

4

0%

Basic Education
Training

58

3

0%

Group ‐ Work
Experience

58

3

0%

Peer Support /
Counseling
Street Outreach

Family Involvement

19

9

0%

Individual

8,545

31

39%

Case Management

8,175

56

37%

Intensive Outreach

369

3

2%

1

1

0%

Work Experience
Total

22,141
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INPUTS

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about all clients The
above chart provides summary data on
the clients who completed the survey.
Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 65
Target Number: 77
Percent goal was reached: 84%
Enrollment:
o
3.3% of clients have been enrolled less than one week
o
8.2% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1 to 4 weeks
o
14.8% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3 months
o
19.7% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6 months
o
54.1% have been enrolled for more tan 6 months
Attendance:
o
4.8% of clients rarely attend the program
o
24.2 % of clients surveyed attend activities sometimes
o
29% of clients attend this program often
o
32.3% of clients attend all of the time
o
9.7% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
28.8% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
19.7% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
1.5% identify as White
o
37.9% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
3% identify as Native American
o
1.5% of clients identified as other
o
29% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o
9.7% of clients surveyed did not answer
Residence:
o
1.6% of clients surveyed stated that they live in North Oakland
o
1.6% of clients live in West Oakland
o
20.3% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands west of High Street)
o
65.6% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East Oakland (East of
High Street)
o
9.4%% do not live in Oakland
o
1.6% of clients did not answer
Age:
o
29% of clients are under 15
38.7% of clients surveyed are 16 years old
o
o
21% 17 years old
o
8.1% of clients surveyed are 18 years old
o
3.2% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
62.9% of clients are male
o
32.3% of clients are female
o
4.8% of clients did not answer
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The table below depicts clients’ average level of agreement with statements that gauge
EBAYC]’s impact on personal attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5 scale was used, with 5
denoting ‘strong agreement’ with the statement.
As a Result of EBAYC…

Mean Score

I make better choices

4.29

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.49

I attend school more regularly

4.24

I am doing better in my classes

4.04

I have decreased my use of alcohol and
drugs
I have learned skills that will help me in
the future

4.07
4.37

I take better care of myself

4.42

I feel hopeful about the future

4.45

I am better at controlling my anger

4.06

I am better at solving problems

4.28
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Overall clients reported
that program services had
a positive impact on
behaviors and attitudes
although the most modest
impact occurred in the
areas of attending school
more regularly and
making better choices,
and learning skills that will
be helpful in the future.
Clients also reported that
they took better care of
themselves. The lowest
scores of self –reports
concerned client increase
in school performance,
ability to control anger,
and use of drugs and
alcohol.
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The following charts examine the impact of Measure Y programs on participant days
truant and suspended. The evaluation team found an average intake date for program
participants, and analyzed the average number of truancies and suspensions before
and after Measure Y intake. The second chart provides data to compare trends among
EBAYC students to those of OUSD students not involved in Measure Y. While truancy
rates of OUSD students not involved with Measure y slightly declined and suspension
rates worsened, EBAYC clients showed improvement in both areas.
Average # of Participant Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After
EBAYC's Average Intake Date
7.47

8
Average # of Days

7

6.28

6
5

Pre

3.41

4
3

Post

This chart shows
significant
improvement in
number of days
truant and number
of suspensions in
the 100 days after
EBAYC
involvement.

2.03

2
1
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student Days
Truant and Suspended per 100 Days: Before and
After EBAYC's Average Intake
3
2.45

Average # of Days

2.5
2.05
2

1.80

1.74
Pre

1.5

Post

This chart indicates
that the for OUSD
students not
involved with
EBAYC, the rate of
suspension
increased
dramatically as
compared to a
decreased rate for
EBAYC students.

1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant
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Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with EBAYC partners affirm
that stakeholders strongly support the
program. Partners are especially
impressed with the ability of EBAYC
staff to connect with young people and
gain their trust.
I would say most of the probation clients that I refer to
EBAYC do not have enough adult/parental support
and it is really important that there is someone there
who cares. EBAYC really impacts the minors because
they are constantly checking in with them, and trying
to get them the services they need. Because the case
managers have consistent contact with the kids it
motivates them to do things like go to school, simply
because someone is checking in with them. They
have a lot of programs within EBAYC which not only
keeps the youth busy, but also uses up some of that
spare time, which is a huge factor in youth crime.
They have staff that can relate to young people, and
the young people really listen to them. I know the
different case mangers and I have seen them work
with young people and talk with young people and
search for young people. They work well with the
school staff; they are familiar with what schools are
doing. They are engaged and not showing up
randomly. They are helping to reduce and prevent
violence. They provide services that are appropriate
for our young people in Oakland.

Success Story
Turf issues are one of the biggest
concerns for youth participating in
EBAYC. Recently one of EBAYC’s
Measure Y youth participants was shot
while driving down a street in what was
described as “someone else’s turf.” The
tensions and pressures between the two
groups of kids continued to escalate
until an EBAYC case manager initiated
an intervention. Using his connections
with the youth from both rival factions he
worked to develop an understanding
with the “leaders” of the two youth
groups. Under his guidance and
mediation they agreed to have a
Section VII: Program Report, EBAYC

meeting to discuss differences and
address issues. According to the case
manager, the biggest outcome was
preventing anyone from getting killed or
going to jail.
Close communication between the
EBAYC case manager, the probation
officer, and the judge has helped
several youth turn their lives around.
One youth in particular came to the
program via a referral from his probation
officer. He had a history of extreme
truancy and fighting at school. EBAYC
staff had previously tried to intervene
with him, but at that time he was not
interested. Now his participation in
EBAYC activities was required and his
case manager began working
intensively through evening tutorial
sessions and homework help. His
grades and academic performance
started steadily improving. Impressed
with his progress, the judge ordered his
electronic monitoring removed. This
soon proved to be a mistake and his
EBAYC case manager advocated along
with his probation officer for the
electronic monitoring to be reinstated.
With the electronic monitoring device
reinstated he once again began regular
participation in EBAYC activities. Over
time the relationship and trust between
him and his case manger grew. The
case manager advocated for the youth
to be hired as an academic intern with
the local after school program. Paid
employment was an important
component of providing him with enough
positive activities to keep him engaged.
Now this particular young man
consistently attends school and does
well academically. He was formally
dismissed from probation for
successfully fulfilling the terms of his
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probation, which included demonstrated
and steady improvement in academic
performance. He continues to work as
an academic intern and participates in
EBAYC’s Street Team Case
Management Program.
Client Satisfaction
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with staff and services. Participants
reported a high level of satisfaction with
the program, particularly with being
treated with respect and feeling like staff
was supportive.
Client Satisfaction with EBAC
Staff treated me with courtesy
and respect
The Staff helped me to find
other services I needed
Staff understood my situation
and life experience
Staff was supportive
I received services that were
helpful
Staff helped me to develop
some useful and realistic goals
I can go to staff for help when I
need it
I received services in my
primary language
I received services when I
needed them
Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received
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Mean
Score
4.45
4.26
4.35
4.47
4.42
4.38
4.37
4.34
4.46
4.63

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?

Strengths
One of the greatest strengths of
EBAYC’s program is its relationship with
the justice system. Youth referred to
EBAYC from the court are mandated to
attend, which has helped significantly in
reaching those youth who need services
and has also made a positive
impression on many of the probation
officers. This in turn has afforded
EBAYC advocates more credibility and
opportunity for developing input and
recommendations during court
proceedings. EBAYC case managers
report that through this improved
relationship they are now working with
every division of probation, including
Community Probation, General
Probation, Family Preservation, Home
Supervision, Electronic Monitoring, and
Camp.
EBAYC staff is another notable asset to
the program. Currently staff are working
with high risk Asian, African American
and Latino youth at multiple school sites
to conduct workshops intended to
“promote cultural understanding,
encourage discussion, and encourage
resolution of conflict and tension through
dialogue and mediation.”
Challenges
Staffing challenges were constant for
most of the first portion of the grant year
but full capacity was achieved in
January. The staffing challenge was a
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result of EBAYC’s commitment to
providing linguistically and culturally
appropriate services to the increasing
numbers of Spanish-speaking and
African American youth referred from
the court. Additionally EBAYC struggles
with responding to the demand for
preventive services for at-risk youth who
do not meet their eligibility criteria (they
are not on probation, extremely truant,
or involved in gangs or violent activities).
The Evaluation Team believes they
raise a critical issue in calling for
preventive programming to be made
available to youth at risk of meeting
Measure Y service criteria.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall the evaluation findings are
positive for EBAYC clients. Clients and
stakeholders both express satisfaction
with the EBAYC program, and outcomes
support the perceived changes in
behavior clients self reported through
surveys. Clients reduced both their
rates of suspension and truancy, and in
addition were slightly less likely to have
a juvenile justice referral after entering
the program.

Section VII: Program Report, EBAYC

The evaluation team offers the following
recommendations for program
improvement:
1. Pre and post-assessments should be
quantified to provide case managers
with trend information over time on
how well their group is progressing.
2. It is not clear how well developed the
relationship is with the local schools
and school district. EBAYC should
consider what can be done to
strengthen this partnership. The
strong relationship between EBAYC
and the Justice Department is a
clear strength. EBAYC should think
about how the program experiences
can serve as a model for other
outreach programs.
.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: EAST BAY ASIAN YOUTH CENTER
Cluster:
Youth Outreach
Cluster Purpose:
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become
involved in programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to
encourage successful outcomes.
Program Purpose
Serving young people in greater San Antonio district the agency is dedicated to inspiring and empowering young
people to be life-long builders of a just and caring multi-cultural society. EBAYC has created neighborhood-based
networks of after-school learning centers that provide long-term and culturally-appropriate support to members
Program Goals:
Through Measure Y funding EBAYC is conducting intensive efforts to bring some of the most at-risk youth into
EBAYC program offerings through community referrals, in-reach through schools, and aggressive case management.
Resources:
Other funding sources: Oakland OFCY, OUSD, State dept of Ed, some county AOD, & United Way.
Strong ties to schools in San Antonio neighborhood and Oakland High. Also with Dewey ad Rudsdale
Impact:
More youth will stay in school and be at school during school hours, reducing exposure to violence and propensity to
commit violence.
Assumptions:
Measure Y expands ability to work with the most at-risk youth, but all program supports through various funding
sources are available.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/
Long Term Outcomes(1-3
Sources of Data
Intermediate Outcomes
years) Sources of Data
(<1year)
Sources of Data
Objective I: Develop trusting relationships with at-risk youth
Through home visits and other Relationship to community 300 intensive outreach
Youth develop an
Youth remain engaged in
outreach efforts encourage
leaders particularly in the
contacts of youth
interest in achieving
case management or with
youth and families to develop
Asian Community
contacted from referrals
their own personal
EBAYC as appropriate for
trusting relationship with
125 intensive outreach
goals as documented
positive development
EBAYC
clients PDPs completed
on the PDP
Number of home visits

Section VII: Program Report, EBAYC
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Objective II: Improve academic outcomes of youth participants
Through social and
Relationship with Oakland 80 youth receive more
interpersonal work give
High staff
intensive case
students the values and
management
motivation to do homework
programming
and pay attention in school.

Objective III: Improve interpersonal skills and awareness
Through group discussions
OFCY funding for
Number of youth
and/or activities (eg recreation
camping activities for non- participating in the
or camping)
measure Y funded youth.
different program
components and average
Case management for 40
dosage in a 6 month time
youth
period
Target 37.5 hours per
case managed client
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Short-Term/ Intermediate
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data
Increase attendance
Minimize suspensions
and expulsions
Increase GPA
OUSD records
 % of students
reduce truancy by
25%
 % promoted to next
grade level
Change in behaviors:
Increase self-esteem
Improved pro-social
skills including anger
management
Value of school,
employment training,
and decision-making
skills
OUSD records of
suspensions and
expulsions
 % of clients not
suspended from
school
OPD records
 % of students not
arrested
20 youth placed in
employment training
40 clients enrolled in
support groups

Long Term Outcomes(1-3
years) Sources of Data

HS Graduation
Education continuance




OUSD records
% of students graduate
% of students continue
education

Improved behavior and
performance in school

Not Yet Measured:
Recommend School
principal or teacher
interviews or surveys.
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Activities

Resources

Short-Term/ Intermediate Long Term Outcomes(1-3
Outcomes (<1year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: That participating gang involved and impacted youth will be involved with pro-social alternatives to gang life.
Graduate from High
Clients are staying drug and
Provide 100 clients with
Collaboration with a variety
100 clients will receive at
School; Receiving
alcohol free
referrals to human services
of social service programs
least one referral to an
an Advanced
and educational programs.
including Acts Full Gospel
outside agency. Data
Data Source: not currently
Education;
Church, Probation, and
measured
Source: Outreach worker
Gain in hourly wage;
OUSD school safety officers, case notes and City Span At least 50 clients accessed
Employment.
one or more service that was
Youth Uprising, and Allen
Database
Temple Gospel Church’s
20 clients enrolled in
referred by a case worker.
Data Source: Not
Vocational Program.
employment training
currently
Data Source: Intake forms.
programs and 20 clients will City Span Database. Not
measured
be placed in employment.
Currently Measured.
School re-entry; Increased
At least 50
Data Source: Intensive
school attendance. OUSD
participants will be
outreach log. City Span
enrolled in ongoing
Database (Not currently
Database.
pro-social group
measured)
activities, such as
sports, educational
programs or
employment. Data
Source: Outreach
worker case notes.
Provide PRIDE Services for
20 youth and young adults
Youth will have incorporated
Complete their
305 youth and young adults
will receive PRIDE Services risk avoidance, protective and
probationary period.
(duplicates), for a total of
two times a month for 5
resiliency asset development.
Data Source:
130 hours. PRIDE services
hours per session.
Increased social skills.
Probation Records.
will include field trips,
Reduced recidivism
Data Source: Sign in
Data Source: Not currently
outings, and recreation
and victimization.
sheets, City Span
measured
activities for high-risk-gang
Increased interest and
Database
Data Source OPD
impacted youth.
participation in pro- social
Not currently
activities. Increased peer
measured
relationships outside of gang
affiliation.
Data Source: data intake
forms.
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Process Measures
Sources of Data
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/ Intermediate
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data

Long Term
Outcomes(1-3
years) Sources of
Data
Objective III: Increase community service providers’ and the police department’s awareness of gang characteristics, and approaches to working
with gangs thereby increasing their capacity to serve these youth.
Conduct community trainings
400 staff members of
Greater ability of participants to
for a total of 400 participants.
community organizations and identify gang members and
Conduct Gang Awarenessor agencies will receive a
understand the factors that lead
Staff trainings for OPD, NSC’s,
gang awareness community
to gang involvement.
and community organizations.
training.
Data Source: survey of
Data Source: Daily log is
training participants.
entered into the City Span
Database.

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2
Based on data from 3 semester report cards: spring 2008, fall 2008 and spring 2009.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those participants
who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
i
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
Leadership Excellence (LE) seeks to
reduce youth violence by encouraging
more youth to attend school.
Specifically, they work with students to
reduce truancy, improve academic
outcomes, and prevent drop-outs. The
Leadership Excellence program model
assumes that teaching students critical
thinking is a first step to keeping them
engaged in school, society, and with
their family. Furthermore, teaching
students how to think as opposed to
what to think improves their self mastery
and their own sense of responsibility.

II.

Staff and Partners
The LE program was staffed by a FTE
Program Director and two Program
Coordinators funded by Measure Y.
The Program Director was responsible
for program oversight, as well as
coordinating and facilitating group
sessions for boys (MECCA). One
Program Coordinator oversaw the
sports and recreation component and
the other facilitated the girls’ group
discussion sessions (SOLO). All three
staff members provided mentorship and
guidance to the youth they engaged.
LE also maintains a close partnership
with McClymonds High School to ensure
that services and program activities are
well integrated with the school
curriculum. LE is headquartered in
downtown Oakland, but there are
program offices serving LE within the
high school.
As indicated below, over 90% of
program participants were referred to
the program through other social
agencies/programs.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Leadership Excellence received $252,
685 from the Measure Y Initiative.
Measure Y funding is supplemented by
Oakland Fund for Children and Youth
which provides funding for Camp Akili
and supports activities with nonMeasure Y eligible youth who have
displayed at-risk tendencies.
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Referral Sourcei

Referral Source

% of
Consented
Clients

Service

92%

School

4%

Personal

3%

Justice

1%

Data Collection Methods
Leadership Excellence staff conduct an
intake assessment with participants to
identify school experiences, community
engagement, peer relations, and family
involvement. The assessment also asks
questions about personal life
experiences including experience
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committing or being victimized by
violence, sexual experiences, gang
involvement and self reports of
probation history. LE staff indicated that
they were seeking to develop more
regular methods of updating records to
assess progress made by students
involved in the program and were
thinking of creating a pre/post
instrument based on their intake
questions.
LE staff report that they currently enter
data into the CitySpan youth
Management Information System
(Cityspan MIS) database on a regular
basis. However they expressed
concerns that the Sports and Recreation
numbers have not been showing up in
the system the way they were entered.

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
asked to voluntarily provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. In general,
consent is not requested of participants
during intensive outreach.
Of the 348 participants served by
Leadership Excellence 77 (22%)
consented to sharing information. The
following demographic information
reflects only consenting participants.

the ages of 14 and 17 (71%). One
hundred percent identified as African
American (26%). English was the most
prevalent language spoken in the home.
The LE program serves youth from all
areas of Oakland. Thirty-nine percent of
clients are residents of West Oakland,
26% percent are residents of East
Oakland, and 8% live in North Oakland.
Almost one third (27%) of program
participants are not Oakland residents.
Of those clients living in East Oakland,
11% live in the “central” region located
between Lake Merritt and High Street,
and 15% are living between High Street
and 103rd.
Risk Factors
Risk factors were identified for all
consented clients. Exposure to violence
and Truancy were the two most frequent
client risk factors reported.
Risk Factor of Participantsii

Risk Factor

% of
Consented
Clients

Exposed to
Violence

81%

Truant

39%

Parole

1%

Probation

1%

Consent Rates
Consented

22%

Withheld Consent

76%

Missing Consent

2%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
The majority of clients served by this
program are female (63%) and between
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Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009

3
2.5

2.72
2.29

2.18

Leadership
Excellence
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
OUSD Students

The adjacent chart
compares the average
GPAs of LE’s
participants with all
Measure Y participants
who were in OUSD, and
all OUSD students not
involved with Measure
Y. LE participants on
average had significantly
lower GPAs than OUSD
students, confirming that
LE is selecting at-risk
participants,

Referral Status at Intake
(for Participants with Known Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

44%
1 or More Referrals
Before Intake
56%

Almost 50% of LE
participants had JUVIS
referrals at the time of
intake.

No Record of Referral at
Intake
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III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The CYO program consists of the
following activities:
• Conduct outreach at Oakland
neighborhood hot spots to
identify at-risk youth.
• Conduct group and individual
intervention sessions focused on
education and college
opportunities; educates students
in their shared cultural history
and political experiences, and the
meaning of respect; provides life
skills training in areas such as
anger management and conflict
resolution; and how they think
about success in their school,
work and personal lives. Provides
referrals and linkages to social
services and educational
programs.
• Enroll students in sports and life
skills programs. Youth
participate in weekly skill building
sessions; including self defense,
drumming, dancing, and other
physical activities that are
mentally challenging and build
physical dexterity and strength.
• Provide case management
including one-on-one support and
interventions. Home visits are
conducted and a case plan
developed to identify student
goals and chart out what needs
to be done to achieve their goals.
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Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Average
Hrs/
Participa
nt

% of
Total
Hours

10,847

32

69%

Sports/Physical
Activity

5,652

47

36%

Outreach

2,247

24

14%

Peer Support /
Counseling

1,490

38

9%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

810

30

5%

Other

323

15

2%

Street Outreach

127

12

1%

Social

83

6

1%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Confli
ct Resolution

57

29

0%

Mental Health

53

53

0%

Group

Community Training

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

4

4

0%

Individual

4,954

13

31%

Intensive Outreach

3,383

10

21%

Case Management

1,571

37

10%

Total

15,801

In addition to the various individual and
group activities conducted by program
staff, LE also participated in 36 events
aimed at engaging youth and young
adult participants. Staff members
estimate spending over 80 hours and
touching almost 1,200 individuals
through these events. A full list of events
follows:
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Program Events
African American Health Summit Outreach
Back 2 School Event s
BSU Conference @ Cal Berkeley/Intensive
Outreach
Camp Sweeney Spring '09‐‐Manhood
Presentation
Camp Sweeney Spring '09‐‐Physical Training
Camp Sweeney Summer '09‐‐Cycle of
Violence Presentation
Camp Sweeney Summer '09‐‐Juvenile Hall
Presentation
Camp Sweeney Summer '09‐‐Physical
Presentation
Camp Sweeney Summer '09‐‐Pimp Culture
Presentation
Can We Come To Your House: City Hall
Outreach Event
Cycle Of Violence Outreach
Downtown Oakland Outreach
Know Thy Self Outreach: Mini Camp Part Two
Living Word Outreach Event
Lunch Time Outreach
Mecca/Solo Outreach To Teach @ Mac
Mini Camp Akili Outreach
Outreach for Solo/Mecca Recreation
Outreach to Teach @ Mac
Project Reconnect‐‐Female group
Project Reconnect‐‐Joint Session
Project Reconnect‐‐Male Group
Referral Party: Resources and recreation

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?

received services before or after the
survey was administered.
The following chart provides a summary
of clients who completed the survey.
Demographics of clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 21
Target Number: 22
Percent goal was reached: 96%
Enrollment:
o
25% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3
months
o
15% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to
6 months
o
50% have been enrolled for more tan 6
months
o
10% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
25 % of clients surveyed attend activities
sometimes
o
35% of clients attend this program often
o
40% of clients attend all of the time
Race/Ethnicity:
o
90.5% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o
4.8% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
25% of clients surveyed identified as multiracial
o
4.7% of clients surveyed did not answer
Residence:
o
5% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
North Oakland
o
60% of clients live in West Oakland
o
25% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
East Oakland (East of High Street)
o
5% of clients live in the Oakland Hills (above
580)
o
5%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o
15% of clients are under 15
o
35% of clients surveyed are 16 years old
o
40% are 17 years old
o
5% are 18 years old
o
5% of clients are older than 19
Gender:
o
35% of clients are male
o
50% of clients are female
o
15% of clients did not answer

Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients who
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Self Reported Client Impact
The table below depicts clients’ average level of agreement with statements that gauge
[Leadership Excellence’s impact on personal attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5 scale was
used, with 5 denoting ‘strong agreement’ with the statement.
As a Result of Leadership Excellence…

Mean Score

I make better choices

4.10

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.65

I attend school more regularly

4.16

I am doing better in my classes

3.75

I have decreased my use of alcohol and
drugs
I have learned skills that will help me in
the future

3.26
4.53

I take better care of myself

4.37

I feel hopeful about the future

4.50

I am better at controlling my anger

4.00

I am better at solving problems

4.06

Overall clients reported
services had a positive
impact on their attitudes and
behavior. Clients resonded
positively to statements that
indicated they had a positive
adult in their life, the learned
skills which will help them in
the future, they make better
choices, are better at
solving problems, and feel
hopeful about the future.
Clients. Clients also
indicated little decrease in
their use of drugs and
alcohol.

The charts on the following page examine the impact of Measure Y programs on
participant days truant and suspended. The evaluation team found an average intake
date for program participants, and analyzed the average number of truancies and
suspensions before and after Measure Y intake. The two charts provide a comparison
of OUSD students to Leadership Excellence students.
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The following chart shows a decrease in the average number of days truant for
Leadership Excellence participants and an increase in the average number of days
suspended.

Average # of Participant Days Truant and Suspended per 100
Days: Before and After Leadership Excellence's Average Intake
Date
3
2.54
Average # of Days

2.5

2.31
2.08
1.81

2

Pre

1.5

Post

1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After Leadership
Excellence's Average Intake Date

Average # of Days

2.5
2

2.20

2.25

1.91
1.63

1.5

Pre
Post

1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended
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Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with LE’s partners and
stakeholders revealed strong support for
the program. Organizational partners
reported that Leadership Excellence is
fulfilling a critical role in engaging youth
at high risk for becoming perpetrators or
victims of violence in West Oakland.
What they do is really empower young people. That
is hard work to get young people to see themselves
differently. By being persistent with kids they’re able
to teach kids to not make bad decisions. They have
physical space to come, opportunity ability to help
kids grow.
I see the impact on youth in our schools. I am
impressed with the level of youth engagement. They
get high-risk youth to engage and participate in the
organization and that’s no small feat. We send them
all our high-risk youth who have been involved in
crime. They keep the kids busy after school and give
them structure.

Success Story
One young woman became involved in
the program when she went to Camp
Akili during the end of her freshman
year. At the time she joined she was
failing school and constantly getting into
trouble. Her progress since then has
been amazing. She started becoming a
regular participant in SOLO and even
got her brother to join MECCA when he
started at the high school. It has helped
both of them a lot. Their father is
involved with drugs and pretty much
absent and their mother works hard, but
between trying to work and taking care
of a (third) high need sibling, these kids
were falling through the cracks. Now
they are back on course. The young
woman’s GPA is way up and she is
planning on going to college. She
learned to believe in herself and how to
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pursue the opportunities that are
available to her.
Another youth was occasionally
attending the male-support group, and
based on interactions with him last year
staff was able to identify the appropriate
additional support he needed to be
successful this academic year. He
clearly needed academic and emotional
support. He also lacked an updated IEP
(Individualized Educational Plan), and
had exhibited self-destructive behaviors
in the past. A case-manager was
assigned to him at the beginning of the
school year and they collectively
developed goals. His case-manager
advocated at McClymonds to have
school officials retest him and give him
enough academic support to be
successful in his coursework. Because
of this, he received an updated IEP, the
appropriate academic modifications and
teaching adjustments to be successful.
Moreover, in the third quarter, this
young man began attending our
academic support—Academic Gym—
held every Wednesday. Because of his
hard work, he was able to raise his GPA
from under a 2.0 to a 2.5.
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Client Satisfaction
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with staff and services.
Participants re ported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly noting the high level of
respect afforded them by staff and the
expediency and usefulness of services
they receive.
Client Satisfaction with
Leadership Excellence
Staff treated me with courtesy
and respect
The Staff helped me to find
other services I needed
Staff understood my situation
and life experience
Staff was supportive
I received services that were
helpful
Staff helped me to develop
some useful and realistic goals
I can go to staff for help when I
need it
I received services in my
primary language
I received services when I
needed them
Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

Mean
Score
4.85
4.44
4.45
4.78
4.42

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?

Strengths
LE has been working in West Oakland
for 20 years and has a good reputation
within the community. As
recommended in the literature on best
practices, the program incorporated
youth leadership. Youth in the program
help develop the ground rules for the
group discussion, the topics for
upcoming discussion, and they also
decide what is important to include in
program design.
Approximately 60% of LE staff were
former LE participants which acts as
strong motivation to current youth
participants and demonstrates
possibilities that exist for them if they
apply themselves.

Challenges
4.58
4.75
4.75
4.65
4.78
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After 20 years in the community and five
years providing services on-site at
McClymonds some school personnel
are still not familiar with the LE program
and the program is not thoroughly
integrated into the school. Challenges in
working with McClymonds High School
were a core theme of LE’s quarterly
reports; the program director
experienced repeated frustrations
around obtaining access to student
information (such as attendance
reports). The lack of the school’s
support has also had an impact on the
number of referrals received, with most
referrals seeming to come from LE’s
student outreach, rather than
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recommendations from teachers and
other school personnel.
Trying to balance the grant
requirements with the needs of serving
the young people was another challenge
identified by staff. In particular staff
mentioned that Measure Y focuses their
outcomes on employment when the help
youth are requesting include other
critical issues such as health (e.g.
related to pregnancy or a sexually
transmitted disease).

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are
suggested for the LE program:
1. LE staff should strengthen relations
with McClymonds High School to
ensure more staff are aware of LE
and what it is accomplishing with
high-risk students attending the
school. Consider talking with EBAC
staff to discuss strengths and
challenges in working with other high
schools.
2. LE staff should formalize the
pre/post component of the
assessment procedures. Results
should be analyzed and reported.
3. During group sessions institute a one
youth out of the room at a time rule
and document how long youth are
absent.

Section VII: Program Report, Leadership Excellence
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE
Cluster:
Youth Outreach
Cluster Purpose:
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become
involved in programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to
encourage successful outcomes.
Program Purpose
To work with McClymonds HS Students through recreational activities and case management to reduce truancy,
improve academic outcomes and reengage students in school. 40 youth will receive intensive case management. An
additional 40 youth will receive less intensive interventions through participation in recreational programming. All
youth are eligible and encouraged to join youth discussion groups.
Program Goals:
To re-engage youth in school
Resources:
OFCY funding to support camps and activities for non-Measure Y funded youth. Volunteers and relationships with
school principals.
Impact:
More youth will stay in school and be at school during school hours, reducing exposure to violence and propensity to
commit violence.
Assumptions:
The 40 youth who are also engaged with LE through case management activities should be measured separately
from the 40 youth receiving recreation and groups only.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/
Long Term Outcomes(1-3
Sources of Data
Intermediate Outcomes
years) Sources of Data
(<1year)
Sources of Data
Objective I: Improve academic outcomes of youth participants
Through social and
Relationship with
40 youth engaged through
Increase attendance
HS Graduation
interpersonal work give
McClymonds staff
outreach efforts: (camping
Minimize suspensions
Education continuance
students the values and
and recreation) and 40
and expulsions
motivation to do homework
enrolled in more intensive
Increase GPA
and pay attention in school.
programming
OUSD records
OUSD records
 65% of students
 % of students graduated
reduce truancy by
25%
 65% of students
promoted to next
grade level
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/ Intermediate
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data

Long Term Outcomes(1-3
years) Sources of Data

Objective II: Improve interpersonal skills and awareness
Through group discussions
OFCY funding for
Number of youth
and team building activities
camping activities for non- participating in the
(gender specific groups and
measure Y funded youth.
different program
recreation or camping activities
components and average
such as ropes course)
dosage in a 6 month time
period
Case management for 40
For an average of 25
youth
contacts

Change in behaviors:
Improved behavior and
Increase self-esteem
performance in school
Improved pro-social
skills including anger
management
Value of school, work
Decision-making skills
 70% of clients not
Not yet measured:
suspended from
Recommend school
school
principal or teacher
arrests for non-violent
interviews or surveys.
offenses – target 75 not
arrested%
Objective III: Give youth the language and skills to discuss their environment and develop appropriate responses to their social environment
Through group discussions and Community relationships
Number of youth
Change in knowledge:
Reduced incidence of
case management addressing
and cultural competence
participating in the different
violence / conflict
issues of racism, internalized
program components and
Propensity to commit
amongst intensively
depression, and effects of
average dosage in a 6
violent behaviors
served youth
exposure to violence. Discuss
month time period
Not yet measured:
appropriate ways to handle
For an average of 25
arrests for violent
tension and conflict without
contacts
offenses – target 75 not
resorting to violent behaviors
arrested%

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
i
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
RRR works to meet misguided and
misdirected (at-risk) youth where they
are - emotionally, physically and
spiritually - and to offer positive
alternatives, providing them access to
the instruction and tools necessary to
make healthier life choices. RRR’s main
objective is to build the educational,
employment and social skills of Oakland
youth. Research has shown that
engaging youth in a supportive
community can help to reduce truancy
and criminal behaviors. The RRR
program model posits that teaching the
core values and principals of Trust,
Respect, Integrity, Consistency and Self
Esteem (TRICS) will positively impact
youth development outcomes.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
RRR received $65,000 from the
Measure Y Initiative. Most RRR staff
members were subsidized by funding
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through Oakland’s Office of Parks &
Recreation.
Staff and Partners
Measure Y funding provided for one
FTE Coordinator for RRR, and
Oakland’s Office of Parks and
Recreation (OPR) subsidizes additional
staff and program expenses. In addition
to their partnership with OPR, RRR
works with the following agencies to
engage and support at-risk youth:
McCullum Youth Court and America
Works provide job referrals and
employment support; Covenant House
and Leadership Excellence provide offsite trips for participating youth.
Additional partners include The
Mentoring Center, the Department of
Human Services, Youth Radio and the
Oakland Police Department.
As shown in the following chart, over
50% of program participants were
referred to the program through other
social agencies/programs.
Referral Source1

Referral Source
Service
Unknown
Personal

% of Consented
Clients
51%
33%
16%

Data Collection Methods
RRR staff complete case management
reports and enrollment records, and
utilizes OUSD and Oakland Probation
data. Currently the program is not
surveying participants and the
program’s ability to track clients once
they complete the program is limited.
Intensive outreach clients are linked to
appropriate services, but little outcome
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data is available to RRR from external
sources.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
asked to voluntarily provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. In general,
consent is not requested of participants
during intensive outreach.
Of the 279 participants served by RRR,
207 (74%) consented to sharing
information. The following demographic
information reflects only consenting
participants.
Consent Rates
Consented

74%

Withheld Consent

13%

Missing Consent

13%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Though RRR clients are a diverse
group, the majority of clients are male
(71%) and between the ages of 14 and
17 (30%), or 18 and 25 (56%). Almost
all participants identify as African
American (92%), and English is the
most common language spoken in the
home.
RRR’s clients come from all areas of
Oakland, with most living in East
Oakland (47%) or West Oakland (29%)
Of those living in East Oakland, 13% are
residents of the more “central” region of
Oakland between Lake Merritt and High
Street, and 34% live between High
Street and 103rd. Eleven percent of
individuals served by the RRR program
live outside of Oakland.
Risk Factors
Risk factors were identified by program
staff for all consented clients. Exposure
to violence and truancy were the two
most frequently cited client risk factors.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor
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% of
Consented
Clients

Exposed to
Violence

71%

Truant

14%

Expelled

6%

Suspended

1%

Probation

1%
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Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009

3
2.5

2.72
2.11

2.18

Radical Roving
Recreation

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
OUSD Students

The adjacent chart
compares the average
GPAs of RRR’s
participants with all
Measure Y participants
who were in OUSD, and
all OUSD students not
involved with Measure
Y. The fact that RRR
client GPAs are
significantly lower than
OUSD students in
general suggests the
program is targeting
appropriately high risk
participants.

Referral Status at Intake
(for Participants w ith Know n Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

31%
1 or More Referrals
Before Intake
No Record of Referral at
Intake
69%
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Nearly 70% of clients
who had JUVIS referrals
joined the program after
their initial contact with
the Juvenile Justice
System. The high
number of Juvenile
Justice involved clients
also suggest this
program is meeting its
mandate and targeting
high need students.
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Units of Service by Type of Serviceiii

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The RRR program conducts the
following activities:
• Provides at-risk youth and young
adults with sports and
recreational activities and with
strong mentorship. Connects
clients to other Measure Y
services.
• Provides age and culturally
appropriate activities for youth
and young adults in the hours
when violence is most likely to
occur, i.e. after school and in the
evenings.
Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.

Service Provided

Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

20,959

59

100%

Job
Skills/Vocational
Training

8,032

98

38%

Sports/Physical
Activity

5,183

35

25%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

1,892

76

9%

Other

1,892

76

9%

Social

1,892

76

9%

Outreach

1,438

40

7%

Basic Education
Training

630

42

3%

Individual

37

.5

0%

Case Management

18

1

0%

Intensive Outreach

17

0

0%

1

1

0%

Mentoring
Total

IV.

20,996

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered.
The charts on the following page
provide summary data on the clients
who completed the survey and their
responses.
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Self-Reported Perceived Client Impact
As a Result of RRR Sports…

Mean Score

I make better choices

4.42

I have at least one caring adult I
can turn to for support

4.72

I attend school more regularly

4.47

I am doing better in my classes

4.15

I have decreased my use of
alcohol and drugs
I have learned skills that will help
me in the future

4.18
4.60

I take better care of myself

4.55

I feel hopeful about the future

4.55

I am better at controlling my
anger

4.40

I am better at solving problems

4.47

The table above depicts clients’ average level of
agreement with statements that gauge the RRR
program’s impact on attitudes and behaviors. A
1-5 scale was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. Overall, clients
reported significant positive outcomes from their
engagement with RRR.
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Demographics of Clients who responded to
survey:
Number Responded: 37
Target Number: 30
Percent goal was reached: 123%
Enrollment:
o
17.4% of clients have been enrolled less
than one week
o
13% of clients that have been enrolled
for 4 to 6 months
o
65.2% have been enrolled for more than
6 months
o
4.4% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
4.4% of clients never attend this
program
o
4.4% of clients rarely attend this
program
o
8.7% of clients attend this program
sometimes
o
39.1% of clients attend this program
often
o
39.1% of clients attend all of the time
o
4.4% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
100% of clients surveyed identify as
African American
o
21.7% of clients surveyed identified as
multi-racial
Residence:
o
30.4% of clients surveyed stated that
they live in North Oakland
o
65.2% of clients live in West Oakland
o
4.4% of clients surveyed stated that they
live in East Oakland (East of High
Street)
Age:
o
21.7% of clients are under 15
o
39.1% of clients are 16 years old
o
13.1% of clients surveyed are 17 years
old
o
13.1% are 18 years old
o
8.7% of clients are older than 19
o
4.3% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
65.2% of clients are male
o
34.8% of clients are female
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholder interviews revealed strong
support and collaboration between RRR
and program partners. Additionally,
stakeholders credit the program with
improving clients’ lives.
The kids who’ve gotten involved with RRR, they have
gotten engaged in the program. I had two twins—they
were part of the 10% and they were now referred to
RRR for community service hours. They are still
engaged in RRR—still attend, not because they have
to but because they like it. That means the twins
aren’t on the streets, pulling other kids into trouble
anymore.
I think without RRR- the teens they’ve been able to
reach would never get the interventions and
education they’ve been able to provide. They have
increased street outreach around violence
prevention—it’s very unique in that way.

Success Story
According to program staff, teamwork
between staff members and program
partners allows for the more
comprehensive intentions needed to
help clients transform their lives.
One participant was a sexually exploited
minor, who was working on the street at
Campbell Village and was homeless.
RRR helped her arrange for temporary
housing and offered her employment as
a program intern. This young woman is
now attending college.
Client Satisfaction
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with staff and services.

Client Satisfaction with RRR Sports
Staff treated me with courtesy and respect
The Staff helped me to find other services I
needed
Staff understood my situation and life
experience
Staff was supportive
I received services that were helpful
Staff helped me to develop some useful and
realistic goals
I can go to staff for help when I need it
I received services in my primary language
I received services when I needed them
Overall, I am satisfied with the services I
received

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
Staff dedication and effective outreach
were noted as program strengths. The
number of youth participants was high in
comparison to previous years, which
staff attributes to the large number of
outreach events conducted in 2008-09.
The Evaluation Team noted positive
client-staff interactions during their site
visit.
Challenges
Current facilities at Mosswood Center
are small and scattered throughout the
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complex, limiting the number of youth
that can participate at any given time,
however renovations are anticipated in
the near future. Staff turnover has also
been high, possibly due to the fact that
RRR staff must be selected from
existing OPR pool and are not always
committed to the project. Additionally, it
is difficult to find staff with the expertise
and experience to lead creative
programs and conduct outreach. The
program coordinator also noted
difficulties attracting clients to participate
in intensive services, and gathering
client information and consent is
challenging as families are suspicious
and reluctant to provide information to a
city agency (RRR/OPR). The current
intake form and questionnaire asks
demographic questions, but does not
provide a baseline for comparison or
follow up. No exit surveys are conducted
and no quantitative measure of
outcomes is in place.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are
suggested for the RRR program:
1. RRR should build core staff capacity
by providing professional
development opportunities and
behavior management training.
2. RRR should increase efforts for
intensive outreach expansion by
offering informational workshops to
parents of youth involved in the
program. Providing them with an
understanding of what RRR does,
may build community trust and result
in increased participation.
3. RRR should develop data collection
tools in the form of exit or client
satisfaction surveys to establish
outcome measurements. These
surveys should be aligned with
intake and enrollment questionnaire
to provide comparison.
4. Expand availability of space to
accommodate larger number of
clients. Although construction is
planned and will provide a
centralized location for programs,
garden and Dinner at 6, it will still
limit the number of participants who
can attend at any given time
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: OAKLAND PARKS & RECREATION / RADICAL ROVING RECREATION
Cluster:
Youth Outreach
Cluster Purpose:
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved
in programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage
successful outcomes.
Program Purpose
To meet misguided and misdirected (at-risk) youth where they are - emotionally, physically and spiritually - and to offer
positive alternatives, providing them access to the instruction and tools necessary to make healthier life choices.
Program Goals:
To build the educational, employment and social skills of Oakland youth who, based upon their experiences are less trusting
of traditional social service programs and are therefore more difficult to identify.
Resources:
Staff, linkages to appropriate educational, enrichment and job training programs, strong relationships with local schools,
partnership with Oakland Parks Dept (facility, training, staff access), training materials, program supplies and materials and
volunteers.
Impact:
To prevent or decrease truancy, criminal behavior and the number of youth in the juvenile justice system.
Assumptions:
• By engaging youth in a supportive community, the degree of truancy, criminal behavior and number of youth in the
Juvenile Justice System will be reduced.
• Specifically targeting behavior through the teaching of core values and principals – Trust, Respect, Integrity,
Consistency and Self Esteem (TRICS) will improve youth development outcomes.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Oakland Parks and
1500 general outreach
Begin relationship with
Youth enrolling in additional
Outreach
Recreation (OPR)
event participants,
caring adult
programming (internal & referred)
events and
100 intensive outreach and Discover alternatives to
Reduction in truancy
advertising
in-reach contacts
the streets
Decrease in arrest for violent activities
materials, outreach
Increased awareness of
Decrease % of clients’ unexcused
staff, relationships
available services
absences from schools
with schools and
Participation in one of
Increase in % of clients promoted to
group homes
RRR groups
the next grade
Decrease in % of students suspended
from school
Case management reports,
Oakland Probation Dept, OUSD,
OUSD
JJ records, Case management
follow-up calls
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Activities

Resources

Short-Term/Intermediate Long-Term Outcomes
Outcomes (< 1 year)
(1-3 years) Sources of
Sources of Data
Data
Objective II: To conduct intervention enforcement activities with youth and young adults ages 13-24.
Intensive outreach,
OPR programming,
100 clients receiving
Youth transition to
Reduction in criminal,
case management,
Mosswood Intake Center, intensive outreach,
intensive case
high-risk behaviors,
assessment,
Strong relationships with
60 clients enrolled in RRR management,
Increase in # of students
linkages to appropriate
Measure Y network –
groups,
Improved school
completing High School
services (incorporation of
specifically Leadership
10 participants co-enrolled attendance
Improved conflict
TRICS model)
Excellence, The
in other Measure Y
Improved peer support
resolution skills
Mentoring Center, DHS,
network programming
Relationship with adults
Improved lifestyle choices
Youth Radio and OPD
Client surveys (part of
Improved anger
Measure Y commitment,
management skills
limited form being
Oakland Probation Dept,
Case management
implemented)
OUSD, JJ records, Case
reports, enrollment
management follow-up
records, client surveys,
OUSD
calls
Objective III: To introduce and connect youth to supportive OPR and community activities that encourage positive youth development.
Dinner at 6,
Mosswood Center, trained 100 clients receiving
Decrease in anti-social
Increase in self-esteem,
Radical Studio (music and staff, volunteers,
intensive outreach
behaviors,
Ability to make healthier
the arts),
appropriate equipment
60 clients enrolled in RRR Increase in community
life choices / improved life
skills,
Radical Sports,
and curriculum, funding
groups,
awareness,
Improved social supports
Life Skills classes,
10 participants co-enrolled Improvement in grades
Community Service,
in other Measure Y
and school attendance
Decrease in recidivism
Increase in community
network programming
Decrease in violent
service interest/work
Client surveys (part of
incidents during after
Measure Y commitment,
school hours
limited form being
Oakland Probation, OPD
Some not measurable
implemented)
Oakland Probation,
incident reports, OUSD,
OUSD, OPD incident
case management
reports, case
reports, client satisfaction
management calls
surveys
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes
Outcomes (<1 year)
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective V: To work within the framework of youth development strategies that have a proven record of success (TRICS Model and the PIES
initiative) to provide integrated services for enrolled youth.
Improvement in grades
Cultural change in
Oakland Youth Congress
Trained staff, community
100 clients receiving
and school attendance
community:
(OYC) PIES Initiative:
support, equipment, OPR
intensive outreach
Improved anger
Prevention, Intervention,
venues and resources
60 clients enrolled in RRR
management skills,
Enforcement,
groups,
Sustainability
10 participants co-enrolled Improved peer support
Improved self-esteem
TRICS – Trust, Respect,
in other Measure Y
Access to services
Integrity, Consistency, Self
network programming
Esteem (Efficacy &
Client surveys (part of
Actualization)
Measure Y commitment,
limited form being
implemented

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those participants
who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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Caught in the Crossfire – Highland Hospital

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
Caught in the Crossfire, a Youth Alive!
(referred to as Youth Alive or Caught in
the Crossfire) Program located at
Highland Hospital, provides long term
intensive outreach and case
management to youth who have been
treated for violent injuries. Youth Alive!’s
primary goal is to support positive
alternatives to violence and to reduce
retaliation, re-injury and arrest. Efforts
are based on the assumption that
providing long-term case management,
linkages to community services,
mentoring home visits, and follow-up
assistance to violently injured youth will
help break the cycle of violence.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Caught in the Crossfire received
$85,000 from the Measure Y Initiative.
Staff and Partners
The Caught in the Crossfire program
was staffed by one .FTE Case

Manager/Intervention Specialist and one
PTE Office Manager.
Caught in the Crossfire partners with the
Highland Hospital/ Alameda County
Medical Center/ Community Injury
Prevention Coordinator who refers youth
and young adults (ages 14-20) that have
been treated for violent injuries. The
Victim Witness Assistance Program
provides victim of violent crimes funding
for those eligible.
Caught in the Crossfire also utilizes the
Measure Y network of Community
Based Organizations, job training
programs, schools, and medical and
mental health organizations to provide
clients with referrals to additional
services they may need.
As indicated below, almost all program
participants were referred to Caught in
the Crossfire through crisis services.
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Crisis

98%

School

2%

Data Collection Methods
Caught in the Crossfire reported using
the following data collection tools to
track client progress: case assessment
and action plans, a Monthly program
update, Database reports, Measure Y
consent forms, Follow-up and progress
forms, Exit sheets, and a separate
Youth Alive! consent form. Additionally,
Intake Folder oversight and reviews are
done monthly.
Client data is entered daily or weekly
depending upon the case manager’s
workload. All clients are referred by
Highland Hospital and relevant client
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information is shared with the agency
upon referral.
Once the client is well enough, the case
manager works with them to develop an
assessment and action. It is a fluid
document, subject to change when
outcomes and situations warrant it.
Progress is documented in files and
notes, and CMS data are reviewed
monthly for accuracy. An internal
database provides monthly reports,
which can be customized by queries
when necessary.

Over 50% identified as Latino, and 37%
as African American. English and
Spanish are the most prevalent
languages spoken in the home.
Almost all Caught in the Crossfire clients
are residents of East Oakland, with 39%
living in the “central” region located
between Lake Merritt and High Street,
and 55% of residents living between
High Street and 103rd.
Risk Factors
Exposure to violence was the most
common risk factor cited.

Caught In the Crossfire recently
participated in a third party evaluation
performed by the Public Health Institute.
The evaluation was completed last year
but is not yet available.

Risk Factor of Participants2

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
asked to voluntarily provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. In general,
consent is not requested of participants
during intensive outreach.

Exposed to
Violence

98%

Truant

20%

Of the 63 participants served by Caught
in the Crossfire, 41 (65%) consented to
sharing information. The following
demographic information reflects only
consenting participants.

Risk Factor

% of
Consented
Clients

Probation

7%

The chart below compares the average
GPAs of Caught in the Crossfire
participants with all Measure Y
participants who were in OUSD, and all
OUSD students not involved with
Measure Y. This demonstrates the high
need of Caught in the Crossfire
participants.

Consent Rates

3

65%

Withheld Consent

35%

2

Missing Consent

0%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
All clients who chose to share personal
information are male and between the
ages of 14-17 (29%) or 18-25 (66%).

GPA

Consented

2.5

2.72
2.18
1.76

1.5
1
0.5
0
Youth Alive H.
Hospital
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD
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The large number Youth
Alive! Caught in the
Crossfire participants with
Juvenile Records also
confirms that this program is
meeting its mandate by
serving a high-need
population.

Referral Status at Intake
(for Participants with Known Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

47%
53%

III.

1 or More Referrals
Before Intake
No Record of Referral
at Intake

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?

case management and necessary
referrals for medical after-care.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of
Serviceiii

Service Strategies
The Caught in the Crossfire program
conducts the following activities:
• Develops individualized service
plans centered on clothing and
housing needs, educational
placement or enrollment,
identification of short and long-term
employment goals, and links to
appropriate job training programs.
• Identifies clients and family
members of clients in need of
mental health services and links
them to appropriate services and
social support groups. Provides

Service Provided

Hours
2008
‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

0

0

0%

Individual

870

9

100%

Case Management

746

14

86%

Intensive Outreach

124

3

14%

Total

870

Group
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about the entire
population of clients. The table below
depicts clients’ average level of
agreement with statements that gauge
[program names]’s impact on personal
attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5 scale
was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement.
As a Result of Youth Alive –
Caught in the Crossfire

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.43

I have at least one caring adult
I can turn to for support

4.59

I attend school more regularly

4.33

I am doing better in my classes

4.23

I have decreased my use of
alcohol and drugs
I have learned skills that will
help me in the future

4.32
4.37

I take better care of myself

4.52

I feel hopeful about the future

4.45

I am better at controlling my
anger

4.24

I am better at solving problems

4.37

Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 47
Target Number: 57
Percent goal was reached: 82%
Enrollment:
o 2.1% of clients have been enrolled less than one
week
o 2.1% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1
to 4 weeks
o 12.8% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6
months
o 78.7% have been enrolled for more than 6 months
o 4.3% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o 2.1 % of clients surveyed never attend this
program
o 8.5% of clients rarely attend this program
o 6.4% of clients attend sometimes
o 31.9% of clients attend this program often
o 38.3% of clients attend this program all of the time
o 12.8% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o 75% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o 6.3% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 4.2% identify as White
o 6.25% identify as other
o 25.5% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o 8.3% of clients surveyed did not answer either
question
Residence:
o 6.4% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
North Oakland
o 6.4% of clients live in West Oakland
o 6.4% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands
west of High Street)
o 70.2% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
East Oakland (East of High Street)
o 2.1% of clients live in the Oakland Hills (above
580)
o 2.1%% do not live in Oakland
o 6.4% of clients did not answer
Age:
o 12.8% of clients are under 15
o 10.6% of clients surveyed are 16 years old
o 12.8% are 17 years old
o 17% are 18 years old
o 42.6% are older than 19
o 4.3% chose not to answer
Gender:
o 40.4% of clients are male
o 53.2% are female
o 6.4% of clients did not answer

Overall, clients reported significant
positive outcomes from their
engagement with Youth Alive
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The charts below examine the impact of Measure Y programs on participant days truant
and suspended. The evaluation team found an average intake date for program
participants, and analyzed the average number of truancies and suspensions before
and after Measure Y Intake. The second chart provides a comparison to OUSD
students not participating in Measure Y. As indicated, Caught in the Crossfire
participants reduced their truancy rates significantly in the 100 days after involvement in
the program.
Average # of Participant Days Truant and Suspended per
100 Days: Before and After Youth Alive's Average Intake
Date
6
5.07
Average # of Days

5

4.33

4
2.92

3

2.93

Pre
Post

2
1
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After Youth Alive's
Average Intake Date
3
2.57

Average # of Days

2.5
2.07
2

1.78

1.75

Pre

1.5

Pos t
1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders interviewed expressed
strong support for Caught in the
Crossfire.
They understand first hand the situations the clients
are in. They know the financial challenges they face.
They have a hands-on approach to helping people
learn that they can have a positive impact if they
make good choices. They show by their example it is
possible to turn their lives around and be a conduit to
help others. Youth Alive! refers people to our program
and they (youth clients) see the consequences of how
victims of crime really suffer. They get an introduction
to how it impacts others, how it connects them to
groups or others, why crime isn’t cool. Caught in the
Crossfire gives them an opportunity to find a better
way instead of going out and hurting others.
There’s this big, ugly gap between the youth and the
police department—kids say “how am I going to get
help? The police won’t believe me”…Youth Alive!
advocates for these kids and stands by them, it gives
them a chance to catch a break…Since September
we have yet to see a patient that has already been
referred to Caught in the Crossfire come back with
new injuries.

Success Story
An 18-year-old youth was admitted to
Highland for a 2nd gunshot wound
incident. He is a gang member in
Fruitvale, heavily tattooed, and hadn't
been to school for over a year. Victims
of Crime (VOC) covered his first medical
bills, and Caught in the Crossfire worked
with him to refrain from retaliation. He’s
now in school and working at UPS in
Berkeley, since it is not safe for him to
be in Oakland. He was a client for nine
months, and he is still enrolled. Despite
his progress, this young man still gets
picked up by the police for his former
gang affiliation as frequently as every
other day. He has been told by OPD
that he doesn't deserve to have a job,
and in one instance was kept over night

to interfere with his work schedule. He’s
now 19, has a driver's license, and is
considering moving out of OJDP's
jurisdiction. He stays in touch 3x weekly.
I destroyed a community. I pushed drugs into this
community…(so) as a man, I had to come back and
help rebuild it.

One client was robbed at gunpoint and
shot five times. This youth had been
thrown out by his family and was not
going to school. He was making money
illegally, had substance abuse issues,
and a lot of anger because of his
situation. As he recovered, YEP
assisted with getting his B and C,
driver's license. He had several court
tickets, but he participated in programs
and community service to work down
the fines. He now has car insurance,
works everyday for S.B. Conservation
Corps, and was recently promoted to
crew leader. Furthermore, he is taking
classes at San Leandro Adult School.
This young man has become
responsible and even stopped drinking
and smoking weed. Youth Alive! Caught
in the Crossfire is the first supportive
relationship he has ever had. His
parents had given up on him and his
other relations (uncles) laughed at him
and put him down.
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Client Satisfaction
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with staff and services.
Client Satisfaction with Youth
Alive – Caught in the Crossfire
Staff treated me with courtesy
and respect
The Staff helped me to find
other services I needed
Staff understood my situation
and life experience
Staff was supportive
I received services that were
helpful
Staff helped me to develop
some useful and realistic goals
I can go to staff for help when I
need it
I received services in my
primary language
I received services when I
needed them
Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

V.

Mean
Score
4.63
4.55
4.62
4.79
4.63
4.62
4.59
4.66
4.73

achieve a non-violent life-style. Staff
members are passionate and committed
and uniquely qualified - having
experienced violence themselves. They
work as a team and emphasize
communication.

Challenges
This program, as well as many others
serving youth and seeking employment
opportunities for youth, has struggled
with finding job placements due to the
current economic crisis. An additional
challenge, as documented in the first
Quarterly Report, includes conducting
outreach and providing services during
late evening hours. Youth have been
more accessible during the daytime
hours for purposes of providing
assistance and connecting them to other
agencies if needed. Many of the clients
served need immediate assistance and
it is more accessible for them to receive
those services in the daytime hours
rather than in the late evenings. In the
later hours, services are not available
and it puts more responsibility on the
youth to make the contact and initiate
the follow-up.

4.81

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?

Strengths
The strength of Youth Alive! Caught in
the Crossfire is that it offers alternatives
to violence and the tools with which to
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are
suggested for the Caught in the
Crossfire program:
1. Caught in the Crossfire should
develop data collection tools to
better document client outcomes.
2. Caught in the Crossfire should build
staff capacity through additional
professional development
opportunities (leadership and
behavior management) and invest in
counseling for those staff needing to
work through or mitigate any trauma
experienced in the process of their
work.
3. Caught in the Crossfire could be
strengthened by leveraging
relationships with parole agents and
deputy probation officers and using
these partnerships to deal with the
ever present threat and lure of ‘the
streets’ upon the youth that they
serve.
4. Caught in the Crossfire would benefit
from additional funding to expand
their services to additional clients.
Grant writing and other funding
strategies should be pursued.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: YOUTH ALIVE! CAUGHT IN THE CROSSFIRE / HIGHLAND HOSPITAL
Cluster:
Special Services – Exposure to Violence
Cluster Purpose:
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved in
programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage successful
outcomes.
Program Purpose
To promote non–violent lifestyles through long-term intensive outreach and case management to youth who have been
treated for violent injuries at Highland Hospital.
Program Goals:
To support positive alternatives to violence and to reduce retaliation, re-injury and arrest.
Resources:
Peer-based staff (Intervention Specialists), collaboration with Highland Hospital’s Community Injury Prevention
Coordinators, Community Based Organizations, schools, job training programs, medical and mental health providers
Impact:
Reduction in % of youth enrolled in case management who will be re-injured by violence or arrested for violence
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To improve education attainment for youth who do not already have a high school diploma
Identify clients without
Intervention specialist
Up to 44 youth per year
Reduced truancy
Improved life choices,
GED or high school
(staff), linkages to
enrolled in case mgmt,
Enrollment in High School
increased opportunities for
diploma, connect them to
appropriate schools,
Up to 750 youth case
or GED prep class
success, reduced violence
GED prep classes or
GED prep programs
mgmt client contacts, up
and injury
enroll in high school
to 64 client intensive
outreach contacts, 32
OUSD: # of youth
Not captured or measured
violently injured youth
remaining enrolled in High
at this time –
receiving intensive
School or GED prep
Anecdotal
outreach, monthly staff
Internal case mgmt reports
evidence/indicators – past
reports, case notes,
clients continue to keep in
client folders
touch
NOTE: All data
accessible only as long
as youth is enrolled in
Youth ALIVE!
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes
Outcomes (< 1 year)
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: To link all clients identifying employment as a need with job training programs and job seeking and readiness services
Staff, linkages to job
Placement of up to 44
Assess needs, develop
Enrolled in job training
Ongoing employment,
training service
youth per year,
individual service plan with
program and/or employed
better life skills,
providers, mentoring
Up to 44 youth who
client to include short and
Reduced recidivism:
and coaching services
have completed
long-term employment
violence, injury and
resumes, enrolled in
goals, provide resume
arrest
writing and interviewing
and/or completed job
Internal measurement only –
Not captured or
instruction, link to
training program, found
monthly status reports
measured at this time –
appropriate job training
employment
include employment status
Anecdotal
program, provide
evidence/indicators –
necessary clothing, tools
client/staff relationships
for employment
outlast enrollment ends.
Internal reporting ends
and tracking data is not
available through
CitySpan after exiting (6
months)
Objective III: To improve mental and physical health status
Identify clients and family
members of clients in
need of mental health
services, link to
appropriate services,
provide follow-up through
continued case
management and provide
referrals for necessary
medical after-care

Staff, Highland
Hospital, mental and
physical health care
providers and school
and community based
services

Up to 44 youth per year
enrolled in case mgmt
referral process,
Up to 750 youth case
mgmt client contacts,
Up to 64 client intensive
outreach contacts,
Up to 32 violently injured
youth receiving intensive
outreach,
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Reduction in traumatic stress
resulting from injury
Increase in physical recovery
from injuries

Internal reports, some
baseline information
provided by partner agencies
when youth are referred
NOTE; Data from referral
agencies not always
available

Reduction in long-term
mental health effects
from traumatic stress
Improved physical
recovery from violent
injury
No yet measured
Internal reporting ends
and tracking data is not
through CitySpan after
exiting (6 -9 months)
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data

Objective IV: To build individual social support network for each client that will be available to them after completion
of Youth ALIVE! program
Provide linkages to
Staff, network of
Individual support
Linkage of up to 44
Non-violent lifestyle,
social support groups
mentors,
youth per year to
system that will outlast
reduced recidivism,
enrollment in Youth
partnerships with
support networks ,
strong support
appropriate CBO’s
Alive!
internal reports
system, positive role
(YMCA, Boys and
Skill-set with which to
models, trusting
Girls clubs, religious
make more positive
relationships, strong
organizations)
life choices
set of life skills, better
decision making
abilities
Internal reports: # of
Not yet well-measured
youth continuing in
Internal reporting ends
CBOs – can only
and tracking data is not
establish/measure
available through
enrollment, no follow
CitySpan after exiting
up data available
(6 months)
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those participants
who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
Youth Alive! (YA!) provides intensive
outreach and case management for
youth who have been treated for violent
injuries and students who partner
agencies identify as at-risk. By
providing positive alternatives to
violence, YA! endeavors to reduce
retaliation, re-injury, arrest, truancy,
school failure and drop-outs among
youth participants. Research has
shown that intervention at the point of
injury in the form of long-term case
management, goal setting, linkages to
appropriate community services,
mentoring home visits and follow-up will
help to break the cycle of violence and
increase the likelihood of participants
making positive life changes.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
YA! received $180,250 from the
Measure Y Initiative.

Staff and Partners
YA! is staffed by one FTE and one .8
FTE Intervention Specialists, a .6 FTE
Caught in the Crossfire Program
Coordinator, a .2 FTE Director of
Oakland Programs and Evaluation and
a .75 FTE Office Manager.
YA! maintains strong referral
relationships with Oakland institutions
and the Measure Y Network of
programs. Among these institutions are
Castlemont Community of Small
Schools, which provides referrals for
youth who are chronically truant, in risk
of suspension or have already been
suspended; the Highland
Hospital/Alameda County Medical
Center/Community Injury Prevention
Coordinator, which refers youth and
young adults (ages 14-20) that have
been treated for violent injuries; and the
Children’s Hospital and Research
Center at Youth Uprising. Additional
partnerships include OUSD, which
refers parents to YA! for help with youth
whose behavioral problems are
escalating toward predictable violent
acts. In some instances, YA! Enlists the
help of the Victim Witness Assistance
Program to provide crime victim
monetary assistance.
Referrals to YA! were received from the
following sources:
Referral Sourcei

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Crisis

53%

School

47%

Data Collection Methods
Client data is entered regularly, either
daily or weekly depending upon case
manager’s workload. For all clients
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referred by Highland Hospital, all
relevant client information is provided
upon referral. Information is recorded in
an initial interview prior to enrollment in
the program.
YA! works with clients to develop an
assessment and action plan. It is a fluid
document, subject to change when
outcomes and situations warrant it.
Progress is documented in files and
notes, CMIS data are reviewed monthly
for accuracy, and an internal database
provides monthly reports, which can be
customized by queries when necessary.

and Spanish are the most prevalent
languages spoken in the home.
Almost all YA! clients are residents of
East Oakland, with 28% living in the
“central” region located between Lake
Merritt and High Street, and 54% living
between High Street and 103rd.
Risk and Protective Factors
Risk factors were identified for all
consented clients. Exposure to violence
was the most common risk factor cited.
Risk Factor of Participantsii

Risk Factor

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
asked to voluntarily provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. In general,
consent is not requested of participants
during intensive outreach.
Of the 96 participants served by YA!, 65
(76%) consented to sharing information.
The following demographic information
reflects only consenting participants.
Consent Rates

% of
Consented
Clients

Exposed to
Violence

70%

Truant

38%

Sexually
Exploited

3%

Suspended

3%

The chart below compares the average
GPAs of YA! participants with other
Measure Y participants and with OUSD
students not involved with Measure Y.
3

76%

Withheld Consent

23%

Missing Consent

1%

Total

100%

2.72

2.5
2
GPA

Consented

2.18
1.69

1.5
1

Client Demographics
Program participants are fairly evenly
split between male (59%) and female
(41%). The largest number are between
the ages of 18-25 (59%), with the
remaining 31% between the ages of 1417. Over 70% self-identified as African
American, and 25% as Latino. English

0.5
0
Youth Alive Street
All Measure Y
Outreach Participants Participants in OUSD

OUSD Students

The fact that YA! Students maintain
significantly lower GPA’s than the other
cohorts confirms that the program is
reaching those who are
disproportionately at-risk.
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Referral Status at Intake
(for Participants with Known Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

43%
1 or More Referrals Before
Intake
57%

III.

No Record of Referral at
Intake

The significant number
of YA! participants with
Juvenile Records also
speaks to the program
meeting its mandate of
serving those students
who are high risk of
criminal and violent
behaviors.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The YA! program conducts the following
activities:
• Develops individualized service
plans centered on clothing and
housing needs, educational
placement or enrollment,
identification of short and long-term
employment goals, and links to
appropriate job training programs.
• Identifies clients and family
members of clients in need of
mental health services and links
them to appropriate services.
Provides necessary referrals for
medical after-care.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of
Serviceiii
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

0

0

0%

Individual

2,215

14

100%

Case Management

2,091

25

94%

Intensive Outreach

121

2

6%

Work Experience

2

2

0%

Mental Health
Services

1

1

0%

Group

Total
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving services. The survey
was a convenience sample of currently
enrolled clients and may not reflect
information about the entire client
popilation: The table below depicts
clients’ average level of agreement with
statements that gauge YA!’s impact on
personal attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5
scale was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. Overall,
clients reported significant positive
outcomes from their engagement with
YA!.
As a Result of Youth Alive ‐
Street Outreach

Mean Score

I make better choices

4.09

I have at least one caring adult I
can turn to for support

4.09

I attend school more regularly

3.95

I am doing better in my classes

3.91

I have decreased my use of
alcohol and drugs

3.57

I have learned skills that will help
me in the future

4.24

I take better care of myself

4.14

I feel hopeful about the future

4.00

I am better at controlling my
anger

3.58

I am better at solving problems

4.10
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Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 47
Target Number: 57
Percent goal was reached: 82%
Enrollment:
o
2.1% of clients have been enrolled less than one
week
o
2.1% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1 to 4
weeks
o
12.8% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6
months
o
78.7% have been enrolled for more than 6 months
o
4.3% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
2.1 % of clients surveyed never attend this program
o
8.5% of clients rarely attend this program
o
6.4% of clients attend sometimes
o
31.9% of clients attend this program often
o
38.3% of clients attend this program all of the time
o
12.8% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
75% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
6.3% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
4.2% identify as White
o
6.25% identify as other
o
25.5% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o
8.3% of clients surveyed did not answer either
question
Residence:
o
6.4% of clients surveyed stated that they live in North
Oakland
o
6.4% of clients live in West Oakland
o
6.4% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands west
of High Street)
o
70.2% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
2.1% of clients live in the Oakland Hills (above 580)
o
2.1%% do not live in Oakland
o
6.4% of clients did not answer
Age:
o
12.8% of clients are under 15
o
10.6% of clients surveyed are 16 years old
o
12.8% are 17 years old
o
17% are 18 years old
o
42.6% are older than 19
o
4.3% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
40.4% of clients are male
o
53.2% are female
o
6.4% of clients did not answer
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders interviewed expressed
strong support for YA!
YA gets down to the truth. They are honest with
the kids and with the parents…If a kid is acting
out, Youth Alive staff will tell them, “Look you are
going down the wrong path and these are the
consequences.” They speak from experience in
ways that others cannot.. YA! is like a secret
weapon to us. They don’t go around bragging
about the great work they do—they work behind
the scenes to reduce violence and keep the
peace in the city. We have a district-wide
violence prevention program—YA fills a gap
specifically dealing with kids who think their
future is tied into gangs and that that will bring
them respect or a sense of belonging. YA gives
them a chance to see they may have other
options.
YA! has made a huge difference and the young
people would not have the same opportunities
without them. For us, they are considered the
expert in the field of violence prevention. They
are the ones we turn to. They build real
relationships with people and we know they can
be reached at anytime—weekends, after hours,
they are on call. I’ve called… and they show up
10 minutes later. No one else makes that kind of
commitment to the young people and that has
made the difference in the lives of the people we
see.

wiring in his mouth. As their relationship
grew, the Intervention Specialist learned
that he had been assaulted on his way
home from school by five males and
three females around his own age. He
suffered multiple injuries from the attack,
including a broken jaw and damages to
several of his front teeth. Because of
this, he was unable to eat and had lost a
great deal of weight. More distressingly,
he was ashamed of being a victim, and
expressed confusion as to why the
perpetrators would target someone of
their own race. He confided in the
Intervention Specialist that he was
avoiding school so that no one would
question him about what had happened.
With help from the Intervention
Specialist, the youth got his teeth
repaired, and slowly started attending
school more regularly. His grade point
average rose from a .08 to a 3.0 in a
period of six months, and he is now on
track to graduate with his peers. This
young man has also made significant
improvements in the friends he chooses
to associate with.

Success Story
One youth, a sixteen year old, was
referred to the program by Castlemont
High School’s Care Team. This young
man was barely attending school and
failing all his classes. Despite support
from his parents and three siblings, he
was being drawn into the gang lifestyle.
The Intervention Specialist working with
the youth noticed that he suffered from
speech difficulties due to extensive
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Client Satisfaction
Overall, clients reported high levels of
satisfaction with YA!, particularly with
being treated with respect and feeling
that staff provide them with help when
they need it.
Client Satisfaction with Youth
Alive ‐ Street Outreach
Staff treated me with courtesy
and respect
The Staff helped me to find
other services I needed
Staff understood my situation
and life experience
Staff was supportive
I received services that were
helpful
Staff helped me to develop
some useful and realistic goals
I can go to staff for help when I
need it
I received services in my
primary language
I received services when I
needed them
Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

Mean
Score
4.41
4.23
4.05
4.14
4.05
4.10
4.38
4.55
4.14
4.18

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
Youth Alive offers alternatives to
violence and the tools with which to
achieve a non-violent life-style.
Program staff with their abilities to guide
students is a definite asset. Staff works
as a team to conduct outreach activities
and get people involved in the program.
They are passionate and committed,
having experienced violence
themselves.
Challenges
All Oakland youth, whether referred by
schools or Department of Juvenile
Justice, face a myriad of issues
(housing, conflict with family, parole
supervision, school enrollment and
performance) that make success
difficult. Additionally, the program must
compete with the “streets”, which can
pull youth away from the program and
into a bad lifestyle. The staff must
establish the trust of clients in an
environment with shrinking resources
and this can be frustrating for all.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are
suggested for the YA! program:
1. YA! should build staff capacity
through additional professional
development opportunities and
invest in counseling for those staff
needing to work through or mitigate
any trauma experienced in the
process of their work.
2. YA! should include standardized exit
surveys to provide data for analysis
of outcomes.
3. YA! should seek additional funding to
increase service availability in
schools and expand outreach via
speaking engagements and
presentations in schools throughout
the city.
4. YA! could be strengthened by
leveraging relationships with parole
agents and deputy probation officers
and using these partnerships to deal
with the ever present threat and lure
of ‘the streets’ upon the youth that
they serve.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: YOUTH ALIVE! CAUGHT IN THE CROSSFIRE / STREET OUTREACH
Cluster:
Youth Outreach
Cluster Purpose:
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved in
programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage successful
outcomes..
Program Purpose
To promote non–violent lifestyles through intensive outreach and case management to youth who have been treated for violent
injuries at Highland Hospital/Alameda County Medical Center and/or students enrolled in Castlemont Community of Small Schools
who are identified as chronically truant and highly at risk for violence or not completing High School and are referred by principals,
counselors and therapists.
Program Goals:
To support positive alternatives to violence and to reduce retaliation, re-injury, arrest and truancy
Resources:
Peer-based staff (Intervention Specialists), referrals from counselors, principals and therapists at Castlemont Community of Small
Schools, referrals from Highland Hospital, collaborations with community based organizations, job training programs , medical and
mental health providers
Impact:
Reduction in % of youth enrolled in case management who will be re-injured by violence, arrested for violence or leave school
before completion
Assumptions:
• If Intervention takes place at earliest point of critical exposure to violence or risk of violence, youth are more open to making
a change in their lifestyle.
• Local community, peer based staff (intervention specialists) who have overcome violence in their own lives are uniquely
effective in their interaction with violently injured youth.
• That intervention at the point of injury due to violence in the form of long-term case management, goal setting, linkages to
appropriate community services, mentoring home visits and follow-up will reduce retaliatory violence, re-injury and arrest.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To improve education attainment for youth who do not already have a high school diploma
Identify clients without
Intervention specialist
40 youth per year
Reduced truancy
Improved life choices,
GED or high school
(staff), partnership with
receiving intensive
Enrollment in High School
increased opportunities
diploma, connect them to
Castlemont Community
outreach, 60 clients
or GED prep class
for success, reduced
GED prep classes or
of Small Schools,
enrolled in case mgmt,
violence and injury
enroll in high school
linkages to appropriate
1750 youth case mgmt
educational support
client contacts, 80 client
programs and GED
intensive outreach
Not captured or measured
OUSD: # of youth
prep programs
contacts
remaining
enrolled
in
High
at this time –
ALL outreach &
School
or
GED
prep
Anecdotal
contacts from
Internal
case
mgmt
reports
evidence/indicators – past
Castlemont Schools or
clients continue to keep in
Highland Hosp.
touch
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

ShortTerm/Intermedaite
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data

Long Term
Outcomes(1-3 years)
Sources of Data

Objective II: : To link all clients identifying employment as a need with job training programs and job seeking and readiness services
Staff, linkages to job
Placement of up to 60
Assess needs, develop
Enrolled in job training
Ongoing employment,
training service providers,
youth per year,
individual service plan with
program and/or
better life skills,
Up to 60 youth who
mentoring and coaching
client to include short and
employed
Reduced recidivism:
services
have completed
long-term employment
violence, injury and arrest
resumes, enrolled in
goals, provide resume
and/or completed job
writing and interviewing
training program,
instruction, link to
Not captured or measured at
Internal measurement
found employment
appropriate job training
this time –
only
–
monthly
status
program, provide necessary
ALL youth from
reports
include
Anecdotal
clothing, tools for
Highland Hosp or
employment
status
evidence/indicators –
employment
Castlemont Schools)
client/staff relationships
outlast enrollment ends.
Internal reporting ends and
tracking data is not available
through CitySpan after
exiting
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Objective III: To improve mental and physical health status
Staff, Highland Hospital,
Up to 60 youth per year
Identify clients and family
physical and mental
enrolled in case mgmt
members of clients in need
health care providers,
referral process,
of mental health services,
schools and CBO’s
1750 youth case mgmt
link to appropriate services,
client contacts,
provide follow-up through
80 client intensive
continued case
outreach contacts,
management, provide
Up to 40 violently injured
referrals for necessary
youth or chronically
medical after-care
truant students
receiving intensive
outreach

Section VII: Program Report, Youth Alive! Street Outreach

Short-Term/Intermedaite
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data

Long Term Outcomes(1-3
years) Sources of Data

Reduction in traumatic
stress resulting from
injury - Improved
recovery from injuries

Reduction in long-term
mental health effects from
traumatic stress
Improved physical recovery
from violent injury

Internal reports,baseline
information provided by
partner agencies when
youth are referred
NOTE:Data from
referral agencies not
always available

Not yet measured
Internal reporting ends and
tracking data is not through
CitySpan after exiting (6 -9
months)
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermedaite Long Term Outcomes(1-3
Outcomes (<1year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective IV: To build individual social support network for each client that will be available to them after completion of Youth ALIVE!
program.
Provide linkages to social
Staff, network of mentors,
Linkage of up to 60
Individual support
Non-violent lifestyle,
support groups, accompany
partnerships with
violently injured youth
system that will outlast
reduced recidivism, strong
youth for introductions as
appropriate CBO’s
referred by Highland
enrollment in Youth
support system, positive
appropriate
(YMCA, Boys and Girls
Hospital or chronically
Alive!
role models, trusting
clubs, religious
truant students
Skill-set with which to
relationships, strong set of
organizations)
referred by Castlemont
make more positive life
life skills, better decision
schools to support
choices
making abilities
networks , Internal
Not yet well-measured
Internal reports, # of
case management
Internal reporting ends and
youth continuing in
reports
CBOs – can only
tracking data is not available
establish/measure
through CitySpan after
enrollment, no follow
exiting (6 months)
up data available
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Objective III: To improve mental and physical health status
Staff, Highland Hospital,
Identify clients and family
physical and mental
members of clients in need of
health care providers,
mental health services, link to
schools and CBO’s
appropriate services, provide
follow-up through continued
case management, provide
referrals for necessary
medical after-care

Up to 60 youth per year
enrolled in case mgmt
referral process,
1750 youth case mgmt
client contacts,
80 client intensive
outreach contacts,
Up to 40 violently
injured youth or
chronically truant
students receiving
intensive outreach

Reduction in traumatic
stress resulting from
injury - Improved
recovery from injuries

Reduction in long-term mental
health effects from traumatic
stress
Improved physical recovery
from violent injury

Internal reports,baseline
information provided by
partner agencies when
youth are referred
NOTE:Data from referral
agencies not always
available

Not yet measured
Internal reporting ends
and tracking data is not
through CitySpan after
exiting (6 -9 months)

Objective IV: To build individual social support network for each client that will be available to them after completion of YA! program.
Provide linkages to social
Staff, network of mentors,
Linkage of up to 60
Individual support
Non-violent lifestyle, reduced
support groups, accompany
partnerships with
violently injured youth
system that will outlast
recidivism, strong support
youth for introductions as
appropriate CBO’s
referred by Highland
enrollment in YA!
system, positive role models,
appropriate
(YMCA, Boys and Girls
Hospital or chronically
Skill-set with which to
trusting relationships, strong
clubs, religious
truant students
make more positive life
set of life skills, better
organizations)
referred by Castlemont
choices
decision making abilities
schools to support
Not yet well-measured
Internal reports, # of
networks , Internal
Internal reporting ends and
youth continuing in
case management
tracking data is not available
CBOs – can only
reports
through CitySpan after exiting
establish/measure
(6 months)
enrollment, no follow
up data available
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes hospitals and
police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those participants
who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
i
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
YU’s Street Outreach program
encourages at-risk youth to engage in
pro-social activities. Outreach efforts
primarily target African American gangimpacted youth living in East Oakland.
Staff members strive to develop trusting
relationships so that youth can turn to
them for assistance in mediating
conflicts. YU’s Street Outreach also
connects youth to critical services such
as employment training. YU’s Street
Outreach is founded on the assumption
that interventions and alternative
social/recreational programming will
help East Oakland’s youth avoid gangrelated activities and thus improve
community safety.

The program is also supported by
partnerships with the Peacemaking
outreach team (including the YU case
managers) and other Oakland Street
Outreach teams. According to staff,
there is a shared understanding of the
different geographic regions and the
teams communicate to ensure that all
identified areas have coverage.
YU Street Outreach client referrals were
received from the following sources.
Referral Sourcei

Referral Source

% of
Consented
Clients

Service

70%

Personal

30%

OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
YU’s Street Outreach received $175,000
from the Measure Y Initiative.

Data Collection Methods
A large part of YU’s Street Outreach
work is devoted to conflict mediation.
Street outreach workers document the
ongoing nature of the conflicts they are
addressing and rate them according to
the following criteria:
• Preventative, before violence
occurs and interventionist, after
violence has occurred
• Low level conflict – verbal threats,
taunts, and aggression
• Mid-level conflict – Some physical
interactions and aggression
• High-level conflict – Any threat or
actual experience of gun use, any
potential retaliatory situation
outcomes
In addition, a Measure Y Outreach Form
is completed for youth with whom an
ongoing relationship has been
established.

Staff and Partners
YU is staffed by three FTE Street
Outreach Workers.

Risk and Protective Factors
Risk factors were identified for 30% of
consented clients. Exposure to violence

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
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was the most commonly cited risk
factor.
Risk Factor of Participantsii

Risk Factor

% of
Consented
Clients

Exposed to
Violence

III.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of
Serviceiii

26%

Parole

1%

Probation

1%

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The YU Street Outreach program
conducts the following activities:
• Conducts street outreach to
identified neighborhoods and
engage the youth and adults on the
streets. In some instances they may
seek out youth directly at known
hang-out locations. Outreach staff
makes an effort to connect to
individuals and to talk with them
about the services and opportunities
available through Measure Y
programs. In particular the Street
Outreach team emphasizes the
availability of employment training
and job placement supports.
• Employs conflict resolution
strategies to reduce the incidence of
violence, especially gun violence
and homicides. The team seeks to
intervene before violence escalates
and seeks to help parties come to a
non-violent resolution.

Service
Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Group

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

0

0

0%

Individual

336

4

100%

Intensive
Outreach

334

4

99%

2

1

1%

Case
Management

Total

336

In addition to the many outreach events
conducted by program staff, YU’s Street
Outreach also engaged in a number of
community events, attended
City/Measure Y related functions. The
following table depicts the percentage of
total events by type of event.
Total Program Events
Street Outreach

95%

Other Public Events

4%

City/Measure Y Events

1%

Total

100%

Program staff estimates that over the
course of the year they spent over 1,000
hours and touched nearly 16,000
individuals. The table below illustrates
the geographic breakdown of street
outreach events.
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Stakeholders also offered suggestions
on how the program could be improved.

Outreach Events
East Oakland

98%

Other Areas of Oakland

1%

Outside of Oakland

<1%

Total

100%

It seems to me that since there are multiple sites
involved in the Mayor’s Street Outreach that they
should have monthly coordination meetings where
teams get together and share best practices, news
and cross-train.

Success Story

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Because of the nature of the program’s
work, no satisfaction surveys were
conducted with Youth Alive.
Stakeholder Feedback
Overall, stakeholders interviewed
expressed satisfaction with the one-onone interventions provided by the
program.
Street Outreach is really important. We need people
who can engage the youth, people who aren’t police
but are trained to deal with the situation. Youth don’t
trust the police and sometimes calling them can
exacerbate the situation. I think the police are aware
of this too.
It is nice to have partners to work with. This is not an
easy task. The police can’t be everywhere. There are
not enough people directed to the right services…the
community is disjointed.

One youth confided to a staff member at
a local community organization that he
was being threatened. Men with
weapons had broken into his apartment
and threatened to harm him. He was
fearful for his safety and did not know
what to do. The man was referred to
the Peacemaking team who provided
immediate intervention. They found a
safe place for him to stay for the
weekend and then worked to mediate
the conflict.

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?

Strengths
Street outreach team members are
indigenous to the city and the culture of
the at-risk youth they work with. This
gives them a high level of credibility in
conducting outreach activities. For
many staff members personal
experiences form the basis of the
commitment to do this very challenging
work.
Challenges
Keeping up with administrative tasks is
challenging, in part because of the
unusual hours kept by street outreach
workers. The re-organization of the
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street outreach team and the promotion
of a new team leader has led to the
development of new strategies for
recording information and filing case
notes; this is still a “work in progress.”
The lack of staff training on data
collection and reporting has presented a
significant challenge.
The greatest challenge according to
staff was the difficulty in finding “reliable
resources and referrals for gainful
employment for clients.” One of the
major emphases of Peacemaking has
been promoting employment
opportunities. With the economic
downturn this has become increasingly
challenging. According to later quarterly
reports, Peacemaking staff have had to
“develop a more realistic approach for
addressing employment needs – ones
that fit within our ability and capacity as
a street based outreach workers in this
economy.”

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are
suggested for the YU program:
1. YU staff may want to re-examine the
strength of their partnership with
probation, OPD, and the PSOs.
Although several efforts appear to
have been made to reach out to
justice staff (for example the Open
House), more concrete
arrangements and agreements on
communication and information
sharing may be necessary. In
particular OPD and YU staff need to
come to an understanding of how to
work together with youth who are
suspected of engaging in violent or
criminal activity, understanding that
there may be conflicting goals at
work (i.e. keeping kids out of jail vs.
ensuring that those who commit
crimes are brought before a judge.)
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Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Theory of Change:

Activities

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: YOUTH UPRISING MAYOR’S STREET OUTREACH
Youth Outreach
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved in
programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage successful
outcomes.
To encourage successful outcomes for youth who are members and to build capacity of youth to transform their own community.
To engage at-risk youth in pro-social activities, creating a safer environment for them and the wider community
Measure Y accounts for approximately 15% of the resources required to run the Youth Uprising programs. Additional resources
are youth staff and social capital through participation of Too Short and other recognized community leaders.
Participating youth will be engaged and directed to positive resources in the community.
Interventions such as street outreach, outreach to incarcerated youth, youth intervention and alternative social/recreational
programming will contribute to improved safety, well-being and pro-social involvement of Oakland’s at-risk and gang impacted
youth.

Resources

Objective I: Improve academic outcomes of youth participants
Through social and interpersonal
Through social and
work give members the values and
interpersonal work give
motivation to attend and pay
members the values and
attention in school.
motivation to attend and
pay attention in school.
Objective I: Improve academic
outcomes of youth participants
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes of
youth participants

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Through social and
interpersonal work give
members the values and
motivation to attend and
pay attention in school.
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes of
youth participants

Section VII: Program Report, Youth UpRising Mayor’s Street Outreach

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Through social and
interpersonal work give
members the values and
motivation to attend and pay
attention in school.
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes of
youth participants

Long-Term
Outcomes
(1-3 years)
Sources of
Data

Through social and
interpersonal work
give members the
values and motivation
to attend and pay
attention in school.
Objective I: Improve
academic outcomes
of youth participants
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: : To link all clients identifying employment as a need with job training programs and job seeking and readiness services
Improved behavior and
Change in behaviors:
Computer lab, tutors, and
Number of youth
Through group discussions
performance in school
Increase self-esteem
other academic supports
participating in the
(Men-Up, Womens Circle) and
Improved pro-social
different program
purchased outside of
sports activities (basketball,
skills including anger
Employment or job readiness
Measure Y dollars
components and
dance) and non-measure Y
management
average dosage in a 6
funded activities (video
Value of school, work
month time period
production, computers, etc)
Decision-making skills
For an average of 18
hours per case managed
Provide safe and supportive
client and 133 for sports
environment to engage with
clients
friends, peers and caring adults.
400 youth attend youth
uprising events

Case management for 40 youth

Intensive outreach to 80
clients


Through group discussions
(Men-Up, Womens Circle) and
sports activities (basketball,
dance) and non-measure Y
funded activities (video
production, computers, etc)
Provide safe and supportive
environment to engage with
friends, peers and caring adults.
Case management for 40 youth

Computer lab, tutors, and
other academic supports
purchased outside of
Measure Y dollars

Number of youth
participating in the
different program
components and
average dosage in a 6
month time period
For an average of 18
hours per case managed
client and 133 for sports
clients
400 youth attend youth
uprising events

75% of clients not
suspended from
school
arrests for non-violent
offenses – target 75 not
arrested

Change in behaviors:
Increase self-esteem
Improved pro-social
skills including anger
management
Value of school, work
Decision-making skills

Not yet measured:
Recommend school principal
or teacher interviews or
surveys.
Not Yet Measured
Number completed job
training number employed
Improved behavior and
performance in school
Employment or job readiness

Intensive outreach to 80
clients

Section VII: Program Report, Youth UpRising Mayor’s Street Outreach
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Youth UpRising Mayor’s Street Outreach

Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

ShortTerm/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

Objective III: Give youth the language and skills to discuss their environment and develop appropriate responses to their social
environment
Through group discussions
Through group
Through group
Through group discussions
Through group
and case management and
discussions and case
discussions and case and case management and
discussions and case
referrals to other Youth
management and
management and
management and
referrals to other Youth
Uprising services – including
referrals to other Youth referrals to other Youth
referrals to other
Uprising services – including
mental health and career and Uprising services –
Youth Uprising
mental health and career and
Uprising services –
education services
including mental health including mental health
services – including
education services
and career and
and career and
mental health and
education services
education services
career and education
services

Internal reports, #
of youth continuing
in CBOs – can
only
establish/measure
enrollment, no
follow up data
available

Section VII: Program Report, Youth UpRising Mayor’s Street Outreach

Not yet well-measured
Internal reporting ends and
tracking data is not
available through CitySpan
after exiting (6 months)
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and selfreferral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services.
“Crisis” includes hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii
Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition
to those included above.
iii
Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service
received by only those participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
i
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America Works

Transitional Job Training
I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
America Works provides transitional
employment assistance to adults
between the ages of 18 and 35 with
criminal records. Their primary objective
is to achieve rapid attachment to
employment by building clients’ job
readiness skills and providing intensive
job placement and retention support.
Long term goals are to increase
employment for former offenders to
allow for successful reintegration into
society and reduce recidivism. Research
has shown that ex-offenders who are
employed are significantly less likely to
commit new crimes.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
America Works received $401,700 from
the Measure Y VPP Initiative.
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Staff and Patners
America Works is staffed by 5 FTE
position: 1 Program Director, 1 Sales
Person, 1 Trainer and 1 Administrative
Staffer.
The majority of referrals (88%) to
America Works are received from
Justice agencies.
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Justice

88%

Unknown

12%

Data Collection Methods
America Works tracks client information
and progress in two forms: data entered
into CitySpan youth Management
Information System (Cityspan MIS) and
with intake and ongoing assessments.
Each enrolled participant undergoes an
intake assessment to identify
employability, work experience, areas of
interest, job training needs, and other
factors that may influence employment
placement. Job readiness classes are
organized into modules. Each
participant must either complete the
preceding module or demonstrate
competence in the skills covered.
Participants undergo assessments at
the end of each module.
Staff reported strict adherence to weekly
reporting of client information into
CitySpan MIS database. A supervisor
reviews data and prepares reports for
submission to the City. Staff reported
that they maintain strict requirements
and deadlines for program participants
to turn in required documentation and
consent forms. The Evaluation Team
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recommends that data collection
methods be improved upon by adding
more frequent and consistent reporting
of individual outcomes.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 101 participants served by
America Works, all (100%) consented to
participating in the evaluation activities.
Consent Rates
Consented

100%

Withheld Consent

0%

Missing Consent

0%

Client Demographics
Among all consented participants,
America Works’ clients are
predominantly African American (77%),
male (78%), and living in East (33%)
and Central (24%) Oakland. 66% of
consented participants are 26-years or
older.
Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. As expected, Parole
and Probation were the most common
risk factors of America Works’ clients.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Clients

Parole

64%

Probation

44%
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III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
America Works uses the following
activities and supports to achieve its
outcomes:
• Rapidly connect probationers or
parolees to employment. Staff
assess clients’ job readiness and
improve their employability through
job readiness trainings focusing on
topics such as resume building,
interview techniques,
professionalism, and skills for
maintaining employment. The
trainings consist of modules,
individually tailored to fit the
strengths, needs, and skills of each
client. Each client enters the training
program at a level that is appropriate
to his/her skills and background and
is provided weekly training until
placed with an employer.
• Refer clients with challenges (i.e.
substance use disorders) that
significantly impede their ability to
maintain a job to other
services/providers.
• Build relationships with employers to
place clients in jobs within 10 days of
enrollment in the program.
• Provide employers with full
disclosure of clients’ records, thus
averting potential challenges on the
job.
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•

Provide ongoing support and checkins with participants to help them
retain a job. Participants receive
incentives and rewards for achieving
programmatic goals (i.e. gift
certificates, celebrations etc.).
America Works respects clients’
experiences and will remove an
individual from a difficult placement
rather than have problems escalate
or frustrate the client and result in
him or her giving up.

Services and Events
No group or individual service hours
were recorded in the CitySpan MIS
database.

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Are clients satisfied?
Service Impact
The Participant Survey below is a
convenience sample of currently
enrolled participants and may not reflect
information about participants who
received services before or after the
survey was administered. Furthermore,
the sample size for America Works was
19, though the program serves over 100
clients annually. The results may not be
representative of the overall
demographics of America Works’
clients.
Survey participants were asked to report
their level of agreement with statements
that measure the individually-perceived
impact of services upon attitudes and
behaviors. A 1-5 scale was used; 5
indicated strong agreement with
statements.
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The table below provides a
demographic summary of survey
respondents.

Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 19
Number Served: 23
Percent goal was reached: 83%
Enrollment:
o 10.5% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 4
weeks
o 31.6% of clients that have been enrolled for 1-3
months
o 21.1% have been enrolled for 4-6 months
o 36.8% have been enrolled for more than 6
months
Attendance:
o 5.3% of clients rarely attend this program
o 21% of clients surveyed attend activities
sometimes
o 36.8% of clients attend this program often
o 31.6% of clients attend all of the time
o 5.3% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o 66.7% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o 4.8% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 9.5% of clients identify as White
o 4.8% of clients identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o 4.8% of clients identify as Native American
o 9.5% identify as Other
o 32.6% of clients surveyed identified as multiracial
Residence:
o 10.5% of clients surveyed stated that they live
in North Oakland
o 15.8% of clients stated that they live in West
Oakland
o 26.3% of clients stated that they live in Central
Oakland (Flatlands west of High Street)
o 42.1% of clients surveyed stated that they live
in East Oakland (East of High Street)
o 5.3% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o 21.1% of clients surveyed are 18-22 years old
o 31.6% are 23-27
o 47.4% of clients are 28-32 years old
Gender:
o 100% of clients are male
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The chart below depicts the
respondents’ average level of
agreement with statements about
program outcomes. As reflected,
participants reported that America
Works is effective in teaching them
important life skills.
As a Result of America
Works…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.37

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.33

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

4.22

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.53

I take better care of myself

4.33

I feel hopeful about the future

4.32

I am better at controlling my anger

4.11

I am better at solving problems

4.00

Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholder interviews reveals strong
support for the program. Community
organizations and public agencies
agreed that America Works is fulfilling a
critical role in serving the reentry
population and has made a difference in
the lives of its clients. As one public
agency partner reported.
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(We’ve) never had a provider before America
Works that is willing to work with this population.
They’re doing a great job…They are great at
building personal connections, getting a sense of
how to work with systems like ours. When they
first approached us, I explained to them that they
need to talk to us and really explain to us what
they’re doing. That way, if funding comes our
way that would be better put to use by them.
The need for their services is so great—helping
people who have been in trouble find jobs in this
very saturated market.Our contention is that any
time you are able to get – most especially with
the young men—them in to viable employment,
it’s critical in dropping their old habits. If you can
give those young folks in a productive way, it’s
going to reduce crime for us. When a probation
officer sits down to work with someone who’s
working, they don’t worry about them the same
way as someone with no job. So, yes, they are
doing a fantastic job, meeting a very critical
need.”
Success Stories
Staff at America Works were eager to
share the stories of their client’s
achievements. A sampling of their
comments follow:
“David”, he came in and had experience in the
funeral services. He found a job on the internet
and got a job on his own, but then was laid off
shortly thereafter because he didn’t reveal his
background. We get a lot of publicity; we had an
article about America Works, we were flooded
with calls from clients and also employers. At this
time, an employer called and was the owner of
business; he told us what he was looking for. We
sent “David” out there, making $15/hr doing a
clerical job. The employer loves him and has
given us two more orders. “David” loves it; he
comes in smiling.
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This one client got a job where he was told that
he was making $10/hr. When he went in, then
they told him that it was on commission. The job
was at a gas station selling cans of car cleaner
with three others who were working on
commission. He was disappointed, but we
worked with him to try to make lemons into
lemonade. We asked him to set some goals for
himself around how many cans he could sell in a
week. He thought he could do it. He thought it
was reasonable and we calculated that he would
be making $42/hr if he met his goal. We made a
spreadsheet for him to track what he was selling
and he was excited about it. At the end of the first
week, he made $25/hr. Suddenly he didn’t want
to get replaced or switch to a job making $10/hr
not on commission. He learned so much through
that experience

This other woman, we got her placed in a
cooking school; it was only $75/week for about
12 hrs per week- more like a training program.
Then she did so well after two months, they hired
her. Then, she got hired at another restaurant
and has been very successful. She had a
violence offense and was so low about her future
when she came in- thought she couldn’t do
anything. Now she has a skill and is really lifted
on another level. People are fragile when they
get out. If you make it to 6 months with them,
you’ve really crossed a hurdle. We did that with
her.
Client Satisfaction
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with staff’s respect and
ability to provide services in clients’
primary language.
The following chart depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements about program quality.
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Client Satisfaction with
America Works

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.95

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.68

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.47

Staff was supportive

4.69

I received services that were helpful

4.63

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.61

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.79

I received services in my primary
language

4.95

I received services when I needed
them

4.53

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.72

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of the
program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A primary strength of America Works is
its service model. America Works is
founded on the belief that rapid
attachment to employment upon reentry
builds clients’ successful reintegration
into the community and protects against
further engagement with the criminal
justice system. Equally important,
America Works believes that employers
are more likely to collaborate with the
organization when they feel that a need
is being met through the relationship.
America Works’ sales message to
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employers emphasizes how the
organization can meet employer needs,
as opposed to appealing to their desire
to give former offenders a second
chance. As a result, America Works has
experienced fewer barriers with securing
employer partnerships than other similar
employment and training organizations.
Another strength is that America Works
focuses narrowly on rapid attachment to
work. America Works has a structured
approach and timeline for preparing and
placing its clients in employment. If
clients have significant challenges that
will interfere with their ability to find and
maintain a job, they are referred to
additional supportive services and/or
other employment agencies that provide
more comprehensive services (i.e.
employment and training with case
management). By assessing client
needs and readiness at intake, America
Works has successfully met its goals of
preparing clients for employment,
attaching them to work, and ensuring
that they retain a job for 4-6 months.
The staff members of America Works
are also key to the program’s success.
Staff were described as dedicated,
caring, and committed to helping their
clients. A relatively new program in
Oakland, the program director
successfully got the program up and
running within a short time period. The
overall operations of America Works run
smoothly under her direction, which
enables the organization to effectively
serve its clients.
Located in downtown Oakland, America
Works is accessible by public
transportation and easy for clients to
reach. The office is a small but
welcoming environment, with a
Section VII: Program Report, America Works

classroom space large enough to
accommodate at least 20 clients. The
classroom is equipped with computers,
a fax, and telephone for clients to use in
their job search. The offices are
functional, but also include interior
touches, such a photographs and
newspaper articles about the
organization that create a positive
atmosphere. The office is located in a
safe location. Clients must check in with
the receptionist.
Challenges
No significant challenges to meeting
contract deliverables were identified;
however, staff members did identify
several challenges common to
employment and training programs. One
of the contract deliverables is finding
jobs for clients that pay a living wage.
For many clients, success means
holding any job for six months; while
America Works’ contract requires that a
certain number of clients have a job that
pays living wage, this sometimes means
encouraging clients who have achieved
stability at a lower paying job to look for
a job that pays a living wage. Not only is
there a shortage of such jobs, but the
change in employment can be
destabilizing and interrupt successful
reentry.
An additional challenge is handling the
high volume of clients. America Works
staff reported that they typically serve
more than the 101 clients they are
contracted to reach on an annual basis.
A key part of the model is conducting a
comprehensive intake assessment,
which provides staff with the information
they need to find an appropriate job,
given the client’s interests, skills and
abilities. Without additional staff, the
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organization is often unable to serve all
who come through its doors.
A challenge common to many
employment and training programs is
finding jobs for offenders. While this has
been less of a problem for America
Works, it has become more of a
challenge over the past year as the job
market contracts.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall, the evaluation findings are very
positive for America Works clients. The
agency exceeded its contractual service
obligations; outcomes for participants
were generally positive. The Evaluation
Team recommends America Works
administrators create a strategic funding
plan to identify additional grants and
public resources that could be leveraged
with Measure Y funding. To ensure that
staff is able to demonstrate the full
impact that program activities have on
participants’ lives, we recommend the
following modifications/additions:
1. Use a pre/post test to identify
changes in clients’ job readiness and
their ability to maintain a job. This
information could be used to
strengthen interventions and could
show the positive short term
outcomes achieved by the program.
2. Leverage Measure Y funding to
garner additional funding. This would
allow more clients to benefit from its
services.
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America Works Transitional Employment Logic Model
MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: AMERICA WORKS
Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:
Activities

Employment & Training
To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults through vocational training and job
placement.
To provide 18-35 year olds with criminal records with rapid attachment to employment by building their job-readiness skills and providing
job placement and retention support.
To increase participant’s ability to obtain employment and retain a job for 4-6 months.

Program Director, 1FTE Sales Person, 1 FTE Trainer, 1 FTE Administrative Assistant; $401,700 Measure Y funds.
By connecting former offenders with employment, they will successfully reintegrate into their communities and will not re-offend.
That job-readiness training, placement, and retention support provide former offenders with protective factors against recidivism.
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To provide 101 former offenders with job readiness and life skills.
1. Decrease in recidivism.
1. Increased knowledge on
1 FTE Trainer
Job Readiness
Process Measures:
2. Increase in employment.
how to complete a resume
Support from Manager
1. 101 former offenders
Training Program:
and online application.
will receive up to 10 days
Provide job readiness
2. Improved knowledge of
of readiness/training
training focusing on
workforce skills, culture, and
courses and assistance.
topics such as
requirements
2. 101 clients completing
resume building,
3. Increased ability to obtain a
Job Readiness Training
interview techniques,
will be successfully placed job.
professionalism, and
with an employer.
skills for maintaining
employment.
Data Sources:
Data Sources:
1. Case notes/CitySpan
Case notes.
Individually tailored to
2. Not yet measured.
meet the strengths,
needs, and skills of
each client. Provided
until client is placed
with employer up to a
maximum of 10 days.
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Activities

Resources

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: To connect 101 former offenders with rapid attachment to employment and retention for a 4-6 month period.
1 FTE Salesperson
1. Build relationships
Long Term:
Short Term:
Process Measures:
1. Improved ability to retain job 1. Decrease in recidivism
Support from Manager and 101 clients will be placed
with employers to
2. Increase in employment
for 4-6 months.
with employers throughout
place clients within 10 Trainer.
2. Improved knowledge of 3. Increase in wages and job
the Bay Area. Clients who
days or refer those
workplace culture, norms, and retention.
retain employment for 3
with other challenges
requirements.
months will receive
(i.e. substance use
incentives, such as
disorders) to other
Data Sources:
1.: Parole
computers, gift certificates,
services/providers.
Data Sources:
Job Retention: Cityspan/case 2. Employment records.
and certificates of
2. Provide employers
3. Employment records.
notes.
achievement.
with full disclosure on
no
measures
1. 92 clients will retain a job Knowledge:
clients’ records to
currently in place.
for 30 days.
avert potential
2. 77 clients will retain a job
challenges on the job.
for 90 days.
Place clients with
3. 61clients will retain a job
employment that
for 180 days.
reflects their interests,
skills, and strengths.
3. Provide ongoing
New relationships will be
support and check-ins
developed with employers in
to clients to ensure
order to facilitate placement.
employment retention.
Provide incentives and
rewards for achieving
Data Sources:
Casenotes/CitySpan
programmatic goals
(i.e. gift certificates,
certificates,
celebrations etc.). Replace clients as
needed if placement is
not working.
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
1
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Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC)
Afterschool Job Training

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
BAVC’s short-term goal is to prepare
youth for careers in the 21st century by
hosting trainings in digital media at two
of Oakland’s continuation high schools.
BAVC’s after school training classes
serve youth who are involved in the
criminal justice system, are truant, or
are otherwise identified as ‘at risk’.
Long-term goals of this project are: 1) to
equip at-risk youth with the education
and training necessary to pursue a
career or additional education in the
digital arts field, 2) to affect a decrease
in clients’ rates of truancy, recidivism,
and/or criminal activity, and 3) to affect
an increase in clients’ educational
attainment. The theoretical
presupposition of the BAVC model is
that educational and vocational training
interventions such as digital arts classes
and vertical mentorship will serve as a
protective factor against truancy and
recidivism. This is supported by the
successful results of BAVC’s work in the
San Francisco communities of Bayview
Hunter’s Point and the Mission.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
BAVC received $77,250 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative and used this
funding to leverage additional private
foundation, community, state, and
federal grants.
Staff and Partners
The BAVC Program was staffed by 2
course instructors, 2 assistants, 1
special projects instructor, and
additional technical and administrative
support personnel.
BAVC’s primary partners include Bay
Area Community Resources (BACR)
and the Oakland Unified School District
(OUSD). BACR provides space for
BAVC classes and assists with
recruitment of young people to the
BAVC program at Ralph Bunche High
School. OUSD provides student
outreach. Initially, BAVC services were
located at Ralph Bunch and Oasis High
Schools, however, due to school safety
challenges, the program at one site was
shut down during the first semester of
the 08-09 school year.
The table on the following page
disaggregates the referral source of
BAVC clients.
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Afterschool Job Training
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

School

61%

Personal

33%

Service

2%

Justice

2%

Crisis

1%

Data Collection Methods
BAVC staff report that they currently
enter client information into the
CitySpan Management Information
System (CitySpan MIS). At the time of
the site visit, CitySpan MIS documented
57 enrolled clients, while program staff
reported that only 11-15 students are
truly enrolled and attending classes. The
large discrepancy between the number
of active and enrolled clients presents a
challenge in terms of evaluating
outcomes. Many of the enrolled
students have not actually received the
intended dosage of services, though the
data prepared by CitySpan would
include them in the pool of clients
receiving services. The inclusion of data
on such clients could negatively skew
the outcome data on the impact of
BAVC clients, as we would expect
clients who have not actually received
the intended services to have worse
outcomes. The ability to evaluate
BAVC’s impact on its clients could be
improved by resolving the discrepancy
between the number of enrolled and
active clients.
BAVC instructors reported that they
typically wait until a participant has
attended classes regularly for two
weeks before entering them into the
CitySpan because many students may
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come to class for one or two days and
then stop attending. BAVC does not
typically enroll students until after they
have expressed a commitment to
regular attendance. At the site visit,
program staff reported that internal
program enrollment forms do not
contain all the required information for
the CitySpan MIS and that instructors
often have to hunt down additional
information, such as student
identification numbers. BAVC instructors
reported that they sometimes have
challenges getting students to return
consent forms, especially because they
serve students who often have tenuous
or minimal relationships with their
parents or guardians.
Staff reported a heavy reliance on data
from the OUSD AERIES data system to
track the outcomes of students in the
program. Program staff noted the
importance of the cooperation they
received from school staff and
administrators in providing regular
reports on the discipline, attendance,
and truancy status of students in their
program.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 46 participants enrolled
and attending BAVC trainings, 61%
consented to sharing information.
Unless otherwise specified, data used
throughout this report refer to consented
clients only.
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Consent Rates
Consented

61%

Withheld Consent

39%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Among consented clients, data suggest
that the majority identify as Latino
(45%), followed by Asian (30%), and
African American (19%); 7% identify as
multi-ethnic. Overwhelmingly, clients
are residents of East Oakland (69%),
with 29% of residents living between
High Street and 103rd and 35% living in
“Central” Oakland between Lake Merit
and High Street.

•

Risk Factors
The following risk factors were identified
for BAVC participants:
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Clients

Parole

21%

None

79%

Participants receive 10 hrs per week
of instruction in either digital video or
digital music, covering digital
technologies, professional
opportunities, and the creation of
student portfolios documenting their
skills, competencies, and
productions.
Increase students’ knowledge and
interest in the digital arts fields
through outside professional
speakers, referrals, and
employment. At least one
professional speaker from the digital
arts field presents to participants
each semester. Instructors also
provide enrolled participants with
referrals to additional training and
internship opportunities at BAVC and
other programs. BAVC also employs
participants who demonstrate
leadership capacity and technical
mastery.

The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in the
CitySpan MIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided? Do service hours
correlate to any positive outcomes?
Service Strategies
The BAVC staff conduct the following
activities:
• Provide weekly instruction in digital
arts at two Continuation High
Schools, including 1 digital video
class and 1 digital music class.
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Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

1,541

18

49%

Job
Skills/Vocational
Training

2,776

60

33%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

2,776

60

33%

Work Experience

2,776

60

33%

Individual

3

0

1%

Mentoring

2

0

0%

1

0

0%

Work Experience
Total

8,329
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III.

OUTCOMES

To evaluate program impact, the
evaluation team administered a client
satisfaction survey. The survey was a
convenience sample of currently
reenrolled participants and may not
reflect information about participants
who received services before or after
the survey was administered.
The table in the adjacent column
provides a demographic summary of
survey respondents.
The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge BAVC’s impact on personal
attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5 scale
was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. Overall,
clients reported strong, positive impact.
As a Result of BAVC…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.50

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.67

I attend school more regularly

4.63

I am doing better in my classes

4.43

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

4.11

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.50

I take better care of myself

4.45

I feel hopeful about the future

4.57

I am better at controlling my anger

4.38

I am better at solving problems

4.50
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Demographics of Clients who responded to
survey:
Number Responded: 22
Target Number: 20
Percent goal was reached: 110%
Enrollment:
o 4.8% of clients have been enrolled less
than one week
o 19% of clients surveyed have been
enrolled for 1 to 4 weeks
o 23.8% of clients have been enrolled for 1
to 3 months
o 47.6% of clients that have been enrolled
for 4 to 6 months
o 4.8% have been enrolled for more tan 6
months
Attendance:
o 4.6 % of clients surveyed attend activities
sometimes
o 18.2% of clients attend this program often
o 72.7% of clients attend all of the time
o 4.6% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o 51.9% of clients surveyed identify as
African American
o 14.8% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 11.1% identify as White
o 3.7% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o 7.4% identify as Native American
o 3.7% identify as other
o 31.8% of clients surveyed identified as
multi-racial
o 7.4% of clients surveyed did not answer
either question
Residence:
o 13.6% of clients surveyed stated that they
live in North Oakland
o 13.6% of clients live in West Oakland
o 54.6% of clients surveyed stated that they
live in East Oakland (East of High
Street)
o 13.6% live in the Oakland Hills (above
580)
o 4.6%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o 31.82% of clients are 16 years old
o 40.9% of clients surveyed are 17
o 18.2% are 18 years old
o 9.1% are older than 19
Gender:
o 45.5% of clients are male
o 54.5% of clients are female
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders reported mixed levels of
satisfaction with the BAVC’s services.
Partners from one of the school sites
noted that the program staff were
sometimes unequipped to handle
behavioral issues and that classroom
management was an area for
improvement. On the positive side,
stakeholders reported highly valuing
BAVC’s fundamental tenets and
underlying service delivery model.
Last year, I was pleasantly surprised. This
year, I was disappointed. The BAVC
teachers were new and didn’t know how to
handle the classroom. What was lacking
was a knowledge of how to coach students
who don’t know how to handle expensive
equipment and discipline the kids in a
professional manner. However, their
strength is that they have knowledgeable
people to coach the students on special
equipment they wouldn’t otherwise have
access to. This is a great opportunity for
students.

Client Interview
At the site visit, one client was
interviewed. The client reported strong
satisfaction with the BAVC program and
noted that he had developed skills and
interest in the digital arts, an area that
he had not previously considered or
explored. Program and partner staff
reported that a primary challenge with
the client population is truancy during
the regular school day and that student
attendance in other classes had
improved as a result of participation in
the program. Students look forward to
participating in BAVC classes and feel a
sense of competency in relation to their
newly acquired skills, which can
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contribute towards a shift in their overall
attitude towards school
Client Satisfaction
A survey was administered to assess
client satisfaction with BAVC. The table
below depicts clients’ average level of
agreement with statements that gauge
client satisfaction with BAVC’s staff and
services. A 1-5 scale was used, with 5
denoting ‘strong agreement’ with the
statement.
BAVC’s client satisfaction scores rank
among the highest of all Measure Y
programs. Staff received perfect scores
for their respectfulness and
supportiveness. Overall, BAVC clients
indicated complete satisfaction with the
services provided.
Client Satisfaction with BAVC

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

5.00

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.63

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.89

Staff was supportive

5.00

I received services that were helpful

4.89

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.67

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.89

I received services in my primary
language

4.88

I received services when I needed
them

4.75

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

5.00
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A primary strength of BAVC is that its
instructors are digital artists themselves,
share the same cultural background as
students, and may have been former
participants of BAVC programs. At the
site visits, staff appeared to have
developed strong rapports with
students. Clients are interested in the
subject matter and engaged in the
activities.
Challenges
The closing of the Oasis site limited
BAVC’s ability to meet its service
delivery targets. Additionally, program
staff reported challenges in meeting the
needs of the Measure Y target
population with the limited funds
available. According to staff,
establishing relationships with the
Measure Y target population requires a
large investment of time and resources,
strong supportive services, and ongoing
commitment from instructors and staff.
BAVC reported challenges in engaging
and retaining students who have a very
high level of need.

While the informal environment can help
students who have not succeeded in
formal academic settings, it can also be
insufficient for delivering a structured
lesson plan.

VI. Recommendations
Given these findings, the evaluation
team posits the following
recommendations:
1. Provide professional

development in the areas of
lesson planning, classroom
management, and benchmarking
student and program progress.
2. Improve data collection methods
by including all required CitySpan
MIS fields on the BAVC
enrollment forms and by
providing additional incentives for
students to return the consent
forms.
3. Develop partnerships with
organizations that provide
supportive services to improve
program retention, develop
alternative site locations, and
enhance outreach at the existing
program site.

The instructional approach and
curriculum of the BAVC digital media
programs could benefit from clearer
articulation. At the site visit, instructors
did not appear to have a clear lesson
plan with learning objectives in place.
The classroom environment was
informal and students spent a significant
amount of time “transitioning to work.”
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: BAY AREA VIDEO COALITION (BAVC)
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

Employment & Training
To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults through vocational training and job
placement.
Program Purpose
To improve at-risk youth’s preparation for careers in the 21st century through training in digital media.
Program Goals:
To increase students’ media literacy, to develop students’ technological skills and to provide students with a forum to tell their own stories.
Resources:
Project director, media instructors, media assistant, in addition to administrative support provided in-kind by BAYVAC. $77,250 provided by
Measure Y initiative. BAYVAC is also supported by funds from community, California and national foundations.
Impact:
To equip at-risk youth with the education and training necessary to pursue a career or additional education in the digital arts field, resulting
in a decrease in truancy, recidivism, and/or criminal activity, and a corresponding increase in educational attainment.
Assumptions:
Educational and vocational training interventions such as digital arts classes, exposure to the digital arts, and vertical mentorship will provide
students with protective factors against truancy and recidivism.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Activities
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Objective I: To increase 40 at-risk students’ media literacy and knowledge of the digital arts field.
1 professional speaker from the
2 course instructors, 2
Process: 10 hours per week Outcomes:
Long Term Outcomes:
1. Decrease in truancy and
digital arts will attend per
assistants, 1 special projects will be provided in video
1 Increase in student
suspensions
semester, weekly classes in video instructor, and
instruction; 10 hours per
knowledge of digital arts
2. Increase in educational
and music technologies,
technical/administrative
week will be provided in
field.
attainment.
community events, and creation
support from BAYVAC.
music instruction. 15
2. Increase in students’
of student portfolios.
students will enroll in video
technical skills in relation to
music and video production.
Offer 1 digital video class and 1
class; 15 students will enroll
3.Placement in internship or
digital music class, each serving
in music class. 30 students
up to 20 high school students at
will produce portfolios.
training program offered by
an Oakland continuation school
BAYVAC
for 10 hrs per week of instruction.
Data Sources:
Data Sources:
Data Sources:
Weekly case notes on
1. Case notes/Portfolio
1.OUSD attendance rates
attendance at each class,
2. BAYVAC database and/or 2. OUSD high school
number of professional
Case Notes in CitySpan.
attainment.
presentations and
community events attended.
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Objective II: To provide 40 at-risk students with the 21st century skills and vocational training in the digital arts.
Weekly instruction in digital arts at 2 course instructors, 2
Process: 1. 15 students will Outcomes:
1. Increase in students’
two Continuation High Schools,
assistants, 1 special projects demonstrate proficiency in
technical skills in relation to
providing 1 digital video class and instructor, and
video arts, as evidenced
music and video production.
1 digital music class, each serving technical/administrative
through their portfolios.
2.Placement in internship or
up to 20 high school students.
2. 15 students will
support from BAYVAC.
training program offered by
Each class offers 10 hrs per week
demonstrate proficiency in
BAYVAC
of instruction.
music arts, as evidenced
3. Decrease in
through their
truancy/suspensions.
Data Sources: Weekly case
notes on attendance,
enrollment numbers, and
student portfolios outlining
key skills obtained.

Data Sources:
1. No measures developed
yet.
2. Case notes
3. OUSD Data

Objective III: To link students with additional training, educational and internship opportunities in the digital arts field.
1. Provide information and referral 2 course instructors, 2
Process: 30 students will
Outcomes:
assistants, 1 special projects receive information about
to students enrolled in digital
1. Increased access to
video and digital music classes, to instructor, and
BAVC programs and other
digital arts classes,
technical/administrative
educate them about additional
programs and employment
internship or training
support from BAYVAC.
training and internship
opportunities.
program offered by BAVC or
opportunities at BAYVAC and
other similar program.
other programs.
2. Employ students who
demonstrate leadership capacity
Data Sources: Weekly
Data Source: Records of
and technical mastery in other
attendance records and
student enrollment in other
programs offered by BAYVAC.
records of information
programs provided by
distributed during class.
BAYVAC.
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Long Term Outcomes:
1. Increased employment.
2. Decreased recidivism

Data Sources:
1. Employment records.
2. Probation records.

Outcomes:
1. Increased employment in the
digital arts field
2. Increase placement of
former participants in BAVC
jobs.

Data Sources:
1. Employment records.
2. BAYVAC employment
records.
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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II.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
Goodwill Industries of the Greater East
Bay (GIEB) provides life skills and job
readiness training, transitional
employment opportunities, and job
placement and retention support to
individuals between the ages of 18 and
32 who are transitioning from
incarceration to mainstream society.
The primary objective is to provide
individuals lacking legitimate
employment history with needed life
skills training and transitional
employment experience. Research has
shown a clear link between crime and
work. Having a legitimate job lessens
the chances of a person engaging in
crime, and the higher the wages, the
less likely a person will engage in crime.
Classroom training and individual
mentoring services provide ex-offenders
with supplemental support such as job
search assistance and substance abuse
services.
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II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Goodwill received $210,000 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.
Staff and Partners
Measure Y funding supported two full
time dedicated staff members—a
Program Specialist who maintains
strong oversight of the program and
works with clients, partners and other
staff to improve clients’ ability to get and
keep a job, and an Employment
Specialist who helps clients to overcome
barriers to employment and employment
issues specific to reentry (such as how
to answer a job interviewer’s questions
about convictions), and models a
successful example of re-entry.
There are also a number of partners that
Goodwill enlists as potential employers
who provide additional transitional job
opportunities, skills training, and /or
supplemental assistance such as
housing, food, mental health services,
substance abuse treatment, etc. The
following are some of these partners:
Volunteers of America, Project Choice,
Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation, America Works, City of
Oakland Reentry Jobs Initiative, Youth
Uprising, Images on the Rise, Allen
Temple, and the Private Industry
Council.
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All (100%) consented clients were
referred by the Justice system.
Referral Source1

Referral
Source

% of Consented
Clients

Justice

100%

Data Collection Methods
Goodwill records client data in their own
customized database and through the
use of extensive case notes;
additionally, program staff report data
into the CitySpan database at least once
per week. The agency uses exit tools
and surveys conducted at 30, 60 and 90
days to track job placement and
retention; this information is
subsequently reported to the City.
Consent
Measure Y program participants are
given the option of releasing their
personal information to the evaluation
team. Generally, however, consent is
not requested of participants during
intensive outreach.
Of the 51 participants served by
Goodwill, 46 consented to sharing
information. Unless otherwise specified,
the data used throughout this report
refers to consented clients only.
Consent Rates
Consented

87%

Client Demographics
Clients served were all male with 20%
between the ages of 18 and 25 and 80%
age 26 or above.
Approximately 2/3 of consenting clients
reside in East Oakland (63%) with 39%
from the “central” region of Oakland
between Lake Merritt and High Street
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and 24% living between High Street and
103rd; 23% of consenting clients are
residents of West Oakland.
Risk Factors
The majority of consenting clients were
identified as having an active parole
status (90%). This was the single
greatest risk factor identified for this
group of program participants.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor
Parole

% of Clients
90%

III. ACTIVITIES
Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The Goodwill program consists of the
following activities:
• Classroom training focuses on life
skills and job readiness information
such as interview techniques,
professionalism, and appropriate
work place conduct. Pre-employment
services include intake interviews,
weekly life skills classes and case
management support with tasks
such as resume building,
interviewing and online job search
and applications.
• Transitional work assignments within
Goodwill or at partner agencies
provide clients with the employment
experience and a work history
necessary for obtaining permanent
employment upon exiting the
program. Transitional jobs last for a
duration of 6 months.
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•

Goodwill staff conducts ongoing
advocacy and relationship-building
with community employers and
public agencies for the purpose of
increasing the number of
employment opportunities available
to ex-offenders. Mentoring and case
management support are available
to all clients while employed at
Goodwill and upon placement with
external employers.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

0

0

0%

Individual

34,455

219

100%

Work Experience

33,028

893

96%

Mentoring

964

24

3%

Case Management

402

8

1%

Intensive Outreach

53

2

0%

7

4

Group

Mental Health
Services
Total

34,455
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% of
Total
Hours

0%

IV. OUTCOMES
Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered. The table
below provides a demographic summary
of survey respondents; following this, on
the next page, survey results are
documented.
Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 41
Target Number: 44
Percent goal was reached: 93%
Enrollment:
o 2.9% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1
to 4 weeks
o 28.6% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3
months
o 28.6% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6
months
o 37.1% have been enrolled for more than 6 months
o 2.9% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o 2.9% of clients attend this program rarely
o 34.3% of clients attend this program often
o 40% of clients attend all of the time
o 22.9% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o 18.4% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o 44.7% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 2.6% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o 5.3% identify as Native American
o 20% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o 13.2% of clients surveyed did not answer either
question
Continued on the next page
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Residence:Research Questions:
o services
2.9% of clients effective
live in West Oakland
Were
in impacting
o 5.7%Do
of clients
live in Central
Oakland
clients?
service
hours
correlate
(Flatlands west of High Street)
to any
positive
outcomes?
Are
o 80%
of clients surveyed
stated that they
live in East Oakland (East of High Street)
clients=
o 11.4% of clients did not answer
Age:
o 20% of clients are 16 years old
o 37% of clients surveyed are 17 years old
o 34.3% are 18
o 8.6% chose not to answer
Gender:
o 71.4% of clients are male
o 17.1% of clients are female

o

11.4% of clients did not answer

The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements
about the program’s impact upon
personal attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5
scale was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. In the
case of Goodwill, clients indicated that
programming had a strong, positive
impact.
As a Result of Goodwill…
I make better choices
I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support
I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs
I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

Mean
Score

It’s really important to have these types of
collaboration among agencies trying to serve the
populations we serve. We refer to Goodwill when
people need services we can’t provide, such as
money for moving houses. Or, if I have people who
need transitional employment and my slots are full, I’ll
send them to her. If folks need a little extra on-the-job
training, I’ll send them to her. They have a good
structure and solid funding.

4.44
4.65
4.62
4.75

I take better care of myself

4.63

I feel hopeful about the future

4.73

I am better at controlling my anger

4.50

I am better at solving problems

4.45

I make better choices

4.44

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.65
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Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with key stakeholders
including partner organizations, public
agencies, and community businesses
showed strong support and appreciation
for Goodwill’s programming.
Organizational partners spoke
specifically about the importance of
maintaining transitional employment
opportunities for clients, while public
agency partners expressed particular
appreciation for the program staff’s
ability to address the needs of a reentry
population in a way that respects clients
and provides alternatives to violence
and crime. As one public agency partner
reported:

Working with the re-entry population, they give them
transitional jobs. It keeps those guys away from
violent crime. It lets them make some money, gives
them responsibility and gives them a purpose and
way to make it so they don’t need to commit crimes
and victimize people. Goodwill is a highly respected
agency and the program is very positive.
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Client Testimony
The clients themselves gave strong
testimony of the program’s positive
impact on their lives. The following
excerpts from client letters demonstrate
the feelings of support and hope that
clients received from the program.
I would like to thank the program director and the rest
of the staff here at Project Choice/ Goodwill Industries
for the great assistance they have provided for me. I
have learned a lot and truly feel that I will succeed in
my future employment because of everything I've
learned. I encourage any others to do well now that I
know that there are people who care and there are
programs that can help those like myself.
I was recently released from San Quentin in March
2008. While Incarcerated I joined a program called
Project Choice to help me transition back into
society. Recently Project Choice has connected with
Goodwill Industries, now they are a strong force. Both
programs are great and have helped me a lot with my
transition back into the real world. Thanks to people
at the Goodwill, I have been able to succeed at what I
am doing here. I am looking forward to more great
opportunities that Project choice and Goodwill have to
offer. I encourage anyone that is seeking help to
come check them out and give them a shot“

Client Satisfaction
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with being treated with
respect and feeling like staff was
supportive. The chart below reflects
clients’ agreement with statement that
gauge programming satisfaction.
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Client Satisfaction with
Goodwill
Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect
The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed
Staff understood my situation and life
experience

Mean
Score
4.95
4.80
4.80

Staff was supportive

4.88

I received services that were helpful

4.82

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.79

I can go to staff for help when I need it

4.80

I received services in my primary
language
I received services when I needed
them
Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

V.

4.93
4.63
4.82

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A primary strength of Goodwill’s
program is its dedicated and qualified
staff. The Program Specialist completed
post graduate studies in criminal justice
and is knowledgeable about best
practices being employed in other
jurisdictions; this knowledge is
combined with a genuine dedication that
results in strong oversight and
committed outreach to find jobs for
clients. The employment specialist
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brings first-hand experience with the
criminal justice system and his own
successful reintegration into the
community, which provides him with
insight into the secondary problems that
clients are facing. His understanding
and respectful way of dealing with
clients creates a safe and trusting
environment that positively impacts
clients.
The greatest strength of Goodwill’s
programming, however, lies in the
nature of the services offered. The
transitional jobs program is invaluable in
the experience it offers to clients who
have no prior legitimate work history and
no knowledge of effective job search
skills or resources. Goodwill is able to
provide both the work history and the
training that allow its clients to feel
equipped to leave the program and
actively search for permanent work
themselves. Goodwill staff also helps
participants with job search and
placement while they are working at
their transitional employment positions.
Challenges
The greatest challenge expressed by
Goodwill staff is the difficulty of finding
permanent employment for the clients
that complete their transitional work
assignments. Ex-offenders face
tremendous discrimination in hiring
practices and are statutorily barred from
pursuing certain occupations. With the
decline in the economy and the
consequent rise in unemployment, the
number of employers who are willing to
give a chance to a client with a criminal
history has diminished.
Another challenge that program staff are
addressing is the difficulty of sustaining
clients in the first two weeks after their
Section VII: Program Report, Goodwill

release from prison. This transition
period is commonly cited as the most
precarious for individuals in reentry
programs. Many of these individuals
lack family supports and thus exit
incarceration without any means of
obtaining food, housing and other basic
necessities. While program staff are
available to offer referrals or resource
information to clients who seek
assistance, there is generally a two
week transition period before Goodwill
can provide concrete assistance in
meeting basic needs. Staff and clients
noted the need for additional resources
to serve these individuals in that crucial
transition period immediately following
release from incarceration.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall the evaluation findings showed
high levels of client satisfaction and the
transitional employment opportunities
that this program offers are recognized
as a valuable resource by clients, staff,
and community stakeholders alike.
However, the impact of programming on
clients’ abilities to obtain permanent
employment or on recidivism could not
be measured from the data available at
this time. Goodwill Industries should
increase the type and frequency of its
data collection efforts in order to be able
to fairly and accurately evaluate the true
impact of its program services. In
addition, it is recommended that:
1. Goodwill should look to best
practices and other local successes
in job readiness instruction and
securing employers for community
placements to strengthen these two
program components.
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2. Goodwill should expand existing
survey instruments and intake
assessments to create pre/post tests
that identify changes in clients’ job
readiness and their ability to
maintain a job. This information
could be used to strengthen
interventions and could show the
positive short term outcomes
achieved by the program.
3. Program staff should conduct best
practice research on effective
strategies for dealing with the initial
two week period after clients are
released from incarceration. There
have been impressive gains noted
by reentry programs that have
adapted the model first used by CEO
in New York City. This program
operates short term transitional
employment crews that engage
offenders no later than their second
day after release; in addition, the
model pays the workers at the end of
each day during these initial short
term work assignments, thus
allowing recently released offenders
a legitimate income for securing
housing, food and other basic
necessities.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL:
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF THE GREATER EAST BAY
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:
Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:
Activities

Employment & Training
To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults
through vocational training and job placement.
To successfully reintegrate 80 formerly incarcerated adults (ages 18-32) through job readiness training
and placement.
To equip clients with the life and job skills, as well as employment opportunities to reintegrate
successfully into society.
1 FTE Program Specialist; 1 FTE Employment Services Specialists: funded at $210,000 from Measure
Y.
By equipping clients with life and job readiness skills, they will be less likely recidivate and more likely
to achieve a higher level of education and successfully reintegrate into society.
That job and life skill trainings, as well as transitional employment opportunities provide protective
factors against recidivism.
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/
Long Term
Sources of Data
Intermediate
Outcomes(1-3 years)
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data

Objective I: To increase formerly incarcerated adults’ job readiness through job and life skill classes.
2 instructors- 1 program
Process: 12 hours
Pre-employment services include:
Short Term:
1. Improved
specialist- Masters in
per week of job
1. Intake interviews- 2 hr
Criminal Justice
readiness and life skill knowledge of
intake/assessment interview, covering
workforce and work
1 employment services
classes will be
criminal history, family support, work
culture.
specialist (formerly
provided. A two hour
history, interests, long term goals, and
incarcerated employee with
intake assessment will 2. Ability to complete
job skills, interests and requirements.
an application online.
first-hand knowledge of
be completed for 80
2.Provide life skill and job readiness
3. Improved conflict
challenges, barriers, and
clients.
classes for 12 hrs per week.
management and life
assets of clients)
A. Life Skills classes cover planning,
skills.
Data Sources: Case
anger management, substance use
notes, excel spread
treatment, reintegration into society,
sheet, and CitySpan
work culture, and money management.
Data Sources:
1. No measures.
database
B. Job Skills classes cover
2. Case notes,
how to prepare an application online,
CitySpan database
how to dress for a job, interviewing,
3. No measures.
and planning ahead.
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Long Term:
1. Improved employment
levels
2. Improved educational
attainment
3. Decreased recidivism
4. Improved life coping
skills- anger
management, job
readiness, and
reintegration.
Data Sources:
1. City Span
2. No measures
3. Probation/Parole
4. No measures
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/
Long Term
Intermediate
Outcomes(1-3 years)
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: To provide 80 formerly incarcerated clients with job placement and transitional employment opportunities.
Process: 80 clients will be Short Term:
2 instructors- 1 program
Provide job counseling and
Long Term:
1. Improved employment
1. Ability to complete
specialist- Masters in
placed in a temporary or
placement to clients:
levels
transitional
permanent job over the
Criminal Justice
1. Place clients with no work history
2. Decreased recidivism
employment
year.
1 employment services
outside of prison with the Goodwill
program.
specialist (formerly
transitional employment program for
2. Improved job
incarcerated employee with Data Sources:
6 months so that they develop work
Data Sources:
1. City Span
placement.
first-hand knowledge of
Case notes, excel spread
history and job skills.
2. Probation/Parole
3. Increase in
challenges, barriers, and
sheet, and CitySpan
2. Develop relationships with
employer interest in
assets of clients)
database. Feedback from
agencies and employers who are
placing program
employers.
willing to accept employees with a
participants.
criminal record.
3. Job placement- place clients with
Data Sources: Case
minimum level of work history with
notes, CitySpan
employers in Oakland.
database.

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Volunteers of America Bay Area
Crew-based Employment

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
VOABA seeks to prepare parolees for
employment and productive lifestyles.
Many parolees who are transitioning
from incarceration to unsupervised living
have never participated in mainstream
society and do not have the life skills to
find or maintain legitimate employment.
VOABA uses cognitive intervention
training techniques combined with
intensive life skills assistance and
education as the basis of the services
provided. They offer clients assistance
with obtaining paperwork they will need
to find a place to live and secure
employment. The crew-based
employment component of VOABA’s
programming offers on-the-job training
and supervision that prepares parolees
for future success in finding and
securing mainstream employment
opportunities.
The underlying theory of VOABA’s
programming begins with the belief that
intensive and individualized guidance is
necessary in order to ensure that
parolees are able to adjust to all the
required attitudinal and behavioral
changes they will be expected to make
post-release. The result of providing
necessary support to parolees will be a
significant decrease in recidivist
behavior, which will create safer
neighborhoods. Studies show that the

most relevant indicators for predicting
increases in criminal activity are
population density and unemployment—
that which VOABA seeks to address.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
VOABA received $281,954 from the
Measure Y VPP Initiative.
Staff and Referrals
VOABA dedicates 1.6 FTE staff to work
with the Crew-Based Employment
clients. This component of the agency’s
programming collaborates with Project
Choice and with Allen Temple.
The following chart shows that 100% of
VOABA clients were referred through
the Justice system.
Referral Source1

Referral Source
Justice

% of Consented
Clients
100

Data Collection Methods
VOABA Crew-Based staff report
required client information into the
CitySpan Management Information
System (MIS) database and maintain
case management files on participants.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
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team. Of the 60 participants served by
VOABA’s Crew-Based Employment, 59
consented to sharing information (98%).
Consent Rates
Consented

98%

Withheld Consent

2%

Missing Consent

0%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Among consented clients, the majority
are African America (60%). 20% of
consented clients are Latino. The
remaining 20% of consented clients
identified as White, Asian, Pacific
Islander, Filipino, or other.
Clients are overwhelmingly residents of
East Oakland, with 56% of respondents
living in the more “central” region
between Lake Merritt and High Street
and 13% living between High Street and
103rd. 28% of consented clients reside
in West Oakland.
Clients served in this program were
overwhelmingly male (87%) and over
the age of 26 (67%). English and
Spanish are the most common
languages spoken consented clients’
homes.
Risk and Protective Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients upon intake. Parole
is the most common risk factor for
VOABA clients.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Clients

None

2%

Parole

98%

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The VOABA Crew-Based Employment
consists of the following activities:
• Provide pre-employment education,
training and job search assistance,
housing assistance, substance
abuse services, and stress
management and life skills training.
• Link clients with 3-month subsidized
work activities at public agency job
sites such as the City of Oakland
Parks and Recreation Department,
Public Works Department, or Fire
Department. Clients work side-byside with City staff. Supplemental
classroom training provides
education in job-skill related areas,
such as tool identification, weed
abatement, basic electrical and
plumbing safety practices, etc.
• Develop pro-social skills through
case management life skills classes.
Staff provide regular and intensive
individual guidance to clients to
encourage success and identify
encourage success and identify
potential issues that have not been
addressed.
Services and Events
One of the unique features of the Crew
Based Employment is the commitment
to providing both on the job experience
and the necessary training to perform
the tasks required once placed in jobs.
As the following table indicates,
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participants receive a balanced mix of
vocation/life-skills training and on-thejob service hours.

The chart below provides summary data
on the clients who completed the
survey.

Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service
Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

20,070

159

97%

Work
Experience

9,401

229

46%

Life Skills and
Pre‐
employment
Skills

5,510

138

27%

Job
Skills/Vocational
Training

5,078

127

25%

82

16

0%

Individual

590

10

3%

Case
Management

588

11

3%

Intensive
Outreach

1

1

0%

Mentoring

1

1

0%

Peer Support /
Counseling

Total

IV.

20,659

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? What do stakeholders say?
Are clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered.

Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 17
Number Served: 20
Percent goal was reached: 85%
Enrollment:
o
5.9% of clients have been enrolled less than one
week
o
5.9% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1 to
4 weeks
o
59.8% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3
months
o
5.9% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6
months
o
17.7% have been enrolled for more tan 6 months
o
5.9% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
5.9 % of clients surveyed attend activities rarely
o
23.5% attend this program sometimes
o
17.7% of clients attend this program often
o
41.2% of clients attend all of the time
o
11.8% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
52.6% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o
10.5% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
15.8% identify as White
o
10.5% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
5.3% identify as Native American
o
5.3% of clients surveyed identified as other
o
31.3% of clients identified as multi-racial
Residence:
o
23.5% of clients live in West Oakland
o
23.5% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands
west of High Street)
o
32.3% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
East Oakland (East of High Street)
o
17.6%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o
5.9% of clients surveyed are 18-22 years old
17.6% are 23-27
o
o
47.1% of clients are 28-32
o
23.5% of clients are 33-36
o
5.9% of clients are older than 37
Gender:
o
100% of clients are male
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As a Result of VOABA…
I make better choices
I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support
I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs
I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

Mean
Score
4.18
4.35
4.35
4.65

I take better care of myself

4.47

I feel hopeful about the future

4.53

I am better at controlling my anger

4.31

I am better at solving problems

4.35

Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders report that VOABA Crewbased staff understand the population
and provide important support that
enables clients to obtain necessary
employment-related paperwork and gain
work experience.

Success Story
The staff told numerous stories like the
two that follow. The best success for an
employment training program is for
program participants to complete the
program and find unsubsidized
employment at a living wage. These
stories highlight clients achieving this,
despite the barriers of their criminal
records.
“Jeremy” joined the VOA Crew Based work crew in
September 2008. He was in the military… and is very
polite. He still lives in VOA’s East House. “Jeremy”
did such a great job that VOA hired him as a
supervisor in the program and he is a .63 FTE and
earns $17.00 per hour. He is anxious to learn and is
computer literate. He is focused and will likely leave
his past criminal life as a result of the opportunities
provided by VOABA.

“David” was a resident of the East House and
although he was quiet, he had lots of initiative. He
became the “lead man” under #2. That meant that
whenever #2 had to drive the truck back to the
warehouse, he would leave “David” in charge. The
first month, “David” was pretty laid back and did not
press himself to find work, but by month 2 he was
pounding the pavement looking for job opportunities.
During month 3 he found two jobs – one with Goodwill
and one with the U.S. Census Bureau. He remains in
touch since completing the program and has
remained out of trouble thus far.
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Client Satisfaction
When administered a satisfaction
survey, clients expressed a high degree
of satisfaction with the services received
through VOABA Crew-based
Employment. Clients overwhelmingly
indicated their appreciation at being
treated with courtesy and respect by
program staff who were supportive.
Client Satisfaction with
VOABA

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.82

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.47

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.59

Staff was supportive

4.69

I received services that were helpful

4.56

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.65

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.82

I received services in my primary
language

4.83

I received services when I needed
them

4.81

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.59

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
VOABA’s Crew-based program is
strengthened by a devoted staff and
strong service delivery model.
Program staff work well with the
population; they are understanding, yet
firm, pushing their clients to reach their
goals.
Challenges
The program has struggled with client
turnover, which has impacted its ability
to meet Measure Y program
deliverables. Much of the turnover has
been relegated to individuals violating
terms of their parole and subsequently
returning to prison. An additional
challenge relates to the difficulty of
securing employment in light of the
current economic climate.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Evaluation Team suggests the
following three strategies for
strengthening the VOABA Crew-Based
Employment Program.
1. Program administrators should
consider lengthening the time of the
intervention from 3-months to 6months. The increased time would
allow for greater skill development
and coordination of services for
program clientele.
2. The VOA Crew-Based program
would benefit from increased
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knowledge of local resources,
services, and programs available to
ex-offenders, in addition to an
increased awareness and
partnership with other Measure Y
funded programs servicing the same
clientele.
3. The VOA Crew-Based program
should hire a job developer who can
focus on developing relationships
with local small and large scale
businesses and across different
industries, thus increasing
employment opportunities for clients
transitioning out of the program.
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Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:
Activities

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA BAY AREA PROGRAM: CREW BASED SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
Diversion and Reentry
Assist Oakland residents upon their return from prisons and detention facilities.
Provide formal sector employment opportunities that help clients develop job skills and eventually secure employment.

Prepare clients for employment by ensuring they possess the necessary documents, providing them with work and training opportunities
that ensure success.
OMY funding.
The neighborhoods where clients live will be safer as parolees will be less likely to commit criminal acts.
Intensive individual work with clients will help them avoid recidivating and secure formal sector employment.
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Ensuring that clients are job ready.
Oakland Measure Y Funds # of prospective clients
Program staff verifies
# of clients who are enrolled in VOABA does not track clients long1 FTE Administrative
prospective clients’
deemed to be “program
the program.
term.
eligibility by reviewing Assistant
and job ready” (40 male
The hoped for outcome would be
0.5 FTE Crew Supervisor
academic
clients per 12-month
employment in formal,
(former program client)
achievement (High
period).
unsubsidized employment and
0.2 FTE Program Manager
School Graduation or
avoidance of recidivism
GED Completion),
Files and CMS
Files and CMS
Potential data sources include
social security,
client surveys and probation/parole
California Driver’s
records.
Licenses/California
State Identification
Card.
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Objective II: Connect clients with a subsidized, sheltered, 3-month employment opportunity and support their occupational development.
Clients are linked with Oakland Measure Y Funds # of clients participating in
# of clients who successfully
VOABA does not track clients
1 FTE Administrative
the programming (40 male
a sheltered,
complete the 3-month training. long-term.
Assistant
clients per 12-month
subsidized, 3-month
# of clients who have perfect
0.5 FTE Crew Supervisor
period).
employment
attendance during the 3-month The hoped for outcome would be
(former program client)
opportunity with the
training.
employment in formal,
City of Oakland Parks 0.2 FTE Program Manager
unsubsidized employment and
and Recreation
avoidance of recidivism
Department, Public
Files and CMS
Files and CMS
Works Department, or
Fire Department.
Clients work side-byside with City staff and
learn. Clients work
Monday through
Thursday 0700-1130;
Fridays 0800-1000
clients attend
classroom training
(tool identification,
weed abatement,
basic electrical and
plumbing) led by City
supervisors.
Objective III: Connect clients with an unsubsidized, unsheltered, part-time or full time employment opportunity.
Connecting clients
Connecting clients with job Connecting clients with job Connecting clients with job
Connecting clients with job
with job opportunity
opportunity with City of
opportunity with City of
opportunity with City of
opportunity with City of Oakland
with City of Oakland
Oakland Parks &
Oakland Parks &
Oakland Parks & Recreation,
Parks & Recreation, Public Works,
Parks & Recreation,
Recreation, Public Works,
Recreation, Public Works,
Public Works, or the Fire
or the Fire Department or other
or the Fire Department or
Public Works, or the
or the Fire Department or
Department or other
prospective employers in the area.
other prospective
Fire Department or
other prospective
prospective employers in the
Resume and job application
other prospective
employers in the area.
employers in the area.
area. Resume and job
preparation.
employers in the area. Resume and job
Resume and job
application preparation.
application preparation.
Resume and job
application preparation.
application
Files and CMS
Potential data sources include
Files and CMS
preparation.
client surveys and probation/parole
records.
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service, this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of the YEP’s Afterschool Job
Training Program is to provide youth
with training classes, job readiness
workshops, and to assist in finding them
work assignments with community and
public agencies.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year, the
YEP’s Afterschool Job Training Program
received $195,700 from Measure Y to
provide Afterschool Job Training and
Employment to 100 individual youth.
Staff and Partners
The YEP Afterschool Job Training and
Placement is staffed by a 12% FTE
Executive Director, a 20% FTE Director
of Training; 3 50% FTE Work
Experience Counselors; a 15% FTE
Accounting Manager and a 15% FTE
Data Clerk.

Referral Source1
Program referrals were received from
the following sources:
Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Unknown

57%

Service

36%

School

3%

Justice

3%

Personal

1%

Data Collection Methods
Client participation and progress is
tracked through client case files,
program logs, and the CMIS database.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. 100% of the 154 clients served
by YEP’s Afterschool Job Training
consented to share information with
evaluators.
Client Demographics
Participants in the Afterschool Job Training
program were fairly evenly divided between
male (55%) and female (41%). Most youth
were between the ages of 14-17 (64%); 35%
were between the ages of 18-25. 86% of
clients self-identified as African American,
6% as Latino. and 4% as multi-racial.
An overwhelming majority of youth reported
living in East Oakland (75%); of these, 41%
stayed between High Street and 103rd
Street and 34% in “Central” Oakland
between High Street and Lake Merritt.
As indicated by the chart below, the
most commonly cited risk factors were
Truancy and Exposure to Violence.
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Risk Factors
The following risk factors were identified
for participants:
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Truancy

42%

Exposed to Violence

36%

Suspended

20%

Probation

10%

None

3%

Sexually Exploited

1%

Nearly 50% of clients who had JUVIS
referrals joined the program after their
initial contact with the Juvenile Justice
System. The high number of Juvenile
Justice involved clients also suggest this
program is meeting its mandate and
targeting high-need students.
Participants with JUVIS Activity
N=56

46%

The chart above compares the average
GPAs of AJT participants with all
Measure Y participants who were in
OUSD, and all OUSD students not
involved with Measure Y. The fact that
AJT client GPAs are significantly lower
than OUSD students in general
suggests that the program is targeting
appropriately high-risk participants.

Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
3
2.5

2.72
2.36

2.18

GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
YEP After School JT
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in OUSD

OUSD Students

54%

Referred Before Intake
Referred After Intake

III. ACTIVITIES
Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
YEP’s Afterschool Job Training project
conducts the following activities:
• Provides orientation and trainings
that introduce youth to the world
of work and basic job skills and
work readiness competencies.
• Provides comprehensive
education support through a
drop-out re-engagement
partnership with OUSD.
• Provides youth with
comprehensive case
management services through
Youth Uprising, EBAYC and
other Measure Y funded
agencies.
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The table below depicts the total
number of group and individual service
hours participants received and the
average number of hours participants
received by service type.3
Units of Service by Type of Service4
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

7,931

27

27%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

6,521

43

22%

Basic Education
Training

1,410

10

5%

Individual

21,468

74

73%

Work Experience

16,784

122

57%

4,624

30

16%

60

60

0%

Case Management
Mentoring
Total

V.

29,399

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving services. The survey
was a convenience sample of currently
enrolled clients and may not reflect
information about clients who received
services before or after the survey was
administered.
The adjacent table provides a
demographic summary of survey
respondents.
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Demographics of Clients who responded to
survey:
Number Responded: 22
Target Number: 20
Percent goal was reached: 110%
Enrollment:
o 4.8% of clients have been enrolled
less than one week
o 19% of clients surveyed have been
enrolled for 1 to 4 weeks
o 23.8% of clients have been enrolled
for 1 to 3 months
o 47.6% of clients that have been
enrolled for 4 to 6 months
o 4.8% have been enrolled for more tan
6 months
Attendance:
o 4.6 % of clients surveyed attend
activities sometimes
o 18.2% of clients attend this program
often
o 72.7% of clients attend all of the time
o 4.6% of clients surveyed did not
answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o 51.9% of clients surveyed identify as
African American
o 14.8% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 11.1% identify as White
o 3.7% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o 7.4% identify as Native American
o 3.7% identify as other
o 31.8% of clients surveyed identified as
multi-racial
o 7.4% of clients surveyed did not
answer either question
Residence:
o 13.6% of clients surveyed stated that
they live in North Oakland
o 13.6% of clients live in West Oakland
o 54.6% of clients surveyed stated that
they live in East Oakland (East of
High Street)
o 13.6% live in the Oakland Hills (above
580)
o 4.6%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o 31.82% of clients are 16 years old
o 40.9% of clients surveyed are 17
o 18.2% are 18 years old
o 9.1% are older than 19
Gender:
o 45.5% of clients are male
o 54.5% of clients are female
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As a Result of YEP Afterschool
Job Training…
I make better choices

Mean
Score
3.91

Average # of Participant Days Truant and Suspended per 100
Days: Before and After YEP's Average Intake Date
3.5

3.06

3
Average # of Days

The following table below depicts
clients’ average level of agreement with
statements that gauge YEP AJT’s
impact on attitudes and behaviors. A 15 scale was used, with 5 denoting
‘strong agreement’ with the statement.
Overall, clients reported significant
positive outcomes from their
engagement with YEP’s Afterschool Job
Training

compared average truancy and
suspension rates (per 100 days) before
and after this date. The data show a
significant reduction in both indicators
after YEP’s AJT intake, which stands in
contrast to an increase in suspension
rates for the OUSD comparison group
during the same period (second chart).

2.94
2.67
2.35

2.5
2

Pre
Post

1.5
1
0.5
0

4.43

I attend school more regularly

4.24

I am doing better in my classes

4.21

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

3.43

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.52

I take better care of myself

4.14

I feel hopeful about the future

4.36

I am better at controlling my anger

3.96

I am better at solving problems

4.00

Impact on Truancy and Suspension
The following charts examine the impact
of Measure Y programs on participant
truancy and suspension rates. The
evaluation team found an average
intake date for program participants and

Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After YEP's Average
Intake Date
2.50

Average # of Days

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

2.00

2.20

2.25

1.91
1.63

1.50

Pre
Post

1.00

0.50
0.00
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders report that YEP AJT
provides a much needed service for
youth in the City. YEP AJT works with
both motivated and unmotivated youth.
It is also noted for its capacity to serve
larger numbers of youth. Importantly,
YEP AJY works with many youth who
have been given up on by others
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Success Story
A youth enrolled in the program after much
hesitation. He worked 120 hours over the course
of the program time and experienced
improvements in both GPA and school
attendance. The youth is now much more stable
and successful. He realizes that it is possible to
find a way to support himself in the formal
economy.
Participant Satisfaction
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with staff and services. Again, a 1-5
scale was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement.
Although YEP AJT’s staff received high
scores for their respectfulness, overall,
client satisfaction was somewhat below
average for comparable programs.
Client Satisfaction with YEP
Afterschool

Mean Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.58

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

3.77

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

3.68

Staff was supportive

4.00

I received services that were helpful

3.91

Staff helped me to develop some useful
and realistic goals

3.82

I can go to staff for help when I need it

3.96

I received services in my primary
language

4.18

I received services when I needed them

3.74

Overall, I am satisfied with the services I
received

3.96

VI.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
As a primary asset of YEP AJT,
program staff demonstrate a strong
commitment to working with youth.
Challenges
When asked about organizational
challenges, staff indicated that program
integration has presented some
challenges pertaining to the coordination
of clients’ program admission.
Additionally, the needs of various clients
must be juggled with the different levels
of development and readiness they
possess. The ‘customization’ of services
serves as a programmatic challenge.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Given these findings, the evaluation
team posits the following
recommendations:
1. YEP staff would benefit from
developing partnerships with other
youth organizations to enhance its
referral process, particularly for
youth who have difficulty obtaining or
keeping jobs through YEP.
2. Staff would benefit from additional
training in adolescent behavior
management, clerical skills for
database, and a deeper
understanding of evaluation
processes.
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Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:
Resources:
Impact:

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PARTNERSHIP, INC [YEP] PROGRAM: AFTER SCHOOL JOBS (ASJ)
Employment and Training
To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults through vocational training and
job placement.
Provide youth with after school employment opportunities.
Employ 100 youth in the jobs program.

OMY funds $195,700
Participating youth will participating in the project with have a job experience and learn skills necessary to be successful in the
community, schools, and on the job.
Assumptions: Underserved Oakland youth will benefit from opportunities that enhance “soft skills,” provide a work experience, vocational training,
educational support, and supportive services.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Recruit teens from OMY CBOs to work after school.
Design program
OMY funds 60%
# of program applications
# of youth submitting
No real follow-up after 90 day
applications specific
($195,700)
made specific to OMY
applications from OMY CBOs
program.
to the OMY CBOs
Stop the Shooting 40% (for CBOs
from which youth are
pre-teenage and teenage
# of presentations made at
[Hoped for outcomes would be
recruited.
males impacted by gun
OMY partner agencies
improved school attendance.]
Make presentations at violence)
Program Logs
Program notes
YEP does not collect source data
all partner OMY
3.5 FTE direct service
for this outcome.
agencies
providers
[Evaluation team could compare
For every 30 youth, 1
consenting clients with data
direct service worker
retrieved from OUSD.]
(The OMY funds leveraged
$500,000 for state
programs.)
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1

4 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of the Youth Employment
Partnership’s Subsidized Summer
Employment program is to provide youth
with summer employment that will
provide the skills and experience
necessary for achieving academic,
professional, and life success. The
Summer Employment Project’s annual
objective is to serve 150 youth by
finding them summer worksites and
providing relevant classroom and life
skills training and case management
support. This project is built on the
assumption that youth who are provided
with work experience and vocational
training, education support and
comprehensive wrap-around services
will thrive and become productive
members of society.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year, the
Youth Employment Partnership received
$212,023 of Measure Y funds for its
Summer Employment Project.

Section VII: Program Report, YEP Summer Employment

Additionally, YEP has successfully used
Measure Y funds to leverage additional
support; Stop the Shooting now
provides 40% of the funding for YEP’s
Summer Employment Services that
target pre-teenage and teenage males
impacted by gun violence.
Staff and Partners
The YEP Summer Employment Project
is staffed by 3.5 FTE staff members. No
partnerships were identified.
Program referrals were received from
the following sources:
Referral Source

Referral Source

1

% of Consented
Clients

Service

98%

Crisis

1%

Unknown

1%

Data Collection Tools and Methods
Client participation and progress is
tracked through client case files,
program logs, and the CMS database.
Consent
Measure Y participants were given the
option of sharing their personal
information with the evaluation team.
Of YEP’s 151 clients, 99% consented to
sharing their information. Unless
otherwise specified, data used
throughout this report refers to
consented clients only.
Consent Rates
Consented

99%

Withheld Consent

1%

Missing Consent

0%

Total

100%
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Client Demographics
Among consented clients, the vast
majority are African American (89%)
and between the ages of 14 and 17
(83%). The largest proportion of
consented clients reside in East
Oakland (64%), although many of these
(30% of total consented clients) resided
in what analysts have called “Central
Oakland”—an area between Lake Merit
and High St. that roughly corresponds to
OPD Command Area II.
Risk Factors
Risk factors were assessed for all YEP
clients. Exposure to Violence was the
most common risk factor of YEP youth.
Risk Factors2

Risk Factor

% of Clients

Exposed to Violence

95%

Truant

3%

Sexually Exploited

2%

None

1%

Additionally, the following chart depicts
a comparison of academic performance
between YEP participants, Measure Y
participants with OUSD records, and all
OUSD students. The fact that YEP
exhibited the poorest academic
performance of the three cohorts
suggests that YEP is self-selectively
targeting disproportionately at-risk
youth, as its mandate compels.
Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
3
2.5

2.72
2.15

2.18

Interaction with Juvenile Corrections
Another salient risk factor borne by
many YEP participants is experience
with the juvenile justice system. Of all
YEP participants who received at least
one referral to Juvenile corrections
between 2005 and 2009, the pie chart
below depicts the proportion whose
referral occurred after participating in
YEP’s programming. The significant
proportion of clients who received a
referral prior to their engagement with
YEP further highlights the vulnerability
of YEP’s client base and the important
role that it fulfills. Of all 145 YEP clients,
the pie chart refers to only those 41 who
received a referral between 2005 and
2009; the remaining 104 clients (72%)
received no referrals and are excluded
from the chart.
Participants with JUVIS Activity
N=41

44%

Referred Before Intake
56%

Referred After Intake

III. ACTIVITIES
Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?

GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
YEP Summer Job
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in OUSD

OUSD Students
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The YEP Summer Jobs Partnership
included the following service activities:
• Provide youth with work
experience and training to orient
them to the world of work. Key
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•
•

activities include: career
exploration activities, weekly
employability “soft skills”
competency workshops, and
internship placement.
Conduct facilitated homework
sessions for participating youth.
Provide case management to
youth through group and
individual contact.

The chart below illustrates the total
number of group and individual service
hours participants received and the
average number of hours participants
received by service type.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Group
Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

4,558

30

20%

4,558

30

20%

Individual

17,838

60

80%

Work Experience

16,329

110

73%

1,509

10

7%

Case Management
Total

22,396
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Impact on Truancy and Suspension
The charts on the following page
examine the impact of Measure Y
programs regarding two key education
outcomes for Measure Y clients in
OUSD: participant days truant and
suspended per 100 school days. The
following charts examine the impact of
Measure Y programs on participant
truancy and suspension rates. The
evaluation team found an average
intake date for program participants and
compared average truancy and
suspension rates (per 100 days) before
and after this date. Overall, a
comparison of the YEP cohort (first
chart) to an OUSD comparison group
(second chart) suggests ambiguous
conclusions about the impact of
programming upon these metrics. While
YEP students registered higher truancy
rates following intake in the program,
their suspension rates decreased—a
notable finding when compared to an
OUSD district-wide increase over the
same period.
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their application that they were referred
from another Measure Y program.

Average # of Days

Average # of Participant Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After YEP's
Average Intake Date
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

3.95
2.79

2.65

2.45

Pre
Post

Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y Student Days Truant
and Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After
YEP's Average Intake Date

VI.

3
2.45

Average # of Days

2.5
2.05
2

1.80

1.74
Pre

1.5

Post

1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders report that YEP provides a
needed service for youth in the City and
is noted for its capacity to serve a larger
number of youth. YEP works with both
motivated and unmotivated youth, and
in particular, they work with many youth
who have been given up on by others

V.

Challenges
A primary challenge faced by YEP is the
short timeframe in which it has access
to its client base. With only the summer
to work with, it is challenging to find
sufficient job/internship placements
expediently. Moreover, it is difficult to
monitor clients in the period between
summers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A lack of relevant CitySpan data and
participant feedback has limited the
Evaluation Team’s ability to recommend
corrective actions to this project.
Nonetheless, the following
recommendation can be suggested:
1. YEP would benefit from
establishing a range of
partnerships with other youth
serving organizations to enhance
its referral process to other
organizations, particularly for
youth who have difficulty
obtaining or keeping jobs through
YEP

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A major strength of YEP is its
relationship to other Measure Y
programs. As noted in the 1st Quarterly
Report, a high percentage of teens
signing up for the program indicated on
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM: MAYOR’S SUMMER JOBS PROJECT

Cluster Purpose:

Cluster:

To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults through
vocational training and job placement.
Provide youth with summer employment opportunities.
Employ 150 youth in the jobs program.
OMY funds $212,023
Participating youth will participating in the project with have a job experience and learn skills necessary to be
successful in the community, schools, and on the job.
Underserved Oakland youth will benefit from opportunities that enhance “soft skills,” provide a work experience,
vocational training, educational support, and supportive services.
Employment and Training

Activities

Resources

Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Objective I: Encourage teenagers to apply for and participate in summer activities.
Outreach to Oakland
Outreach to Oakland
Outreach to Oakland
Measure Y staff, police
Measure Y staff, police
Measure Y staff, police
officers, NCPCs, and high
officers, NCPCs, and high
officers, NCPCs, and high
schools. Distribution of
schools. Distribution of
schools. Distribution of
program applications.
program applications.
program applications.
Case files and CitySpan

Section VII: Program Report, YEP Summer Employment

Short-Term/ Intermediate
Outcomes (<1year)
Sources of Data

Long Term Outcomes(1-3
years) Sources of Data

Outreach to Oakland
Measure Y staff, police
officers, NCPCs, and high
schools. Distribution of
program applications.
Case files and CitySpan

Outreach to Oakland Measure Y
staff, police officers, NCPCs, and
high schools. Distribution of
program applications.
YEP does not collect source data
for this outcome.
[Evaluation team could compare
consenting clients with data
retrieved from OUSD.]
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Objective II: Support youth clients in the completion of workshops.
Youth invited to attend at
OMY funds 60%
# of youth invited to
# of youth who complete the
least three facilitated
Stop the Shooting 40% (for
participate in workshops
workshops
homework sessions (about
pre-teenage and teenage
12 hours of class time).
males impacted by gun
violence)
Case files and CitySpan
Case files and CitySpan
3.5 FTE direct service
providers
For every 30 youth, 1 direct
service worker
(The OMY funds leveraged
$500,000 for state
programs.)
Objective III: Support youth clients in the completion of the “work-related” documents process.
Youth assisted to obtain
Youth assisted to obtain
Youth assisted to obtain
Youth assisted to obtain
social security cards, birth
social security cards, birth
social security cards, birth
social security cards, birth
certificates, school
certificates, school
certificates, school
certificates, school
identification cards, most
identification cards, most
identification cards, most
identification cards, most
recent school report cards,
recent school report cards,
recent school report cards,
recent school report cards,
and signed parental
and signed parental
and signed parental
and signed parental
permission slips.
permission slips.
permission slips.
permission slips.
Case files and CitySpan
Case files and CitySpan

No real follow-up after 90 day
program.
[Hoped for outcomes would be
improved school attendance.]
YEP does not collect source data
for this outcome.
[Evaluation team could compare
consenting clients with data
retrieved from OUSD.]

Youth assisted to obtain social
security cards, birth certificates,
school identification cards, most
recent school report cards, and
signed parental permission slips.

YEP does not collect source data
for this outcome.
[Evaluation team could compare
consenting clients with data
retrieved from OUSD.]

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
YEP, located in the Fruitvale
District, provides after school training
and employment to 110 high-risk youth
through “Career Try-Out” paid
internships and job readiness
workshops during the school year.
During the summer, YEP offers
employment training and paid
internships to 85 high-risk youth (14-18)
through the Mayor’s Summer Job
Program. YEP aims to provide young
parolees with referrals and resources
that can assist with the challenges of
reentry.
YEP’s long term objective is to reduce
recidivism among adult and minor
parolees and probationers through
vocational training, preparation for
employment, and job placement. The
underlying theoretical assumption of this
program is that employment and training
interventions can be an effective
strategy for preventing delinquency and
recidivism. A fifteen year study
examining re-arrest rates among
prisoners found that 67% are rearrested within three years.
By providing adult and minor parolees
and probationers with employment
training and placement, participants will
be more likely to successfully obtain
employment that pays a living wage.
Employment not only provides
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participants with a livelihood, but also
serves to reintegrate former offenders
into society.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year, the
Youth Employment Partnership received
over $150,000 from the Measure Y VPP
Initiative.
Partners
The YEP partners with other Oakland
Measure Y funded CBOs, such as the
Mentoring Center. Other partnerships
include community businesses who are
offering employment opportunities to
clients.
Data Collection Tools and Methods
According to key informant interviews,
YEP staff collect and manage data in a
client information data base and in
pertinent program notes.
Parole data is used to track client
recidivism.

III. ACTIVITIES
Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
YEP provide young adults with life skills
and job preparation trainings through an
intensive “Career Try-out” model. Key
1 of 7
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activities include internships in
construction, customer service and
related subsidized employment.
No individual or group service hours
were recorded in the City Span
database.

IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered.
As a Result of YEP
Transitional…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.50

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.67

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

4.43

I have learned skills that will help
me in the future

4.57

I take better care of myself

4.50

I feel hopeful about the future

4.71

I am better at controlling my anger

4.57

I am better at solving problems

4.57
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Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 8
Target Number: 10
Percent goal was reached: 80%
Enrollment:
o
3.9% of clients have been enrolled less than one week
o
50% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3 months
o
12.5% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6
months
o
25% have been enrolled for more tan 6 months
o
12.5% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
25 % of clients surveyed attend activities sometimes
o
25% of clients attend this program often
o
37.5% of clients attend all of the time
o
12.5% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
75% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
12.5% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
25% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o
12.5% of clients surveyed did not answer either question
Residence:
o
25% of clients surveyed stated that they live in North
Oakland
o
50% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
25%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o
50% of clients surveyed are 18-22 years old
o
50% are 23-27
Gender:
o
75% of clients are male
o
12.5% of clients are female
o
12.5% of clients did not answer

The table above provides a
demographic summary of survey
respondents.
The chart to the left depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statement that measure YEP’s impact
on personal attitudes and behaviors. A
1-5 scale was used, with 5 denoting
‘strong agreement’.
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Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with YEP’s community
partners reveal strong support for the
program. In particular, partner agencies
recognize YEP’s commitment to working
with those all youth, even those who are
difficult to motivate. As a result, YEP
provides a safety net for many youth
who other programs and agencies have
given up on. Stakeholders also noted
the program’s capacity to serve a larger
number of youth.
Success Story
According to program staff, youth who
have few previous successes with
employment or education are able to
find a career path through their
participation in YEP programming.
One Transitional Jobs client was referred to us from
Oakland Parole. This client completed his Job
Readiness Training and selected a social service
vocational track. His subsidized position was at The
Mentoring Center, assisting with parenting classes
and providing office support as needed while
simultaneously maintaining progress on his education
through community college classes. This client's goal
is to be part of the social work field, and while there is
still work to be done, he is well on his way. Recently,
due to his excellent job performance and skill level,
he was placed into an unsubsidized job. YEP is very
proud that this young man has done so well in his
work and education, and is committed to contributing
to the community as his career.

Client Satisfaction
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with receiving timely,
culturally appropriate services.
Client Satisfaction with YEP
Transitional

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.33

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.14

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.29

Staff was supportive

4.43

I received services that were helpful

4.14

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.17

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.14

I received services in my primary
language

4.57

I received services when I needed
them

4.50

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.43

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
Stakeholders indicated that a significant
strength of YEP is its established
relationship with Justice agencies. This
has substantially assisted in the
enrollment of Young Adult programs.
Additionally, YEP’s partnership with the
Mentoring Center has proven very
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fruitful. Classes held at YEP are well
attended and deemed successful.
Challenges
Program staff experience difficulty in
successfully providing services to youth
on parole. This barrier is due in part to
some internal issues with the Oakland
Youth parole department, which at one
point, was operating with only one field
agent. An additional barrier pertains to
working with high-risk teens that have
flexible enrollment times into the
program. Providing comprehensive
services when there is a rolling
enrollment period and an impending
June 30/July 1st contract date makes it
difficult to provide clients with
responsive programming. Many barriers
and risk factors participants are
struggling with cannot be address in the
often short time-period between
participant enrollment and the end of the
fiscal year. The current economic
climate has imposed yet another
obstacle on the program. While program
staff continue to work aggressively to
find employment opportunities for
clients, the economy has made this an
uphill struggle.

VI.

process to other organizations,
particularly for youth who have
difficulty obtaining or keeping jobs
through YEP.
2. Participants have expressed a
desire to learn more about the
Juvenile Justice System, transitional
housing, and community-wide
resources as a whole. Establishing
a discrete time for program staff to
discuss these issues would enhance
participants’ knowledge and
resource base.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall, stakeholders and clients found
this program to be of great value to the
city’s youth. Program administrators
should think about adding pre and post
tests to better capture the program’s
impact on changing attitudes and
behaviors of participating youth. Other
recommendations include:
1. Program staff would benefit from
establishing a larger network of
partners to enhance its referral
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Youth Employment Partnership (YEP)
Transitional Jobs

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PARTNERSHIP, INC [YEP] PROGRAM: TRANSITIONAL JOBS
Cluster:
Employment and Training
Cluster Purpose:
To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults through vocational training and job
placement.
Program Purpose
Provide young adults on probation or parole with employment opportunities.
Program Goals:
Employ 30 youth in the jobs program.
Resources:
OMY funds $150,000
Impact:
Participating clients will receive comprehensive workforce training learning skills necessary to be successful in the community and on the
job.
Assumptions:
Underserved Oakland clients will benefit from opportunities that enhance “soft skills,” provide a work experience, vocational training,
educational support, and supportive services.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Determine the eligibility and enrollment of prospective clients in IRE.
Staffing Job Readiness
OMY funds ($150,000)
# of clients completing JRT # of clients with increased
Training (JRT) that includes
knowledge of job skills and
120 hours of training for
# of clients helped to obtain typical job expectations
each enrolled client.
a social security card
# of clients with improved job
Clients assisted to obtain
skills
social security cards.
# of clients who obtain a social
security card
Program notes
Program notes
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Youth Employment Partnership (YEP)
Transitional Jobs
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: Support development of clients’ job skills through the work experience component of the comprehensive vocational training program.
# of clients completing work # of vocational certifications
# clients retained in
hours over the 6 month
attained
unsubsidized employment at 6
period
months after program exit
# of clients placed in unsubsidized
employment within 3 months of
program exit

Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective III: Support development of clients’ job skills through the education component of the comprehensive vocational training program.
Staffing the education
OMY funds ($150,000)
# of clients completing
# of GED tests passed
# clients who continue to make
program – soft skills
education program hours # clients who attain a GED
progress on education after
training, vocational
over the 6 month period
# clients who enroll in
program end
training, and educational
community college classes
support (20 hours per
# clients retained in unsubsidized
week).
employment at 6 months after
program exit
Program notes

Program notes

Program notes

Program notes
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Youth Employment Partnership (YEP)
Transitional Jobs
Activities

Resources

Objective IV: Help clients avoid recidivating.
Staffing to help clients
OMY funds ($150,000)
participate in the formal
economy and avoid
participation in illegal
activities.

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

# of clients provided
support services directly
or indirectly.
Program notes

Fewer technical violations.
Fewer new law violations.

Fewer technical violations.
Fewer new law violations.

Parole data

Parole data
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Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Youth Radio

Afterschool Job Training
I.

ACTIVITIES

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
Youth Radio’s goal is to reduce
recidivism, truancy and unemployment
among at-risk young-adults by helping
them to develop media literacy,
technical skills, and worksite appropriate
behaviors and attitudes. The program’s
objectives are to provide broadcast
journalism and media production
training to approximately 64 youth at
their downtown Oakland location.
Training includes daily workshops and
hands-on assisted learning activities;
Youth Radio also offers wrap around
academic and social supports to 33
youth who are truant or on probation.
Evaluation studies confirm that
vocational and educational interventions
coupled with psychosocial and
academic supports help to stabilize atrisk youth and create protective factors
against truancy, recidivism, and other
problems.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Youth Radio received $152,250
from Measure Y funds.
Staff and Partners
Youth Radio is staffed with a 75% FTE
Program Manager, a part-time
Coordinator, and part-time Interns. The
project has successfully used Measure
Y funding support to leverage the probono services of a licensed social
worker, a psychologist, social work
interns, and a number of
academic/career advisors.
Youth Radio partners with Pathways to
Change, EBAYC, Leadership
Excellence, Juvenile Probation, and
OUSD to recruit students.
Program referrals were received from
the following sources:
Referral Source1

Referral Source
Personal

43%

Crisis

20%

School

18%

Unknown

11%

Justice
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% of Consented
Clients

8%
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Youth Radio

Afterschool Job Training
Data Collection Methods
Youth Radio utilizes three
activities/approaches to collect client
data. The first of these is a
comprehensive case management
intake assessment conducted by CAP
social workers and academic advisors.
This process identifies the academic,
social and emotional needs, attitudes
and beliefs of each potential youth
participant. The case management
assessment is a comprehensive tool
covering areas such as family status,
living arrangements, alcohol and drug
use, school and employment, or mental
health and physical health. The
academic assessment evaluates college
readiness and attitudes about higher
education.

sharing information. Unless otherwise
specified, data used throughout this
report refer to consented clients only.

The second data collection method uses
case notes and students’ digital media
portfolios to assess student’s knowledge
and mastery of broadcast journalism
principles and techniques. Staff use
case notes for documenting students’
technical skills and media literacy;
student portfolios help to track the
quality of commentary in addition to the
student’s ability to host a show, write
about it and critique it.

Clients are overwhelmingly residents of
East Oakland, with 60% of residents
living between High Street and 103rd
and 27% living in the “central” region of
Oakland between Lake Merritt and High
Street.

Youth Radio staff reported a firm
commitment to entering client data into
the CitySpan database system at least
once per week; they also adhered to
strict requirements for youth to turn in
required documentation and consent
forms.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 64 participants served by
Youth Radio, 61 (95%) consented to
Section VII: Program Report, Youth Radio

Consent Rates
Consented

95%

Withheld Consent

3%

Missing Consent

2%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Data suggest a relatively balanced mix
of males and females. Approximately
37% of consented Youth Radio clients
are under 18-years. English and
Spanish are the most prevalent
languages spoken in the home.

Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
clients. Exposure to violence, probation,
and truancy are the most common risk
factors of Youth Radio clients.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Exposed to Violence

62%

Probation

53%

Truant

49%

Expelled

8%

Sexually Exploited

8%

Suspended

8%

None

5%

Parole

2%
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Youth Radio

Afterschool Job Training
Additionally, Youth Radio clients bear
educational risk factors. As the
following chart suggests, the average
GPA of Youth Radio clients is lower
than both an OUSD comparison group
and other Measure Y cohorts. This
indicates that Youth Radio is fulfilling its
obligation of targeting disproportionately
vulnerable youth.

•

Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
3

2.72

2.5

2.18

GPA

2

1.61

1.5
1
0.5
0
Youth Radio
Participants

III.

All Measure Y
Participants in OUSD

OUSD Students

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
Youth radio provides broadcast
journalism and media production
training to approximately 60 students
annually. Students participate in daily
workshops, trainings, and hands-on
learning activities provided between
4:00pm-6:30pm for a total of 10 hours
per week. Topics included media
literacy workshops, media production,
interviewing techniques, knowledge of
Photoshop and pro-tools software, and
using production equipment. Youth
Radio also:
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•

Provides a system of support to
address students needs through
case management. Case
management is provided on an asneeded basis for 10-12 hours3 per
week. Case management
components of this project are
individually tailored to the needs and
priorities of participants with primary
attention to basic survival needs
such as housing, mental health
services, health care, and other
basic needs. Using an empowerment
model, Youth Radio helped young
people identify goals, supports
system, and the action items needed
to achieve these. Case managers
also provided counseling,
information and referrals as needed.
Offers a system of support to
address students needs through
career and academic advising on an
as-needed basis, in addition to
workshop/class hours (approximately
10 hours weekly to entire cohort).
AmeriCorps interns used an
empowerment model to help young
people identify goals, supports, and
action items.
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Afterschool Job Training
received services before or after the
survey was administered.

Services and Events
The chart below illustrates the total
number of group and individual service
hours participants received and the
average number of hours participants
received by service type.

The table below provides a
demographic summary of survey
respondents.

Units of Service by Type of Service4
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Group

16,608

79

98%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

5,547

103

33%

Work Experience

5,527

104

33%

Job Skills/Vocational
Training

4,608

85

27%

Basic Education
Training

660

18

4%

Community Training

255

25

2%

12

3

0%

Individual

315

5

2%

Case Management

313

6

2%

2

1

0%

Other

Mental Health
Services
Total

IV.

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

16,923

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Are clients satisfied?
Service Impact
A participant survey was conducted by
the evaluation team to evaluate Youth
Radio’s client-reported impact and client
satisfaction. The participant survey was
a convenience sample of currently
enrolled participants and may not reflect
information about participants who
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Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 22
Target Number: 20
Percent goal was reached: 110%
Enrollment:
o
4.8% of clients have been enrolled less than
one week
o
19% of clients surveyed have been enrolled
for 1 to 4 weeks
o
23.8% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to
3 months
o
47.6% of clients that have been enrolled for
4 to 6 months
o
4.8% have been enrolled for more tan 6
months
Attendance:
o
4.6 % of clients surveyed attend activities
sometimes
o
18.2% of clients attend this program often
o
72.7% of clients attend all of the time
o
4.6% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
51.9% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o
14.8% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
11.1% identify as White
o
3.7% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
7.4% identify as Native American
o
3.7% identify as other
o
31.8% of clients surveyed identified as multiracial
o
7.4% of clients surveyed did not answer
either question
Residence:
o
13.6% of clients surveyed stated that they
live in North Oakland
o
13.6% of clients live in West Oakland
o
54.6% of clients surveyed stated that they
live in East Oakland (East of High Street)
o
13.6% live in the Oakland Hills (above 580)
o
4.6%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o
31.82% of clients are 16 years old
o
40.9% of clients surveyed are 17
o
18.2% are 18 years old
o
9.1% are older than 19
Gender:
o
45.5% of clients are male
o
54.5% of clients are females
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As a Result of Youth Radio…

Average # of Participant Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After the
Average Intake Date

Average # of Days

The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge Youth Radio’s impact on
personal attitudes and behaviors. While
Youth Radio clients laud the program for
teaching them new and useful skills, the
program’s client-reported impact on
academic behaviors is below-average.

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.05

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.50

I attend school more regularly

3.70

4.28

4.12

2.48
Pre

2.01

Post

Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y Student Days
Truant and Suspended per 100 Days: Before
and After YJI's Average Intake Date
3.00

3.76

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

3.65

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.57

I take better care of myself

4.05

I feel hopeful about the future

4.64

I am better at controlling my anger

3.64

I am better at solving problems

4.00

2.04
2.00

1.77

1.78
Pre

1.50

Post

1.00
0.50

Impact on Truancy and Suspension
Rates
The following charts examine the impact
of Youth Radio on participant truancy
and suspension rates. The evaluation
team found an average intake date for
program participants and compared
average truancy and suspension rates
(per 100 days) before and after this
date. The first chart depicts truancy and
suspension rates for Youth Radio
clients, while the second chart provides
a OUSD comparison group.
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Average # of Days

I am doing better in my classes

2.52
2.50

0.00
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

As the charts suggest, clients’ truancy
and suspension rates each decreased
following engagement with Youth
Radio—a particularly striking finding
when compared to an increase in
suspension rates for the OUSD
comparison group over the same period.
Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders report that the program
improved clients’ lives. Interviews with
key partners also revealed that the
program is well respected in the
community and is an organization to
which many other agencies refer at-risk
young people.
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Afterschool Job Training
Stakeholders reported the following:
I serve students in special education and refer
students to Youth Radio. Youth Radio assists them in
vocational skills through media training. Many of the
students I’ve referred to Youth Radio are those who in
addition to having a learning disability have also had
interactions with law enforcement including being on
probation or truancy.
I’ve had 8 students who participated in the program
and have found the staff’s efforts to be essential.
Staff provides them with concrete work experience to
put on their resumes, and the support they give the
students has been so helpful in redirecting the
students’ energies. I run a program for careertransition for students with disabilities. We partner
with agencies who can support our students’ interests
with entering the workforce.

Success Story
During program staff shared the
following success stories:
We had a student who was heavily involved in
gangs, dropped out of school, had to leave house; his
cousin and her boyfriend both got shot, came … He
called me in the middle of the night to tell us about it. I
was impressed that he had the trust. He continued to
tell me about it. One day, he came in and said that he
thinks he knows the shooter and was going to look for
him. I told him that he wouldn't lose his job, but that I
didn't support it. He left, but then came back in and
worked for the rest of the day. He made the choice to
not engage in this- to go with friends and commit a
crime. Ever since then, he has not gone on any other
missions to hunt down this guy. There are still a lot of
problems, substance use, etc., but he respected the
job enough to stay. That was really powerful. He has
a lot of health problems, but keeps coming. He needs
a lot of individual attention. He is limited English
proficient and has a lot of barriers. He calls when he's
not coming, which may seem small, but it shows that
he values the program. He's developed a level of trust
with me.
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There is a CAP five student who is now a program
intern in Health Services. We met about a month and
a half ago. She met with me informally. She had a 1.3
GPA, in two months she has raised it to 2.6; she is
kicking butt. I think the single best thing to mitigate
against trauma is a caring and consistent adult, and
that is what we have given her. This person shows up
hours before she is supposed to be here.

Client Satisfaction
The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge client satisfaction with Youth
Radio staff and services. A 1-5 scale
was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement.
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with being treated
respectfully and feeling like staff was
supportive.
Client Satisfaction with Youth
Radio

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.67

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

3.95

Staff understood my situation and
life experience

4.04

Staff was supportive

4.42

I received services that were helpful

4.18

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.14

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.24

I received services in my primary
language

3.90

I received services when I needed
them

3.91

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.15
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The staff members of Youth Radio are
an important strength. At the site visit,
program staff reported that they view the
youth development, vertical mentorship,
and pedagogical approach as strengths
of the program. The relationships
between staff and students were
reported as very positive and trusting.
The broadcast journalism course,
wraparound services, and workshop
content were all recognized as important
strengths of the program. Because
digital media is interesting to many
young people and students have the
opportunity to learn real technical skills,
Youth Radio is able to successfully
engage and retain students in the
program. Furthermore, the wraparound/supportive services available
through Youth Radio adopt a “meeting
the client where they are at” and harm
reduction approach, which foster an
environment of trust between clients and
staff. Because Youth Radio provides
integrated services and
academic/career counseling to its
clients, they are often able to meet
many of the supportive services clients
need.
The Youth Radio facility is one of its
strengths. Located in downtown
Oakland, accessible by public
transportation, and visually inviting, it is
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a welcoming and positive place for
young people. The building includes
professional recording studios, an
industrial kitchen with a dining area, and
a room reserved for physical activities.
The classrooms are well equipped with
state of the art equipment. The building
is located on a safe street and visitors
must check in at reception.
Youth Radio is contracted to provide
services to 33 students annually. The
program successfully met its
deliverables in terms of number of
clients served.
Additional strengths include the data
collection and assessment practices.
Program staff are consistent in updating
CitySpan and obtaining consents. The
assessment forms used in the wrap
around services strengthen staff’s
knowledge of client needs.
Challenges
Youth Radio did not appear to
experience challenges that impeded the
delivery of services as planned, though
the organization reported challenges
that are common to many organizations
of its size and type. Staff reported that
additional professional development is
needed for instructors around classroom
management and instructional
approach. This is an even greater need
among youth interns who assist with
instruction, particularly in relation to
principles of youth development and
young adult learning. Additional
challenges include insufficient funding to
serve high-need clients, a need for
additional counseling/case management
staff, and over-extended staff.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Evaluation Team had the following
recommendations:
1. Continue to use existing intake
assessment tools and expand
pre/post assessments for broadcast
journalism and media literacy
knowledge and skills. Results should
be analyzed and reported.
2. Provide interns with training on
instruction and the principles of
youth development.
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: YOUTH RADIO
Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:
Resources:

Employment & Training
To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults through vocational training and
leadership trainings.
To provide 33 youth who are truant or on probation with training in media production and broadcast journalism.
To improve youth’s media literacy, technical skills, and job readiness through training, case management, and academic/career counseling.

$152,250 annually provided by Measure Y. 0.75 FTE Program Manager, Part Time Coordinator, and Interns. In addition, support provided by
Youth Radio staff (LCSW, Psychologist, Social Work Interns, and Academic/Career Counselors).
Impact:
To reduce recidivism, truancy, and unemployment among at-risk young people ages 16-22.
Assumptions: Vocational and educational interventions coupled with psychosocial and academic supports help to stabilize at-risk youth and create
protective factors against truancy, recidivism, and other problems.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To provide 33 at-risk students with technical skills in broadcast journalism and media production, as well as media literacy.
Process: 10 hours per
CAP ManagerBroadcast journalism
Outcomes:
Outcomes:
1. Decreased recidivism.
1. Improved access to other
week of instruction in
and media production Community action
2. Decreased truancy.
broadcast journalism will be trainings, internships, or jobs
manager at 0.75 FTE.
training: daily
3. Increased employment.
provided. 33 at-risk students at Youth Radio or another
Coordinator: 2 part time
workshops, training,
community based
will be enrolled.
people; 1
and hands-on
organization.
broadcast/production
learning activities
Data Sources:
1. Probation
2. Increased knowledge of
Data Sources: Digital
coordinator and 1 music
provided between
2. Oakland Unified School
broadcast journalism
media portfolio and web
4:00-6:30 for a total of production/audio editing
District
coordinator. Two 18-24 yr. page. Production of student techniques and skills.
10 hours per week.
3. Employment records.
work will document student
old project associates
Topics include media
mastery of technical skills
(former participants).
literacy workshops,
Data Sources:
1. Case notes
and media literacy: quality
Interns- 7 (funded outside
media production,
2. Student portfolios
of commentary, beats,
of Meas. Y)
interviewing
ability to host a show, write
techniques,
about it, and critique it.
Photoshop, and proAbility to produce web page
tools, as well as
for their work. Ability to
learning to use
describe their thinking or
production equipment.
understanding of issues
related to the media
environment to others.
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Objective II: To improve 33 at-risk students’ re-integration into their communities by providing case management in relation to basic needs such as
health care, mental health, and housing.
Case management provided LCSW- 1 FTE director of Process Measures: 10 to
Outcomes:
Outcomes:
1. Decreased recidivism.
1. Increased access to
Health Services
12 hours of case
on an as-needed basis for
2. Decreased truancy.
housing, health or mental
Psychologist works with management will be
10-12 hours per week to
3. Improved integration and
health services.
CAP 6-8 hrs per week.
provided to CAP students
CAP participants. Case
stability around housing,
2. Improved functioning and
Social Work interns- 2
on a weekly basis. Overall
management is individually
mental health needs, and
PT that provide social
mental and physical health, decision-making.
tailored to the needs and
physical health needs.
work to CAP students
connection to services and
priorities of participants and
15 hrs per week.
supports, and progress
dosage levels depend on
towards goals.
client needs and addresses
Data Sources:
Data Sources:
1. Probation
1. Case notes.
housing, mental health,
2. Oakland Unified School District
Data Sources: Case notes, 2. No measures
health care, and other basic
3. Measures needed.
numbers of hours of service
needs. Using an
provided, and results of
empowerment model, LCSW
needs assessments.
helps young people identify
goals, supports and action
items to achieve them. Case
managers also provide
counseling, information &
referral as needed.
Objective III: To improve 33 at-risk students’ job readiness through academic and career counseling
Education & Career
Process Measures: 10 to
One-on-one academic and
Outcome Measures:
Outcome Measures:
1. Increased employment rates.
1. Increased enrollment in
Manager- FT 0.25 %
12 hours per week of
career advising provided to
educational programs offered
CAP Program; 1 PT
academic and career
CAP students on an asstaff- coordinator at
advising will be provided on by Youth Radio upon
needed basis outside of
Data Sources:
1. Employment records.
completing CAP.
0.10 FTE responsible for a weekly basis to CAP
workshop/class hours
supervising Americorps
students.
(approximately 10 hours
2. Improved job readiness
interns. Americorps: 3
weekly to entire cohort).
total providing 10-12 hrs Data Sources: Case notes, skills, ability to prepare a
Number of hours per week
resume, and attitude towards
per week of academic
number of hours of service
varies based on client
education and employment.
and career advising.
provided, and action items
needs/interest. Americorps
implemented.
interns use an empowerment
model to help young people
Data Sources:
1. Case notes
identify goals, supports and
2. No measures
action items.
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
1

Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.

4
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Allen Temple IRE
Intensive Reentry Employment

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal of Allen Temple’s
Intensive Reentry Employment Program
is to connect ex-offenders with formal
sector employment opportunities.
Measurable objectives for the IRE are to
provide 50 clients with job preparation
training and job placement services; of
these, 36 will be placed in unsubsidized
employment. The rationale for this
project is a growing body of evidence
that shows that employment with
opportunities for wage and career
advancement are the single-best
protective factor against recidivist
behavior.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Allen Temple IRE received $288,400
from the Measure Y Initiative.

Manager/Retention Specialist. Allen
Temple IRE partners with the YMCA,
union apprenticeship programs, the
Peralta Community College District, and
all the partnering employers and small
vendors.
Client referral sources were evenly split
between organizations that provided
other resources, the criminal justice
system, and friends of the clients.
Almost 1/5 of the client referrals sources
were unknown.
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Service

28%

Justice

28%

Personal

26%

Unknown

18%

Data Collection Methods
IRE staff report that they currently enter
document case management notes and
client information into the CMS
database. The collected data seems
adequate and appropriate for the
programming.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 67 participants served, 65
(98%) consented to sharing information.
Unless otherwise specified, data used
throughout this report refer to consented
clients only.

Staff and Partners
Allen Temple IRE staffing includes 2.3
FTE positions: an 80% FTE Program
Manager, a Career Service Coordinator,
and a 50% FTE Case
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III.

Consent Rates
Consented

98%

Withheld Consent

2%

Missing Consent

0%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Among consented clients on record, the
majority are male and under the age of
26 (75%). The largest proportion of
participants reside in East Oakland
(42%); 25% list residences outside city
limits.
Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. As expected,
probation and parole are the most
common risk factors of Allen Temple
IRE clients.

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The Allen Temple IRE recruits and ,
engages participants in job preparation
and training: between 2008-2009,
clients completed 135 hours of
classroom instruction related to
employment readiness. Throughout the
course of the program, clients received
support and assistance to establish selfsufficiency. Clients received notices
regarding employment opportunities and
job openings. Other activities include:
•

Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Probation

74%

Parole

26%

•
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ACTIVITIES

Place clients in worksites and
monitor client progress: program
staff continue to work with and
monitor the progress of program
participants through ongoing followup activities including job site visits.
These allow staff to assess the
efficacy of work and to provide
guidance and feedback on
performance.
Provide ongoing job maintenance
counseling sessions.
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The following table illustrates the total
number of group and individual service
hours participants received and the
average number of hours participants
received by service type.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Hours
per
Servic
e 2008
‐ 2009

Average
Hrs/
Participan
t

% of
Total
Hour
s

27,778

95

85%

Job Skills/Vocational
Training

6,792

126

21%

Community Training

4,761

119

14%

Basic Education
Training

4,650

99

14%

Peer Support /
Counseling

4,310

135

13%

Life Skills and Pre‐
Employment Skills

4,198

127

13%

Social

924

44

3%

Work Experience

738

67

2%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Conflic
t Resolution

504

101

2%

Peer Support /
Counseling

367

11

1%

Substance Abuse

302

25

1%

Other

234

39

1%

Individual

5,058

53

15%

Work Experience

4,897

148

15%

Case Management

74

3

0%

Mentoring

63

6

0%

Intensive Outreach

17

2

0%

8

3

0%

Group

Mental Health
Services
Total

32,836
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered. The table
below provides a summary of
respondent demographics.
Deographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 18
Target Number: 14
Percent Responded: 132%
Enrollment:
o
22.2 % of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1-3
months
o
16.7% of clients have been enrolled for 4-6 months
o
50% of clients that have been enrolled for more than 6
months
o
11.1% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
16.7 % of clients surveyed attend activities sometimes
o
38.9% of clients attend this program often
o
38.9% of clients attend all of the time
o
5.5% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
72.3% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
22.2% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
38.9% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o
5.5% of clients surveyed did not answer either question
Residence:
o
44.4% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
38.9% do not live in Oakland
o
16.7% of Allen Temple: Intensive Reentry clients did not
answer.
Age:
o
11.1% of clients surveyed are 18-22 years old
o
38.9% are 23-27
o
27.7% are 28-32
o
16.7% are 33-36
o
5.6% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
44.4% of clients surveyed are Female
o
44.4% are male
o
11.2% of clients did not answer
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The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge the IRE program’s impact on
attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5 scale
was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. Overall,
clients reported significant positive
outcomes from their engagement with
Allen Temple IRE.
As a Result of
Allen Temple IRE…

Mean
Score

Client Satisfaction
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with being treated
respectfully and feeling like staff was
supportive. Participants also responded
positively to statements that concern
their ability to go to staff for services
when they needed them, the usefulness
of the services received, and their
development of useful and realistic
goals.
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with staff and services.

I make better choices

4.39

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.54

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

4.38

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.54

I take better care of myself

4.46

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.92

I feel hopeful about the future

4.62

4.54

I am better at controlling my anger

4.38

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

I am better at solving problems

4.64

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.42

Staff was supportive

4.77

I received services that were helpful

4.83

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.54

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.75

I received services in my primary
language

4.77

I received services when I needed
them

4.38

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.62

Success Story
Allen Temple IRE staff shared a
success story with the evaluation team.
A client had been released from prison and
possessed many needs. She had very low selfesteem, lacked job skills, and was in the midst of a
custody battle over her children with her boyfriend’s
mother. IRE connected her with a secretarial job with
a CBO. She eventually became a “family advocate”
with the organization. She now has partial custody of
her children and earns $14.74 per hour. It has been a
night/day transformation. She is a very different
person who is now more confident, is employed
fulltime, and is a much better mother to her children

Section VII: Program Report, Allen Temple IRE

Client Satisfaction with Allen
Temple IRE

Mean
Score
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VI.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A primary strength of Allen Temple is
the staff’s capacity to relate with clients.
The staff’s community connections
create strong bonds that help clients.
Furthermore, staff do not treat each
participant setback as a failure. Rather,
they pride themselves on creating an
“Oasis” in a challenging community that
experiences significant environmental
challenges. Their general
organizational outlook is emblematic of
“above and beyond” service provision.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Allen Temple IRE works with clients who
possess multiple needs. While IRE
addresses concerns around
employment, program staff recognize
the need to develop stronger linkages
with programs providing additional
services, notably housing for program
clients. Allen Temple provides many
services, so there is temptation to only
refer people to Allen Temple services.
The staff may also benefit from case
management training to ensure that they
use effective time management and
appropriate boundary maintenance with
clients. Appropriate boundaries prevent
staff burnout. Lastly, we recommend
more transparency and increased
communication with evaluators.

Challenges
The program staff identified the general
stigmatization of their participants as a
critical challenge. Additionally, the
economic downturn has severely
impacted the program’s ability to refer
people to gainful employment
opportunities. Programs also seemed to
refer people to low wage labor more
than living wage career positions. The
program could also use additional space
for servicing participants.
A lack of institutional partnership
produces service gaps for clients. Staff
turnover and organizational change may
have also negatively impacted the
program.

Section VII: Program Report, Allen Temple IRE
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: ALLEN TEMPLE PROGRAM: INTENSIVE REENTRY EMPLOYMENT
Cluster:
Cluster
Purpose:
Program
Purpose
Program
Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:

Diversion and Reentry
Assist Oakland residents upon their return from prisons and detention facilities.
Provide job preparation training and job placement services to 50 participants between the ages of 18 and 35 who are on probation or
parole; of these 50, 36 will be placed in unsubsidized employment.
Connect parolees with formal sector employment opportunities.
OMY $288,400
The neighborhoods where clients live will be safer as parolees will be less likely to commit criminal acts.
Intensive individual work with clients will help them avoid recidivating and secure formal sector employment.

Section VII: Program Report, Allen Temple IRE
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Activities

Resources

Objective I: Connect clients with employment.
OMY Funds
Recruit participants
1 –80% FTE Program
Clients complete 135
Manager
hours of classroom
1 – 100% FTE Career
instruction related to
Service Coordinator
employment
1 – 50% FTE Case
readiness
Manager/Retention
Place clients in
Specialist
worksites
Monitor client’s
progress
Counsel clients
regarding job
openings and helps
establish selfsufficiency
Conduct job
placement, follow-ups,
job site visits
Provide job
maintenance
counseling
24 clients will work
150-400 hours as
subsidized private
sector interns
36 clients will move
into unsubsidized
career placements

Section VII: Program Report, Allen Temple IRE
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Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data

# of clients completing 135
hours of instruction
# of clients placed in
subsidized employment
# of clients placed in
unsubsidized employment

# of clients remaining
employed 3, 6, 9, and 12
months after beginning of
program placement

Case management notes
City Span

Case management notes
City Span

ALLEN TEMPLE DOES NOT
COLLECT LONG TERM FOLLOWUP DATA.
The evaluation team might
consider tracking new law
violations and parole violations
during the period following program
enrollment.
Parole data

Allen Temple IRE
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of the Youth Employment
Partnership’s Intensive Reentry
Employment program (YEP IRE) is to
provide paroled young-adults with
employment opportunities. Participating
clients receive comprehensive
workforce training and learn the skills
needed to be successful in the
community and on the job. An
underlying assumption of this program is
the understanding that employers
require soft skills, even in minimum
wage, entry-level jobs. Most young
parolees have no education, no
vocational skills and no work history or
understanding of basic life skills.
Without a foundation of basic
information such as appropriate dress
and behavior at the worksite, and
without basic education skills, there is
little chance of sustainable work for
Oakland’s young recent-offenders.
Research shows that ex-offenders who
are employed are significantly less likely
to commit new crimes.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
YEP IRE received $288,400 from the
Measure Y Initiative.
Staff and Partners
YEP staffs the IRE program with 3 PTE
Varsity Work Place Developers and 10
Volunteer Prospective Employers.
Agency partners include other OMYfunded CBO’s such as the Mentoring
Center and prospective employers.
Over a third of YEP IRE’s clients are
referred by the justice system.
Referral Source1

Referral Source
Unknown
Justice
Personal

% of Consented
Clients
56%
37%
7%

Data Collection Methods
Although it does not log data into the
Client Management Information System,
YEP IRE tracks attendance at work as
an employer would. Attendance is taken
in each classroom training and work
hours are recorded for each participant.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 43 participants served by
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the IRE, most consented to participating
in the evaluation activities. Unless
otherwise specified, data used
throughout this report refer to consented
clients only.
.
Consent Rates
Consented

92%

Withheld Consent

8%

Missing Consent

0%

Total

III.

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The following activities are offered as
part of the IRE program:
•

100%

Client Demographics
YEP IRE served 43 clients, of whom
90% were between the ages of 18-25
and 81% male. The majority of clients
were African American, residing in East
or “Central” Oakland—the area of East
Oakland between Lake Merit and High
St. that roughly corresponds to Police
Command Area II.
Risk and Protective Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. Probation and parole
are the most common risk factors of
YEP IRE clients.
Risk Factor of Participants2
Risk Factor
% of Clients
Probation

72%

Parole

28%

ACTIVITIES

•
•

Provide Job Readiness Training
(JRT) including 120 hours of training
for each enrolled client
Support clients in the completion of
job hours (20 hours/week)
Provide soft skills training, vocational
training, and educational support (20
hours/ week) to clients in order to
enhance their ability to obtain
employment.

Services and Events
The chart below illustrates the total
number of group and individual service
hours participants received and the
average number of hours participants
received by service type.
Units of Service by Type of Service
Service Provided

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

9,684

77

59%

Basic Education Training

4,204

100

26%

Job Skills/Vocational
Training

3,104

74

19%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

2,376

57

14%

Individual

6,738

57

41%

Work Experience

5,014

147

31%

1,724

40

10%

Case Management
Total
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Hours
2008 ‐
2009

3

16,422
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered.
Respondents were informed that their
participation was voluntary and they
would remain anonymous.
The adjacent chart provides
demographic data on clients that
responded to the survey. Survey
respondents were predominately male,
form East Oakland and between 18 and
22 years of age. 70% of respondents
reported attending the program all the
time or often, and over 50% of the
population were enrolled between 1 and
3 months.
The table on the following page depicts
clients’ average level of agreement with
statements that gauge YEP IRE’s
impact on personal attitudes and
behaviors. A 1-5 scale was used, with 5
denoting ‘strong agreement.’
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Demographics of Clients who responded to
survey:
Number Responded: 20
Target Number: 24
Percent goal was reached: 83%
Enrollment:
o 5% of clients have been enrolled less than
one week
o 5% of clients surveyed have been enrolled
for 1 to 4 weeks
o 55% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3
months
o 4% of clients that have been enrolled for 4
to 6 months
o 15% have been enrolled for more tan 6
months
Attendance:
o 20 % of clients surveyed attend activities
sometimes
o 20% of clients attend this program often
o 50% of clients attend all of the time
o 10% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o 80% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o 5% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 5% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o 5% identify as Native American
o 5% of clients identify as other
o 20% of clients surveyed identified as multiracial
Residence:
o 5% of clients surveyed stated that they live
in North Oakland
o 20% of clients live in West Oakland
o 10% of clients live in Central Oakland
(Flatlands west of High Street)
o 60% of clients surveyed stated that they
live in East Oakland (East of High Street)
o 5%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o 70% of clients surveyed are 18-22 years
old
o 30% are 23-27
Gender:
o 90% of clients are male
o 10% of clients did not answer
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Overall, clients indicated that YEP IRE
had positively impacted their attitudes
and behaviors, although scores are
lower than comparable programs in
Measure Y’s diversion and reentry
cluster.
As a Result of YEP IRE…

Mean
Score

Client Satisfaction
Participants reported modest
satisfaction with the program overall.
Participant marks were moderate
regarding staff support and staff aid in
participant development of useful and
realistic goals. Respondents gave poor
marks to statements that invoked staff
practice in connecting them to other
services, participants’ reception of
services that were helpful, and staff
understanding of their life experiences.

I make better choices

3.85

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.30

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

3.26

Client Satisfaction with YEP IRE

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.05

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

3.85

I take better care of myself

4.37

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

3.00

I feel hopeful about the future

4.05

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

3.22

I am better at controlling my anger

3.95

Staff was supportive

3.90

I am better at solving problems

4.05

I received services that were helpful

3.37

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

3.60

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

3.67

I received services in my primary
language

4.05

I received services when I needed
them

3.35

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

3.50

Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders report that the program
improved clients’ lives. Stakeholders
also note that YEP is a leader in the
area of youth employment in Oakland
Success Story
A male youth released from CDCR on a non-707b
kidnapping offense was assigned to probation and
came to the program. He worked hard on obtaining
his GED, but was unable to pass the math portion of
the test. He gave up on the GED and enrolled in a
program to become a medical assistant. He was an
“excellent” student according to the instructor with a
personable manner, but was unable to handle the
math component of the training. He returned to study
for the GED with renewed focus. He currently works
at a local Hollywood Video store. He is someone who
has learned to be resilient in the face of challenges.
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A strength of YEP IRE is staff’s ability to
fill client capacity. Especially notable
according to staff is the outreach and
enrollment process which is extremely
streamlined and efficient. Class
trainings for clients have been well
attended and successful: many IRE
clients pass the GED exam and some
enroll in college. Clients are also placed
in jobs. In addition, YEP’s relationship
with police and neighborhood
organizations have improved over the
course of the year.
Challenges
Due to present economic
circumstances, staff reported difficult in
identifying a sufficient number of job
placement opportunities. As a result,
YEP IRE encouraged clients to focus on
advancing their education and were
successful with this approach.
According to YEP staff, it was extremely
difficult to provide comprehensive,
client-responsive programming when
YEP’s contract depended on a fiscal
year outcome report. Lastly, YEP
reported challenges in their relationship
with Oakland Youth parole, which was
down to only one field agent and YEP
case managers. As a result, clients
were not able to successfully navigate
the agent’s approach with clients and
YEP found it difficult to successfully
provide services.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall, the evaluation finds mixed
outcomes for the YEP IRE program.
While it has achieve measured success
in providing trainings, case
management, and job placement, it
received below-average marks from
clients on a satisfaction survey and was
unable to provide comprehensive job
placement for clients. Going forward,
the evaluation team posits the following
recommendations:
1. One deficit noted during the
stakeholder interviews is the need
for YEP IRE to forge strong
partnerships with other youth-serving
organizations to enhance its referral
process, particularly for youth who
have difficulty obtaining or keeping
jobs through YEP.
2. YEP staff would benefit from
trainings that encourage their work.
There is a real need to develop
survival (burnout prevention) skills
among the staff.
3. YEP participants would like to know
more about the Juvenile Justice
System and Transitional housing –
adding this component would be
helpful.
4. Some client satisfaction survey
results were low regarding
satisfaction with staff. YEP staff
should develop an environment
where participants feel understood
and engaged
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PARTNERSHIP, INC [YEP] PROGRAM: INTENSIVE REENTRY EMPLOYMENT
Cluster:
Employment and Training
Cluster Purpose:
To reduce recidivism and truancy and increase educational attainment among at-risk youth and adults through vocational training and job
placement.
Program Purpose
Provide young adults on probation or parole with employment opportunities in construction.
Program Goals:
Employ 42 youth in the jobs program.
Resources:
OMY funds $280,000
Impact:
Participating clients will receive comprehensive workforce training learning skills necessary to be successful in the community and on the
job.
Assumptions:
Underserved Oakland clients will benefit from opportunities that enhance “soft skills,” provide a work experience, vocational training,
educational support, and supportive services.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Determine the eligibility and enrollment of prospective clients in IRE.
Staffing Job Readiness
OMY funds ($280,000)
# of clients completing JRT # of clients with increased
Training (JRT) that includes
knowledge of job skills and
120 hours of training for
# of clients helped to obtain typical job expectations
each enrolled client.
a social security card
# of clients with improved job
skills
Clients assisted to obtain
social security cards.
# of clients who obtain a social
security card
Program notes
Program notes
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: Support development of clients’ job skills through the work experience component of the comprehensive vocational training program.
Supporting clients in the
OMY funds ($280,400)
# of clients completing work # of vocational certifications
# clients retained in
completion of job hours (20
hours over the 6 month
attained
unsubsidized construction
per week).
period
employment at 6 months after
# of clients placed in unsubsidized program exit
employment within 3 months of
program exit
Program notes
Program notes

Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective III: Support development of clients’ job skills through the education component of the comprehensive vocational training program.
Staffing the education
OMY funds ($280,400)
# of clients completing
# of GED tests passed
# clients who continue to make
program – soft skills training,
education program hours
# clients who attain a GED
progress on education after
vocational training, and
over the 6 month period
# clients who enroll in
program end
educational support (20
community college classes
hours per week).
# clients retained in unsubsidized
construction employment at 6
months after program exit
Program notes
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Activities

Resources

Objective IV: Help clients avoid recidivating.
Staffing to help clients
OMY funds ($280,000)
participate in the formal
economy and avoid
participation in illegal
activities.
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Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data

# of clients provided
support services directly or
indirectly.
Program notes

Fewer technical violations.
Fewer new law violations.

Fewer technical violations.
Fewer new law violations.

Parole data

Parole data
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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Project Choice

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal of Allen Temple’s
Project Choice Program (Allen Temple
PC) is to connect parolees with mental
health and substance abuse treatment
services. Measurable objectives for this
program are to provide coaching and
mentoring to 50 men and women, ages
18 to 35, who have been released on
parole from San Quentin State Prison.
The rationale for this project is that with
necessary services such as substance
abuse treatment and mental health
services, parolees can be connected
with employment opportunities that will
prevent recidivist behaviors.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
Allen Temple IRE received $168,650
from the Measure Y Initiative.
Staff and Partners
Allen Temple’s Project Choice is staffed
by 3 FTE positions including 2.5 case
managers/coaches and a part-time
mentor coordinator. Partner
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organizations for Allen Temple Project
Choice were not reported.
Client referral sources were
predominantly personal, while other
service organizations and stakeholder
from the Justice system also made
referrals. Almost 1/5 of the client
referrals sources were unknown.
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Personal

43%

Service

19%

Justice

19%

Unknown

19%

Data Collection Methods
Client data are primarily stored in case
management notes. Allen Temple uses
the Youth Management Information
System (YMIS) and Parole Department
records to track client recidivism.
Consent
Measure Y participants were given the
option of sharing their personal
information with the evaluation team. Of
the 123 participants, 120 (98%)
consented to sharing information.
Unless otherwise specified, data used
throughout this report refer to consented
clients only.
Consent Rates
Consented

98%

Withheld Consent

2%

Missing Consent

0%

Total

100%
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Client Demographics
Among consented clients, data indicate
that 20% are female and more than half
are over 26 years of age. 72% of those
who answered the participant survey
self-identified as African American, 22%
Latino, and 38% bi-racial. Clients
residences are evenly split among the
different geographic areas of Oakland,
with 25% residing in East Oakland, 22%
in “Central” Oakland (the portion of East
Oakland between Lake Merit and High
St. that roughly corresponds to Police
Command Area II), 15% in West
Oakland, and the remainder outside of
Oakland.

individual’s personal life. Individual
services included mental health and
substance abuse treatment.
The following assistance was addressed
as part of the intensive case
management clients received:
•

•

Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for 98% of
consenting clients; 73% were on
probation and 25% on Parole.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Clients

Probation

73%

Parole

25%

None

2%

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
Individual Services account for less than
20% of the services provided by Allen
Temple PC. These included work skills
assessments as well as life
assessments that tracked supports and
other positive assets existing in the
Section VII: Program Report, Allen Temple PC

Assistance with housing, health care,
employment readiness and
vocational training, and developing
life plans. Life Plans are used to
help clients identify and map their
own personal objectives. Life Plans
can also be used by case managers
to track client progress.
Case managers engage in one-onone mentoring/coaching, as
appropriate, to help address issues
and concerns and to proactively
brainstorm strategies for successful
day-to-day situations.

Group Activities comprised the core of
Allen Temple’s service delivery strategy,
accounting for 80% of the service hours
provided to clients. These activities
include:
•

•

Facilitate weekly peer support
groups for participants to discuss
successes and challenges in
completing their objectives.
Conduct employment training and
life skills workshops to help prepare
individuals for employment.

The table on the following page
illustrates the total number of group and
individual service hours participants
received and the average number of
hours participants received by service
type.
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Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participa
nt

% of
Total
Hour
s

17,292

57

80%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

3,054

74

14%

Peer Support /
Counseling

2,813

72

13%

Basic Education
Training

2,744

91

13%

Job Skills/Vocational
Training

2,707

77

13%

Community Training

2,039

64

9%

Mental Health

781

24

4%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Conflict
Resolution

733

24

3%

Social

390

30

2%

Substance Abuse

161

11

1%

Other

59

8

0%

Street Outreach

24

6

0%

Outreach

18

6

0%

Individual

4,195

15

20%

Case Management

2,042

17

10%

Mentoring

1,289

14

6%

Work Experience

742

39

3%

Mental Health
Services

117

4

1%

4

0

0%

Intensive Outreach
Total

21,487
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered. The table
below provides a demographic summary
of survey respondents.
Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 15
Target Number: 43
Percent goal was reached: 35%
Enrollment:
o 6.7 % of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1-3 months
o
13.3% of clients have been enrolled for 4-6 months
o
73.3% of clients that have been enrolled for more than 6
months
o
6.7% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
28.6 % of clients surveyed attend activities sometimes
o
42.9% of clients attend this program often
o
21.4% of clients attend all of the time
o
7.1% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
86.7% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
6.7% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
26.7% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o
6.7% of clients surveyed did not answer either question
Residence:
o
60% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
6.7% of clients stated that they live in Central Oakland
(Flatlands west of High Street)
o
26.7% do not live in Oakland
o
6.7% of clients did not answer.
Age:
o
13.3% of clients surveyed are 18-22 years old
o
40% are 23-27
o
20% are 28-32
o
20% are 33-36
o
6.7% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
33.3% of clients surveyed are Female
o
60% are male
o
6.7% of clients did not answer
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The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge Allen Temple PC’s impact on
personal attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5
scale was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement.
Overall, clients reported that Allen
Temple PC produced a strong, positive
impact on their lives, particularly around
developing productive life skills. Nearly
all respondents expressed hope about
the future.
As a Result of Allen Temple
Project Choice…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.67

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.73

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

4.73

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.67

I take better care of myself

4.80

I feel hopeful about the future

4.87

I am better at controlling my anger

4.60

I am better at solving problems

4.80
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Success Story
Allen Temple PC staff shared a success
story with the evaluation team.
A male candidate began with Measure Y when he
was on Parole and residing at a transitional house.
Aside from the usual stress associated with clients reentering, this candidate was already diagnosed with
ADD for which he refused to take medication,
however, not without exploring other options for
behavior control (i.e.yoga, fitness activity). The
candidate successfully completed his Mentoring, and
Life skills components, qualifying him for a Cable
Networking training. He moved forward to seek out
part time employment, and also enrolled at Laney
College. Measure Y was able to assist him with
school materials due to barriers with previously
outstanding school loans. In QTR3 this candidate
was offered a position with a cable installation
company, got married, and is now looking forward to
his transition from his transitional house placement to
his apartment with his wife.
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Client Satisfaction
The table below depicts clients’ level of
agreement with statements that gauge
client satisfaction with Allen Temple
PC’s staff and services.
Clients indicated strong satisfaction
generally. In particular, clients
expressed satisfaction with the quality of
services and professionalism of staff.
Client Satisfaction with Allen
Temple Project Choice

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.60

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.40

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.47

Staff was supportive

4.67

I received services that were helpful

4.80

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.60

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.57

I received services in my primary
language

4.73

I received services when I needed
them

4.27

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.57

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A primary asset of Allen Temple PC is
the quality of staff—their experience,
qualifications, and ability to interface
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with clients. Group activities have been
effective at reaching numerous clients
and creating a mutually-supportive client
community.
Challenges
During two of the four quarters, the
wider Allen Temple program
experienced dramatic staff turnover due
to substantial organizational layoffs and
leadership change. These events had a
significant impact on Measure Y
program continuity. Limited space also
proved to be an issue. Other challenges
include the economic downturn, which
has made it even less likely that
employers will be willing to hire exoffenders. Finally, program fusion, while
providing opportunities for community
building, created confusion for
evaluators when viewing particular
program pursuits.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Evaluation Team posits the
following recommendations for Allen
Temple PC:
1. Allen Temple PC should focus on
staff continuity. Staff and leadership
change for the overall program
undoubtedly affected service
provision. Demarcated program
services would improve program
evaluation.
2. Allen Temple PC should develop
partnerships with other youth serving
organizations in order to reduce
development service gaps.
3. Allen Temple PC should pursue
sustained communication with
evaluators.
4. Allen Temple PC staff could benefit
from case management training to
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ensure that they use their time wisely
and maintain appropriate boundaries
with clients.
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: ALLEN TEMPLE PROGRAM: PROJECT CHOICE
Cluster:
Diversion and Reentry
Cluster Purpose:
Assist Oakland residents upon their return from prisons and detention facilities.
Program Purpose Provide coaching/mentoring to men and women paroling from San Quentin State Prison to the City of Oakland (50 young
adults (18-35) per year)
Program Goals:
Connect parolees with mental health and substance abuse prevention services.
Resources:
OMY $168,650
Impact:
The neighborhoods where clients live will be safer as parolees will be less likely to commit criminal acts.
Assumptions:
Intensive individual and group work with clients will help them avoid recidivating and secure formal sector employment.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Assess the mental health needs of clients; assist clients with employment search, housing, and health care.
Clients receiving
OMY Funds
ALLEN TEMPLE DOES NOT
Mental Health
# of clients receiving
appropriate mental health
2 – 100% FTE case
COLLECT LONG TERM
assessments; Intensive
mental health
counseling/treatment
FOLLOW-UP DATA.
managers/coaches
case management; Oneassessments
Clients will avoid arrest
1 – 50% FTE case
on-one
# of clients receiving
Clients will avoid parole
The evaluation team might
manager
mentoring/coaching,
intensive case
violations
consider tracking new law
1 – 50% FTE mentor
weekly peer support
management
Clients will not commit new violations and parole violations
coordinator
groups; developing
# of client s receiving
law violations
during the period following
individual Life Plans;
one-on-one
program enrollment.
assistance with housing,
mentoring/coaching
employment, and health
# of clients participating
care
in weekly peer support
groups
# of clients with
completed Life Plans
# of clients receiving
housing assistance
# of clients receiving
employment assistance
# of clients receiving
health care assistance
# of mentoring contacts
Case management
Case management notes
Parole data
notes
Parole Department
City Span
City Span
Section VII: Program Report, Allen Temple PC
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Activities

Resources

Objective II: Assess the mental health needs of clients.
Substance abuse
OMY Funds
assessments
2 – 100% FTE case
Mental health
managers/coaches
assessments
1 – 50% FTE case
manager
1 – 50% FTE mentor
coordinator

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

# of clients receiving
substance abuse
assessments
# of clients receiving
mental health
assessments

Proportion of clients who
test negative for illegal
substances three
consecutive times
Proportion of clients who
remain medication
compliant for three months

ALLEN TEMPLE DOES NOT
COLLECT LONG TERM
FOLLOW-UP DATA.

Case management
notes
City Span

Case management notes
City Span

1 CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3
Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal of The Mentoring
Center’s Project Choice is to provide
intensive case management and
mentoring services to post-adjudicated
young adults (18-25) involved in the
criminal justice system. The rationale for
this project is a need for intensive case
management and life support required
by this population. Without basic
supports and mentoring services,
vulnerable youth are unlikely to benefit
from targeted employment training or to
successfully complete additional
studies, two of the choices that have
been shown to significantly reduce the
likelihood of recidivist behaviors.

II.

Manager. The program collaborates with
YEP, UC Berkeley, Marcus Books, and
Scotland Youth Center. These
partnerships are effective and together,
form a social network that is able to
provide well rounded services.
TMC PC relies on the juvenile probation
department for the overwhelming
majority of its client referrals (94%).
Referral Source1

Referral Source
Justice

94%

Personal

4.5%

Unknown

1.5%

Client Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 76 individuals served in
2008-2009, 69 consented to sharing
information. Unless otherwise specified,
data used throughout this report refer to
consented clients only.
Consent Rates

INPUTS
Consented

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
The Mentoring Center’s Project Choice
received $168,650 from the Measure Y
Initiative.
Staff and Partners
The Mentoring Center’s Project Choice
(TMC PC) is staffed by 1 FTE Case
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% of Consented
Clients

91%

Withheld Consent

5%

Missing Consent

4%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Among consented clients, the data
suggest that Clients served in this 20%
are female and that all participants are
between the ages of 18 and 25 (an
eligibility requirement). 66% of
consented clients self-identify as African
American; 3% identify as Latino; 38%
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are multi-ethnic, and 13% identify as
white.
Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for 98% of
consenting clients. Exposure to
violence, truancy, sexual exploitation,
and parole are the most common risk
factors of TMC PC clients.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in the
CitySpan Management Information
System for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

5,048

44

73%

Job Skills/Vocational
Training

1,624

52

24%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

2,312

49

34%

Exposed to Violence

67%

Truant

67%

Sexually Exploited

65%

Peer Support /
Counseling

1,112

31

16%

Parole

54%

Individual

1,847

35

27%

None

20%

Case Management

1,847

35

Total

6,895

41

Probation

III.

3%

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The Mentoring Center’s Project Choice
delivers intensive case management,
transformative mentoring that links
clients with services and resources.
Services are initiated pre-release with
youth at the California Youth Authority
Facility in Stockton.
This program supports successful youth
outcomes through intensive case
management, pre-employment training,
employment, school support (reenrollment), and GED completion.
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered.
The table on the following page provides
a demographic summary of survey
respondents.
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Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 26
Number Served: 33
Percent goal was reached: 82%
Enrollment:
o 3.9% of clients have been enrolled less than one
week
o 7.7% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for
1 to 4 weeks
o 30.8% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3
months
o 7.7% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6
months
o 42.3% have been enrolled for more tan 6
months
o 7.7% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o 7.7 % of clients surveyed attend activities
sometimes
o 26.9% of clients attend this program often
o 61.5% of clients attend all of the time
o 3.9% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o 66.7% of clients surveyed identify as African
American
o 3.3% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o 13.3% identify as White
o 3.3% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o 3.3% identify as Native American
o 36% of clients surveyed identified as multi-racial
o 3.3% of clients surveyed did not answer either
question
Residence:
o 3.7% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
North Oakland
o 7.4% of clients live in West Oakland
o 11.1% of clients live in Central Oakland
(Flatlands west of High Street)
o 51.9% of clients surveyed stated that they live in
East Oakland (East of High Street)
o 22.2%% do not live in Oakland
o 3.7% of clients did not answer
Age:
o 3.9% of clients are under 18
o 57.7% of clients surveyed are 18-22 years old
o 34.6% are 23-27
o 3.7% chose not to answer
Gender:
o 92.3% of clients are male
o 7.7% of clients did not answer
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The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statement that
gauge TMC PC’s impact on personal
attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5 scale
was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement. Overall,
clients reported strong, positive impact
in a number of areas.
As a Result of Mentoring
Center’s Project Choice…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.37

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.58

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

4.04

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.46

I take better care of myself

4.42

I feel hopeful about the future

4.29

I am better at controlling my anger

4.30

I am better at solving problems

4.22
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Success Story
The Mentoring Center PC staff shared a
success story with the evaluation team.
(One client) went from a “dreadlocked hair”
(tough guy) look to someone who looks like
a college student. When he first came to
the program he had a very hard exterior.
He was in the “career academy” at YEP and
dropped out of TMC’s Project Choice. He
eventually returned to Project Choice and
acknowledged that he had gone off the
program and had resumed illegal activities.
Since then, {he} has cut his hair, something
he said he would never do, and has gotten
very serious about his re-entry. He is now
an intern at the Oakland Fire Department
and attends Laney College. He is involved
in TMC Project Choice’s artistic enrichment
activities and recently sung the “Black
National Anthem” at a theatre performance.
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Client Satisfaction
To further assess program performance,
a satisfaction survey was administered
to TMC PC clients.
The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge client satisfaction with TMC PC’s
staff and services.
Generally, clients were satisfied with the
services provided the staff’s
professionalism. Clients also reported
that staff helped them to develop useful
and realistic goals.
Client Satisfaction with
Mentoring Center’s Project
Choice

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.44

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

3.76

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

3.84

Staff was supportive

4.12

I received services that were helpful

4.12

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.21

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.08

I received services in my primary
language

4.08

I received services when I needed
them

4.21

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.17
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A major assets of TMC PC is the staff’s
deep, culturally-competent
understanding of the population at the
Stockton Department of Juvenile Justice
(DJJ) Facility. Programmatic strengths
include TMC PC’s presentations,
activities, and people skills
Challenges
When asked to describe their
organizational challenges, staff noted a
need for better field technology,
including computer upgrades.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Mentoring Center’s Project Choice
provides an important service to clients,
but is challenged by shifts in detention
institutions. Based on these findings, the
evaluation team posits the following
recommendations:
1. More staff are needed along to
execute TMC PC’s growing service
delivery model.
2. Public relations between TMC (and
other organizations serving this
population) and the public can be
improved.
3. There is a greater need for case
management, interpersonal skills
development, stress management,
and administrative trainings for staff.

Additionally, staff noted that structural
limitations had resulted in programming
reductions as some DJJ facilities have
been closed and/or consolidated. Staff
movements within the DJJ also limit
continuity in service delivery.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: THE MENTORING CENTER PROGRAM: PROJECT CHOICE
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:
Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:
Impact:

Diversion and Reentry
Assist Oakland residents upon their return from prisons and detention facilities.
Provide intensive case management and mentoring services that reduce recidivism among clients.
Prevent the further involvement of post-adjudicated young adults (18-25-years-old) in the criminal justice system.
OMY
The neighborhoods where clients live will be safer as the youth will be less likely to commit delinquent/criminal acts.

Assumptions:

Intensive individual work with clients will help them avoid recidivating.

Activities

Resources

Objective I: Reduce recidivism.
Intensive case management, Oakland Measure Y Funds
transformative mentoring,
1.5 FTE Program
linking clients with services
Coordinator
and resources. Services are
initiated pre-release with
Clients must be referred to
youth at the California Youth YEP.
Authority Facility in Stockton.

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data

# of clients receiving
services
# of hours of services
# of client contacts

Reduction in the number of
new law violations.
Reduction in the # of probation
violations with an
understanding that such
violations are likely in intensive
programs.

TMC does not provide services for
clients beyond 12 months. The
hoped for outcome would be
continued reductions in the number
of probation violations and the
number of new law violations.

Case management files
Information stored in CMS

Juvenile Probation Data and/or
Parole Data (TMC documents
events in case notes; data
from Probation/Parole would
be more valid.)

TMC does not track outcomes for
clients beyond 12 months.
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Activities

Resources

Objective II: Establishing self-sufficiency.
Intensive case management, Oakland Measure Y Funds
jobs training, employment,
1.5 FTE Program
school support (reCoordinator
enrollment), GED
completion.
Clients must be referred to
YEP.

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data

# of clients receiving job
linking services
# of clients receiving jobs
training
# of clients receiving school
support services

# of clients obtaining jobs
# of clients who hold jobs for
six months
# of clients who complete their
GED
# of clients who re-enroll in
school
# of clients attending school
regularly (clients who are not
habitual truants)
Case management notes.

TMC does not provide services for
clients beyond 12 months. The
hoped for outcome would be
maintenance of the appropriate
short-term outcomes.

Case management files
(Information not currently
stored in the CMS.)

TMC does not track outcomes for
clients beyond 12 months.
(Obvious source would be a followup with clients and review of OUSD
data)

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3
Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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The Mentoring Center (TMC PC)
Pathways to Change

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of The Mentoring Center’s
Pathways to Change (PTC) is to provide
intensive case management and
mentoring services to post-adjudicated
youth (under 18 years old) involved in
the juvenile justice system. This
program is built upon the belief that
intensive individual work with young
people involved in the juvenile justice
system will make it possible for them to
change their behaviors and avoid further
involvement in the system as adults.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
The Mentoring Center’s Project Choice
received $605,950 from the Measure Y
Initiative.
Staff and Partners
The Mentoring Center’s PTC is staffed
by 7 FTE Mentors and Case Managers.
The Mentoring Center (TMC) partners
with the county juvenile probation
department for referrals, and multiple
community service providers to meet the
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individual needs of clients (e.g.,
substance abuse, mental health,
academic support, etc.)
Program referrals were received from
the following sources:
Referral Sourcei

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

School

61%

Personal

33%

Service

2%

Justice

2%

Crisis

1%

Unknown

1%

Data Collection Methods
The Mentoring Center staff report that
they currently enter client information
into the CitySpan youth Management
Information System (CitySpan MIS) on a
regular basis. Case managers keep
detailed client information in case
management files. Juvenile Probation
data is also maintained.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Among all participants in The
Mentoring Center’s Pathways to Change
program, 89% consented to sharing
information. Unless otherwise specified,
data used throughout this report refer to
consented clients only.
Consent Rates
Consented

89%

Withheld Consent

4%

Missing Consent

6%

Total

100%
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Client Demographics
Among consented clients, the data
suggest that 56% are between the ages
of 18 and 25. 84% of consented clients
are female and nearly half reside in
East Oakland.

2

76%

Truant

72%

Probation

65%

Sexually Exploited

59%

None

15%

Expelled

1%

Suspended

1%

2.18
1.85

1.5
1
0.5

Risk Factor of Participantsii
Risk Factor
% of Clients
Exposed to Violence

2.72

3
2.5
GPA

Risk and Protective Factors
Risk factors were identified for Measure
Y clients. Exposure to violence, chronic
truancy, probation, and sexual
exploitation are the most common risk
factors of The Mentoring Center’s
PTC’s clients.

Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009

Another way to evaluate client
vulnerability is to assess academic
performance. The following chart
compares the average GPAs of this
program’s participants with all Measure
Y program participants who were in
OUSD, and all OUSD students not
involved with Measure Y.

0
Mentoring
Center PTC
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

OUSD Students

Finally, another method for evaluating
client risk is to examine client
experiences with the Justice system.
Among all TMC PC clients who received
a referral to the Justice system between
2005-2009, 68% received these prior to
their engagement with the program.
This further indicates the TMC PC is
targeting at-risk youth for its services.
Participants with JUVIS Activity
N=130

32%
Referred Before Intake
Referred After Intake
68%

As the following chart indicates, TMC
PC clients performed worse than either
other Measure Y cohorts or the OUSD
comparison group during 2008-2009.
This speaks to TMC PC’s propensity to
self-selectively target disproportionately
at-risk targets, as suggested by its
mission and mandate.
Section VII: Program Report, The Mentoring Center PTC
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III.

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The Mentoring Center’s Pathways to
Change conducts the following core
activities:
•

•

Services and Events
The following table describes the
average units of service recoded in the
CitySpan MIS for this program.

ACTIVITIES

Deliver Intensive case management
and transformative mentoring that
link clients with services and
resources. (Transformative
mentoring focuses on changing the
behavior of clients with an emphasis
on developing self-sufficiency.)
Support youth with GED completion
and re-enrollment through intensive
case management, job trainings,
employment, and school support

Units of Service by Type of Service
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

iii

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

3,723

49

54%

Life Skills and Pre‐
employment Skills

1,452

34

21%

Other

1,167

65

17%

Social

1,104

74

16%

Individual

3,158

34

46%

Case Management

3,079

40

45%

Intensive Outreach

43

5

1%

Mentoring

29

7

0%

Work Experience

6

6

0%

Mental Health Services

1

1

0%

Total

IV.

6,881

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive
servicesThe survey was a convenience
sample of currently enrolled clients and
may not reflect information about clients
who received services before or after
the survey was administered.
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The following table provides a
demographic summary of survey
respondents.
Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 59
Target Number: 65
Percent goal was reached: 91%
Enrollment:
o
8.5% of clients have been enrolled less than one
week
o
8.5% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1 to 4
weeks
o
18.6% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3 months
o
20% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6 months
o
39% have been enrolled for more tan 6 months
o
3.4% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
3.4% of clients surveyed never attend the program
o
3.4% of clients rarely attend
o
20.3 % of clients surveyed attend activities sometimes
o
32.2% of clients attend this program often
o
25.4% of clients attend all of the time
o
15.3% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
57.4% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
24.6% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
3.3% identify as White
o
3.3% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
1.6% identify as Native American
o
28.8% identified as multi-racial
o
4.9% of clients surveyed did not answer either question
Residence:
o
5.1% of clients surveyed stated that they live in North
Oakland
o
10.2% of clients live in West Oakland
o
11.9% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands west
of High Street)
o
67.8% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
3.4% of clients live in the Oakland Hills (above 580)
o
1.7%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o
11.9% % of clients are 16 years old
o
o
50.9% of clients surveyed are 17 years old
o
30.5% are 18 years old
o
5.1% of clients are older than 19
o
1.7% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
57.6% of clients are male

o

39% of clients are female

o

3.4% of clients did not answer
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The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge TMC PTC’s selfreported impact on personal attitudes
and behaviors. A 1-5 scale was used,
with 5 denoting ‘strong agreement’ with
the statement.
As a Result of Mentoring
Center PTC…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.16

I have at least one caring adult I can
turn to for support

4.31

I attend school more regularly

3.98

I am doing better in my classes

4.02

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

3.79

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.02

I take better care of myself

4.02

I feel hopeful about the future

4.16

I am better at controlling my anger

3.91

I am better at solving problems

4.07
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders report that The Mentoring
Center is an exceptional organization
that engages in meaningful collaboration
with its partners. Particularly,
stakeholders noted its ability to help
clients with almost any problem. The
Mentoring Center is a “… model of how
to deal with kids in trouble…” As
another stakeholder noted, “They look
into the root cause of why a youth is not
in school,”
Success Story
The Mentoring Center PTC staff shared
a success story with the evaluation
team,
The Mentoring Center began work with a
youth who faced very difficult circumstance
once released from the Hall. She was
initially very defiant, difficult to reach, and
very angry. She had a history of multiple
offenses and had experienced two deaths
within her family in a short period. While
she was in the program, her brother was
responsible for a death in the community.
The victim’s associates began to harass
and threaten her. She participated in the
girls group, found a job and returned to
school.

Client Satisfaction
The table to the right depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with TMC PTC’s staff and services.
Overall, participants reported strong
satisfaction with TMC PTC. In
particular, clients noted staff
respectfulness and accessibility as
areas of marked satisfaction.
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Client Satisfaction with
Mentoring Center PTC

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.82

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.50

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.44

Staff was supportive

4.57

I received services that were helpful

4.30

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.33

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.64

I received services in my primary
language

4.68

I received services when I needed
them

4.38

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.62

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The staff of TMC PTC constitute a
fundamental asset of the organization.
Many staff have been around for four or
more years and are intensively and
personally committed to the youth they
serve. Additionally, staff report that they
are able to create and maintain
successful relationships with many
community organizations such as
Center for Family Counseling, East Bay
Asian Youth Center, Leadership
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Excellence, Pacific News Services, and
Scotland Center for Family and Youth,
in addition to the County Bar (both
Public Defenders and District Attorneys)
and the Juvenile Court Bench. Staff
understand the population and the
principals at the Stockton DJJ Facility,
enabling them to provide culturallycompetent programming. .
Challenges
One of the major challenges
experienced by TMC is a lack of human
resources and high staff turnover. Two
case managers resigned recently,
leaving other program staff to assume
additional responsibilities. While one
position was later filled, the other proved
difficult to replace. Subsequently, all
Measure Y deliverables were not met.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Evaluation Team posits the
following recommendations for The
Mentoring Center’s PTC program:
1. TMC should continue to build on a
positive relationship with the court
and probation department to
maintain clear communication and
collaborative case management.
2. Continued staff training in evidencebased interventions with systeminvolved youth would also benefit
TMC and the populations it serves –
these skills, combined with the
commitment TMC staff have
demonstrated, will ensure highquality service delivery.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: THE MENTORING CENTER PROGRAM: PATHWAYS TO CHANGE
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:
Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:
Activities

Diversion and Reentry
Assist Oakland residents upon their return from prisons and detention facilities.
Provide intensive case management and mentoring services that reduce recidivism among clients.
Prevent the further involvement of on pre-adjudicated youth (younger than 18-years-old) in the juvenile or criminal justice system.
OMY
The neighborhoods where clients live will be safer as the youth will be less likely to commit delinquent/criminal acts.
Intensive individual work with clients will help them avoid recidivating.
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Reduce recidivism.
TMC does not provide services for
Oakland Measure Y Funds
Reduction in the number of new
Intensive case management,
# of clients receiving services
clients beyond 12 months. The hoped
5 CBO Partners
law violations.
transformative mentoring,
# of hours of services
for outcome would be continued
Reduction in the # of probation
linking clients with services and 5 FTE Case Managers
# of client contacts
reductions in the number of probation
1 FTE Program Coordinator
violations with an understanding
resources. (Transformative
violations and the number of new law
that such violations are likely in
mentoring focuses on changing
violations.
intensive programs.
the behavior of clients with a
focus on developing selfsufficiency.)
Juvenile Probation Data (TMC
TMC does not track outcomes for
Case management files
documents invents in case notes; clients beyond 12 months. (Obvious
Information stored in CMS
acknowledges that data from
source would be a review of Alameda
Probation would be more valid.)
County Probation records)
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data

# of clients receiving job
linking services
# of clients receiving jobs
training
# of clients receiving school
support services

# of clients obtaining jobs
# of clients who hold jobs for
six months
# of clients who complete their
GED
# of clients who re-enroll in
school
# of clients attending school
regularly (clients who are not
habitual truants)
Case management notes.

TMC does not provide services for
clients beyond 12 months. The
hoped for outcome would be
maintenance of the appropriate
short-term outcomes.

Objective II: Establish self-sufficiency among clients.
Intensive case management,
jobs training, employment,
school support (reenrollment), GED
completion.

Oakland Measure Y Funds
5 CBO Partners
5 FTE Case Managers
1 FTE Program Coordinator

Case management files
(Information not currently
stored in the CMS.)

Activities

Resources

TMC does not track outcomes for
clients beyond 12 months.
(Obvious source would be a followup with clients and review of OUSD
data)

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective III: Supporting clients’ transition out of the juvenile/criminal justice system and avoiding out-of-home placement.
Intensive case management. Oakland Measure Y Funds
# of hours of services
Youth remain at home.
TMC does not provide services for
5 CBO Partners
# of client contacts
clients beyond 12 months. The
5 FTE Case Managers
hoped for outcome would be youth
1 FTE Program Coordinator
continue to avoid out-of-home
placement and involvement in the
juvenile/criminal justice system.
Case management files
Case management notes
TMC does not track outcomes for
Information stored in CMS
(Juvenile Probation)
clients beyond 12 months.
(Obvious source would be a review
of Alameda County Probation
records.)
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii
Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
i
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Project Choice

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

and Recreation and Doretha Duval (for
mental health services).

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?

Data Collection Methods
VOABA PC staff report that they enter
required client information into the Youth
management Information System
(YMIS) and maintain case management
files on participants.

Goals and Objectives
Project Choice provides pre and postrelease services and intensive individual
and group counseling to young adult
prisoners and parolees, helping to
facilitate their successful reentry into the
community. Project Choice is built upon
the belief that pre-employment training
coupled with individual and group
counseling, life skills training and
housing services can provide recent
parolees with the skills they need to
make a successful transition to society
and avoid recidivism.

As VOABA is a part of Measure Y’s
Diversion and reentry cluster, the
overwhelming majority of participants
were referred from the Justice system.
Less than ten percent of clients were
referred from school, personal, or
unknown services.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
VOABA received $438,650 from the
Measure Y Initiative.
Staff and Partners
VOABA staffing includes 1 FTE Lead
Case Manager, 4 FTE Case Managers,
and 1 FTE Administrative Assistant.
The staff partners with the Oakland
Community Action Partnership, Healthy
Oakland, Public Works, Oakland Parks
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Referral Sourcei

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Justice

91%

School

5%

Personal

2%

Unknown

2%

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
given the option of sharing their
personal information with the evaluation
team. Of the 140 participants served by
VOABA PC, 85 (61%) consented to
sharing information, Unless otherwise
specified, data used throughout this
report refer to consented clients only.
Consent Rates
Consented

61%

Withheld Consent

38%

Missing Consent
Total

1%
100%
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Client Demographics
Among consented clients, the majority
are male (98%), with 72% over the age
of 26 and 27% between the ages of 18
and 25. Forty-two percent reside in East
Oakland; 26% in West Oakland, and
23% outside of Oakland.

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
Project choice activities revolve around
the following key services:
• Deliver intensive case management,
transformative mentoring to link
clients with services and resources.
Services are initiated pre-release
with young adults at San Quentin.
• Support successful youth
development through intensive case
management, pre-employment
training, employment, school support
(re-enrollment), and GED
completion.

Services Hours
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in
YMIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Serviceii
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

Group

2,484

16

40%

Peer Support /
Counseling

2,376

19

38%

104

4

2%

5

5

0%

Individual

3,825

14

60%

Case Management

3,309

29

52%

Intensive Outreach

341

4

5%

Work Experience

78

2

1%

Mental Health
Services

63

3

1%

Mentoring

35

2

1%

Outreach
Work Experience

Total

IV.

6,309

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered. Respondents
were informed that their participation
was voluntary and they would remain
anonymous.
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The adjacent chart provides summary
data on the clients who completed the
survey. Over half the participants were
African American, male, 17 years old,
and residents of East Oakland,
comparable to the total consented client
population.
Respondents reported that they
attended the program sometimes, often
or all of the time, and the overwhelming
majority of respondents had participated
in their program for over 1 month.
The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge VOABA PC’s impact on personal
attitudes and behaviors. A 1-5 scale
was used, with 5 denoting ‘strong
agreement’ with the statement.
As a Result of VOABA Project
Choice…

Mean
Score

I make better choices

4.41

I have at least one friend or family
member I can turn to for support

4.54

I have decreased my use of alcohol
and drugs

4.53

I have learned skills that will help me
in the future

4.47

I take better care of myself

4.45

I feel hopeful about the future

4.65

I am better at controlling my anger

4.43

I am better at solving problems

4.34
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Demographics of Clients who responded to survey:
Number Responded: 59
Target Number: 65
Percent goal was reached: 91%
Enrollment:
o
8.5% of clients have been enrolled less than one week
o
8.5% of clients surveyed have been enrolled for 1 to 4
weeks
o
18.6% of clients have been enrolled for 1 to 3 months
o
20% of clients that have been enrolled for 4 to 6 months
o
39% have been enrolled for more tan 6 months
o
3.4% of clients surveyed did not answer
Attendance:
o
3.4% of clients surveyed never attend the program
o
3.4% of clients rarely attend
o
20.3 % of clients surveyed attend activities sometimes
o
32.2% of clients attend this program often
o
25.4% of clients attend all of the time
o
15.3% of clients surveyed did not answer
Race/Ethnicity:
o
57.4% of clients surveyed identify as African American
o
24.6% identify as Latino/Hispanic
o
3.3% identify as White
o
3.3% identify as Asian/Pacific Islander
o
1.6% identify as Native American
o
28.8% identified as multi-racial
o
4.9% of clients surveyed did not answer either question
Residence:
o
5.1% of clients surveyed stated that they live in North
Oakland
o
10.2% of clients live in West Oakland
o
11.9% of clients live in Central Oakland (Flatlands west
of High Street)
o
67.8% of clients surveyed stated that they live in East
Oakland (East of High Street)
o
3.4% of clients live in the Oakland Hills (above 580)
o
1.7%% do not live in Oakland
Age:
o
11.9% % of clients are 16 years old
o
50.9% of clients surveyed are 17 years old
o
30.5% are 18 years old
o
5.1% of clients are older than 19
o
1.7% chose not to answer
Gender:
o
57.6% of clients are male
o
39% of clients are female
o
3.4% of clients did not answer
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders report that the program
provides a vital service to the
community. Stakeholders noted that the
program is professional, understands
the population, and understands the
California prison system. Most
importantly, VOABA – Project Choice
focuses on the reentry side of the
equation; they work to prepare prisoners
for a successful return to the community
They have done a really good job collaborating with
other agencies at the school, they have been a really
strong partner in pulling together a team that provides
support services, and making sure we have a strong
approach to working with the kids. They not only
provide the services they are also a part of the school
community.
The partnership with EBAC has been really satisfying.
They work with us in looking at where a student is
when they come in. They check in, track progress.
It’s really nice to have someone with that level of
expertise: crisis response and intake process after
crisis response. They are very flexible…. One year
we had a lot of students with personal losses, so they
had a grief group. They respond to the student need
as it changes.

Client Stories
During the site visit, staff and client were
both available for interviews. The staff
enumerated a story about a program
participant “Steve” who left prison and is
now excelling in the community. Project
report that Steve will be released from
parole early because of his good
behavior and positive decision making.
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VOABA Project Choice staff met "Steve" at San
Quentin in July 2007 (he was released in December
2007). Steve worked through the VOABA life plan
exercises while in prison indentifying what he wanted
to accomplish upon his reentry into the community.
VOABA staff pushed him to identify a career. (Many
of the prospective parolees “aim low” for jobs in
warehouses). Steve noted that he had an interest in
computers and VOABA staff encouraged him to
consider studying computer science. Upon release
from prison, Steve enrolled in Merritt College and
received housing. Steve now associates with very
different people than when he was committing
criminal acts in Oakland. Steve currently has a 3.8
GPA at Merritt College and hopes to one day attend
UC Berkeley. VOABA staff believes developing the
life plan was crucial for Steve success.

Client Interview
The evaluation team conducted key
informant interviews with clients over
18-years-old. Clients were given the
option of requesting a staff member’s
presence.
One participant had worked with the
program for three months while in San
Quentin and had been in the community
for less than a week at the time of the
interview. The participant remarked that
involvement in the program helped him
feel like he was part of a supportive
community…Additionally, he voiced
concerns about the current state of the
employment market and feared that he
would not be able to find enough work to
support himself.
Client Satisfaction
Participants reported a high level of
satisfaction with the program,
particularly with being treated
respectfully and feeling like staff was
supportive. In general, participants
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were satisfied with the services they
received.
The table below depicts clients’ average
level of agreement with statements that
gauge client satisfaction with staff and
services. A 1-5 scale was used, with 5
denoting ‘strong agreement’.
Client Satisfaction with VOABA
Project Choice

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.75

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.15

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.44

Staff was supportive

4.55

I received services that were helpful

4.26

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.42

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.61

I received services in my primary
language

4.84

I received services when I needed
them

4.30

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.43

V.

Challenges
The program has experienced some
challenges recruiting participants who
have been paroled from San Quentin.
While incarcerated, these individuals
indicated a desire to participate in
VOABA, but did not follow through post
release. There is a need for additional
transportation funding for the
participants and life coaches who make
frequent trips to San Quentin to provide
the intensive pre release and post
release case management.

VI.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
Project Choice is a strong reentry
program that is well managed with a
highly skilled staff. The recent
incorporation of the intensive case
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management model has allowed the
staff to increase the number of
successful outcomes and provide
service delivery that emphasizes
community reentry. Project Choice
follows a best-practices approach of
helping clients identify careers they
would like to have beyond entry-level
positions; this is important because
without opportunities for career and
wage advancement, parolees are more
vulnerable to recidivist behaviors.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Evaluation Team found
opportunities for VOABA PC to improve
services by offering targeted training to
the staff. Specifically:
1. VOABA PC staff would benefit from
additional training in management
styles.
2. VOABA PC staff would benefit from
grant writing support to expand its
funding stream and further enhance
service delivery.
3. VOABA staff would benefit from
ongoing training in the intensive case
management model.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL
AGENCY: VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA BAY AREA PROGRAM: PROJECT CHOICE
Cluster:
Diversion and Reentry
Cluster Purpose:
Assist Oakland residents upon their return from prisons and detention facilities.
Program Purpose
Provide formal sector employment opportunities that help clients develop job skills and eventually secure employment.
Program Goals:
Facilitate successful reentry into the community by decreasing recidivism, helping client find housing, find employment, becoming sober and
maintaining sobriety, and creating a supportive community among the client participants.
Resources:
OMY funding -- $438,650
Impact:
The neighborhoods where clients live will be safer as parolees will be less likely to commit criminal acts.
Assumptions:
Intensive individual work with clients will help them avoid recidivating and secure formal sector employment.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: Decrease recidivism among clients.
Intensive case management. OMY $438,650
# of group meetings
Fewer technical violations
[No real follow-up after the first year
CPG/GP Alameda County
# of individual contacts
Fewer new law violations
of case management services.
1 FTE Lead Case Manager # of case management
Clients are referred out to other
4 FTE Case Managers
hours
OMY programs.]
1 FTE Administrative
Hoped for outcomes would be
Assistant
continued avoidance recidivism.
Roster and case
CDCR data match
VOABA is willing to “check a box”
management notes
on the CMS indicating that a referral
past the case management period
was made.

Section VII: Program Report, VOABA PC
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Volunteers of America Bay Area PC
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Objective II: Assist clients in securing safe and affordable housing.
Intensive case
OMY $438,650
# of group meetings
management.
CPG/GP Alameda County # of individual contacts
1 FTE Lead Case
# of case management
Manager
hours
4 FTE Case Managers
1 FTE Administrative
Assistant
Roster and case
Parolee Services provides management notes
dormitory style living
quarters.
VOABA partners with the
Oakland Community
Action Partnership to
provide grants of $1,000
to cover the first and last
months’ rent for clients.

Section VII: Program Report, VOABA PC

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

Clients obtain housing (avoid
couch surfing)
Clients will not move
frequently

[No real follow-up after the first
year of case management
services. Clients are referred out
to other OMY programs.]
Hoped for outcomes would be
continued housing stability.

Case management notes
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Volunteers of America Bay Area PC
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Objective III: Assist clients in finding a medical home and obtaining treatment for acute and chronic conditions.
Intensive case
OMY $438,650
# of mental health and
Clients find a medical home
management.
CPG/GP Alameda County substance abuse
Clients sign-up for medical
1 FTE Lead Case
assessments
insurance
Manager
Clients receive treatment for
4 FTE Case Managers
medical/mental health needs
1 FTE Administrative
Assistant
VOABA partners with
Case management notes
Case management notes
Healthy Oakland.
VOABA partners with
Doretha Duval (for mental
health services).
Activities

Resources

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Objective IV: Assist clients in becoming sober and maintaining sobriety.
Intensive case
OMY $438,650
# of mental health and
management.
CPG/GP Alameda County substance abuse
1 FTE Lead Case
assessments
Manager
4 FTE Case Managers
1 FTE Administrative
Assistant
VOABA makes referrals to Case management notes
partnering agencies.
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Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

[No real follow-up after the first
year of case management
services. Clients are referred out
to other OMY programs.]
Hoped for outcomes would be
continued medical/mental health
stability.

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

Clients find a medical home
Clients sign-up for medical
insurance
Clients receive treatment for
medical/mental health needs

[No real follow-up after the first
year of case management
services. Clients are referred out
to other OMY programs.]
Hoped for outcomes would be
continued medical/mental health
stability.

Case management notes
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Objective V: Create a pro-social community for clients and their families.
Intensive case
OMY $438,650
# of clients attending
management.
CPG/GP Alameda
group-community
County
meetings
1 FTE Lead Case
Manager
4 FTE Case Managers
1 FTE Administrative
Assistant
Attendance logs and
rosters

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

Clients and their family
members with network with
others in recovery in a prosocial manner.
Clients report a benefit from
participation in the groupcommunity
Case management notes
[Possibly a self-report
survey to be designed.]

[No real follow-up after the first
year of case management
services. Clients are referred out
to other OMY programs.]
Hoped for outcomes would be
continued benefits from the shortterm.

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self- referral options, “School” includes school teachers and staff members, “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and Social Services, “Crisis” includes
hospital and police responders, and “Justice includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
i
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Alameda Health Care Services Agency

Crisis Response and Support Network (CRSN)/Mental Health Services

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
Alameda Health Care Services Agency
(AHCSA) Crisis Response and Support
Network (CRSN) provides communitybased mental health and supportive
services to victims of violent crimes and
their families. The AHCSA strives to
break the cycle of violence by providing
community-based psychological
assessment, referral and psychotherapy
to minors and adults who have been
exposed to violent crimes. The AHCSA
services are based on the assumption
that interventions such as community
based assessment, support, referral,
and psychotherapy can mitigate the
cognitive and relational damage caused
by exposure to violence, and can
prevent further involvement with the
public health and/or criminal justice
systems.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
AHCSA CRSN received $100,000 from
the Measure Y Initiative.
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Staff and Partners
AHCSA CRSN is staffed by a 1.0 FTE
Mental Health Worker and 0.20 FTE
Supervisor. The program collaborates
with a variety of community agencies
and partners within and outside the
Measure Y system, including Catholic
Charities of the East Bay, Youth Alive,
Oakland Police Department, Youth
Uprising, and area hospitals to recruit
participants and refer them to additional
services. Catholic Charities is the
primary partner and is responsible for
conducting initial outreach and providing
practical services and supports. After a
client receives assistance from Catholic
Charities, he/she receives a referral to
CRSN for mental health services.
Program referrals were received from
the following sources:
Referral Source1

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Service

57%

Personal

33%

Crisis

2%

Justice

2%

Data Collection Methods
Program staff reported that they update
the CitySpan Management Information
System (CitySpan MIS) weekly and
maintain case notes on their clients.
They conduct a brief intake assessment
to determine the appropriate need for
services. The intake form contains only
a few items; the program relies on the
informal conversation between the
mental health worker and the client to
determine whether or not he/she would
benefit from additional therapeutic
services.

Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Alameda Health Care Services Agency

Crisis Response and Support Network (CRSN)/Mental Health Services
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
voluntarily asked to provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. Of the 77 clients
served by AHCSA CRSN, 60 (78%)
consented to sharing information, while
16 (21%) declined consent, and 1
person (1%) had missing information
regarding consent. The following
demographic information is relevant only
to consented clients.

The following chart compares the
average GPA of AHCSA CRSN to all
Measure Y participants and nonMeasure Y OUSD students. The fact
that AHCSA client GPAs are
significantly lower than OUSD students
not served by Measure Y is a positive
indication that the program is filling its
Measure Y mandate by serving a
population that is vulnerable to poor
educational outcomes.

Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009

Consent Rates

2.72

3

78%

Withheld Consent

21%

Missing Consent

2.5
2
GPA

Consented

2.18
1.91

1.5
1

1%

0.5

Total

100%

0
CRSN AHCSA
Participants

Client Demographics
Consenting Clients in AHCSA CRSN
self-identify as African American (55%),
Latino (30%) and Multi-Ethnic (15%),
and are divided fairly evenly between
females and males (53% and 47%,
respectively). Clients report living in all
geographic areas of Oakland, with 13%
in East Oakland , 13% in North Oakland,
and 18% in areas outside of Oakland.
Risk Factors
The primary risk factor cited for AHCSA
CRSN clients is exposure to violence.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor
Exposed to Violence
Probation

% of Consented
Clients
93%
3%
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III.

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

OUSD Students

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The AHCSA CRSN program includes
the following activities:
•

Provides community mental health
services to minors and adults who
have been exposed to violent
crimes, including consultation,
assessment, brokerage, and direct
service delivery. Services include
therapy to children, youth and adults,
psychological first-aid, crisis
intervention, crime victim assistance,

Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Alameda Health Care Services Agency

Crisis Response and Support Network (CRSN)/Mental Health Services

•

psycho-education, psychological
debriefing, and stress management
techniques.
Facilitates support groups to persons
that have experienced a traumatic
event or witnessed a violent crime.
To achieve this, CRSN provides
educational presentations related to
exposure to violence and facilitates
grief groups in community settings.

AHCSA staff took part in a number of
events listed below:
Program Events
BA‐ABSW Fordum
Group therapy Presentation
Jr. High School Presentation
Juvenile Justice group presentation
NABSW Dallas Texas Presentation
NABSW International Education
Conference‐2008

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CitySpan.

NABSW Presentation
NCPC
NCPC Beat 25 quarterly meeting

Units of Service by Type of Service3
Service Provided

Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

NCPC Meeting
% of
Total
Hours

0

0

0%

Individual

383

4

100%

Mental Health
Services

347

5

90%

Intensive
Outreach

28

2

7%

Case
Management

6

1

1%

Work Experience

2

2

1%

Total

NCPC Meeting 03/25/09
Staff Crisis Training
Youth Conference
Youth Life Skills Presentation 2300
International YEP School

In all, staff dedicated over 41 hours and
engaged with over 600 clients through
the reported events.

IV.

OUTCOMES

383

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Due to the nature of the work, we were
unable to survey or interview clients
receiving services through AHCSA
CRSN.
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Alameda Health Care Services Agency

Crisis Response and Support Network (CRSN)/Mental Health Services
The following charts examine the impact of Measure Y programs on participant days
truant and suspended. The evaluation team found an average intake date for program
participants and analyzed the average number of truancies and suspensions before and
after Measure Y Intake. The two charts provide a comparison of OUSD students to
AHCSA CRSN students. In general, OUSD students’ truancy rates remained steady
and suspension rates worsened. AHCSA clients, however, experienced a significant
decrease in average days truant and a moderate increase in the average days
suspended that mirrored the general OUSD trends.
Average # of Participant Days Truant and Suspended per 100 Days:
Before and After CRSN's Average Intake Date

Average # of Truancies

6
4.77

5
4

2.59

3

Pre
Post

1.90

2
1.15
1
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After Youth Alive's Average
Intake Date

Average # of Days

3

2.64

2.5
2

2.09
1.85

1.74
Pre

1.5

Post

1
0.5
0
Avg. Days Truant
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Stakeholder Feedback
AHCSA CRSN program partners
interviewed expressed strong support
for the program activities. Partners
lauded program connection to the
community and staff’s willingness to
provide services even in the most
challenging circumstances:

V.

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?

I’m quite impressed by all that they do for the
families – [front line staff] and the program
supervisor are people who will go out and
actually show up at the scene of the crime. Just
the fact that someone comes to sit with people
who’ve been affected by violence is great. They
sit with the victims or witnesses and go through
the process, without rushing them. The referrals
are given after the funerals and things have died
down. I was impressed by their quick response
and how willing they are to be there with the
families.
Success Story
AHCSA CRSN provided the following
story to illustrate the nature of their
work:
I saw a young kid who was with his cousin and
uncle and they went to get something to eat at 711. They went in the store and a couple of guys
came in the store …and the uncle was killed. He
was shot twice…This was the second time he got
shot. The kid survived, moved to Alameda, and
was living with his girlfriend and son. I connected
him with services for family members of victims
and he came and got what he needed…People
experiencing trauma are so overwhelmed they
can’t deal with the details. I felt that if I hadn’t
been there, he would have just stayed in his
apartment. It was scary to see that he didn’t have
anyone to depend on. He was very appreciative.
He had physical energy and moved out of that
space. I felt good about that.
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Strengths
A primary strength of the CRSN
program is its staff. Organizational
partners cited the education,
professional experience, and cultural
backgrounds of the program supervisor
and mental health worker as key
program strengths.
The provision of services in the
community (i.e. homes, schools, etc.),
as opposed to clinical settings has been
shown to be an effective strategy for
reaching clients who may not otherwise
access services. ACHSA CRSN’s use of
this strategy allows them to reach clients
who may be struggling with the loss of a
family member and/or trauma as a result
of exposure to violent crimes.
Challenges
Staff reported several challenges in
relation to serving the clients who may
benefit from services. Staff reported that
the funding was insufficient to
accomplish contract deliverables and
noted that the supervisor has dedicated
hours to the program well beyond the
contracted amount. The program has
experienced challenges identifying and
securing Spanish-speaking counselors
and also noted a shortage of
psychiatrists and medical clinics to
which clients can be referred.

Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Alameda Health Care Services Agency

Crisis Response and Support Network (CRSN)/Mental Health Services

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Evaluation Team had the following
recommendations for improving the
AHCSA CRSN program:
1. The program should explore
partnering with a clinic or other
organization that is capable of
delivering bilingual counseling
services
2. The program needs to direct
resources towards providing
additional supervision and support to
their staff who may become
overwhelmed or experience
vicarious trauma as a result of
working with individuals and families
impacted by violent crimes.
3. The program could bolster data
collection methods through more
frequent and consistent reporting of
individual outcomes.

Section VII: Program Report, AHCSA CRSN
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Alameda HealthCare Services Agency: CRSN
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES FOR CRSN CLIENTS
Cluster:
Special Services Exposure to Violence
Cluster Purpose:
To identify children, youth and adults at the earliest point of exposure to violence, to connect survivors with supportive services and advocacy so that
reoccurrence is prevented. (Note: This program also serves adults)
Program Purpose
To provide community-based psychological assessment, referral and psychotherapy to minors and adults who have been exposed to violent crimes, in
collaboration with the Catholic Charities Outreach Program
Program Goals:
To reduce the psychological and social effects of exposure to violence.
Resources:
$100,000 Measure Y Funds 1.0 FTE Mental Health Worker; 0.20 FTE Supervisor
Impact:
By providing psychological support and connection to services for individuals who have lost loved ones to violence, clients’ positive coping will increase and
their need for more intensive interventions down the road will decrease.
Assumptions:
That interventions such as community based assessment, support, and referral, as well as psychotherapy repair the psychological, cognitive and relational
damage caused by exposure to violence and prevent further involvement with the public health system.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To psychologically stabilize 120 Oakland residents who have been exposed to violence through rapid assessment, support and referral.
Long Term:
Short Term:
Process: 120 individual
1.0 FTE Mental
1. Provide community mental heath
1. Improved coping and emotional 1. Decreased reliance/interaction with
assessments will be
Health Worker
services to minors and adults who have
public health and criminal justice
stability.
0.20 FTE Supervisor completed. Each week,
been exposed to violence, including
systems.
2. Improved referral to services.
approximately seven to eight
consultation, assessment, brokerage, and
2. Increase in natural community, peer,
individuals receive brief
direct service delivery. Provide services in
and family supports.
Data Sources:
intervention for 30-120
community settings (i.e. home, school,
1. Not currently measured.
minutes each.
group therapy, neighborhood
Data Sources:
2. Case notes.
locations).Provide phone follow up and
Not currently measured.
Data Sources: CitySpan
second home visit as appropriate.
database/case notes.
2. Connect clients to referrals as
necessary to address other client needs,
including health, mental health, housing
etc.
3. Provide group educational
presentations related to exposure to
violence.
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: To reduce isolation and treat the psychological consequences of exposure to violence among 90 Oakland residents through psychotherapy.
Long Term:
Short Term:
Psychologist- on contract
Process: Fifteen grief groups
1. Provide grief groups in
1. Decreased reliance/interaction with
1. Improved coping and emotional
0.20 FTE Supervisor
over the year. Individual
community settings.
public health and criminal justice
stability.
counseling to 90 Oakland
2. Provide therapy to children,
systems.
2. Decreased isolation.
residents: 30 of these will
youth and adults who have
2. Increase in natural community, peer,
receive individual mental
been exposed to a violent
and family supports.
Data Sources:
health counseling funded by
crime. Provide psychological
the Mental Health Fund. 40 of Not currently measured
first-aid, crisis intervention,
Data Sources:
these will receive individual
crime victim assistance, psychoNot currently measured.
mental health counseling
education, psychological
funded through other sources.
debriefing, and stress
20 of these will receive group
management techniques.
mental health counseling
funded by the Mental Health
Fund.
Data Sources: CitySpan
database/case notes.

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
1
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Alameda County Sexually Exploited Minor’s Network
Outreach to Sexually Exploited Youth

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The Alameda County Sexually Exploited
Minor’s Network (SEMN) endeavors to
provide a comprehensive network of
services and supports for youth
(primarily girls) who have been sexually
exploited. Program staff aims to
reconnect clients to school and
economic or social supports through
case management, counseling, and
other support services. Support
services are distributed to help sexually
exploited minors find stability in their
lives and to cease involvement with
sexual exploitation. The underlying
assumption for this program is that
providing comprehensive case
management, counseling, safe housing,
and other support services, will lead to
the successful reintegration of sexually
exploited youth into the community and
will help victims to avoid further
involvement with those who would
exploit them.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
SEMN received $100,000 from the
Measure Y Initiative and the program
leveraged services provided by CALPEP and Covenant House.
Staff and Partners
SEMN was staffed with 5 outreach/case
managers: 4 through MISSSEY and 1
through Asian Health Services. Other
partners include various branches of
justice (local law enforcement,
probation, district attorney, & juvenile
hall); social services (child welfare
services, eligibility/entitlement programs,
etc); and housing (Dreamcatcher). Both
Oakland Police and the District Attorney
have designated staff assigned to
liaison with SEMN and the program
receives a significant number of
referrals from Crisis and Justice.
Client referral sources were reported for
71% of consented clients.
Referral Source1

Referral Source
Service

22%

Justice

21%

Crisis

15%

Personal

12%

School
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Data Collection Methods
SEMN outreach workers and case
managers create client records for all
potential new program participants. The
client record begins with the Referral
Form received from key community
partners (typically justice departments,
social services, or emergency housing
providers). Upon initial contact, the
potential new clients enter into the
“advocacy” phase where they begin to
develop a trusting relationship with the
SEMN program providers. The
advocates conduct initial intakes and
screenings, help establish basic
emergency needs (shelter, clothes,
food, etc.), and orient them on how
SEMN program partners can continue to
support them over time. In addition to a
basic intake (Assessment Tool), the
advocates complete the LA Symptom
Checklist to screen for PTSD and
conduct a program-designed
disassociation assessment tool. SEMN
program staff have also developed an
Incident Report, a 30-day Goal Sheet,
and the Advocacy Court Report to help
both advocacy and case management
activities. A comprehensive Life
Development Case Management
Assessment is completed when SEMs
have exited the 30-day “advocacy”
period and have agreed to enter into a
formal relationship with a case manager.

and that it is not customizable to capture
what is really important for their
program. In particular, staff expressed
confusion about how to record
participation prior to beginning case
management services, an often lengthy
and time consuming process of
establishing safety and stability for the
girl and building trust and buy-in to the
program.

Direct service staff admit that data entry
into the CitySpan Management
Information System (CitySpan MIS) has
been sporadic in the past and that they
are working on developing better
systems and tools to record client data.
Staff indicated that this is partially
related to a concern that the database
does not accurately reflect their work

Client Demographics
Among consented SEMN clients, data
indicate that the majority are female
(81%) and residents of East Oakland.
21% were residents of West Oakland,
5% lived in North Oakland, and 12%
reported living outside of Oakland. The
largest proportion of clients self-identify
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An external evaluator at the Pacific
Graduate School of Psychology is
reviewing all client files for a 3rd party
evaluation. A full report of the
Scotland/MISSEY collaboration is
anticipated for early 2009.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
voluntarily asked to provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. Of the 253
participants served by SEMN, 160
(63%) consented to sharing information.
The following demographic information
is relevant only for consenting clients.
Consent Rates
Consented

63%

Withheld Consent

32%

Missing Consent
Total

5%
100%
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as African American, although 58% did
not respond to questions about ethnicity.
Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. The primary risk
factors identified by program staff for
SEMN clients were sexual exploitation
along with exposure to violence.
Consented clients also faced high risk of
truancy and probation.
Risk Factor of Participants2

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

to (primarily) young women who have
been or are vulnerable to sexual
exploitation. As such, they experience
elevated vulnerabilities to contact with
juvenile authorities.

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?

Sexually Exploited

99%

Service Strategies
The SEMN program executes the
following activities:

Exposed o Violence

99%

•

Truant

59%

Probation

39%

Suspended

0.5%

The following chart further depicts the
high-risk status of clients served by this
program.
Referral Status at Intake
(for Participants with Known Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

26%
1 or More Referrals
Before Intake
No Record of Referral at
Intake
74%

Almost ¾ of participants who had JUVIS
referrals received them before entering
the program, compared to about ¼ that
received their first referral after program
intake. SEMN programs offer services
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•

Conducts outreach activities to
inform SEMs that there are safe and
supportive options to help them end
their exploitation. Key activities
include: SEMN staff street outreach,
participation in police sweeps, and
working closely with justice staff,
shelter staff, children’s hospitals and
other venues to seek and find
sexually exploited children.
Provides education to community
members and public stakeholders to
help them understand the nature of
victimization and change the way in
which potential first contacts respond
to SEMs and work with city and
county agencies to form appropriate
policies for first response and
referrals. Key activities include:
close working relationship with city
and county leaders to help shape
policies that are informed by a belief
that minors engaged in prostitution
are victims not criminals; and to
develop strategies that seek to
provide supports and services for
SEMs. Direct program staff work
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•

closely with local community
organizations, churches, businesses,
and residents to help them
understand the nature of the
problem. In particular, staff report
attending NCPC meetings as a
mechanism to both educate
community residents and to seek
assistance and referrals in the event
that residents, clergy, or merchants
(who have eyes on the street)
encounter a girl in need of SEMN
services.
Provides advocacy support and case
management activities to help SEMs
connect positively and appropriately
to caring adults, reconnects them to
services and supports, and helps
them get out of exploitative
situations. Key activities include
advocacy and case management.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CitySpan MIS for this program.

Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
The following charts examine the impact
of Measure Y programs on participant
truancy rates. The evaluation team
found an average intake date for
program participants and compared
average truancy rates (per 100 days)
before and after this date. As indicated,
SEMN clients showed a reduction in
average number of participant days
truant post-intake.
Average # of Participant Days Truant per 100
Days: Before and After Measure Y Intake Date
6.0
5.30
5.0
Avergae # of Days

4.17

Units of Service by Type of Service
Service Provided

IV.

3

0

0%

Individual

3,187

12

100%

Case Management

1,264

23

40%

Intensive Outreach

1,923

9

60%

Total

3,187

3.0
2.0
1.0

% of
Total
Hours

0

4.0

0.0
Pre

Post

Average # of Non-Measure Y Student Days Truant
per 100 Days: Before and After SEM Network's
Average Intake Date
1.95

1.91

1.90
1.85
Average # of Days

1.80
1.75
1.70
1.63

1.65
1.60
1.55
1.50
1.45
Pre
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholders provided positive reviews
on the quality of the program and its
impact on participants’ lives. Program
partners specifically referred to the
partnerships developed by SEMN staff
as a positive development for the
program and its participants.
I am very satisfied with them. We work very
closely with them, we call them all the time to
check on the kids, and they call us…They have a
really great staff. They give follow up reports.
They call us to make sure things are being done.
It is a really difficult population to work with. To
say that one organization can make a difference
is pretty naïve, but it is a great start. They have a
great staff and…They have also have a good
partnership with law enforcement and the
juvenile system.
Success Story
The following perspective was offered
during an interview with SEMN stakeholder
organizations.

For every kid they get out of prostitution it is one
more kid off the street. I am thinking of one girl in
particular who was probably on the street for a
year and a half. They got her into a group home
and got her back into school and she graduated
high school and now has a couple of semesters
of college under her. SACEY/SPA really held her
hand throughout this whole process. I was with
her in court recently clearing up some old issues
and she was telling me that having people who
supported her was really what made the
difference. She knew she had people for a while,
but went back on the street, but they continued to
support her and that made her come back. She
had to internalize the fact that she could be
successful, and they helped by giving her a few
small successes and resources to be successful.
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Client Interview
(Note: due to the sensitive confidentiality
requirements of SEMN program
participants, the three interviews
summarized below were conducted by
SEMN program staff at the request of
the Measure Y evaluation team.)
The three young women interviewed
ranged in the length of time that they
had participated in SEMN activities from
4 months to 2 years. Participants
confirmed that they had been referred to
the program through the juvenile justice
related program partners; two were
referred while in juvenile hall and one
was referred by the Oakland Police
Department. All girls reported that prior
to being referred they were engaged in
multiple high-risk behaviors including:
running away, cutting school, getting
high, prostituting, and doing robberies.
The program participants interviewed
reported that they felt like the program
gave them a positive environment in
which to learn from the other girls and
staff, “who really understand what I am
talking about.” This sentiment was
echoed by the other two girls
interviewed who both reported that
being around others like them, who
have been through similar experiences,
was the most important part of the
program. In addition, the girls
emphasized the safety and security of
the program and one young woman
acknowledged the importance of having
a “positive adult female to talk to.” In
terms of what would make the program
better, one girl interviewed replied,
“nothing; I like it the way it is” and the
other thought that some of the other
girls could have negative conversations.
The last girl suggested that the program
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could have transportation to pick the
girls up and drop them off. This
challenge echoed one reported by staff
who talked about how uncomfortable
they were suggesting girls use public
transportation as the public transit stops
(BART stations and bus stops) were
often where they had previously been
prostituting and that they did not like
suggesting to the girls that they revisit
these environments. Finally, when
asked where they would be without the
program, two of the girls indicated that it
made a big difference in their lives in
getting them stabilized. The third
participant interviewed indicated that her
family and home life was fairly stable
and supportive but that the program has
taught her important life skills. As one
girl put it: “I would probably be on the
run and out somewhere getting high and
trying to get money. Also getting
improperly influenced by others.”

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The direct service staff are a major
asset of the program. This diverse
group of women bring a passion and
calling to their work. The MISSSEY
executive director, for example, is at the
forefront of a national effort to
understand and respond to the issue of
SEMs; providing trainings and advice to
others seeking to establish similar
programs. Staff are on-call 24/7 to
respond to emergencies and requests
for assistance.
Section VII: Program Report, SEMN

With very little funding, Interagency
Children’s Policy Council (ICPC) has
filled a critical gap in services for SEMs
by leveraging existing programs to
conduct outreach and engagement and
provide a safe, secure, and welcoming
space for the exclusive service of SEMs.
The ICPC has leveraged significant inkind resources to put together the
program, including County resources to
cover their own costs in administering
and managing the program. A salient
finding was the extent of the nonMeasure Y funded partners that are
supporting activities. It speaks to both
the importance and the credibility of the
program that Oakland Police and the
District Attorney have begun working
with the network.
Challenges
The biggest challenge is that the
program is under resourced. In
particular there is no staff funding for the
Safe Place Alternative (SPA) services,
or the drop-in facility. Currently, case
managers and advocates who are not
otherwise engaged partially staff the
drop-in center, but other program
priorities frequently call them away,
periodically closing the drop-in center.
More importantly, SPA activities act as a
way to engage the SEMs without
requiring program participation. With
ad-hoc staffing, there is not a consistent
presence monitoring participation and
conducting follow-up. In the second
quarter of this grant year, SPA services
were reduced from five days a week to
three days a week.
With nearly all Measure Y funding going
to direct services, very little is allocated
to program administration. This appears
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to be absorbed well by the larger and
more established partner agencies,
however staff with the new programs
are required to juggle multiple job
responsibilities. With client services
always placed in the forefront before
other tasks, organizational development
has been difficult to accomplish.
Despite good intentions by all parties,
working with the police department
remains challenging. In part, program
staff report that this may be due to
different “corporate cultures” of the
program.

direct services, including daily
administrative tasks such as entering
data into CitySpan MIS, logging
participants to the SPA services,
updating program websites, and
executing other administrative
functions.
3. If not already implemented, the data
collection forms should be
standardized across the different
SEMN program partners.

The largest challenge observed by the
evaluation team was the disconnect
between “primary” partners. While
SEMN staff have worked hard to
establish better relationships with
external partners such as child welfare
services, police and the district attorney,
there appears to be less cohesion
between primary partners. At one
scheduled meeting, several primary
partners failed to appear and staff from
one program could not fully explain what
staff from other programs were doing.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Evaluation Team posits the
following recommendations:
1. The Sexually Exploited Minors
Network should look more closely at
how to tighten its partnerships with
primary agencies providing direct
service. In particular, SEMN may
want to convene a regular case
management roundtable to share
successes and challenges in working
with the girls.
2. More resources should be allocated
for operations and management of
Section VII: Program Report, SEMN
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: SEXUALLY EXPLOITED MINORS NETWORK
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

Special Services
To reach out to and engage young people at risk of violence or violent behaviors and to encourage youth to become involved in
programming designed to build stronger relationships, enhance pro-social skills, and modify behaviors to encourage successful outcomes.
Program Purpose
Outreach, assess, case manage and refer SEMs to services and supports
Program Goals:
Reconnect SEMs to school, public care systems, and reduce/stop their exploitation
Resources:
County systems (DA, Court, Foster Care, Probation), OPD, and network of providers
Impact:
Systems change – how stakeholders engage SEMs; Improve outcomes for SEMs; and change perception of Oakland as “place” for young
prostitution.
Assumptions:
County support and funding of in-kind staff and place based drop-in center will continue. County judicial and police policies will continue to
support work.
Logic Model Notes
Objectives 1-2 are for entire SEM Network. Objectives 3-5 are overseen through MISSEY activities.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: SEM Outreach: Inform SEMs that there are safe supportive options to help them end their exploitation
Street Outreach
Partnership with Oakland Girls are referred to the
None recommended
Police Sweeps
Police, county hospital,
MISSEY advocate
Community Events
etc
Objective II: Stakeholder and Community Education: Educate law enforcement, clergy and others about nature of victimization and change the way in
which potential first contacts respond to SEMs and work with county and city agencies to form appropriate policies for first response and referrals.
General Education
Support from City and
Number of policy meetings
None recommended
Policy Development
County agencies such the or trainings
New Community Partners
district attorney, public
defender, probation, etc

Section VII: Program Report, SEMN
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data
Objective III: Advocacy: Build trust and engagement with SEM to accept case management support
Open File
Case file is opened
Minor transitioned to case
Conduct Assessment
Immediate Needs are
management
Assist with Presenting Needs
Supported
Minor remains in case
Transition to CM
management for 30 days

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

Objective IV: SPA Drop-in center: Provide a safe place for SEMs to connect positively and learn new skills.
Provide Life Skills / Safe Place Facility provided by
Number of minors attending Intensity of SPA use
None recommended due to lack of
Employment Training
County at Family Justice
each day (sign-in sheets).
funding
Center – no funding for
Average attendance
Not Yet Measured:
Workshops or trainings requested
staff or programs
dosage
Recommend sign-in sheets
2 SPA visits per client.
Objective V: Case Management: Reconnect with existing services and support SEM in getting out of sexual exploitation
Develop Case Plan
Case management plan
Stability of placements
Reduced Re-victimization
Connect with Existing Services
completed for 75 clients
Intensity of Services
Stabilize SEM
with an average dosage of
Linkages to public systems
20 hours per client.
Not yet Measured
OPD data
# of housing placements per
% re-victimized (arrest rates)
# of Referrals completed
child and duration of placement
Housing Placements
length.
Not Yet Measured
Dosage analysis, on average
Analyze reason for re-victimization:
frequency of interactions and
(eg placement failure, kidnapping,
duration of case management.
fear, etc).
Enrolled in school – OUSD
Analyze % of girls who re-connect
records?
after a case management failure.
Receiving therapy
Engaged with CPS or PO

Section VII: Program Report, SEMN
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
2 Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
3 Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.

1
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
CCEB CRSN strives to provide crisis
intervention and intensive support
services to the families, friends, relatives
and classmates of Oakland homicide
victims up to age 30. CCEB’s short
term objective is to offer financial aid
and advocacy on behalf of the people
affected by the young victim’s death;
long term objectives are to avert
retaliatory violence and to reduce
traumatic stress experienced by people
directly affected by violent death. The
underlying assumption to this program is
that people who receive skilled
intervention and a strong network of
support immediately after crisis will
navigate grief and recovery in a healthy
manner and resist the desire to retaliate.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?

Staff and Partners
Measure Y provided funding for a .75
FTE Deputy Director of Programs (for
CCEB), a Project Director (for CRSN),
and 1.2 FTE Crisis Counselors split
between 2 counselors.
The CCEB/CRSN staff belong to a
network of service providers that work
through Alameda County Behavioral
Health to provide services to community
members impacted by violence.
CCEB/CRSN identifies individuals in
need of crisis intervention. It makes a
referrals to Behavioral Health Services
(BHS), which, in turn, assigns clients to
a clinician. RJOY provides restorative
justice “circles of support/circles of grief”
attended by youth referred by CRSN.
Youth Uprising collaborates with CRSN
to provide a safe environment for kids
impacted by trauma resulting from
homicides. Finally, Measure Y Street
Outreach workers at several
organizations are trained by
CCEB/CRSN as first responders, doing
follow up outreach with families and
friends and linking clients to appropriate
services.
Law enforcement is another partner
involved with this network, as often,
OPD officers will contact CRSN crisis
counselors to come to the scene of a
homicide to provide services to the
families and friends of the victims (“callouts”).

OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
CCEB received $325,000 from the
Measure Y Initiative.

Section VII: Program Report, CCEB CRSN
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The majority of the consented clients’
referral source was unknown (63%),
though other organizations that provide
services (12%) and personal references
(25%) and schools were all highlighted
as referral sources (1%).
Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

Unknown

63%

Personal

25%

Service

12%

School

1%

Data Collection Methods
Program personnel reported that they
enter data into the CitySpan
Management Information System
(CitySpan MIS). Other data sources
include internal reports, sign in sheets,
and OUSD data.
The staff reported some issues with
using the CitySpan database The
project director reported that the
database is labor intensive and time
consuming, which makes it difficult for
the staff to navigate and results in
reporting gaps. Their reporting is based
upon the number of clients they have
contact with, however, personal
information can be difficult to obtain
during tense and volatile situations.
The CRSN Project Director also stated
that outcomes are difficult to measure
due to the nature of interaction and level
of trauma. Program personnel cannot
conduct “intake” as their first contact
because their first interaction with clients
is typically at the scene of a homicide or
immediately afterwards. The program
currently has no official procedure for
client exit from the program and there is
little gauge of client satisfaction because
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a survey seems inappropriate. Most
client and stakeholder feedback is
anecdotal and comes in the form of
acknowledgments in obituaries or
personal interactions with clients.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
voluntarily asked to provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. Of the 406
participants served by CCEB/CRSN,
146 (36%) consented to sharing
information, while 238 (59%) declined
consent, and 20 (5%) of clients had
missing information. The demographic
information that appears below is
relevant only to consented clients.
Consent Rates
Consented

36%

Withheld Consent

59%

Missing Consent
Total

5%
100%

Client Demographics
Among consented clients, data indicate
that 29% are African American, 5% are
Latino, and less than 1% identify as
Asian, White or Multi-Ethnic. The
majority of respondents list East
Oakland as their place of residence.
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Risk Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. The primary risk
factor identified by program staff for
CCEB CRSN clients was exposure to
violence.
Risk Factor of Participantsi

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Exposure to Violence

97%

Probation

1%

Truant

1%

The following academic snapshot
compares CCEB/CRSN participants’
academic performance to other
Measure Y participants and nonMeasure Y OUSD students. The fact
that CCEB/CRSN participants record a
significantly lower GPA than the
comparison group that are not receiving
Measure Y services seems to
emphasize the high-need characteristics
of the clients being served.
Average GPA Q2 2008-Q2 2009
2.72

3
2.5

2.27

2.18

CRSN CCEB
Participants

All Measure Y
Participants in
OUSD

GPA

2
1.5

III.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
CCEB/CRSN conducts the following
activities:
•

•

•

Provides scene-of-the-crime crisis
intervention, crisis counseling, and
intensive support bridging into case
management for the families and
friends of youth victims of homicide.
Provides individual and group
support services to the friends and
classmates of young homicide
victims using a restorative justice
approach. Key activities include:
intensive outreach in schools,
conflict resolution classes, circles of
support, or other youth support
groups.
Provides financial and technical
assistance to help clients with critical
expenses associated with sudden
and violent death, including access
to public benefits and resources,
funerals, repasts and memorializing
activities.

1
0.5
0
OUSD Students
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marches, circles, workshops. A list of
selected events is included in the table
below:

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in
CMIS for this program.

Name of Event

Units of Service by Type of Serviceii
Service Provided

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

Group

2,933

7

49%

Peer Support /
Counseling

902

8

15%

Community Training

874

16

15%

Outreach

461

5

8%

Other

213

4

4%

Violence
Prevention/Anger
Management/Conflict
Resolution

202

4

3%

Family Involvement

162

4

3%

90

6

1%

Street Outreach
Mental Health

% of
Total
Hours

30

3

0%

Individual

3,068

10

51%

Intensive Outreach

2,896

12

48%

Case Management

163

3

3%

6

3

0%

4

1

0%

Mentoring
Mental Health
Services
Total

6,001

CCEB/CRSN staff split their service
delivery almost evenly between
individuals and groups. The
predominant service offered was
individual Intensive Outreach (48%),
though Peer/Support Counseling and
Community Training represented a
significant amount of services offered to
clients (15% respectively).
Over the course of the 2008-2009
program year, CCEB staff attended 168
events, logging over 800 hours in the
community at events like community
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20Th Annual Victims March
74th street Outreach
Birthday Celebrations
Call Outs
Community Healing Circle
Crisis counseling Visit
Funeral and Remembrance Services
Effects of VIolence On Youth workshop
Gather together in my name/releasing
Mothers & Family Luncheon
Shoot hoops not Guns
Shooting on 65th ave.
Support for Halfway House
Prayers for Oakland
Putting together the pieces workshop

CCEB spent over 40 hours at
community meetings. Most of the
following meetings were designed to
ensure some continuity of Measure Y
communication with programs that serve
the same demographic and with other
service providers and community
bedrocks.
Name of Event
"Y" Central Team Meeting
"Y" East Team Meeting
"Y" West Team Meeting
California Cities Gang Prevention
Network Conference
NCPC meetings, west Oakland
Town Hall Meeting
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IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
The following charts examine the impact
of Measure Y programs on participant
days truant. The evaluation team found
an average intake date for program
participants and analyzed the average
number of truancies per 100 days
before and after Measure Y Intake. The
two charts provide a comparison of
OUSD students to CCEB/CRSN
students. As depicted, CCEB/CRSN
client truancy rates are significantly
lower following the average intake date.
Average # of Participant Days Truant per 100
Days: Before and After CRSN's Average Intake
Date

Average # of Days

7

6.25

6
5
4
3
2
0.49

1
0
Pre

Post

Average # of Days

Average # of Non-Measure Y OUSD Student Days
Truant per 100 Days: Before and After CRSN's
Average Intake Date
1.9
1.85
1.8
1.75
1.7
1.65
1.6
1.55
1.5
1.45
1.4
1.35

1.85

1.55

Pre

Post
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholder interviews revealed a
strong appreciation and respect for
program services put forth By CCEB/
CRSN. Public and community program
partners specifically focused on how
participants are able to receive
necessary services from CCEB, and
how the services have the potential to
break the cycle of violence and
positively impact the community.
Many (clients) wouldn’t have received treatment
without CCEB (CRSN). Those that are referred and
receive treatment are getting significant help dealing
with their individual ability to handle the aftermath of
violence.
The youth that have been helped by Catholic
Charities’ services – I’ve noticed the difference in
them. The ones I know from ___ that I’ve known for
awhile they’re different after they’ve worked with
someone from Catholic Charities. Their tension and
energy has been redirected.
By working with the young people that have been
exposed to and survive violence, they do the
Restorative Justice Circles and it has a rippling effect.
It starts with those that have survived the violence 1st and they are brought to a place where they see
what happens if they continue to get caught up in the
violence the whole retaliation thing. They
communicate it to their peers and it ripples out to the
community.

Successful Practices
The project Director and staff stated all
their clients are successfully served and
that they stay in contact with them.
CRSN and their staff are acknowledged
in obituaries and thank you letters and
receive testimonials at funerals. They
have been successful at reducing the
stress and trauma of their clients by
providing a “Ministry of Presence” and
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linkages to appropriate ongoing services
when the client is ready to accept them.

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The outreach capabilities of the program
are one of its premier strengths. CRSN
can find its target population even when
not formally notified by OPD through
“call-outs.” Staff are trusted by their
clients to provide the necessary level of
support, and to link them to appropriate
services. Staff receive communal trust
because they are passionate, dedicated,
and have a strong personal knowledge
of the community. They are trusted by
clients and have a peer-based
perspective.
Challenges
CCEB/CRSN staff face a number of
challenges in delivering their services.
‘Call-outs', though originally intended to
be a significant contributor to the CCEB
volunteer pool, have not been so. In
reality, call-outs are sporadic with only
20% of those who respond under age
30. In addition, CCEB/CRSN provides
services to the family of victims of
violence. However, demand for
intensive support and the depth of work
required has been so great that it has
prevented CRSN from effectively
reaching the classmates and friends of
victims of violence.
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Another challenge concerns schools.
CCEB had a difficult time prompting
schools to work with youth who are
traumatized by grief resulting from
homicide (a strong contributor to youth
violence). The work is time consuming
and reporting is not always accurate.
Lastly, consent forms continue to
present a challenge, but clients are still
being served.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team extends the
following recommendations for program
improvement”
1. Staff needs professional
development training in addition to
the ongoing training they receive in
understanding grief and trauma, grief
counseling, and adolescent PTSD.
Professional development offerings
in job-related write-ups and
documentation; case management,
computer skills, and time
management, would be beneficial to
the core staff and would provide
improved reporting.
2. Data collection tools should be
designed and implemented so that
more accurate, program specific
outcomes can be reported.
3. Having an MSW to confer with about
clients would be helpful in referring
clients for placement and for
managing the level of staff trauma.
4. Additional crisis counselors would
assist in meeting the demand more
effectively.
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MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: CCEB-CRISIS RESPONSE AND SUPPORT NETWORK
Special Services – Exposure to Violence / Violent Incident Response
To identify children and youth at their earliest exposure to violence, to connect survivors with support services and advocacy so that
reoccurrence is prevented.
Program Purpose
To provide crisis intervention and intensive support services to the families, friends, relatives and classmates of Oakland homicide victims up to
age 30.
Program Goals:
To offer support, financial aid and advocacy on behalf of the people affected by the victim’s death - to avert retaliatory violence, and reduce
traumatic stress.
Resources:
Staff, OPD (call-outs) referrals, network of (60) peer-based volunteers , training services, partner agencies, funding (death-related costs),
network of contractors, access to Measure Y network, ability to refer to mental health care professionals(social workers)
Impact:
Person’s ability to navigate grief, treatment for traumatic stress experienced by people directly affected by violent death, reduction in retaliatory
violence
Assumptions:
• People who receive skilled intervention immediately after crisis will navigate grief and recovery better than those who do not.
• If we can engage community members in providing support for friends and neighbors affected by trauma, clients will become providers
by becoming active in violence prevention activities and/or the CRS Network
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To provide intervention services to families within 45 minutes of ‘call-out’ (family notification of death) to provide immediate comfort to families
and avert retaliatory violence
Serve members of 60 family
Immediate comfort, support,
Referrals from Oakland
Better navigation of grief, ability to Community participation in
recovery support activities,
groups per year,
and guidance. Advocacy,
Police or other agency
resume healthy living,
Reduced retaliatory violence
200 individual svc clients per yr
linkages to appropriate services partners, Trained CRSN
participation in higher level of
30 referrals to MH services
First responders, funding
support services, emergency
for sudden death services 40 families receiving emergency
financial needs met, reduction in
funds
retaliatory violence
900 outreach event participants
100outreach event hours
# of previous clients
Alameda County referral
Client satisfaction/expression of
outcomes (on CitySpan database, committing volunteer time
gratitude
internal reports, client satisfaction
surveys
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:
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East Bay Agency for Children (EBAC)
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediary
Long Term Outcomes
Outcomes (<1year)
(1-3 years)
Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective: II: To provide intensive support services to people affected by violent death reducing long term effects of traumatic stress: behavior issues, truancy and
violence.
Recovery from trauma
60 Peer support/counseling Increased awareness of
Volunteers, relationship
Family Service activities: intensive
No reoccurrence of violence,
events
available services,
with local schools, Police
emotional support, linkages to
12,000 peer support
Families and youth develop criminal offenses
Department, State Crime
appropriate services, financial aide
Change in community culture –
counseling event
support system through
Victim’s Fund, other
and support to address the
additional volunteers, more
participants
CRSN referrals to better
partner agencies: ARJOY
‘business of death’, referrals to
knowledgeable school personnel,
48 peer support/counseling navigate their grief,
/ Alameda County Mental
higher level, on-going mental
church participation in support
groups
Reduced stress,
health/counseling/parenting services Health Services
services
250 peer support group
Better life choices,
clients
Reduction in truancy
# of signed consent forms, #
of follow up visits/client
hours,
Internal reports/referrals,
# of new individual volunteers,
Client surveys, sign in
Youth service activities: intensive
sign in sheets,
active support from churches and
sheets
outreach in schools, community
Client ‘exit’ interviews and
community
OUSD,
settings, link to ARJOY services:
satisfaction surveys (just
# of individuals participating in
circles of support or other youth
beginning process)
memorial events
support groups, conflict resolution
“Shoot Hoops Not Guns”
classes
-

i Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
ii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
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Early Childhood Mental Health Collaborative
Special Services—Exposure to Violence

I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of the Early Child Mental
Health Collaborative (ECMHC) is to
provide an evidence-based model of
trauma therapy to children age 0-5 who
have been exposed to violence. This
program is part of an overarching vision
for interrupting the inter-generational
cycle of violence through early,
intensive, evidence-based intervention.
It is based on the assumptions that
exposure to violence at a very young
age requires mental health intervention,
that mental health interventions produce
better results when a parent is included,
and that replicating the UCSF Child
Trauma Research Project model will
result in better long term developmental
outcomes for the children served,
including the prevention of future
involvement in violence.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year,
ECMHC received funding and support
through Measure Y resource allocation
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of resources to the Family Violence Law
Center services and programs. ECMHC
funding was included in the overall
funding.
Staff and Partners
The ECMHC is administered by the
Family Violence Law Center, which
employs one licensed mental health
clinician to work with clinicians from
other collaborative partners (Through
the Looking Glass, Safe Passages,
Jewish Family and Children’s Services,
Family Paths). These therapists work
with very young children who have been
exposed to trauma and are identified
through five mental health consultants
placed at OUSD preschool sites by
collaborative partners.
The most commonly cited referral
source was schools, although less than
half of EMCHS consenting clients had a
known referral source.
Referral Source Sourcei

Referral Source

% of Consented
Clients

School

29%

Service

14%

Data Collection Methods
In addition to entering information in the
CitySpan Management Information
System, the program utilizes three tools
to measure improvements in parentchild relationships and reductions in
signs and symptoms of trauma.
•
•
•

Ages and Stages
Diagnostic Criteria 0 to 3
(Scheeringa and Zeanah)
Conflict tactics scale (revised by
Strauss)
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Early Childhood Mental Health Collaborative
Special Services—Exposure to Violence
Families that participate are also given a
client satisfaction survey designed by
the Family Violence Law Center.
classroom-stationed mental health
consultants who work with preschool
staff and families in a Student Success
Team and perform assessments of the
child’s progress every six weeks. These
assessments utilize a basic form to note
changes in the child’s behavior and
discernible trauma symptoms.

American, and 7% are each multi-ethnic
and Filipino. All clients are under 10
years of age, with young males
accounting for 64% and females
account for 36% of the client population.
An equal number of consenting clients
listed West Oakland (42%) and East
Oakland (42%) as their primary
residence, although clients also lived in
North Oakland (7%) and addresses
outside of Oakland (9%).

Additional data collection activities
include customized satisfaction surveys
administered to participating families
and ongoing assessments of the child’s
progress. Assessments are performed
every six weeks by mental health
consultants who are onsite at
preschools and who work with preschool
staff and families in a Student Success
Team.

Risk and Protective Factors
Risk Factors were identified for all
consented clients. The primary risk
factor identified by program staff for
EMCHS clients was exposure to
violence.

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
voluntarily asked to provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation.
Of the 40 participants served by
ECMHC, 14 (35%) consented to sharing
information. The demographic
information found below is relevant only
to consented clients.
Consent Rates
Consented

35%

Withheld Consent

23%

Missing Consent

42%

Total

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Exposed to Violence

III.

100%

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The ECMHC program conducts the
following activities:
•

100%

Client Demographics
Among consented clients, data indicate
that 50% are Latino, 37% are AfricanSection VII: Program Report, ECMHC

Risk Factor of Participants

•

Provides mental health consultation
at Head Start and preschool sites
around Oakland, including overall
program consultation, as well as
assessments and parent and teacher
consultation for children who show
signs and symptoms of trauma.
Conducts outreach to individuals to
assess their needs and develop
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Early Childhood Mental Health Collaborative
Special Services—Exposure to Violence
appropriate responses to their
issues. Needs range from
assistance negotiating lease
renewals or aid in finding
employment.

assessments of EMCHS, at present,
stakeholder feedback is used to provide
a qualitative assessment of the
programs strengths, weaknesses, and
outcomes.
Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with EMCHS stakeholders
demonstrated strong ties and support
from partner agencies and other
community stakeholders.

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in
CitySpan MIS for this program.
Units of Service by Type of Serviceii
Service Provided

Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

0

0

0%

1,689

21

100%

Mental Health
Services

906

39

54%

Psychotherapy
Session

389

23

23%

Case Management

370

12

22%

Case Consultation

19

2

1%

6

3

0%

Individual

Intensive Outreach
Total

IV.

1,689

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?

We had a child who was identified by the teacher
as acting bizarre. The child started pointing at
something and screaming his head off. The child
claimed he saw a monster. So the teacher
consulted with me and sure enough, there had
been a shooting at a neighbor’s house and the
child had seen someone get killed. We got the
child some intensive counseling [through [the
Jewish Family and Children’s Services therapist].
He was almost four years old at the time and
received services for the remainder of that year.
He turned around completely, the parents
couldn’t believe it. He had been wetting himself,
and other signs that were associated with the
violence exposure. We followed him for a year
and a half, until he entered kindergarten. The last
I heard from him he was out of kindergarten and
all of the problems had been resolved.

Service Impact
Due to the nature of EMCHS’ work
(exclusively with youth under 10-years
of age), the evaluation team did not
compare client data to academic or
justice outcomes, nor did it administer
surveys. Although the 2009-2010
evaluation cycle will feature
mechanisms for producing quantitative
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Success Story
The staff at ECMHS have related stories
about how their work has impacted the
lives of their clients. One particular
example is described. This example
highlights the dedication of the EMCHS
staff in providing service and the level of
care staff have for clients.
I’m home-visiting a mom who has five children 05. There is a two-year-old girl with developmental
issues getting home visits from a lot of different
professionals. A year ago the children were
exposed to terrible violence where the mother
was hospitalized. The batterer was arrested,
incarcerated, and then came back and was very
threatening, so they have had two very
traumatizing events. The mom had taken all the
steps, but re-exposure had happened. I came in
to provide therapy to the mom…Three of the
children had speech delays and several had
problems at school. A younger child (3) with the
speech delays was having trouble. We had to
find a different preschool teacher who was more
patient and understanding of the child. He didn’t
have the words to express his feelings. We had
to do [therapy] in a nonverbal way. We did an art
project and posted family photos in an album.
The nonverbal child would kiss the photos – the
therapy recognized the love and missing, but
also the fear and safety...[We worked on]
nutrition, story telling, massaging, speaking
soothingly, dancing, breathing training – within
the last month he has stopped hitting other
children, he has started to speak in two word
sentences, he has started to develop selfsoothing skills. The first step toward making
friends is not beating them up when they
approach you! As he gains confidence with his
siblings the goal will be to help him to be
peaceful and engaged with them. The ultimate
goal with him will be to make friends at school
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
A major strength of the program is that
ECMHC uses the research-based model
developed by UCSF’s Child Trauma
Research Project. In the model, a
clinician works directly with very young
children exposed to trauma, along with
one parent or adult guardian. The
ECMHC clinician assembles all project
therapists on a regular basis to discuss
the approach, individual cases, and
experiences around vicarious trauma.
Another strength is the diligence and
care of the staff and their willingness to
provide great service.
Challenges
Some of the challenges include enlisting
parental cooperation and ensuring that
services are delivered despite
immigration issues. There are also
inadequate resources to post a mental
health consultant at the majority of
preschool sites (only 18% of school
sites have a therapist).
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team posits few
recommendations in terms of program
delivery. The members of the
collaborative appear to approach this
work very conscientiously. The only
improvement the evaluation coach might
suggest would be to elevate the
awareness among participating
therapists of how their work fits into the
larger vision and purpose of Measure Y.
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Early Childhood Mental Health Collaborative
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:
Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:
Impact:
Assumptions:

Activities

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: EARLY CHILDHOOD MENTAL HEALTH
Special Services – Exposure to Violence
To identify children and youth at the earliest point of exposure to violence, to connect survivors with supportive services and advocacy so that
reoccurrence is prevented.
To provide an evidence-based model of trauma therapy to children age 0-5 who have been exposed to violence.
To reduce the negative impact of violence on psychological and mental development and on the parental relationship
Licensed Mental Health staff, classroom-based Mental Health consultant, UCSF’s Child Trauma Research Project curriculum, Safe Passages Mental
Health intake coordinator, Coordination with consortium of care providers (Through the Looking Glass, Safe Passages, Jewish Family and Children’s
Services, Family Paths)
To interrupt the inter-generational cycle of violence through early, intensive, evidence-based intervention
That exposure to violence at a very young age requires mental health intervention, that mental health intervention produces better results when a
parent is included, and that replicating the UCSF model will result in better long term developmental outcomes for the children served, including the
prevention of future involvement in violence
Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
years) Sources of Data

Objective I: To repair the psychological, cognitive, and relational damage suffered as a result of trauma a parent and/or child has experienced
Reducing the long term
Improved parent-child
UCSF Child Trauma Research
Curriculum, licensed and preAn average of 40 parent-child
developmental effects of violence
Project approach to trauma
licensed staff, referrals,
dyads receiving approximately relationship, reduced signs and
exposure, preventing future
symptoms of trauma, renewed
therapy with parent-child dyad
voluntary participants
915 hours of weekly
involvement in violence and
developmental progress
psychotherapy plus case
abuse (as perpetrator or victim),
management for an average of
including reducing aggressive
6 months (participant tracking, Relationship: measured by
peer relations throughout
parent/staff surveys
CitySpan database)
childhood and young adulthood
Reduced trauma: (not currently
(long term follow-up not currently
measured)
conducted)
Developmental progress:
measured by Ages & Stages
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Activities

Resources

Short-Term/Intermediate Outcomes Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
(< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: To address issues that come up in the classroom setting among pre-school aged children exposed to violence
Mental health
5 Mental Health
Weekly visits per site,
For teachers: Improved responses to
Teachers with improved
consultation at Head
consultants, cooperative assessments of 325
trauma-related behavior
awareness, understanding,
Start and preschool sites relationships with
children, consultation
and capacity to respond to a
around Oakland,
preschool and Head
with parents and
For children: Improved socialtraumatized child
including overall
Start classrooms
teachers for smaller
emotional functioning within the
program consultation, as
number of children
school environment
Children with robust socialwell as assessments and
(tracked in Cityspan
emotional functioning and
parent and teacher
database)
improved academic success
consultation for children
(not currently measured)
who show signs and
(Long term effects not
symptoms of trauma
tracked)
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Early Childhood Mental Health Collaborative
Individual Program Level Evaluation Report

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.

i
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Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009

Family Violence Law Center

Family Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The Family Violence Law Center Family
Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
dedicates itself to providing immediate
support and advocacy to domestic
violence (DV) victims and connecting
them with resources for ongoing care.
The FVIU seeks to ensure that all DV
victims identified through OPD incident
reports receive intervention while they
are in crisis, and to provide or connect
interested DV survivors with ongoing
support. Best practice research shows
that victims of domestic violence require
intervention and advocacy within the
first 48 hours after the incident is
reported to police; the FVIU operates
with an understanding that short-term
advocacy during this critical period can
help stabilize the lives and
circumstances of survivors.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year, the
FVIU received $809,520 from the
Measure Y Initiative.
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Staff and Partners
The FVIU is staffed by a Program
Director, 4 DV advocates, and 2
dedicated DV case workers. Staff work
very closely with the OPD DV Unit and
the District Attorney’s Office, both colocated in the Family Justice Center.
FVIU conducts regular trainings to
furnish police officers with a better
understanding of the dynamics of
domestic violence and collaborates with
OPD investigators on following through
on DV cases. Being located at the
Family Justice Center enables FVIU to
partner easily with other community
service providers that serve domestic
violence survivors and their families.
Advocates and case workers regularly
refer clients to related support agencies
including domestic violence shelters,
mental health, and substance abuse
service providers, and the DA’s victim
witness program.
Referral sources were identified for 82%
of consented clients. The majority of
client referrals to the FVIU are from
OPD or other first responders (Crisis
Services). Additional referral sources
are referenced in the following chart.
Referral Sourcei

Referral Source
Crisis

% of Consented
Clients
75%

Personal

7%

Service

7%

School

2%

Justice

1%

Data Collection Methods
FVIU data sources include: the # of
phone and letter contacts received,
follow up client interviews, and
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Family Violence Law Center

Family Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
personalized safety plans to help
families reduce their exposure to repeat
violence.

predominantly female (92.5%) and 78%
were over the age of 26, while 22%
were between 18 and 25.

FVIU also had CitySpan customize their
agency-level data entry fields so that it
would serve as a true case
management tool for the agency.
Copious case notes are kept in the
database which tracks agency contacts,
and client information in detail (including
demographics, DV histories, and current
circumstances).

The majority of consented clients lived
in East Oakland (49%), though clients
also listed places of residence in West
Oakland (15%) and North Oakland
(8%). Some clients listed addresses
outside of Oakland (21%) or had
missing residency information (7%).

Consent
Measure Y program participants were
voluntarily asked to provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. Of the 1579
participants served by FVIU, 179 (11%)
consented to sharing information, while
484 (31%) declined consent. The
demographic information presented
below reflects only consenting clients.
Consent Rates
Consented

11%

Withheld Consent

31%

Missing Consent

58%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
The largest number of FVIU clients selfidentify as African American (44%) and
Latino (37%), yet the program also
served clients who identify themselves
as Multi-ethnic (2%), Asian (3%), White
(8%), and Pacific Islander (1%). Clients
are predominantly female (92.5%); 78%
were over the age of 26, while 22%
were between the ages of 18 and
25heritage was marked as other or
unknown (4%). Clients were
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Risk Factors
Exposure to Violence was cited as the
primary risk factor for 99% of clients
served by the FVIU.
Risk Factor of Participantsii

Risk Factor

% of Consented
Clients

Exposed to Violence

III.

99%

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The FVIU conducts the following
activities:
•

•

Provides legal, counseling, and
support services for survivors of
domestic violence. Key services
include: referrals and advocacy,
home visits, and case management.
Coordinates services to provide
tiered responses and timely services
to victims of DV cases reported to
the OPD.
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Family Violence Law Center

Family Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recorded in
CitySpan. FVIU services are delivered
individually, with the case management,
crisis counseling and hotel relocations
the most frequently accessed services.
Units of Service by Type of Service
Service Provided

Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

Name of Event
Advanced Officer (CPT) Training
Dispatcher Training

iii

% of
Total
Hours

0

0

0%

Individual

2,446

.6

100%

Case
Management

1,097

1

45%

Crisis Counseling

590

0

24%

Case
Consultation

318

0

13%

Safety Planning

240

0

1%

Shelter/Housing
Placement

133

0

5%

Hotel Relocation

68

2

28%

Psychotherapy
Session

1

0

0

Mental Health
Assessment

0

0

0

Total

A list of events FVIU staff attended
during the 2008-09 follows:

DV Investigative Officer Training
DV Investigative Officer Training
FVIU ‐ NCPC Meeting
FVIU ‐ OPD Lineup
FVIU ‐ OPD Specialized Training
Head Start Consult ‐ afternoons (Eastmont
Mall)
Head Start Consult ‐ mornings (Eastmont
Mall)
Head Start Consult (85th/International)
JFCS/Bella Vista

2,446

In addition to delivering client-specific
services, FVIU staff attended over 400
events and expended over 1700 hours
developing and delivering trainings to
OPD personnel and community
stakeholders.
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JFCS/East Bay Harriet Tubman CDC
JFCS/East Bay International CDC
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Family Violence Law Center

Family Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
IV.

OUTCOMES

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Service Impact
Participant surveys were administered
to clients receiving intensive services.
The survey was a convenience sample
of currently enrolled clients and may not
reflect information about clients who
received services before or after the
survey was administered. The adjacent
chart provides summary data on the
clients who completed the survey.
The table to the right depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge the FVIU
program’s impact on attitudes and
behaviors. A 1-5 scale was used, with 5
denoting ‘strong agreement’ with the
statement. Overall clients reported that
program services had a very positive
impact on their behaviors and attitudes.
Clients particularly noted the FVIU’s
impact on their abilities to problem solve
and take better care of themselves,
crucial indicators of recovery for those
exposed to domestic violence.
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As a Result of Family Violence
Law Center…

Mean Score

I make better choices

4.55

I have at least one friend or
family member I can turn to for
support

4.29

I have decreased my use of
alcohol and drugs

4.33

I have learned skills that will help
me in the future

4.56

I take better care of myself

4.67

I feel hopeful about the future

4.55

I am better at controlling my
anger

4.43

I am better at solving problems

4.61

Stakeholder Feedback
FVIU stakeholder agencies mentioned
the program’s advocacy and
dissemination of information as key
factors in violence prevention. There
was agreement among stakeholders
that the FVIU fills a critical role in
focusing DV and other sexual assault
victims.
The Family Violence Law Center prevents
violence. When you have a victim in an abusive
relationship, they get their information from the
abuser, which is part of why they continue to stay
in these relationships. FVIU contacts them and
gives them the information they need to get out
of the relationship and tells them they are there
to assist them. They give the victims information
they did not have before. I believe they have
actually saved lives…I think they are a very
important, very vital organization. Our staffing is
always a challenge. Now that we have FVLC to
assist the victims, they are learning more about
what they can do to get out of their relationships.
It’s a great resource that helps us do more than
we could do before we had them here.”
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Family Violence Law Center

Family Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
Success Story
FVIU staff detailed stories about
successful interventions to the
evaluation team during an in-depth
interview. One story highlighted the
program’s staff ability to counsel clients
and be supportive despite the short term
decision that’s clients make. The other
success story expresses how program
supports help clients make positive life
changes.
An advocate had spoken to a client and gave her
some education on the phone, but the client did
not leave the abuser. Two months later she
called and started to use our language –
“honeymoon period,” “cool off period.” The next
time she called she left her abuser. We don’t
always see the fruits of our actions but somewhere
down the road the seed grows and blooms.

I had a victim who really minimized her story. Her
abuser had a machete and she minimized it
saying it was a knife. She has two separate jobs
and it was hard for her to find a shelter because
she needed babysitting (you can’t leave your kids
at the shelter). She is getting an apartment now,
and she can pay her deposit a little at a time
because of the calls I made on her behalf. After
realizing what domestic violence is and that they
have been in the cycle, and they get the
restraining order, you see them and they are
almost a different person.
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Client Interview
Two FVIU clients described their
experience in a discussion with the
Measure Y evaluation coach. Both
clients were Spanish monolingual and
both were continuing to use services
they had accessed through their FVIU
advocates and case workers, including
therapy, parenting classes, and legal
aid. Clients were appreciative of all
services delivered. Parts of that
discussion are excerpted below:
They treat us really good and they call us to
follow up and ask how we are doing and to ask if
there are services we need.”
It was a nice experience in my life because I
didn’t want to press charges against my baby’s
father because he’s a police officer and I was
afraid to come here. But I found out here that
there is still help for us. It was especially in court
because there was someone to go with me… I
can’t imagine [where I would be without FVIU]. It
would be really bad for us. We would have been
lost women without it. Maybe he would have
killed me. I was in a very bad situation.”
“I was very depressed – they give you help, and
help with advice and services and options for
what to do…And not only help, but they feel you,
they hug you and they have really good feelings.
They don’t humiliate you based on who you are,
what you look like, where you are coming from.
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Family Violence Law Center

Family Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
Client Satisfaction
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge client satisfaction
with staff and services.
Client Satisfaction with Family
Violence Law Center

Mean
Score

Staff treated me with courtesy and
respect

4.90

The Staff helped me to find other
services I needed

4.89

Staff understood my situation and life
experience

4.94

Staff was supportive

4.90

I received services that were helpful

4.76

Staff helped me to develop some
useful and realistic goals

4.83

I can go to staff for help when I need
it

4.94

I received services in my primary
language

5.00

I received services when I needed
them

4.94

Overall, I am satisfied with the
services I received

4.95

V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
The FVIU was constructed to work
closely with the police department so
that every domestic violence case
resulted not only in police action but in
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follow-up advocacy with the victims.
This 100% follow-up feature
distinguishes Oakland’s response to
domestic violence as more
comprehensive than most other
counties. FVIU staff works together as a
team and support each other to deal
with clients who have been in crisis
situations. Their ability to connect with
clients through their advocacy and
constant support is also a primary
strength of the program.
Challenges
There is a very high volume of cases,
which makes addressing the individual
needs of all clients and completing all
paperwork difficult. As with all DV work,
case workers and advocates are
challenged by maintaining boundaries of
work and addressing vicarious trauma.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team posits the following
recommendations for program
improvement.
1. FVIU should work to continually
refine its evaluation methods so that
there are discreet closed-ended
options in the case management
database, including a field to demark
crisis level – this will enable easier
data analysis.
2. It is also recommended that FVIU
consider adopting a method for
measuring trauma symptoms, such
as the 40-item Trauma Symptom
Checklist (Briere), to be used with
long-term case managed clients.
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Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: FAMILY VIOLENCE INTERVENTION UNIT
Special Services – Exposure to Violence
To identify children and youth at the earliest point of exposure to violence, to connect survivors with supportive services and advocacy so that
reoccurrence is prevented.

Program Purpose
Program Goals:

To provide immediate support and advocacy to domestic violence victims and connect them with resources for ongoing care
To ensure that all DV victims identified through OPD incident reports receive intervention while they are in crisis, and to provide or connect interested
DV survivors with ongoing support
Resources:
Crisis intervention advocates, family case workers, volunteer caller, funds for emergency hotel stays
Impact:
High-volume, short term intervention with all domestic violence cases reported through Oakland Police Department
Assumptions:
That victims of domestic violence require intervention and advocacy within the first 48 hours after the incident is reported to police, and that shortterm advocacy during this critical period can help stabilize the lives and circumstances of survivors
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To reach domestic violence victims who might not otherwise know services are available
Increased access to services by a Coordinated system where all
8000 contacts to police
4 paid DV advocates,
4 advocates receive every DV
domestic violence families in need
greater number of families
police report, and contact victim resources for phone and letter reported DV survivors per
receive services
suffering from domestic violence.
year, including an average of
contact, 24-hour crisis
(by phone or letter, tiered
1886 phone and/or in-person
response according to severity) response unit, funds for
(not currently measured)
(# of phone and letter contacts,
conversations per year,
– depending on needs advocate emergency hotel stays
compared with # made before
provides different resources and
program was in place telephone
(Tracked in FVLC excel
options (legal, shelter, case
follow-up data, # of personalized
records and in CitySpan
worker).
safety plans to help families
database)
reduce their exposure to repeat
violence)

Section VII: Program Report, FVLC FVIU
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Family Violence Intervention Unit (FVIU)
Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Objective II: To help stabilize families in crisis by linking them to services they need
Average of 500 families per year receiving some form of case
2 case workers, firm
2 case workers (and
management services
understanding of all
advocates) provide a
resources available to
range of referral and
(tracked in Cityspan database)
DV families
advocacy services to
500 families, from 15
minutes of phone
contact to multiple
home visits and true
case management

Short-Term/Intermediate
Outcomes (< 1 year)
Sources of Data

For families receiving more
than 10 hours of advocacy
and case management
services, improved stability
in the form of safety
planning, increased selfesteem/confidence,
increased knowledge of
available resources and
options and no repeated DV
incidents
(currently measured with
telephone follow-up
interview) (additional client
or staff survey to be
developed)
Objective III: To increase communication and cooperation between advocates and police regarding domestic violence cases
Increased awareness among
Office space in close
Office co-location
Measure Y Evaluation 2008 - 2009
OPD patrol officers and DV
proximity to police,
allows daily direct
Two annual trainings in each unit reaching 500 number of patrol
investigators of FVIU
cooperation from OPD
contact between
officers
services and DV issues in
leadership for
advocates and OPD
general
trainings, duplication
DV investigators.
(tracked in Cityspan database)
(Increased use of
Annual pre-shift line-up and lamination
emergency protective orders
meeting presentations supplies
- OPD records) (Increased
in all units. Encourage
awareness not currently
the use of emergency
measured)
protective orders.
Laminated resource
cards
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Long-Term
Outcomes (1-3 years)
Sources of Data
DV victims receive
information, advocacy,
and referrals to
services they need
from first contact with
OPD through
stabilization
(not currently
measured)

Police force wellversed in DV matters,
resources, legal
implications
(Survey of OPD – not
currently measured)
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CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.

i
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I.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Evaluation Questions:
What are the goals and objectives of
the Program? What outcomes is the
program trying to accomplish? What
is the theoretical basis of the
program model?
Goals and Objectives
The goal of the YJI is to provide genderspecific case management, education,
and therapeutic services to girls who
have been victims or perpetrators of
crime. The services are part of an
overarching attempt to create a genderresponsive system that addresses
trauma in the lives of young women
exposed to violence. YJI employs
evidence based interventions such as
gender-specific case management, incustody street-law education and
advocacy, and a modified version of the
Voices program model.

II.

INPUTS

Research Questions:
How much was spent on services?
Who was involved with the program?
What data collection methods were
used? Who was served?
OMY Funding
During the 2008-2009 program year, YJI
received $151,785 from the Measure Y
Initiative.
Staff and Partners
YJI staff consists of 3 FTE positions: the
Program Director, YJI’s program staff, a
Case Manager trained as a Court
Appointed Special Advocate (CASA),
and a bilingual therapist, certified in
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California to practice Marriage and
Family Therapy (MFT). Services are
provided to young women on site at the
Family Justice Center. Advocacy and
outreach also take place at Juvenile Hall
and in the field.
YJI’s partners include Alameda County
Health Care Services Agency, Juvenile
Probation Department, Public
Defender’s Office, District Attorney’s
Office, the courts, and other community
service providers. Being located at the
Family Justice Center enables YJI to
partner easily with other agencies that
serve at-risk young women. For
example, YJI works closely with
MISSSEY, a co-located organization
that targets adolescent women involved
in commercial sexual exploitation. YJI
also shares a referral relationship with
Youth Radio Community Action Project
and other organizations working through
the Alameda County Inter-Departmental
Children’s Programming Committee to
design gender and age-specific curricula
for girls.
More than half of all participants were
referred to YJI through the Justice
system, 16% came through Crisis, and
23% through other CBOs and schools.
Referral Sourcei

Referral Source % of Consented
Clients
Justice

53%

Crisis

16%

Service

13%

School

10%

Unknown

7%

Personal

1%
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Data Collection Methods
YJI tracks program participation and
outcomes through an intake assessment
designed by the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency and through
additional, goal setting tools, posttraining evaluation forms, focus groups
with girls, and pre-and-post
questionnaires that measure attitude
and self-reported behaviors. Data is
entered into the CitySpan Management
Information System (CitySpan MIS) on a
regular basis.
All YJI staff have also been trained in the
Child and Adolescent Needs and
Strengths (CANS) Assessment, a
nationally-recognized and validated tool
to measure program strengths and
challenges. Staff are currently working
to develop tools to measure the impact
of YJI’s gender-specific group
curriculum, adapted from the evidencebased curriculum Voices. In addition,
individual mental health services now
include the use of the 40-item Trauma
Symptom Checklist (Briere) to help the
therapist monitor and mark reductions in
trauma symptoms as clients engage in
deeper work.
Consent
Measure Y program participants were
voluntarily asked to provide consent to
share personal information for the
purpose of evaluation. Of the 151 YJI
participants 77 (51%) consented to
sharing information, and 74 either
declined consent or had no information.
The following demographic information
is relevant only to consented clients.

Consent Rates
Consented

51%

Withheld Consent

48%

Missing Consent

1%

Total

100%

Client Demographics
Among consented YJI clients, data
indicate that 100% are female, with 53%
between the ages of 14-17 and 45%
between 18 and 25 years old. A little
more than half of consenting clients
identify as African American (54%),
while 22% reported themselves as
Latino and 16% identify as Multi-Ethnic.
47% of clients are residents of East
Oakland, 30% are residents of West
Oakland, 11% live in North Oakland,
and the remainder list residences
outside city limits.
Risk Factors
The most commonly cited risk factors
were Probation (83%),Exposure to
Violence (58%),and Sexual Exploitation
(57%).
Risk Factor of Participantsii

Risk Factor
Probation
Exposed to Violence
Sexually Exploited
Expelled
Truant
Parole

% of Consented
Clients
83%
58%
57%
1%
1%
1%

Referral Status at Intake
As indicated by the chart on the
following page, among all YJI client who
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received at least one referral to the
Justice system between 2005-2009,
95% of these occurred prior to
engagement with YJI services. This
suggests that YJI is self-selectively
targeting those young women most in
need of services.
.
Referral Status at Intake
(for Participants with Known Juvenile Records as of June 2009)

Services and Events
The following chart describes the
average units of service recoded in the
CitySpan MIS for this program.iii
Units of Service by Type of Service
Service
Provided

5%

1 or More Referrals Before
Intake
No Record of Referral at
Intake

95%

III.

agencies and conducts outreach at
Measure Y and other community
events in Oakland.

ACTIVITIES

Research Questions:
What service strategies were
implemented? How much service
was provided?
Service Strategies
The YJI program conducts the following
activities:
• Customizes and delivers genderspecific curricula (modified from the
Voices Model) to 9 girls over two
cycles per year.
• Provides individual cognitive
behavioral therapy and Intensive
Case Management to 30 girls
involved with the juvenile justice
system
• Teaches a gender-responsive and
culturally competent Street law
curriculum to 100 girls in custody
• Provides trainings for partner
agencies and other community
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Group

Hours
2008 ‐
2009

Average
Hrs/
Participant

% of
Total
Hours

1,541

18

Peer Support/
Counseling

1,541

18

49%

Individual

1,585

21

51%

Case
Management

754

7

24%

Mental Health
Services

621

13

20%

Intensive
Outreach

210

1

7%

Total

49%

3,126

In addition to the various individual and
group activities conducted by program
staff, YJI participated in the following 12
community events and forums on
gender-responsiveness and advocacy
for female youth.
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Program Events
Anti‐Trafficking Forum
Bay Area Girls Group
Careers in Health Panel
Focus Group with ACP on Girls in
Detention
Gender Responsive Services AJC
Gender Responsiveness Training
Girls Court
McCullum Youth Court Summit
Tipping Point‐Youth Surviving
Trauma
Training on Girls in the Juvenile
Justice System

IV.

Correlation between Service Hours
and Outcomes
The charts below page examine the
impact of Measure Y programs on
participant days truant and suspended.
The evaluation team found an average
intake date for program participants and
analyzed the average number of
truancies and suspensions before and
after Measure Y Intake. The second
chart provides a comparison to OUSD
students not participating in Measure Y.
YJI participants showed a significant
reduction in the number of days
suspended post intake.
Average # of Participant Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After YJI's
Average Intake Date

OUTCOMES
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7.94
8
6

5.55

Pre

3.88
4

Post

2.81

2
0
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Average # of Non-Measure Y Student Days Truant and
Suspended per 100 Days: Before and After YJI's Average
Intake Date
3.00
Average # of Days

Research Questions:
Were services effective in impacting
clients? Do service hours correlate
to any positive outcomes? Are
clients satisfied?
Perceived Participant Impact
The following table depicts clients’
average level of agreement with
statements that gauge the YJI
program’s impact on attitudes and
behaviors. A 1-5 scale was used, with 5
denoting ‘strong agreement’ with the
statement. As indicated below, clients
felt YJI had significant impact on their
ability to make better choices and has
resulted in elevated hopes for the future.

Average # of Days

10

2.52

2.50
2.00

2.04
1.77

1.78
Pre

1.50

Post

1.00
0.50
0.00
Avg. Days Truant

Avg. Days Suspended

Stakeholder Feedback
Interviews with YJI partners and other
community stakeholder organizations
revealed strong support for YJI services.
In particular, stakeholders identified the
intangible strengths that YJI staff bring
to their service delivery.
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I do know that the young people who work with
[YJI] feel so supported and the focus is so much
on how not to come back into the system or into
the hall. Young people don’t feel judged, but
there are new expectations being set and that
gives them something constructive to reach for,
and that helps reduce violence. Young people
are often in a lifestyle that necessitates violence
because they don’t perceive opportunity. YJI
facilitates different decision-making by walking
them through the questions they need to answer
to get to another place. People need a lot of
support making those changes – especially
because they are paroled back to the
communities where they got in trouble.
When I usually refer a girl is when there is a
dispositional report and I feel she might need
more services than probation has to offer – a lot
of the families are in really bad shape – some
girls need more, need to be shepherded through
the system…So it’s helpful for ___ to lend
support to these families.. Probation is
overworked and underpaid and not always able
to provide the kind of support the family needs
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Success Story
YJI program staff shared the following
story about a client they have worked
with intensely.
.
This kid was a YJI client – she had come through
juvenile hall for a serious gang-related offense.
Julie worked really hard to keep her from CYA
commitment. When she got out of the group
home she re-offended, another serious
offense…She was an advocacy client, working
with a therapist, had a YJI mentor. Her mom was
monolingual, so the bilingual staff here were very
helpful… I kept seeing her every week in jail, and
her mentor continued to write to her, and
Rosaura started providing her therapy while she
was in jail. Her attorney changed, and they were
looking to take a deal. It was pretty clear to them,
she was gang affiliated and a repeat offender.
But we had a strong relationship with her. I
successfully got another Measure Y partner to go
in and work with her, YEP (Youth Employment
Partnership) also went in there. I wrote up a
comprehensive exit plan for her and we were
able to get the DA to agree that part of the deal
would be that she would exit into this transitional
program. I picked her up outside the jail and took
her to her new home, her new placement in
Oakland. Rosaura met her for therapy the next
day, got her BART pass. It was almost as if she
was going off to college – we were both, the
client and I, nervous. It felt like she was starting
her life over. She started school, then with the
YEP program she started working. She continued
with Rosaura. And she is now utilizing other
resources – she had this experience with YJI and
she is going other places and building
relationships with women she can trust in school
and work and with case management in the
placement. She has been out of jail for several
months now and she is making it to all her court
dates. It has been really really hard for her – it’s a
huge transition, but it’s amazing to me how well
she’s doing
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V.

QUALITY

Research Questions:
What were the overall strengths of
the program? What were its biggest
challenges?
Strengths
YJI delivers age-appropriate, culturally
competent services to highly at-risk
young women. Therapy is available in
Spanish and in English by an MFTaccredited therapist and the program
has customized a SAMHSA-recognized
evidence-based curriculum (Voices,
Covington). This curriculum is a clear
strength of the program. The recent
adoption and training in the CANS tool,
and the agency’s history of providing
gender-responsive services were also
cited as notable program strengths.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team several
overarching recommendations that will
facilitate a more detailed evaluation next
year:
1. YJI needs to move toward

maintaining client outcome data and
assessment in electronic files for
easier evaluation and continuous
quality improvement – steps appear
to be underway to address this.
2. YJI Should continue exploring
programmatic options to prompt a
decrease in days truant and absent
for their clients

Challenges
The staff at YJI feel like what they are
doing is not necessarily understood by
Measure Y. The national CASA model
for advocacy is somewhat different from
traditional approaches to case
management, and some staff feel those
differences may not be fully understood.
Program personnel currently keep most
of their records on paper, rather than in
electronic files, making evaluation
cumbersome.
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Individual Program Level Evaluation Report
Cluster:
Cluster Purpose:
Program Purpose
Program Goals:
Resources:

MEASURE Y PROGRAM-LEVEL LOGIC MODEL: YOUTH JUSTICE INSTITUTE
Special Services – Exposure to Violence
To identify children and youth at the earliest point of exposure to violence, to connect survivors with supportive services and advocacy so that
reoccurrence is prevented.
To provide direct services, case management, education, and therapeutic services to girls who have been victims of crime or are Juvenile Justice
system involved – to reduce their victimization and recidivism rates.
To ensure that at-risk girls receive gender-responsive services, to reduce recidivism, to reduce victimization
Staff, Access to Juvenile Hall, Relationships with referring agents (attorneys, probation, other service providers), Juvenile Justice system buy-in,
Volunteers for case management, Funding, Access to probation data, Access to OUSD data, Access to adult jail and probation data, tracking system
(beyond the agency’s relationships with the girls)

Impact:

To create a gender-responsive system that addresses trauma in the lives of young women exposed to violence and involved in the juvenile justice
system
Assumptions:
That interventions such as gender-specific case management, individual therapy, in-custody street-law education and advocacy, and a modified
version of the evidence-based Voices program will help provide girls with protective factors against both offending and victimization.
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective I: To reduce victimization among girls in the community who have been exposed to violence or involved in the juvenile justice system
Healthy relationships without
18 youth per year participating More awareness regarding
YJI customized gender-specific Curriculum, staff, referrals,
relationships, fewer victimizations, violence, less victimization
in 12- week curriculum
program (modified from Voices) court orders or voluntary
(not currently measured)
(attendance tracking, CitySpan better choices, more pro-social
participants
to girls in the community – 9
skills (not currently measured)
database)
girls in two cycles per year (18
total per year)
Reduction in traumatic stress (not Healthy relationships without
Individual cognitive-behavioral
MFT Intern, PhD supervisory,
Weekly participation in onecurrently measured)
violence, less victimization
therapy to 9 girls
trainees from local university,
hour therapy sessions by 9
(not currently measured)
young women for one year
(attendance tracking, CitySpan
database)
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Activities

Resources

Process Measures
Sources of Data

Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective II: To reduce recidivism among girls in the community who have been exposed to violence or involved in the juvenile justice system
Stabilized lives, Less
Avoiding criminal offending and
5 girls in first quarter, 10 girls in
Intensive Case Management to Staff, volunteers, linkages to
recidivism (checked against
involvement in adult criminal
second and third quarters, and 5
30 juvenile justice systemother service providers,
juvenile probation records)
justice system
girls in third quarter completing at
involved girls
referrals through juvenile
(not currently measured)
least three months of intensive
justice system
case management
Activities
Resources
Process Measures
Short-Term/Intermediate
Long-Term Outcomes (1-3
Sources of Data
Outcomes (< 1 year)
years) Sources of Data
Sources of Data
Objective III: To help girls in custody advocate for themselves and develop life skills
Reduced recidivism, better life
Access to Juvenile Hall, buy-in
100 girls participating annually in Increased listening skills,
Gender-responsive and
choices
of juvenile hall staff and
advocacy course taught in
impulse control, understanding
culturally competent Street law
(not currently measured)
custody
the system, girls working
curriculum taught to 100 girls in- administration
cooperatively with PD, PO, and
custody
more equipped to manage their
lives for when they are released
(not currently measured)

CMS lists 29 “Referred by” options that have been divided into 6 categories reflecting the general nature of the referral. “Personal” includes all family, environment and
self-referral options. “School” includes school teachers and staff members. “Service” includes agencies, faith-based programs and social services. “Crisis” includes
hospitals and police responders. “Justice” includes any court or justice department related referrals.
ii Risk factors for Measure Y participants are limited to those listed in CMS for this program. Participants may have other risk factors in addition to those included above.
iii Note: because participants may have received different service mixes, the ‘average hours’ column indicates the average hours of service received by only those
participants who received each service; this is not an average per participant overall and averages may not sum to a whole.
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